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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

In the Kpreword to the last volume of the youiTial it was stated that the Society was 

proposing, with the consent of the Department of Antiquities of the Sudan Govern¬ 
ment, to explore the region "west of Wiidr Haifa, though it had been hoped that a return 
to Sai^arah might also ultimately have been possible. This latter hope was not realized, 
so that the whole season from November to March was devoted to exploring the site of 
ancient Buhen, on the w'est bank of the Nile opposite Wadi Haifa, with the happy result 
that Professor W. B. Emery', assisted by Mr. D. M. Di.\on, has opened up a site which 

appears to have endless possibilities. 
Apart from a few Egy'ptiaii expeditions from the First Dynasty omvards, the history' 

of Buhen opens in the Twelfth Dynasty', when there was built there a fortress guarding 
the north end of the Second Cataract, as a member of the string of fonresses erected at 
this time to guard the southern frontier of Egy'pt, which during the Middle Kingdom 
was regarded as including the Second Cataract. In the times of trouble and disturbance 
which followed the Hyksos invasion of Egypt proper, the fortress and the town it en¬ 
closed seem to have been stormed and sacked, and at the beginning of the War of 
Liberation in the Seventeenth Dynasty all Lower Nubia as far north as the First 

Cataract was under the sway of a Cushite ruler. Following on the recovery' of Nubia by 
the earlier kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty, Buhen was rcoccupied and the fortifica¬ 
tions rebuilt, A fine temple was erected by Queen Hatshepsut, and the old Middle 
Kingdom fortress became a citadel about which grew up a much larger town with its 
perimeter protected by a fortified wall and dry ditch on a new' principle of military' 
architecture consisting of irregular rectangular salients with projecting towers, the 
nature of Which was established by a test clearance of a small area at the e.xtremc north 
end of the fortress. This disclosed that the main wall, 17 ft. thick, was originally 32 ft. 

high, while the outer ditch was 2z\ ft. wide by 11 ft. deep, revetted with brick and 
stone. This enlarged town seems to have remained occupied and secure until the final 

collapse of Egy'ptian pow'er in Nubia after the end of the Tw'cntieih Dynasty, 
The main work of the season, however, was directed to the Middle Kingdom fortifica¬ 

tions of the citadel. Professor Emery writes; 

Here we found the main ^^'alls 16J ft. thick which had been retained during die liter period but 
which had been strengthened by the construction of large exterior buttresses. At the base of these 

walls, a wide brick-paved terrace had been built, beyond which was what appeared to be a sunk 
roadway. As excavation progressed* it bci^rac obvious that this sunk roadw'ay covered and followed 
the original dry ditch of the Middle Kingdom fortress; consequently everything below it has lain 
undisturbed since 1500 li.c. The removal of part of the terrace and roadway revealed the outer 
defences of the original fortress, consisting of a rampart with its loopholcd parapet overhanging the 

scarp of the rock-cut ditch. The counter-scarp on the other side of the ditch was heightened by 
brickw'ork, surmounted bv a narrow' covered way with what appears to be the top of a glacis behind 

it. Projecting from the scarp at intervals are round bastions w'ith double rows of loopholes arranged 
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in groups of three centring on one single shooting-embrasure from which the defending archer could 

direct his fire at three different angles downward on to the attackers in the ditch. Some conception 
of the Immense strength of these defences becomes obvious when we realize that an attacking force 

must first storm the glacis, destroying any outposts concealed in the covered way, while under fire 
from sling-shots and arrows directed from the main wall above. They would then have to descend 
the steep counter-scarp, 19I ft. deep, tu the foot of the ditch under an intense and organised cross¬ 

fire from the loopholed ramparts and bastions behind w'hich the defenders would be completely 
concealed. Should they survive this ordeal, they would then have to storm the scarp and rampart 

above it, only to find themselves in a narrow corridor at the foot of the main walls, which were at 
least 33 ft. high. 

The splendid preservation of the small portion of the fortifications so far cleared Is 

due to the fact that they were deliberately buried to form the foundations of later coo- 

stroctions, and it is clear that our beliefs as regards Egy'ptian military architecture are 
about to undergo drastic revision. Small test excavations suggest that the town enclosed 

by these walls may be equally well preserv'ed, and it appears that the Society’s expedi¬ 
tion has hit on a site which promises to be exceptionally fruitful and informative. 

Under the terms of our agreement with the Sudan Government, the preliminary report 
on which the above account is based will appear in fuller detail in the Sudan Antiquities 

Department’s journal Kush, but a brief account with photographs will be found in the 
lUustraied London News for 21 June 1958. 

It is with great regret that we have to record the deatli on 25 October 1957 of Hugh 

Macilwrain Last, w ho from 1936 to 1949 was Camden Professor of Ancient History in 
the University of Oxford, and from 1949 until his retirement in 1956 w'as Principal 

of Brasenose College. Although his main interffst was Roman History, he became a 

member of the Society in 1920; for a short while prior to 1935 Mr, Last served as Hon. 

Secretary or Joint Hon. Secretary, but in that year he became Hon. Treasurer, an office 
which he held until 1948, w-hen he resigned it on his appointment to Brasenose. When 

Mr. Last first undertook the Hon. Treasurership the Society’s finances were at a low 
ebb, but during his term of office he proved a tower of strength, and it was largely 

through his efiPorts that in 1948 we received the TVeasury Grant which alone has en¬ 

abled us to perform our manifest but costly duty to excavate and publish. When he 

evcntuaily resigned his Treasurership he left the Society’s financial affairs in a much 
sounder condition than he found them. 

We have also to deplore the death of Professor Gustave Lefebvre, the eminent French 

scholar who did so much to train the younger French Egyptologists who are doing such 
good work today. His most important publications were his Histoire desgrands^pretres 

d'Amon Rome-Roy ei Amenhotep, Le Tondteau de Petosiris, Grumniaire 4gyptienne, and 

Td>leau des parties du corps humoin. Since the above was set up we have also heard of 
the death on 13 July 1958 of Lady Hopkin Morris, who for nearly twenty years most 
ably served as our Hon. Secretary, and who is greatly mourned by all who knew her. 

The Secretary of the Griffith Institute has asked us to make it known to members 
that the late Mr. Guy Brunton’s drawings of button seal-amulets (63 cards bearing 
1027 drawings) and some MS. notes arc available in the Institute for study and research. 
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AN EARLY STATUETTE IN SERPENTINE 

By M. CASSIRER 

Among those Egj'ptologists who take an interest in the archaeology of Ancient Egypt 

the complaint is often voiced that, though there are now a not inconsiderable number 
of books on objets d’art, too many of these are content to reproduce, almost ad tjatiseam, 
the well-known masterpieces of the big museums. Not only so, but the same illustra¬ 
tions tend to turn up with monotonous regularity. Consequently, many lesser but 

nevertheless delightful specimens, often tucked away in private collections, but perhaps 
on the whole even more typical of that amaaing culture, have suffered serious neglect 

to the detriment of the scholar no less than of the aesthete. The superior attitude of 
the savant—who, in the early stages of our science, it will be remembered, refused to 
consider any monument not inscribed with an authenticating cartouche—has resulted 
in our comparative ignorance concerning whole classes of such objects. 

The high standard often to be found in the portrait statues of priests and officials 
is exemplified in a black stone figure of a standing man (pi. I), which was bought in 

a London shop in February' 1957. ft is in. high. It has suffered only Insign^cant 
damage. The attitude is the usual one, with the arms at both sides attached to the body. 
The hands are holding the traditional 'shamstaves^ 

The man is stepping out with his left leg, and the base, which is rough on the under¬ 
side, extends for over an inch beyond the toes, the nails of which are indicated. 'iTiere 

are a few scratches on the base, but no inscription. The modelling of the body is 
vigorous, emphasizing muscles and breast, with a vertical division from chest to navel 

above the plain, unadorned belt of the hilt. The latter is short, and folded from left to 
right on the top and in the opposite direction below'. These two parts are perpendi¬ 

cularly pleated, whereas the middle piece, extending further down, has horizontal 
creases. The head is interesting for the head-dress, which is of the short type that has 

been aptly described as ‘arranged radially, like roof-tiles’. The workmanship is here 
somewhat less careful in the part invisible in the frontal view, an observation which 
does not, however, generally apply to the object, 'Fhe tapering plinth on the back, for 

instance, is meticulously carved and beautifully polished; it extends nearly to the 
shoulders. The material is apparently serpentine, which takes a fine polish. 

The precise dating presents some difficulty, though sculptures in the same style are 
found in a few collections. A rather similar one, if slightly bigger, in the Walters Art 
Gallery is described in SteindorfTs catalogue as of black granite and dated Middle 

Kingdom; it is said to have come from 'Qena\* The figure now numbered 32187 at 
the British Museum, which is on view, seems to be one of a group of 14, anciently as^ 

signed by Budge* to the *VIth-XIIIth dynasties’. This dating should he sufficiently 

’ Sttindorff, Cat, of.,. fVattert Art Gallery {p. 26), *Dcnd«r»’ with a queitiDn-mu-k. 

* to 4ihj ^ 6th E^pfiatt p.,. 119. 

atm g 
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elastic to include the actual period of its manufactiire. Acquired from a dealer, it is said to 

have come from Abydos.' It is of the same material as the statuette under discussion and, 
though slightly smaller and leas carefully worked, clearly of the same type. It is at 

present ascribed to the early Middle Kingdom, though the arguments in favour of this 
dating are, admittedly, not entirely conclusive. The object here published more clearly 

reflects the forceful, dynamic impact of the Old Kingdom, and it may well belong to its 
dosing phases. 

* This mformatiofi is due to Mr. T. G. H. Jejucs. Aldred’s attempt to between an Upper and i 
Lowm Egyptian style of sculpture in his K^dom Art m Ancimt Egypt (TirantJ, 1950) should be noted 
in view of the possibility of a later dating than Dyn. VL 
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A FRAGMENTARY DUPLICATE OF PAPYRUS 
ANASTASI I IN THE TURIN MUSEUM 

By RICARDO A. CAMINOS 

It Is entirely due to the kindness of Sir Alan Gardiner that I am able to publish here 

the remnants of a duplicate of the lengthy Ramesside composition which is preserved 
in toio in the British Museum papyrus no. 10247, ^ hieratic manuscript better known 
as Papyrus Anastasi I, the topic of which is a learned controversy in the guise of a letter 
from the erudite scribe Hori to his friend and colleague AmcnemopS. The hierogly* 
phic transcriptions of the papyrus fragments that appear on the plates were made by 

Sir Alan directly from the hieratic originals preserv'ed in the Museo Egizio at 'Turin. 

He also arranged and placed the papyrus fragments, and supplied me with elaborate 
drafts from which my final drawings we re executed. Furthermore, most of the notes on 

the plates were written by him. It is a pleasure to acknowledge my deep gratitude to 

Sir Alan for having entrusted me with the publication of his mate rial. 

There follows a conspectus of the contents of the accompanying plates, 
Plate II: Two papyrus fragments previously published by Farina, Riv. Siudi Orientaliy 

13, 31S--20. They have preserved the better part of one page containing a duplicate of 

An, I, 8, 8-10, 7. 'Fhese fragments and those mentioned below formed part of one 

and the same papyrus. 
Plate in: Fragments from two consecutive pages. The small piece reproduced at the 

top of the plate holds the remnants of the last three linos of a page, the text being that 

of An. I, zi, 2-4. The six fragments in the lower portion of the plate must clearly 
have belonged to the next page of the same papyrus ^ the page contained a duplicate of 

An. I, 21, 4-22, 5. 
Plate IV ; Fragments appertaining to the page following that reconstructed on plate 

III, bottom. The page appears to have held a duplicate of An. I, 22, S“^3f 9- 
Plate V: Fragments belonging to the page followi'ing that of which only the two pieces 

on plate IV remain. Duplicate of An. 1,23,9-25, i. Published by Farina, op. cit. 320^1. 
Plate VI: A fragment of the next page of the papyrus bearing parts of the text of 

An. I, 23, 4-25, 4. Published by Farina, op. cit. 320 (II). 
Plate Vn: Fragments from two consecutive pages. I’he fragment given at the top of 

the plate is the upper left-hand end of a page; it hold words or parts of words belonging 

to An. I, 27, 7-28, 3, The five fragments reproduced underneath obviously belonged 
to the next page of the papyrus; they duplicate the last two lines of An, I {28, 7-8) with 

an addition or continuation which Is absent from the British Museum version. The 
text of these Hve fragments has been published by Farina, op. cit., p. 322. On the 

verso of the larger fragment are the remains of four lines of an administrative cursive 

text, the top line reading 
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Great care has been taken to show on the plates, in outline, the size and shape of the 
Turin papyrus fragments as accurately as possible. I have drawn the extant textual 

matter with a heavy line, and ali restorations with a light line. The superHnear numbere 

in square brackets are the column- and line-numbers in P.Anastasi I The restorations 
follow as closely as feasible the British Museum version of the text; deviations from it 

are pointed out in the footnotes. For the purpose of comparison the student may 

utilize Gardiner's transcription of the entire contents of P,Anastasi I in his Egyptian 
nieTQtk Texts. Series 1; Literary Texts of ike New Kingdom, i, 2 ff. The lengthy 

restorations on the plates have been made with a view to helping the reader exactly to 

locate the Turin fragments; the text of P.Anastasi I, which is the only complete version 

of H5ri’s letter known hitherto, has been deemed sufficient for the purpose, hence no 
attempt has here been made to incorporate readings from other sources. For additional 

duplicates of our text the interested reader may be referred to the list in Van de Walle, 

La Traimnission des textes littiraires dgypUens, 69 f., supplemented by Posener, Rev. d'Eg. 

43i 3! also Cerny and Gardiner, Hieratic Ostraca, r, 34, under P.Anastasi I, 
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AN ARCHAIC REPRESENTATION OF HATHOR 

By A, J. ARKELL 

As regards my Brief Communication with the above title, published in this Journai 
(vol. 41, pp. 125-6), Mr, Martin Burgess of the Department of Egyptology at Univer¬ 
sity College, London, has shown great skill in reconstructing the bowl under my guid¬ 

ance and with invaluable assistance with the reliefs from Miss Marjorie Howard of the 
Institute of Archaeology. The result is shown in plates VIII and IX, and the actual re¬ 
construction is described by Mr. Burgess in the article which follows. The photographs 
of the reconstructed bowl largely speak for themselves, and emphasize the importance 

of the bow'l for students of religion in the First Dynasty. I have only to add to my ori¬ 
ginal communication that study of the bird’s head has convinced me that it is not a 
pelican as originally suggested, but the Saddle Bill or Jabiru Stork, Epfiippiorhyrtcus 

senegalensts (Shaw); see Cave and Macdonald, Birds of the Sudan, 62, a conspicuous 
black-and-white bird standing over 4 ft. high, with a 12-in. red bill encircled in the 

middle w'ith a broad black band. It is still fairly common on rivers south of the Sobat 
and Bahr el-Arab. It was frequently represented on reliefs of late predynastic-proto- 

dynastic date, for example on the Camaivon Ivory (JEA 5, pis. 1 and 2) and the ivory 
comb published by Theodore M. Davis (JEA 5, pL 33), and it seems likely that its con¬ 
spicuous black-and-white colour led to its association with Hathor. Certainly the relief 

of Hathor's head on this bowl makes it clear that she was the goddess of the night sky, 
and the selection of black-and-white porphyry as the material for this striking piece of 
temple furniture must have been due to its being reminiscent of the starry sky. One 
wonders therefore whether the bow'l itself may have been used for magico-religious 
ceremonies intended to discern the will of Hathor by interpreting reflections of stars 

seen in the bowl w'hen filled with water. 
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THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE HATHOR BOWL 

By E. \L\RTIN BURGESS oKd A. J. ARKELL 

A TOTAL of twenty fragments of black-and-white porphyry, six from the Ashmolcan 
Museum at Oxford and fourteen from the Petrie Collection at University College, 
London, all originally from Hierakonpolis, were recognized to be parts of one large 
fluted bowl. The reconstruction of this bowl has now been carried out, but the evidence 

for the exact size and shape of the bow'l proved so slender that it is necessary to publish 
now not only photographs of the reconstruction, but also a statement of the evidence 
and a description of the methods employed. 

Porphyries vary very much in their appearance. Not only does the colour of the 
matrix vary'—in this case it is almost black with a tinge of green—but the colour, shape, 
size, and distribution of the white phenocry sts vary so much from one porphyry to 
another that we had no doubt that the fragments from the Ashmolean and from the 
Petrie Collection w'cre part of the same bowl. Proof came, however, when joins were 

found between .Ashmolean and Petrie Collection fragments. Where it was possible, the 
fragments w'hich joined were stuck together, but in one case the only evidence of a join 

was the fracture of a W'hite phenocryst and the total area of contact w^as too small to stick. 
When all possible Joins had been glued together, there were fourteen unconnected 

pieces, most of them quite small. There were three fragments of the base ring {one from 

the Ashmolean), three fragments of rim (all from the Ashmolean), a small fragment of 

wall (Petrie Collection) with a portion of the rope decoration above the dutes, part of 
one end of one of the handles (Petrie Collection) with pieces of wall (Ashmolean and 

Petrie Collection) joining to it. There were also other small fragments of wall from both 
museums, which contributed no evidence but which had to be incorporated in the 
recon.St ruction. 

A problem which arises in cases like this, where fragments of one object are possessed 
by two or more museums, is that either some fragments have to be given up or re¬ 
productions have to be made. In this case it seemed best to make castings of all the frag¬ 
ments and to use them in the reconstruction. This method has the added advantage 
that, when the reconstruction has been finished, the original fragments can still be 
examined separately. 

It was essential that the castings should be exactly the same size and shape as the 

originals, with no trace of shrinkage or distortion. 'Phey were made of black plaster-of- 
paris in rubber latex moulds by a technique already published (^Casting Small Anti¬ 
quities from Latex Moulds’, E, Martin Burgess, Rubber Devetc^ments, vol. lo, no, i, 
Spring t957, pp, 20-22, issued by the Natural Rubber Development Board). The black 
castings were impregnated with polywiny! acetate in a vacuum chamber {Museums 

Journal, 54, t25-7) and the white phenocrysts painted on their surfaces. The bowl was 
reconstructed in plasier-of-paris with the castings included in it and placed in their 
correct relative positions. 
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The fact that the bowl was fluted, though it increased the work, made reconstruction 
possible, for since the diameter of the bowl changes, the widths of the flutes change. 
The size of the flutes on any single floating fragment was a guide to its position, The 

first step was to find out how many flutes the original bowl possessed. 
The bowl has two handles and each must have spanned the same number of flutes 

with half the remaining flutes between them on each side, I’here must, therefore, have 
been an even number of flutes. The base ring, of which three fragments remain, is a 
representation of a grass ring bound w'ith palm-leaves. From the fragments it could be 
seen that there were pairs of bindings with a space between each pair. The flutes start 

above the base ring, and some were found in association with one of the base fragments. 
To every pair of bindings and their intervening space there are six flutes. As there must 

be a definite number of bindings and spaces, the total number of flutes must be divisible 

by six. One set of bindings and a space more or less W'ould make a big difference to the 
diameter of the base ring, and it w'as found that tw^elve sets, as well as being a con¬ 
venient number to divide a circle into, produced a diameter which fitted the fragments. 
Twelve sets of bindings and spaces would mean that the bowl originally had seventy- 

two flutes carved on it. When working with hand-made objects it is never safe to assume 
that one deduetion, like the one above, gives a correct answer. There are variations 
even on an object made with such precision as this bowl. It was necessary therefore 
to check the number of flutes and arrive at a figure by another method. 

The tw'o largest w'all fragments (pi. VI11, 2), one with part of a handle and the other 
nearer the base, were linked by only the most tenuous of joins, far too small for stick¬ 

ing. In order to fix them in the correct relationship one with the other, they were laid 

flutes downwards and supported underneath until they were in the correct position 
with the Internal tool-marks passing in smooth curti'es from one fragment to the other. 

Litjuid piaster was then poured on to the inside surface of each fragment and tlte two 

lots of w*et plaster connected by iron bars. In this w'ay, the originals could be brought 
into the correct positions and later on the castings could be held together in the same 
way. Having brought these two largest fragments together, it was possible to make a 
ho^ontal plaster impression of an outside section of the bowl tw elve flutes wide. This 
impression, with its base ground flat so that the flutes w'cre vertical and the flat surface 
on a plane parallel with the planes of the base and rim, was moved about on a scries of 

drawn circles. The circle it fitted was 18^ in. in diameter and any nine flutes made an 
angle of 45“ with its centre. If nine flutes made 45", then 360^ would require se^'enty- 

tw'o flutes. 
It is hard to describe the methods employed so that the reader of the above two para¬ 

graphs can see the process step by step in his mind’s eye without diagrams and photo¬ 

graphs. All that is essential, however, is the fact that two methods were employed to 

calculate the number of flutes, and both gave a result of seventy^-two. 
The reconstruction of the bowl could then proceed, starting with the base (pi, IX, z). 

I'he three base fragments had to be arranged round a circle of the correct size so that, 
when the base ring had been completed in plaster, the existing bindings and spaces 

w'ould be so placed that there W'as room to carv'e the missing bindings and spaces 
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bet\veen them, A cushion^shaped disk of plaster was made of which the upper contour 
fitted the fragments Inside the base ring. The diameter of this disk, 5I in., was that which 

would make the base ring the correct size to carry twelve sets of bindings and spaces. 
The top surface of the disk was divided into tw’elve equal segments by lines radiating 

from the centre. The three fragments w ere fixed to the disk so that the beguming of each 
set of bindings and spaces was opposite one of the radiating lines. The spaces between 

the fragments were filled with plaster, and the locating disk removed. 
The two largest fragments of wall were fixed together by the method already do' 

scribed. '^Fhe castings were stuck with water-soluble glue to the plaster impressions of 
the insides of the fragments. The missing pieces near the join were replaced with plaster 

and then the backing was soaked in water to soften the glue and the two castings were 

left fixed in the correct relative positions. 

The low'cr end of the largest fragment of wall did not join the largest fragment of base 
(pi. VI11, 2, and pi. IX, 2). However, the thicknesses, the sizes of thefiutes, and the 
curvature of the inside striations w'ere so similar that the bottom of this w'all fragment 

must have occupied a position at about the same height as the top of the base fragment. 
It was decided, therefore, to fix the wall fragment so that its low'er end butted up to the 

upper end of this base fragment. It had to be supported so that the flutes on both pieces 

were in line with each other, so that the horizontal curve of the wall was part of a circle 
whose centre was over the centre of the base ring, and so that the contour line of the wall 

in profile ran smoothly into the profile of the base fragment as it stood out from the 
base ring. When this had been done, it w'as possible to measure the distance to the 
centre of the bowl from the point on the wall where the impression of curvature had 

been made. This distance, 9^ in., agreed with the previous calculation of the total dia¬ 

meter at that particular height. In other words, the correct placing of the wall fragment 
had been confirmed. The wall fragment was fixed in position with more plaster, so that 
now an internal and external outline of the bowl had been established to the top of the 

handles. 
This internal and external outline had to be copied all round the base unit, so that 

the shape of the bowl was uniform on all sides. A plasticine former, keyed on to a back¬ 

ing of plaster to give it rigidity, was made inside the upstanding fragment of side wall. 
It reached to the centre point on the floor of the bowl and to the level of the top of the 
handle. This former was then moved about the centre point through iSo“ and then 
through 90^ each way and so on, plaster being applied outside it, until the walls of the 

bowl had been built up ah round. 
To fashion the outside surface a plaster templet, cast from the outline of the wall 

fragment, ^vas moved round the outside, the surface being carved down to fit it. Before 

flutw are attempted, it is essential to have an accurate surface to work on. This surface 
was at the level of the crests of the flutes. 

More plaster was now added above the level of the handles, and so shaped that the 
inside and outside curvature of the bowl walls continued smoothly upwards. 

The handles presented a number of problems, the greatest being that there was no 

evidence for their original length. Here again the flutes came to our assistance. The 
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handles must have been a certain number of flutes long, and one too few or too many 
would make a great difference in the proportion of the handles to the bowl. Evidence 
suggests that this squat type of bowl evolves from a wide mouth, narrow rim, spherical 

shape, and short fat handles to a more squat form with wider rim, narrower mouth, and 
longer and thinner handles. In any case the proportions of the various pans do seem 

to agree r i.e. if the rim is wider and the mouth smaller in relation to the external dia¬ 
meter, then the handles are longer and thinner 

In the University Museum in Manchester there is a large bowd of black-and-white 
porphyry which was also found at Hierakonpolis (Quibell and Petrie, Hierakonpolh, (, 
pi. 38). Measurements w'ere made of this bowl and of another which is in the Petrie 

Collection, University College, London (Petrie, Prehistoric Pgypi, pi. 36, 64) and the 
proportions w'ere used to help in deciding how long the handles on our reconstruction 

should be in relation to the external diameter and the mouth and rim diameters. The 
proportions gave us lengths for the handles of the Hathbr buw'l of 5 -qz in, to 5*5 in. The 

other bowl in the Petrie Collection gave proportions which would make the I^athor bowl 
handles anything from 7-06 in. long to 8*88 in. long. According to the proportions the 
Hathor bowl appeared to be somewhere between the other two bowls in development. 

A porphyry bowl of similar de.sign with a base ring and fluted surface, found at 
Nakada, now in Cairo and published by J. dc Morgan {La Prehhtoire orientate, ii, 
193), has handles with nine flutes on them. It is usual to have an odd number of flutes 

or mouldings on any object as the eye is draw*n to the central one and unity is obtained. 

Nine flutes would make the handles of the Hathor bow'l 6^ in. long. 
The length of the handles having been decided, it was possible to cast them in their 

proper places with the mould cored to produce the horizontal hole. The only remaining 
part of one of these holes tapers slightly towards the centre of the handle. The drilling 

of the hole would have been done from both ends and it was found that, if the hole was 
to emerge on the other side at the level of tlte outside contour of tltc bowl, the same size 
and on the crest of one of the flutes, the handles had to be nine flutes long. 

The flutes were now lightly drawn out all over the bowl and the remaining fragments 
fitted in. The most important of these was the small fragment with the evidence of the 
rope decoration (pi. VIil, 1). It was hard to place this fragment, and even now the rope 
may not terminate the flutes at the correct height. Once again the fluted howl in Cairo 

mentioned above w*as used as evidence, and its rope appears to be midway betw'cen 
the top of the handles and the underpart of the rim. This positioning appeared to agree 

with the general shape of the fragment in question and w'ith the size of the flutes on it. 
The other fragment whose original position w*as at all certain u*as a fragment of wall 

with, at its top, traces of the bottom of one of the handles. Not only w'as its thickness 

wrong, hut there was not really room to put it under the left-hand end of the existing 
handle. It was finally placed under the right-hand end of the opposite handle (pi. VII 1,2). 

Meanwhile the rim was being reconstructed (pi. VIII, i; ph IX, 1). There is no linking 

fragment betw een the rim and the bowl, so the evidence for the size and shape of the rim 
and mouth was worked out separately. One of the three fragments of rim not only carried 
parts of the Hathor head but gave part of the top surface of the rim, the mouth, the 
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inside wall as it sloped away From the mouth, and a small portion of worked surface 
underneath the rim on the outside of the bowl {pi. IX, 3). From this fragment could be 

seen the depth of the mouth and the thickness of porphyrj' between the mouth and the 
underneath of the rim. One of the other rim fragments, the one with the left horn of the 
Hathor head, showed the w'idth of the rim outside before it joined the bowl (ph IX, 3). 

Added together these fragments gave us the total width of the rim, which was 3 in. 
There was enough outside edge of the rim for the fragments to be compared w ith drawn 
circles. The total diameter was found to be 13 in,, giving a mouth diameter of 7 in. 

Two concentric circles of 7-in. and 13’in. diameter were drawn out on paper which 
was stuck on glass. On the smaller circle and inside it a vertical plasticine w^all was 

built to the height of the depth of the mouth. Outside the outer circle another vertical 
wall was built to a height suitable for the outside of the rim. The paper between the tw'o 
walls w'as now cut away and the fragments of Hm could be moved round on the glass. 
Strips of glass were fixed on top of the outer w'all projecting tmvards so that they just 

touched the outside fragment of rim as it was moved round. Strips of glass w ere also 
arranged to overhang the rim area from the inner wall at the angle at which the inside 
of the bowl sloped away from the mouth. The inner fragment of rim was placed with 
the area of mouth surface against the inner wall. Then the mould w'as filled 'with plaster 
at one pouring. The resultant cast required little carving and the top surface of the rim 
was quite flat, an accurate surface for drawing out and carving the relief. 

We are much indebted to Miss Marjorie Howard, of the institute of Archaeology, 
London University, for her reconstruction drawings of the Hathor head and the Jabiru 

Stork (pi. IX, 3.4). Of the ilathdr wc had a fragment w'ith the left horn, its star, and part 

of one point of the six-pointed star over the brow. We also had the vital fragment with 
part of the neck of the Hathor, the right ear and star, and part of the eye with its strange 

V-shaped lower Ud. 'Fhe nose was missing, as were the lips and eyebrows. In the re- 
construction, the parts for which we had no evidence w'ere copied from the Hathor 
heads on the slate palette of Naimer, also from Hierakonpolis and of about the same 

date. These heads have chins, but the fragment from which we were working showed 
that our Hathor had no chin. 

The outline of the llatbdr head was drawn on the plaster rim round the cast of the 
existing fragment. Then the area of the left horn was cut away and the cast of the second 

fragment fixed In position. The missing parts of the head were then redrawn. 
We did not know from w'hat part of the rim the stork came; probably the rim was 

covered ivith carved relief, especially as porphyry is a hard stone and the less back« 

ground there was to cut away the better. However, having no evidence for more relief, 
the stork was placed opposite the Hathor head. First the cast of the fragment with the 

head and neck of the stork was fixed in the rim and then the reconstruction of the rest of 
the bird was drawn on the plaster. This drawing was based on the numerous representa¬ 
tions of the jabiru stork on ivories of the same period. The carving -w'as now carried 

out, the rest of the rim being sunk to the level of the surrounds of the existing relief. 
VV'hen both the flutes and the rope decoration had been carved, tbe rim ^vas positioned 
over the bowl and the two united with plaster. 
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Finally, the plaster was hardened by painting it with polyvinyl acetate dissolved in 

toluene, the plaster surface was painted a dark greenish grey with water paint, and the 
whole varnished with a dilute solution of polyvinyl acetate. 



ONLY ONE KING SIPTAH AND TWOSRE NOT 
HIS WIFE 

By SIR GARDINER 

The conclusions announced in the heading to the present article are In flat contra¬ 
diction of what I stated, or at all events Implied, in an earlier article published no more 
than four years ago. The evidence here to be adduced is, however, quite distinct from 
that which I previously used, and must, 1 thinlt, first of all be considered on its own 
merits. This having been done, it will remain to discuss whether the contradiction 
cannot be somehow disposed of. 

In 1912 there appeared, much delayed in the printing, an article by Daressy showing 

that on King Sethos II's death in his sixth year he was succeeded by a 

Ratmesse-Siptah with the prenomen Sekha^enref-setpenre'.' This un¬ 

equivocal information was furnished by a limestone ostracon found in the Biban el- 
Mohlk by Theodore Davis and better edited later by Cem^ in his ^talogue of the 
hieratic ostraca in the Cairo Museum.^ Just about the same time th* Daressy wrote 

his paper the same prenomen and nomen came to light in a graffito discovered by 
Barsanti at Abu Simbel and published by Maspero in Am. Serv. ro, 131 Neither 

scholar was at the time aw'are of the discovery disclosed by the other, but their reaction 
was the same in both cases. In his excavation of the Scrapeum of Memphis half a 
century earlier Mariette had found a small vase with the cartouches of Neferkarc* 
Ramesscs IX contained within a larger vase inscribed with the prenomen Sekha<cnref- 

mery'amiin and the nomen Ra«mcssc-Siptah+ and on the strength of this material 
proximity' bad argued that the Ra^messe-Siptah in question must belong to the Twen¬ 
tieth Dynasty like the Ncferkarer in w'hose company he was found. Both Daressy and 

Maspero rcalhted the falsity of this deduction, and identified the Rafmesse-Siptah of 
the Serapeum with the earlier king of the name with w'hom they were each separately 
concerned. The small difference of the epithet =[)“ at the Serapeum and the epithet 

on the ostracon and at Abu Simbel obviously could not stand in the way of these 
identifications. 

This point being settled, there still remained the problem of the relation, if any, of 

Sekhatenre^-setpenre' Ratmesse-Siptab to a more often named King Siptah bearing the 

prenomen Akhenre^-setpenref and the nomen Merenptah- 

Siptah.5 This is the matter now particularly interesting me, together with the date or 
* R£C. trav. 34, 39 

^ 3551 5p mc Otirnm (CCG), pi. 9. p. 12* of the text volume. 
^ Also Porter vn, 99, <i i>. 

* Pc^rtcr and Nlosi^ iir, 207 j under E^. 

* GAUthier, Litw dpi ncu'j, Jll» 140 fF. On hia coffin found in the tomb of Amenophis ][ the rouf^hJy written 
prenomen substitutes mry'-lmtt for ifp-n-R', the nnmen not bting ^pven. Elliot Smith, Thi Royal 
pi, 60. There are mAny mtisW vAiiatiom in both cartouches. 
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dates involved. Baldly stated in the above temis, it might seem fantastic to assert the 
identity of two Siptahs who differed not only in their nomen, but also in their prenomen, 

yet both Daressy and Maspero realized that there was here a question which would have 

to be faced. Even if the identity could not be fully proved, there was at least a link 
that could not be ignored' grafliti previously recorded at Aswan,' Schcl,^ Abu Simbcl,^ 

and Wadi Haifa-* had revealed the existence of a King's Son of Kush Sety who had been 
installed in his office in year r of Ra<messe-Siptah and was still holding the post in 

year 3 of Merenptah-Siptah.i The prenomen of Ra<mcsse-Siptah not yet being known, 
it was all the easier to accept Breasted’s view—unfortunately mixed up with some un¬ 
tenable conjectures—that there was a sole King Siptah who ‘w'as at first called Rainses- 

Siptah and later Memeptah-Siptah’,* and this view he could still hold whilst accepting 
Lepsius's well-founded assertion that in the tomb of Merenptah-Siptah’s queen 

Twosre the cartouches of fiethos 11 were superimposed upon those of Merenptah- 
Siptah. Breasted’s position in 1906 thus was that Ra^messe-Siptah and Merenptah- 
Siptah w'ere identical and that the bearer of those names reigned before Sethos 11. 
Daressy, on the other hand, forgetting or else disagreeing with Lepsius, continued to 
regard Rafmessc’Siptah and Merenptah-Siptah as separate kings reigning immediately 

after one another in that order, and on the evidence of his ostracon located them as suc¬ 
cessors of Sethos II. Maspero, knowing nothing about the ostracon, expressed no 

opinion as to the date of the Siptah king or kings,? hut maintained their identity' in spite 

of the new' Abu Simbel graffito giving to Ra'messe-Siptah a prenomen different from 

that of Merenptah-Siptah. For this he had two c.xcellent reasons, first the reappearance 
in his new graffito of the Nubian viceroy Sety and secondly the Homs-name 

'Strong bull, beloved of i;Ia<py (the Inundation god) who makes every 
land to live by his spirit’. Now w'hen 'I’heodore Davis, in the last days of December 
1905, had discovered the tomb of Merenptah-Siptah, he found on the outer jamb of 

the entrance the titulary ^C^t-^irHorus-Re'. 

Strong-Bull-bcloved'of'Ha'py, the Klngof Upper and Low'er Egj'pt, Akhenre'-setpenre', 
the son of Re‘, Merenptah-Siptali’, with the variant as the Horus-name on 
the opposite jamb,® In his article on the .A.bu Simbel graffito Maspero at once realized 
the great improbability that the otherwise completely unattested Horus-name 'Strong- 

bull-beloved-of Ha'py’ should be given to two different kings.* So commonplace 

’ Pcitcranii Mo», V, 3+5. * SS*, 96. 
^ Ibid. Vlt, (9). 

+ Ibid. 1^4, 6 w. 

f The references to Sety sre c&nvcnientl^ Tsbukied by Reisner in JEA ^,48; texts and tramkiions by 

Maspero ^vill be found in Th. Davis's book jncntioned below* S. 

* Aftamt RtiXtfdSy lit, §§ 6J9-41. 

^ He hsiii prcv'ioiisly maintained that the two Siptah?, whom he like Breasted ref^oidcd *-■! identicut, had 

preceded Selhm iTi Th. Davis's book, p- Mviij. Reisner (JEA 6^ 49^ bottom) seems mtsrtjiktrt in ttiinkinit 

ihqt Maspero ever explicitly placed Siptiih after Sethos 11. 

* Theodore Davis, T^t 0/ Siphtak, i^ndotl, igoS, pp. xiii and 14. HVp^fy nri 7pTni appears to occur 

as the Horua name of Mcrenr^-Siptal^i the usurper of the stela B of Anicnmcsi.'ie jn the temple of lyuiru, 

sec Caminos in Fircho’w^ Agyptotagische Studifn, p. £5. 

^ Smu 10, 137* 
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a Horus-name as Wr~pkty might indeed occur with more than one kings* but not 
MT\y\-}i^py. This argument acquires additional force from Ostr. Gardiner lo recently 
published by Cem^ and myself in our Hieratic Ostracay ph ly, 4; here in a full titulary 
of Akhenre*-[setpenreT] Merenptah-Si[ptalj] dated in his year 5 the Horus-name Mry- 
H<py receives the further adjunct U [m6 m k^■f\ exactly as in the Abu Simbel 
grafhto, where it is assigned to Ra'messe-Siptah. This supplies a very strong ground 
for maintaining the identity of Ra'messe-Siptah and Merenptah-Siptah, and taken in 

conjunction with the naming of Sety as Nubian viceroy, constitutes a wellnigh un¬ 
answerable case for that view; surely few scholars will accept the contention that be¬ 
cause Sety was a very common name at this period there may have been more than one 

viceroy of the name. Von Beckerath,^ who argued on much the same lines as I have done, 
made two very good points in obsei^nng (a) that while we possess separate tombs for 

Sethos IT, Amenmesse,^ and Merenptah-Siptah, we have none for a separate Ra'mcssc- 
Siptah, and {h) while of the few- dated records of Merenptah-Siptah three belong to 

year 3 and one each to years 5 and (t* none belongs to year i, the only year attested for 
Ra*messe-Siptah. If we are asked to explain why King Siptah adopted a new form of 

name between years i and 3, we can only reply that we cannot do so, but that troubled 
events were evidently in progress and they must have been the cause. We can now add, 
however, that evidence is accumulating to indicate that royal names were by no means 

as stable and immutable as was formerly believed: Phiops I appears to have used the 
prenomen Nefersahor before finally giving the preference to MeiyTe* if the arguments 
of Stock, von Beckerath, and myself are sound Menthotpe I changed his titulary not only 

once, but twice;* and no one has, to my knowledge, contested the fact that Ramesses IV 
elected at the beginning of his reign to be known as Usimarre^-setpenamun before 
substituting the element f Hh~ for “f 

Thus far I have added but little to the evidence adduced by others, but more remains 
to be said. Two Cairo ostraca,® one of them that first published by Darcssy, quote a 

vizier Pra*emhab who was in office in year 6 of Sethos 11, and three graffiti in the Wadi 
Hammamat® all associate him with the same king, w'hose cartouches he is seen wor¬ 
shipping in two of the cases. In the famous indictment for crime P.Salt 124 the accused 
Pneb is said (rt. i, 3) to have bribed Praremhab w'ith six servants who had belonged to 

the accuser’s father, and the words wnwr m Uty ‘who had been vizier’ show that Pra^em- 

hab no longer occupied that position. The more closely we study P.Salt 124, the more 

* Ab^ut tbls pflnod it occun sXsQj so far t can sec, onljr witli Uvrt det rotj, 133^ liii; 
ixviij; Ostr. Cairo 25560 w loo doubtlcsa at thi: end of F.Sallier MtwWffJn'eip p. 88. 

^ Tafftf imd 71. 
^ 1 find the name of this kjn{^ gi'^'cn s& Amenmost by a number of schokr^ who ought to know better, 

since the t is invariably written twLce. On the analogy of Ra^ftitssc 1 here write Antenmesse. 
* Vofi Bedccmh, op^ cit, 71, wron^Ely states that Sety whs still viceroy in year 6 and this error is repwed 

by Heick on p. 39 of the article quoted below, p. 17, n„ r. Some time before y^sar 6 Sety had been replaced by 
a viceroy Hori who does not concern iis here, see JEA 6, 4^. 

* M&ller In ZAS 44^ izg; ako Ajiih«* FMmcJmfun von liaimtitf p. 13 with pi. 4. 
* Mitt. d. archdolog. Imt., Kmro, 14, 41 fF. 
^ Gauthier, Uvr^ de* rots, m, 178+ 
* Cemf, op. dt, sSStj. rt. i, vs. 4, 3; asSS^, x. 
* Cooyat iuid Monlet, noA. 461 23^, 246^ 
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evident it becomes that Pneb had taken advantage of the prevailing situation to purloin 
things that were to have been used at Sethos IPs funeral (see rt. i, 6^) and had shown 

his disregard for the defunct king by quarrying stone at the latter’s tomb for use at his 
own (rt. 2, 5), I gain the impression that the accuser Amennakhtc was trv'ing to get 
Pneb removed from the office of ‘chief workman’ which he had obtained as a result of 

his bribe to Pra<emhab and that the papyrus Is likely to have been written very soon 
after Setbos IPs death. If so, the picture can be combined with the long series of Cairo 

ostraca where Ra^messe-Siptab first comes into view'. Before the end of that king’s first 
year a new vizier Hori' is found busying himself with the affairs of the necropolis, and 
he can hardly be other than the vizier Hori who is found together with the cartouches of 

Akhenref-setpenre' Merenptah-Stptah in a graffito copied by Petrie on the road leading 
southw ards from the town of Aswan The same vizier is found associated with the same 

pair of cartouches on the highly inter^ting hieroglyphic ostracon belonging to the 
Boston Museum edited by Cern^ in the present volume. 'Phesc two pieces of evidence, 
combined w ith the ostracon first published by Darcssy, place the equation of Ra<messe- 
Siptah and Mcrenptah-Siptah beyond the shadow of a doubt, for no judicious scholar 
will wish to postulate two separate viziers of the name of Hori, each holding office 

under a separate king Siptafi, It is true that Weil, in his excellent but somewhat out-of- 
date w'ork^ on the Ancient Egyptian viziers, classified the Hori of the Nineteenth Dynasty 

under six different heads, but both Cemy and Helck believe that it is the same person 
who is referred to in every case, and that he lived on into the time of Ramcsscs III. 

The main purpose of the article published by me in JEA 40, 40 ff. was to summarize 
the results obtained by my friend Caminos in an elaborate investigation of the tomb 
of Queen Twosre, no. 14 in the Biban ePMoIuk. Tw'O representations of a king were 
found there accompanied by cartouches that had been erased and replaced by others, 
and I had asked Caminos to ascertain whether the names of Mcrenptah-Siptah were 

the originals, as Lepsius following the example of Champollion had maintained, or 
whether the priority was to be given to Sethos 11, as Ayrton had later asserted. Caminos 

devoted to this commission a care and a thoroughness such as I had never expected, 
making diagrams of every scene throughout the entire length of the tomb and adding 
comments wherever cartouches or royal titles occurred. This admirable work had, how¬ 

ever, the disadvantage of being too extensive to be publislied in full, so that it fell to 
my lot to prepare a brief statement.-* Caminos’s final verdict, supported by other com¬ 
petent scholars examining the tomb with him or independently, was decisive in favour 

of Lepsius: the n^artouches of Sethos H had been superimposed upon those of Siptah 
and not vice versa, suggesting that of the two kings Merenptah-xSiptah was the earlier 
and consequently to be distinguished from Ratmcssc-Siptab, knowm from the Cairo 

* F&t references &ec Ccm>\ cyp* cit., p- tig, 
* Pclric!* ^4 Sfman in Egyfly pi. nu. 278. The cartouches of this graffiito irt Riven also in J. de .Morgan^ 

Caialaspit, p. 27* no. 208, but withoui the name of IJori. 
* A. Wcil^ Dtn Veisiere PharaonmraEhey, p. io3, bonom. 
* It muHt be ertiphasized that the state of mfhiirs there diselchscd k considerably more complicated tlian is 

admitted in my summary. For complete knowledge of the fa™ scholars w’ill need to consult Caminos's material 

in the Giiffith [rtstilMCc at Oxford. 
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ostmcon to have been Sethos iTs successor. I confess I had hoped that Ayrton's view 
would pro\'e correct, in which case the idcntit)' of Ratmesse-Sipta^i and Merenptah- 
Siptah would have been further confirmed, as 1 had long believed on the strength of 

the evidence set forth in the first part of the present paper. 
Ayrton’s contention having proved to be mistaken, it was logical to draw the opposite 

conclusion, and to admit that Merenptah^Siptah reigned before Sethos U, a conclusion 
which entailed the further admission that Mcrenptah-Siptah and Rn'messe-Siptah 

were separate kings. Having now, how'cver, had occasion to study the situation afresh, 
I am convinced that my original opinion was correct, and that accordingly the un¬ 

deniable superimposition of Sethos II’s cartouches over those of Merenptah-Siptah 
does not carry with it the chronological implication which others beside myself have 

over-hastily supposed. It is, in fact, becoming more and more evident that the chrono¬ 
logical deduction from superimposed cartouches is highly precarious, and must give 
way to other considerations whenever these are sufficiently strung. The long and tcdiotis 
controversy in which Sethe was the protagonist ended in the general acceptance of the 

view that the insertion of the names of Tuthmosis I and II over that of Ilashepsow'e 
w'as due, not to those kings, but to ’ruthmosis III,^ We need to realize that the carving 

of one pair of cartouches over another may sometimes have been the work of a person 

or persons interested to support the pretensions of a Pharaoh earlier in date. This does 
not mean, of course, that the secondary' cartouches were never due to a king actually 
posterior in point of time ; in the tomb of Twosrc herself the last usurper everywhere 

was Setnakhte, and Setnakhte is known to have reigned later than any of the three other 
royalties there mentioned; so too the substitution of the titulary of Merenptah-Siptah 

over that of Amenmesse on tw’o stelae in the temple of Kurna certainly corresponds to 
the actual historical order.* However, in the case before us, as well as in that of a block 
discovered by Petrie at Memphis w*here precisely the same superimposition has been 

found,^ there are ample grounds for denying that Sethos 11 was alive at the time, as 
w'lU be seen by considering some of the consequences which would have ensued if 

Merenptab-Siptab had preceded him as king. 
In the scene on the right-hand wall of the Entrance Corridor Twosrc is seen standing 

behind Merenptah-Siptah and described as King’s Great Wife. Siptah would thus have 

been her husband, since ex hypothesi her marriage to Sethos II took place only later. Can 
we im^nc that a proud Pharaoh of adult age w'ould have suffered bis spouse to equip 

herself with a great tomb in the sacred burial-ground from which queens had hitherto 
alw'ays been banned?* And if Twosrc was already in possession of such a tomb when 
she became the wife of Sethos II wrould she have condescended to w'ear a bracelet de¬ 
picting her standing humbly to pour wine into the goblet of her seated husband ?* And 

’ See paiticularly EdgertMi, The Thutmosid Suceanwt Mid the autnnuitg-up in Vend ier and D Hniort, L’^gypte, 
3rd eel.. 3S3. 

* See Caminoa's Article in FircHoti*, Jfjiyplologisehe Smdien, 17 ff. 
^ Riqqek and Memphit, %'i, pi. 57, 23, nith p. 33. 
^ is true that l;;|njhcpspwc had a tomb in the VsUfiy, but had it in virtue pf hrr claim to be King of 

Fg^'pti not a quetn. 

^ Th. EbviSp op. pL In], 
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lastly, if a separate king Rafmesse-Siptah had succeeded that husband upon the throne, 

would Twosre ever have found the opportunity, which she ultimately did find, of de¬ 

claring herself King of Upper and Lower Egj'pt? 
It is doubtless impossible, with the meagre data at our disposal, to present a historical 

picture accurate in all details, but at least some features of the situation stand forth 
clearly, so that a tentative reconstruction may be justifiable. This will be found to differ 
in some respects from that given by Helck in an article* with w'hich I became acquainted 
only after half of the present paper w'as written, but at all events one must admire the 

skill and ingenuity with W'hich he has stated h^ case, and the industry with which he 
has collected all the relevant material. This having been said, I find it better to go my 

own way. That Twosre was at some time Sethos ll’s principal wife is certain from the 

jewellery of which one item has been mentioned above. She may have been preceded 
in that position by a King’s Great Wife Takha^e mentioned on a colossal group in the 

Cairo Museum where she appears to stand beside Sethos II.* However, notes which I 
owe to the kindness of Edgerton state that he found the name of Sethos II to be secon¬ 

dary on this statue, as well as on another of the same t>'pe which he saw in the temple of 
Kamak; this Takha«e was possibly a daughter of Ramesses II,^ and almost cenainly the 

mother of the ephemeral Pharaoh Amenmesse,'* but she does not concern us here. 
To return to Twosre, it now' seems certain that wherever she is designated King’s Great 

Wife, the relationship intended was due to her marriage with Sethos II; a good reason 

for refusing to recognize her as the wife of Merenptah-Siptah has been given above. 
But if Siptah was not her husband, what can have induced her to depict him as her 
partner in her own tomb? The explanation may, 1 fancy, be found in the role played 
by the great minister of state Bay wlto Ukew'isc took the liberty of providing himself 
with a tomb in the Biban el-Momk.® As Helck cleverly argues, Ba^may have been of 

Syrian origin, since he is given at Asw'Sn* the additional name Ra<messe- 
Kha'menteru resembling other names given to foreigners w'ho rose to high stations at 

the Court.’ In three distinct places® he assumes the proud title of 'n.C 1 
‘Great Chancellor of the entire land’, and in each case he is shown in close proximity' 
cither to a figure of Merenptah-Siptah or to that king’s cartouches. Of great interest is 
the attribute ^pphed to Bay in the West SiJsila inscription and again 

in corrupt form in that from Aswan.® This de Rouge had translated ‘establishing the 

king on the seat of his father',*** a phrase curiously reminiscent of an epithet wnn icrv? fyr 
st'Stt ‘establishing the great ones on their seats’ given to the important Nubian official 

t Ztir Gf4chjrMt£ dtr ig. und Dyna^tit in ZDMG 105, ^7 ff.: sen particularly 44 ff. 

*■ Borchartlt. St^fuen und (CCG) 4. no. iigflp with pL 169. 

^ GautKicr* Livr^ dei roU, tllp 57. 

* Ibid. 129-30, , ^ L j - 
* No, 13, See Porter and Moss, The name is loslp but rhe owner's title suffices to pmvc his 

‘ Leps. DtnJtm. nr, 20m* reproduced with all evident mistalccs in J. de Morgan^ a&t b. This a one 

of the stelae where the viceruy Sety is bIho depicted. 

f See further below, p. ai . , 
* At West Sibilflp Porter snd Mossp v. 2J t Q&); Asn^^n, see above p. 13, n. r; and at Amada, ixauthieT, 

rrfflp/e d'Amada^ pL and p. where the legend is copied badlyp corrected later in Ann. Sm. 2+, 9. 

< See the last note for references. 
” E. de Rougep (Euvrrt dtvmei, m* 291- loc. cit. 49p agneed with the vkw taken here. 

BUSS ^ 
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Hon son of Kama in the same reign,* It is incomprehensible to me why Breasted/ 
later approved of by Maspero/ should have preferred the rendering ‘whom the king 
established in the seat of his father’, a weak and almost meaningless alternative, cer¬ 
tainly more open to grammatical objection than de Rougd's version. Bay’s claim to have 

been a ‘king-maker’ is both striking and probable. His title and name are preceded in 
the x4s\van graffito by the words rtvigrg, di ?ni<t * banishing falsehood and granting truth*, 
while in a damaged inscription at Thebes/ Bay addressing a hymn of praise to Meren- 
ptah-Siptah says di n t htd hr'k wr-tw'l placed my eye upon thee alone’, phrases which 

may or may not refer to Bay's instrumentality in raising Siptah to the kingship. It must 
be observed that dc Rough’s interpretation implies that Siptah was the son of a king, 

who can only have been Sethos II, but it is doubtful whether he was the 
'king’s son Rafmesse-Siptah’ tvho owned a Book of the Dead now in the Florence 
museum ■* note that Ramesses II had a son of the name of Siptah, but without the pre¬ 
ceding adjunct Rafmcsse.* The small temple of Sethos II at Kamak^ was dedicated as 
a reward to ‘the hereditary prince (iri-pct) and eldest son of the King Seti-merenptah’, 

but of this son nothing more is heard. The mother of our King Siptah unknown, but 
w-e may perhaps guess that she was a Syrian concubine. It looks as though at the time 
of his accession he was a mere boy unable to assert his own rights; if the mummy Found 
in the tomb of Amenophis II in a coffin roughly inscribed with his name is really his/ 
he was at death still only a young man,’* and he is known to have reigned more than 
five years.** It is thus easy to conjecture that his Pharaonic status was the result of an 

agreement betw eenBay and Tw osre, an arrangement to the advantageof all three. Tw osre 
may have needed to be conciliated as the widow of Sethos H, and perhaps also as the 

rightful heiress, though in her tomb there is only one example of the title rpett and that 
a somewhat doubtful one.** The scenes in her tomb where Siptah is depicted might well 
have dated from a time w hen she did not as yet venture to proclaim herself king. I pic¬ 

ture her to myself as occupying much the same position tow'ards the j'^oung king as 
Hashepsowe had occupied towards Tuthmosis III, a sort of guardian during his mino¬ 

rity. On the left-hand wall of her tomb there is a representation where at first sight she 
does not appear to be present; Siptah is shown offering Truth to Isis, w'ho is described 

as ‘Isis the great, the god’s mother’ and says, ‘i give thee the duration of Rer, and the 
years ,. .* ;*i I cannot help asking myself whether Isis here does not symbolize Twosre 
in the act of bestowing the kingship on her step-son Siptah- The replacements 

I Ranel&lt-Mnc[v«r and Woolley^ Buh^y 3&. 

^ Ancient Rccord^p lil+ 574r 

^ Th, Dflviip op. cit., p. 3tis- 

+ Naville, Th^ Xlth Dynasly Tempi* at D«V el-Bahari, pi* lo k. 

» NaviUe, Dm i^piiiehe Totltenhueh, Einkitung, 85 * 

* Gauthierp op. ciu lli^ loOt no, 43, 
^ ChevHer^ Le Temple repv^r de S^ti IF A Karnak. jg. 45, 46p $6^ depicted behind Sethos II in pL 7* 

* DaiY^yp Cercueih det eaehftie^ royaies (CCG)+ p. and pK 6 j; Elliot Smithp The Royal Mummies, pL 60; 

the attribution receivei some support from the fragment of a pottery with hia name found in the same 

tomb, Daressy^ Famltei de la Valid* des Rois (CCG)i no. 24S80J, p. 

* Elliot Smith, op. cit, 72. 
** Set the WIdi graffito quoted shove, p. i4p n. 4. 

Lpcp?^ Denkm. tllp loi^ h\ the actual figure of Truth has there been Ofnitted- 

** JEA 40, 43. 
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of the name of Setht^ 11 throughout the tomb might have been effected when she no 
longer wished her association with Sjptah to be remembered, but was unable to sup¬ 
press the fact of her marriage to his predecessor. Later days refused to regard either 

Slptah or Tw'osre as legitimate Pharaohs; in a procession of royal statues at Medinet 

Habu the immediate successor of Sethos II is Setnakht.^ 
It would have been difficult to depict the close association of Bay, Tw'osre and 

Siptah more convincingly than is done in two complementary scenes on opposite sides 

of the entrance to the vestibule in the Nubian temple of Amada,* The name of the 
dedicator is given in an identically worded column to right and left; this Piay, though not 
given that title elsewhere, was a'captain of troops' {hrypdt) known to have visited Kush 

to receive tribute in the third year of iMerenptah-Siptah*^ The Amada scenes must be 
later than year i, sbee the form of Siptab’s nomen is no longer Ra^messe-Siptah. To 
the left Bay b shown squatting m an attitude of adoration before the cartouches of 
Merenptah-Siptah; opposite, on the right, the ‘god's wife. Great Kbg’s (Wife), 
mistress of the Two Lands, Twosre-loved-of-Mut’ jingles her sistra in the direction of 
the royal cartouches. The relationship of the same three personages seems reflected in 
each possessing a tomb in the Biban el-Moluk, and it is not impossible that all three 
tombs were started about the same time; that of Twosre was begun in year 2, doubtless 

of Siptah, as we learn from the Cabo ostracon J. 72452, from the beginning of which, 
through the kindness of Cem^, I w as able to quote a translation in my previous anicle.* 

Cemy has now shown me another ostracon (Cairo J. 72451) dated in a year 5, fourth 
month of Inundation, day 20, which records the amount of work done on that day in the 

tomb of the Chancellor Bay; there b a slight doubt about the reading of the title and 
name here, but it would be difficult to find a plausible alternative. The lack of animosity 
between Tw'osre on the one hand and Bay and Siptah on the other seems reflected 

in the presence of Siptah in the queen’s tomb, but the good feeling was hardly reci¬ 
procal. In Siptah’s own tomb the queen b never mentioned; it remains to be explained 
why, as I have learnt once again from Edgerton’s notes, the king’s cartouche w as on the 
inner walls, with one solitary oversight, everywhere erased only to be restored later in 

crude paint. In the foundation deposits of the funerary temple of Siptah discovered by 
Petrie to the north of the Ramesseum Bay is constantly mentioned,* but Twosre re¬ 

ferred to only by a solitary stray scarab with her name written as Twosre-setpenmut* 
almost as in the Amada relief above described. Twosre’s own funerary temple, situated 
to the south of the Ramesseum, must date from later, when the connexion with Siptah 
bad broken down or ended with his death, for the foundation deposits all testify to her 

claim to be king,’ She had now adopted a second cartouche Siire'-meramun whilst re¬ 
taining her old name in the formTwosre-seipetenmut. At Thebes the title ‘King of Upper 

' StMi efRamits HI (Chicago, Medinet Hthu, fV), pi. *»7: tf- too pi. aoj. 

* For the reference, aee above, p. i7p n, 
^ Rondall-Madver and Woolley, op. cil., pi. i2, 7 tvlth p. aft; pi, t6, with p. 39; also p. 43, 

* JEA 40, 43, n. 3. 
* Petrie, Six Ttmpks at Thtb^, pi. 17. 121 Pl- '8. *'« *3’ 

* Op. cit., pi. 16, no, 7,3ee p. 13. . .. i , t 
’ Op, dt-, pla, iSt 17, a, the latter a sariEisione block showing both cartouches preceded by ni titiry and b* 

respecdveJy. 
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and Lower Egj'pt' prefixed to the new nomen Sitre^“mer[amun] is found only once on 

a winejarJ Most of the pieces of glaze found by Petrie at Serabit el-Kbadim show only 
the name Sitre^meramun, but one piece combines with this the second cartouche 
Twosre^-setpetenmut.^ But by far the clearest and most indisputable testimony to 

Twosre^’s kingship is seen in tw'O limestone bricks said to come from Kantlr^ of which 
one is reproduced in the accompanying figure; the inscription, which reads, ‘The Man¬ 
sion of Millions of Years of the King of Upper and l^wer Egypt Sitret-merj^mun in 
the House of Amun, the son (rfe) of Re* Xwosre^-'Setpetenmut’, mentions this female 

king’s funerary temple at Thebes, 'which may also have 
been referred to on the stela of Bilgai, though w ith only 

a single cartouche and that erased,^ Helck,® who agrees 
with me that the stela of Bilgai commemorated a chapel 

in the Delta built by Twosre, preferred to restore the 
name of Sipiab in the erased cartouche, and though 

thinking that in this he was 'ivrong, I accept his ingenious 
identification of the steward Pbes mentioned there with 

the steward Pbes named on a wine-jar found in the 

funerary temple of Siptal?.* 
1 no longer see any objection to attributing to Twosre 

the dates of years 6 and 7 found in a sidcroom of her 
tomb,’’ nor the date in year S contained in Ostr. Cairo 

25293 published by Daressy but it must be admitted 

that there is here no certainty. I have always believed 

that the Thuoris^ w'hom Manetho places at the end of 

the dynasty, w'ith a reign of seven years, gives in distorted 

form the name of Twosre, though there misrepresented 
as a male. This would be the third example in Egyptian 

history' of a woman bringing a dynasty to a close. 'iTiere 
is good reason for thinking that Twosre was buried in 

her own tomb, since the jew'dlery found by Theodore Davis in an uninscribed cache’® 
must have been part of her funerary equipment, perhaps secretly hidden in order to save 
it from the rapacity of Setnakhte." Her mummy is lost, unless it be that of a w'oman 

' op. ci(., pi. ig. 
* S« the references in Gardiner, P«t and Cemf, T/re Inirriptipta 9} .S'tnaf, pp, 185-6 in Petrie's Rrstasrthn 

in Sinai, 

^ Glastd Tilfs /rom a Ramessa II at pL ij with p. 7. 
* ZAS 50p pi, 4, L t s ^ my note JEA 40, 44, Or 
* Lnsc tit. 4^. It is improbable ibat ihe sttia emsed the naine of more thmt one roj'Hl person, and hia rcslo ra¬ 

tion in the rvio earlier cases is gnmvnaticeJly impK>ssibIc^ s title following a proper name would have to be 

preceded by the definite article, 

^ Petrie, op. cil., pL noa. fe. lo. The proper name h badly wrirten or copjed^ but Cemf airrecs about the 

readini^r 
^ yEA 40, 43. • Ibid., n. 3. 
^ Perhaps there has been some contamination with the Thucris named by Plutarchp Lh Isidt, 19 as Typhon'a 

concubine; obviously she was the hippopotamus g^oddess T/-urr. 

** Th. Davia, op^ cit., pp. 30 fF, Aa spggested by l^febvre, Mus/on, 59^ it 7^ 
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found lying in the coffin-lid of Setnakbte among the royal mummies discovered by 

Loret in the tomb of Amenophis 11.^ 
Of direct relevance to the subject of the present article is the question of the Syrian 

usurper whom a famous passage of the Great Harris Papyrus (75, 4-5) places at the 

dose of the period of anarchy and misery ended by the accession of Setnakhte and 
the ushering in of a new era of prosperity and happiness. Von Beckerath emphasi^d 
the traditional, purely literary' character of this retrospect, but realized that the 'Syrian 
Arsu* must have been a real person,^ perhaps a foreigner designated as his successor by 
Siptah. Helck, while agreeing with the general standpoint of von Beckerath, ventured 

the daring suggestion that this foreigner was none other than Siptah himself. Helck’s 
arguments are well worth careful consideration, and much that he has written on the 

subject is perfectly sound. That the period between the end of the Nineteenth Dynasty 
and the beginning of the Twentieth was very- short is proved by the continuance in 
office under Setnakhte and even later of both Siptah’s vizier Hori and the lattcr^s name¬ 

sake the son of Kama who was viceroy in Nubia, instances are then quoted of Syrian 
butlers who rose to high office under Ramesside kings and were given new names, like 
the R^nisstL'-mryltnttmin whose Semitic name was Bnisn Helck s collection of refer¬ 

ences here is very valuable. Unfortunately, however, the conclusion which he draw's 
overlooks another far more plausible possibility pointed out to me by Cemy. IVIay not 
the Syrian Arsu have been none other than the chancellor Bay who played 

so large a part in placing Siptah on the throne? As mentioned already above, Helck 

himself pointed out that Bay received an additional name Ra^messe-Kha'menteru’ 
which suggests his foreign origin. If my conjecture holds good that Siptah was at his 

accession a mere boy and a pawn in the hand of Bay, Cemfs guess, though admittedly 
no more than such, gains enhanced likelihood. Helck did not mention the epithet twice 
given to Bay on which depends his claim to have been a 'king-maker’; if dc Rough's 
translation of this was sound. Siptah was a king’s son, and even if his mother was of 
Syrian birth that would surely disqualify him from being the Arsu mentioned in the 

Harris Papyrus, But it is time to call a halt to these speculations. 
1 am acutely aware that to have produced two diametrically opposite theories within 

a single quinquennium and without much new accession of facts is not calculated to in¬ 
spire confidence. Having, however, reverted to my original view I felt it my duty to 
argue out the problem afresh. Of course 1 accept every thing that Caminos has had to 
teach me about TwosreV tomb, though now repudiating the conclusions which 1 based 

thereupon. At the same time I do not guarantee the story which I have here tried to tell. 
More evidence is required before anything like certainty can be elicited in this trouble¬ 

some problem. 

Postscript 

The present article was completed before I read L, Christophe s contribution to the 

' F.lliot Smith, op, tit. 8i ff, .... c^ _Ji 
» ‘lirnv is a not n Semilic name, Hut there wns a necropalis-wnrhnwn of the name of 7nc-™. e.g. Cer^, 

OtlracahiAatmetm^ ^ Dfir ft MtWiW., II, iH. 7 'H.c st«mKe KRT«an habit of Uiv.nR altered 

or fictitious nain« to undesirable persons h well illustrated in the and the 1 unn judtcral pBP>T,. 
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S2nic subject in Sibl, Or, 14> no. pp. lo—13" It will be found that his reconstruction 
differs fundamentally from mine. It was not until even later that my attention was drawn 
to von Beckcrath’s much more valuable anicle Die Reihenjo^e der ietzien Konige derig. 

Dynastie in ZDMG to6, Heft z (iQSb), 241 ff. No useful purpose would bese^ed, in 

my opinion, by a detailed discussion here of the points of agreement and of disagree^ 
ment betw'een us, and I will merely remark that the main difference between my view 

and that of my German colleges seems to lie in the emphasis that I lay upon the youth 

of King Siptah and upon the role played by the chanceUor Bay." It is surely an other¬ 
wise unheard-of thing that an official, however important, should have intruded his 

name into his sovereign’s foundation deposits. 

• One tTYiall question addressed to von Bcckcralh! What evidence has he that TnuMtewas ever celled a 'king’s 

daughter'^ see hid p* 243^ uodcr A(e)? 
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A HIEROGLYPHIC OSTRACON IN THE MUSEUM 
OF FINE ARTS AT BOSTON 

By JAKOSLAV CERNlf 

This curious ostracon in the Museum of Fine Arts at Boston {No. 11.1498) was copied 
by me as long ago as January 1955, and though Mr, Dows Dunham, who was then in 
charge of the collection, gave me permission to publish it at that time, it is likely that 
it would have remained unpublished for many years had 1 not rather light-heartedly 
promised Sir Alan Gardiner to write a note on It for the current number of ihisjoi/nni/, 
in which he himself refers to it (above, p, 15). I am therefore bound to honour my 
promise, albeit with some hesitation, since on the actual purpose of the ostracon 1 can¬ 
not offer more than a guess and much of the inscriptions remains obscure to me. On the 
other hand, though the result of my efforts to interpret it is to me unsatisfactory, 
there is perhaps some justification in making known a document which is not clear in 
every respect, in the hope that others may succeed where I have failed. 

The limestone flake measures 17 x 13 cm. and is inscribed on both sides. The photo¬ 
graphs reproduced on pi. X (also kindly supplied by Dunham) speak for themselves, 
so that it is not necessarj' to describe the disposition of the texts on the two surfaces of 
the piece. 

The side which I shall arbitrarily call the recto displays down the centre two vertical 
lines of hieroglyphs damaged at the top: 

(t) {A boon vihick the king gives to Arniin], Mut and Khons/ that they may give an 
eternity as a king of the Tveo Lands, everlastingness as a ruler and joy to the King of Upper 
and Lower Egypt Akkenrer‘-setpenref, [,Soti of\ Eee (2) beloved of 
Amen-Rif, King of the gods, I^rd of heaven, and Rider of the Ennead, giveti life, duration 

and dominion like Ref for ever and ever. 

To the left three lines of hieroglyphs run from left to right: 

(i ) [Words spoken by]‘ Hori, Vizier and Steward of the Mansion of Millions of Years of 
the Kit^ of Upper and Lower Egypt Akhenref-setpenrif in the estate of Arniin on the teest 

of Wise. He says in praise: (2) . . .t Amen-Ref! Thine* is life, favours are under thy 

authority, wealth, the duration of life, esteem and burial are by the command of thy ka. 
Give favour to the heart of the Vi[zier (3) Hor]i, since he is valiant.,. under my possessions 

to be a servant of the Lord of the gods. 

^ Figure of the three dciti» stand each on the hieroglyph p=3 with their npnies wiitten in fnml of them in 

amsU hicroel>i>h5. The top of the figort of AmOn is lost. Di m pcistobifis the formuk « the top of the 

Ltnei 
^ The tail of is clei^r and the trace beneath suits y. Restore 

» Obscure traces resembLing 

* Ertmn Gramm.*^ § lO^i 
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'i’o the right of the two vertical lines is placed another hieroglyphic text, this time 

running from right to left: 
(i) . . , oj the herdsman of the vizier ^on, Pekkaremva&e of Mempim, sdth {?) cattle 

entering into his possession to (?) Atnen-Rgr^ (^) • - - creations^ AmGn being in Pnttbs.^ 
Thus said Amun v'hen making his appearance:^ As for the vizier who shall move [this stela 

from] its [place],^ he shall not be satisfied with fitstiee and shall not follow Amun on any of 
his festivals. As for whosoever shalP ,.. {4) content of heart and following Ute Lord of the 

S^- 
The verso (If) contains in its right-hand half four vertical lines of hieroglyphs the 

beginnings of which are lost: 
(1).., mayst thou wake up at (?) four and rise at daybreak (?),* may thy limbs be clean so 

that thou n^yst put on fine linen, (2) - . . [a//] beautiful may thine heart get 
drunken and thy face brighten while thou art in joy^ every day, to the ka of (the rest of the 

line is left blank). {3) ... .. are in the hands'^ of Amun. Things can be left to (?) him^ 
who knows how to ^ep safe whoever follmcs him and {s useful to [ftir] partisan, (4)... every 

venerated one in (?) the light of the sun-disk of heaven, to the ka of (blank). 
The left-hand half is occupied by twelve lines in hieratic written upside down in 

relation to the vertical lines of hieroglyphs. This hieratic is verj' faint, so that a tran¬ 

scription of at least the first two lines must be given here: {1) i i t^) " 
Fourth month of summer, day 14. Thirty-ninth day of the Madjoy. Then 

foUows '^nnnn'^nnnni day, forty-first day, and so on tiU \ \ sixty-sixth 
day in line 12, the sixty-third day and sixty-fifth day being covered by a modem label. 

.\s Gardiner points out (p, 15 above), the main interest of the osiracon lies of course 
in the association of the well-known vizier Hori with the king Ra'messe-Siptah. It 

seems to have been set up as a substitute for an elaborate and. therefore more expensive 
stela bv the herdsman of the vizier Pekha<emwese. His name, unattested elsewhere, 

seems to mean 'He of (u*.-) Kharemwese*, Khafemw^e being the famous high-priest of 
Memphis, and a son of Ramesses 11. Pekha<emwese belonged to Memphis, as did also 

the vizier Hori,'' I'he provenance of the ostraoon, however, is more likely to be Thebes, 

where ostraca were commonly used for a similar purpose.'* The vizier Hori paid many 

i The detcniuiiativt n shtn*'* that Pi-tda U a builtiusg or r locality, though probably not the town Pr-nbs, 

in Nubk i). 
* Evidently an nrOiCulAr sistement made at a festival of Amtln. 

* i0 i* tmknown; is it a forerunner of oyOFsiij 'light' ? 

I I 1^ ' 

I eii- 

« Cf. the of H stela Turin 949S: ^ HtSril byBruj^re, 
JUT Ui fotiilles Dfir it M/diTS^h {1933-^934), p. 56); also an uOpubUshed kieratic oatracoo at Cairo from 

Mond'fl excavation? at Kurtuih: —i A' 
S«c^ foT example^ Vandicr d^Abbtdie, Catatogue dn miraca nos. ^4^1 2631* 3633^ ^^50, 1656; 

Biumief-Traiiti Dlf ^td^fthchm Schfrlt^nifilderi noa. lO^ 14, 77* 7S, Sag 86, 87, 90, 
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visits to Thebes in the pcifoimance of his duties,^ and was probably accompanied by 

some of his people from Memphis. The religious character of the ostraoon did not 
protect it from being used profanely for a note concerning the length of the stay of the 

Madjoy-police. 
It is perhaps worth mentioning that the forms of the hieroglyphic signs of the ostracon 

show a striking similarity to, if not identity' w'ith, those of a draughtsman responsible 

for the inscriptions in some of the tombs at Der el-Medinah, about the end of the Nine¬ 

teenth Dynasty. But the elaboration of this point requires much fuller demonstration 
than is possible or even desirable here. 

* He often tnentioned in hieratic ostiacfi fitnn the Vtllcy of the Kingi, cf. Cem^, Ostnua hi&atiqua {CCG), 

nos. as5«78. > i *SSJ6, i! iS537r **4! »S792> 357M. *■ ai 25831. 3- 
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THE TOMB OF A PRINCE RAMESSES IN THE 
VALLEY OF THE QUEENS (NO. 53) 

By JEAN YOYOTTE 

It is well known that four sons of Rameases III had tombs prepared in the Valley of the 
Queens. At the end of the southern wadi are situated the tombsof Kha'emwese(no. 44), of 

Sethikhopshef (no. 43), and of Pra'hiwenmaf (no. 42), while the tomb of Amenhikhop- 
shef (no. 55)^ lies in the main wadi. As far as I am aware it has never been noticed 

that a fifth tomb in the site must also be assigned to a prince of the Twentieth Dynasty, 
This tomb, the entrance of which opens at a distance of 20 metres east of the entrance 

of the tomb of Amenhikhopshef (no. 55), is numbered 53; its plan is given here, fig. i. 

It has never been cleared systematically. Its entrance passage and the vauited ante¬ 
chamber (I) are blocked by such a heap of rubbish that the visitor is forced at first to 
proceed on all fours. The interior rooms (II-VI) are similarly obstructed by stones and 

flakes detached from the walls, though to a lesser height, so that to visit them is less of 
a hazard. All the rooms have suffered from a fire in the same way as those of the tombs 
of Sethikhopshef and Pra^hiwenmaf. Some walls are entirely blackened by soot, and 

of the thin layer of plaster which once covered them nothing still remains in place but 

* Porter and Moa^p Top. BihL i* 40-4.1 and 44. See bIso Bmyire^ u Z%, i S7“^a- 
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shapeless patches baked and reddened by fire. The surface itself of the limestone has 
deteriorated almost everywhere. Lepsius had seen in the antechamber (1) a fragment 
of plaster casing containing the name and prenomen of Ramesses III written in the 

' same orthography as in the four known tombs of this king’s sons (Leps., Denkm., Text 
III, Z2g, a); this fragment supplying the exact date of the tomb Is now lost. Neverthe¬ 

less, a few elements of decoration can still be identified in passage II and in room V.* 
In the passage (11) one can apparently discern two successive decorations super¬ 

imposed. Originally the surface of the limestone was directly decorated with shallow 
painted reliefs. Subsequently these sculptures were re-dressed and covered by a coating 

of plaster w hich w'as again sculptured and painted. On both occasions the top of the 

walls of the passage was decorated with a frieze of khakeru exactly similar to those in 
tombs no. 44 and no. 55. Remains of the two superimposed friezes are clearly visible at 
various points of the passage (B; C-D; E; F); they w'cre practically identical but did not 

exactly coincide. 

A 
Fig. i 

c 

Fig. 3 

T Ji 

I 

Fig. 4 

The west jamb of the door of the passage preserves at A traces of the old khakeru 

frieze and of a design w'hich is now indistinct. These designs are still covered by a large 
piece of plaster belonging to the second decoration. This fragment of casing, which bears 

a text in vertical columns, has lost all its colour, but the signs are still quite legible 

(fig, 2); * Words spoken by {Neph{\hys, mistress of the West: I give thee toater of Epet-sudf) 
which is the great inundation (h^py wr) manifesting itself (hp[r]?)-’ The signs show 
the fairly typical character shared by various tombs of the Valley of the Queens and 
especially by the four tombs of princes of the reign of Ramesses lit (note in particular 

the form of i with two loops only). The legend shine’s that the goddess Nephthys was 
here represented pouring w'aier on the palms of her hands (wyny) for the benefit of the 

deceas^. This subject is fairly common in the tombs of Ramesside kings and princes; 
it is, however, striking to find a similar representation of ‘Nephthys, mistress of the 
West’ on the w est jamb of the door of the passage—that is, in an exactly corresponding 

position—in the tomb of Amenhikhopshef.- 
I I indicated In the present article all the elementa of dec^r^tinn which I was able to detect on thricc 

aitccesBive visits in April and May 1956.1 noticed then that the poor remains were dctcrioniing mote and more 
every day. * CoHn Campbell Ttoo Thfban ftnrjfcw, 74. 
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At D a few traces of painted signs survive on the surface of the limestone {fig, 4), 

showing that the passage (II) of tomb no. 53 was decorated with vignettes and texts 

taken from chapter 145 of the Book of the Dead, exactly as in the corresponding pas¬ 
sages of the tombs of Amenhikhopshef and of Khatemwese;* the remains of phrases 

which can be restored ([sfi/it.. .]nf [™] « [«ir] sf [t/j] belong un¬ 
doubtedly to the opening common to the invocation of each of the “porches’ {sbht) 
enumerated in this chapter 145. The pharaoh whose head, titles, and protecting solar 

disk ([BA]iffy) are partly visible at point C (fig. 3) introduced the deceased to the porch. 

Now, the regular intervention of the king as mediator between the dead prince and the 

funerary gods or genii is precisely the well-known characteristic feature of the tombs 

of the sons of Ramesses 111,^ The remains of levelled-out texts reproduced in figs. 3 
and 4 belonged to the earlier decoration, but a few pieces of plaster existing at the same 

spot seem to indicate that the same theme of porches had been adopted in the second 

decoration in plaster.^ 
“The analogies between no. 53 and tombs nos. 42, 43,44, and 55 would probably not 

suffice to prove that tomb no. 53 w'as that of a royal prince, if the only element of 
decoration of some importance still preserved in Room V had not miraculously trans¬ 

mitted the name of the deceased. At point G a large piece of plaster (fig. 5) still adheres 

to the wall. Its paint is relatively well preseiv'ed, and though the colours have deterio¬ 

rated a little under the impact of the fire the same ornamental technique and the same 
painter’s colour scheme are found here as in the tombs of the four royal sons already 
known/ On the left can be read the end of a horizontal line of text which formed the 

legend of' [Amthts imy W]t, who presides in the god's booth'. From this it can be concluded 

that a recumbent Anubis, facing the door, occupied the upper register in the left-hand 

pan of this wall.* To the right of this Anubis one can see a standing person w'hose blue 

wig is partly preserved on the lower border of the piece of plaster; above this coiffure 

the end of the legend of this person still exists: 
bom of the great [Atn^’i] wife, [AtwjfV] son, Ramesses'.^ A little to the right of the 

large piece of plaster, at the point H, another fragment of text, much deteriorated, 
< [bid. 4^^53i 74-Si* 107-16^ Schippartltl, Rtlasione nd lavori ddia itaiiana in EgittQ^ 

I, Espltyr^cn^ dirlia ‘ VaUr rtflla di 111-^3- 
^ CoLn Campbell^ dt-1®: 'In both tombs dao, the father appears acting as the sok TncdiaMr* tin* '"magic 

%'oicc'‘ of bis sons/ 
* Iti lu first stage the tomb seems to have been of the same typt as thi- mtact tombs of the sons of Ramesses 

HI. The fact that the decoration was Bltcncd docs not necessarily imply a change in the awncr5.h;p. [t may be 
a question of rtyiairs or improvements. It i^otiLd be necessary to verify whether the other tombs of ttnyaJ sons^ 
the plastering of which is itfcll preserved^ contain undri- the layer of plaster traces of earlier sciilpfurc. In any 
case^ until more information is forthcoming it w'ould be rash to assume any histarical drama to cicplain the 

double decoration of tomb no. 53. 
* Where the upper kyer of paint has fallen off in patches the lines of the signs remain dearly imprinted in 

the plaster. The background was white, the sigtia 0| bluiep S , ^”1 were red- After the fire the white 

had become pink^ the blue turned mauveT and the red changed into orange. 
* The subject and the text must be reconatmeted from the simiLar hgute found at the exactly corresponding 

spot (that is in the third room in the axis, cast of the door) in the tomb of Queen Titi {no. 51)^ see B^n^ditc, 
Le Tamk^ou dt la reine Titi (Mriw. Misi. Franf. V)f p. 40Z and pL 5^ 

* The expression lerl hgum in the titulary of Amenhikhopshef (Cohri Campbellp op. dt. 

17). This parallel justifies our restoratioii. 
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Fig, 5 
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preserves the title of tib tiwy and the border of a vertical cartouche, proving that this 

Rantesses was preceded by the king. Judging by the size and the orientation of the signs 
preserved, these persons occupied the entire height of the wall and walked towards the 

interior end of the tomb. Like the scenes in the other princes’ tombs, this representation 
therefore showed the ruler conducting his son and introducing him to the divinities of 

the netherworld. 
The large fragment of plaster, which in principle belongs to the second decoration 

of the tomb—if, of course, room V ever received two successive decorations—^is 

sufficient to prove that tomb no. 53 of the Valley of the Queens was made or re-made 
for the son of a king and of a great king’s wife, a certain Ramesses. The situation and 

the plan of the tomb and likewise the epigraphy, the polychrome decoration, and the 

content of the scenes, which are comparable to or are identical with what is found in 

tombs nos. 42, 43, 44, and 55, suggest that this Ramesses, like the owners of these 
tombs, was a son of Ramesses III, The prince of tomb no. 53 is therefore very probably 

identical with the ‘King’s son Ramesses’ who is known from at least tw'o documents of 
the reign of Ramesses III, a lintel in Florence Museum' and a relief from the temple of 
Ramesses III at Kamak.^ These two documents inform us that the prince was king’s 
scribe and general (wir-iwir); the lintel proves that at a certain moment he was heir 

presumptive to the throne At first sight it is tempting to assume that Ramesses, 

king’s son and general, is the same as the king’s son and general Ramesses whose legends 
were inscribed later in the great temple of MedTnet Habu on the south wall of the great 

court and in front of the first figure of the famous and enigmatic procession of princes."* 

On the other hand, it may be that the Ramesses known from the lintel in Florence, the 
relief at Kamak, and tomb no. 53 is the prince who became later the Pharaoh Ramesses IV. 
On these latter points 1 leave the decision to others more conversant with the intricate 
problems presented by the genealogies of various kings named Ramesses.® 

* ScTiiapanllJi Mm€Q di Anikhifh i* 33^~3j no- Berend^ Prhmpmp; mmn- 
Tn^ti du de FioreiKt, loi, no. 4019 {cf. GButhier^ Lwrt des rokf [Zip 176^ n. SchiapaneUi 
indicaccs that tht relief \a of 'calcarc ooperto di min gifiHii Betend 'rcoouvert d*im ^mail 
grisatre'. It wotild be wqrth while verify whether the VAmith of this atone—presumed to hiive ci>me from 
the tomb of thia RAmessea—is not in reality a layer of burnt piaster. 

* Rflifjs and Imcriptiam ai Kantak, Ij, /// TnwpJe, pl_ i3 a, coL 10; tf. Seek in Agyptotogis^he 
Studun Hu sum 70, Gtbumiag 2oq. 

* HabUt, il^ pi. 11cob. 3+-3S; cf. tJP- dt. ^99. 
* Leps.p Dttikm., Tlf, M4: Btatcment of problems in Driotoii-%^Andierp L'Bgypti, jnd cdn. (1952), 38^, and 

Sccic, Op^ dt, 300 IT.^NimSp Bibiwth€ca Ori^ntatk, ]4p I37“S. 
* J’adreue id me* mcilkur* «merci<nwnt* au Prof. J, Cemf —cn campaB^ic de qnl >'ai pu examiner le 

pr^doux ftAgmciit —d^avoir bicfi vouiu tiuduire en anglais le present article. — J. Y. 
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QUEEN ESE OF THE TWENTIETH DYNASTY AND 

HER MOTHER 

By JAROSLAV CERNf 

The queen Qq ‘great King’s-mother, mistress of the Two Lands Ese‘, 

to whom belongs the tomb no. 51 in the ‘Valley of QueenaV was a ^ ‘daughter^ of 

clsewhere^m tl^ tomb caUed (in the 
passage, on the left) or parent with this strange name was 

held to be a man, and therefore the father of the queen, by Lcpsius,^ Brugsch,^ Sethe,* ** 
Isidore Ldvy,* Gauthier,® and Peet.^ 

Lepsius was led to this conclusion by the determinative of the name w'hich he gives 
as but when I visited the tomb I saw no beard on the sign in my first example, 
and in the second the upper part of a sitting woman with o on the head could clearly 
be seen,® 

Hhldnt or Hbtdt was therefore a woman, the mother of Queen £se, and if so, this 

Queen Cse must be identical with Esc, the Queen of Ramcsscs HI known from a statue 
of this king at Kamak,>®on which she is represented at his side. Lepsius” read her name 

there as , but this can easily be emended*^ into i1° 1 'Eset, she 

of*J (i,e. the daughter of) IlmdrC, and in view of the well-attested interchange of 

m and b in Egyptian, there can be no doubt that flbld{n)t and ^j7iJr/ are identical. The 
metathesis of d and / (or r) is no serious obstacle. 

We now come to a third source where this name occurs, also, with a slight variation, 

* For bibLicgmphY^ see PM ij 41. ■ Lep^rp Text, ill, 334- 
^ Gtschichu Agypt^ dm P&arflfiwrfl, pedigree apposite p, 456 ^ and p, 613. 
* C/ffruTJUCTi^fligefi, tiZ. * S 

* nLf Uvrt des rail, lir, 1^4 {LXXXI, B). He registers Esc twiccj Joe. cit,, m wife of Harnesses III^ and p. aoi 
(XXXIII) as mother (?) of Raoiews VL To judge froin hi$ words on p. 174^ J^t b^lirved that these were tw'o 
distinct persons though boih nanied in the tomb no. 51; in reality only one Queen Esc appears in this tomb. 

^ JEA I I, 40. 
■ Lepa., Z>e7iA?Fi., Text, 111, 234. His uiflcrtpticn is written from right to left and is now destroj’ed. It is 

identlcoJ in wording with my first raample which, however, runs from left to right, 
* That Lepsius' wrung dctemninative is nor a mbiake of the editor of his notes is proved by the idetiricil 

sign Appearing in Lepsius, Kdmgsbuih drr alien Agypter, t, no. 493. To fiuit better his entry Lepsius changed 

there—how'ever incredible it sound*—the word of the inseription into ^ ^hirrjaiher^l 

** PM n, fs. " lJCps.^ ZJmJbn.p in, 307^. 
** The bad photograph in Reliefs and InsaiptUms at Kamakf pi. I24i C, gi>^* no hdp* 

from 'she of', Coptic t*- ; see Ermon, Qramm^ S Eniian actually gives no examples of 

f/, 'the daughter ofV but see Spiegelberg^ ZAS 54, 107. 
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namelv, tw o sandstone blocks seen by LepsJas at Der el-Bakhit to the west of Thebes.’ 
They show the top of a representation in which a naos was carried in proc^sion on a 
bark surrounded by fan-bearing priests. The god in the shrine is ‘ Amen-Rec. Lord of 
the Thrones of the Two Lands’. In front of him stood the king, whose figure is lost, but 

who was ‘Good god Usi[mat]rer . . Above the representation are the remains of 

three lines of inscription which may be translated and understood as follows 

(tl rYear . . month . . day . . under his majesty the King of U^er] and 

Lower Egypt, [Lord] of the Two Lands, [Usi]ma«re<, [Son of] Re^, ^ord] of 
appearance, Raniesses,^ the god, ruler of On. On that day [the son of Atnun] of 

his (own) body [presented himself]* before this god . . . 

(z) . . . [on] his beautiful [festival]!^ of the Valley, while one was in the great fore¬ 
court of Amun, to establish the name of^ the god’s wife, pure of bands, of Amen- 
Res King of the gods, the King’s daughter, Mistress of the Two Lands, the god s 

votaress £se. . . . _ 

(i) [in the presence of the King (?)] together with the King s mother iV J 

and the Overseer of the City, the Vizier Nehy ’ And Amen-Rc«, King of the 

gods, Mut and Kbons saluted her and foretold her good things till.... 

The title ‘King’s mother’ of this Hmdrt wiU have to be interpreted ^ ‘King’s 

mother-in-law’, since she can hardly be the mother of Ramesses III and of his Queen 

HisC 35 well. 
Peet® further tentatively identified Hmdrt of the blocks of Der el-B^Tt with 

whose tomb (^n) was plundered towards the end of 

the"Twe"l!rtiethT>ynasty « This tomb could hardly have been situated elsewhere than 

in the Valley of the Queens and is- now either completely destroyed or one of the 

numerous anonymous tombs of the Valley, , j l 
The question of the identity of the names Hbrii^ Hmdrt, &c., has been settled by 

D^vaud’^ who cleverly recognized that this is an Egyptian tran^riptioo of the Senutic 
of meadow-saffron, Hebrew Assyrian ff^ibasilhtu, Syriac name 

* D^nkm., siSfl. better op. cit,p Teitp llT^ loi. -r ^ 
^ For a slightly different tr^almtion, see Eftiider-H&naen, D&s Gotl€$ii}tnb des 

» Thoughthat o[1]^ i.*. 

n^^lU murt have b«ti OicQriginaWr af the iitfcripW(^... i* pv™. though hatched, by L^pa.u* in 

,hc vertical Sine and the installation of thr ‘god’. vota«« E«’ c^d have 
and not under R«ne«« Vl in reign she was given a tomb, and the^orc d^d an^sa „ 

The verb iwcd wk probably ^ -s 

* DUregardinK = » superfluous. Sander-Hansen tnuttlates 'to fi* her name as' emending -- 

t ^1 is fairly dear, hut a viaier of this name is known only from the frORinent “f “ by Bruyfere 

in rj temple of Der el-MedInah {Bruyete, tur Ut /owYfcr dt Dfir M^ntk p. 109, 
%.T«.r^eil, 1-. note, interpreui the signs « nO« which give, no sense; the mo ti.l« the ^.er 

'» a, 7. n. -t, independently from Isidore Lfvy. ^ «pl«ned 
vfell the name of the mother, but went, of course, astray a* to the supposed name of the father. 
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The name of the plant’ being feminine in Semitic, it is, of course, only suitable as 

a proper name for a woman, a further proof for Hb!4^ being the mother, and not the 
father, of Queen £se. 

£se was given her tomb as a ^favour of the King' Ramesscs VI- and is there called 
the 'great King's mother* and 'Mistress of the Two Lands'', she was clearly the mother 
of Harnesses VI who died during his short reign. Harnesses VI was therefore a son of 

Ramesscs III and not O'f a Prince Kamesses, otherwise unknown, as Sethe^ supposed. 

Ese's mother Habadilat, called 'King's mother* at Dcr el-Bakhtt and 'King's wife' in 
F.Brit.Miis. 10052, must have been the w'ife of one of Harnesses Ill’s predecessors, 
though manifestly of foreign origin. She cannot have been merely the wife of an 
Asiatic ruler, since she lived in Egypt, has her name enclosed in a cartouche, and was 
buried at Thebes, presumably in the Valley of the Queens, like her daughter Ese.-* By 

marrying her daughter Ese, Ramesses III might have gained or at least strengthened his 

claims to the throne. For all w'e know shemightevenhavebeenthewifeof Harnesses Ill’s 
father Setnakht and Ramesses IlTs step-mother, which would make her title 'King's 
mother' in Kamesses Ill’s reign even more justified. Ramesses VI named his own 
daughter, home to him by Queen Nub-khesbed,* after his mother Ese. 

The inscriptions on a statuette of Ramesses VI in Cairo* will have to be re-examined 

to see w'ho is the 'god’s wife. King's mother, . , . whom they mention, and 

whether it is permissible to read the name as Habadilat, the name of this king’s grande 
mother. 

Since we have thus recognized Ramesses VI as a son of Ramesses III, there is no¬ 

thing to prevent us from identifying the prince heading the representation of a series of 
the sons of Ramesses III at Medmet HabuJ The figures were cut under Ramesses III, 
but the titles and names of the princes were inserted later. This was done in two 

instalments. On the first occasion the first three figures were provided with legends; 

the first prince w ith the name of Ramesses in a cartouche, the second and third figures 
jointly with the name of Ramesses without a cartouche and the cartouches of Nebma‘re<- 

miamun and Ramesses-Amenhikhopshef-neterhekone, that is Ramesses VI. StiU bter 
seven further figures received names, the first of these, that is the prince no. 4, the name 

of Sethikhopshef and the cartouches of Usimarc^^-akhenamtin and Ramesscs-miamun- 

Sethikhopshef, that is Ramesses VIIl. 

f of tht Or. In*t. of the Univeraity of Chica^ gives the meaning of 

as 'fresh shoot of a ncedV but Burcly this cannot be tbt primafy mcsnlng^ which have been the name of 

A flower to be given tn a woman. The sign \ At the end of the lumne in the insciiption of Ddr cUBakhit does 

not support the identificAtioTi with the Semitic plant-nKmc as Isidore thtiught. It is nor a determinative^ 

but it Is genemlly supposed to be a viTiting of mtr^hrtit 'true of voiot’ (see 11^ i7p 17 and iS). It occius again 

After the name of dAughtcr of Ramesses VT^ And her mother Nubhhesbed (Petrie, Ktypt^i, pi. i9p z) and 
often latcr+ [t ia curioua, however* that on the Koptoa atela it is included in the cartoudiep And written 

in the ordinary way, follows outride the cartouche ba well. 

^ LepB,p Dcnkni.^ tit, 224, now almost completely destroyed, but the reading is con Armed by theremAins 

of the corresponding inscription on the right jamb. 

J Uniersu^atngen, 1, 63-64. * The tomb of Ese (no^ 51) is mentioned in Pap. Abbott 4^ 16^ 
^ Petrie, ITopros, pi. 19, z {PM v, 119-30}. 

* Legrain, Siatufift (CGC), tl, no. 4Z153 (pi. XVI And p. 19); Sehari! in Smd* m mrarmo di ipp^iio 

Ratelthd, 1, ph XXXIHp a. ^ Ltps., Dmkm., m, zr4ii. fc, and ii4c. 

F 
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It is therefore natural to see in the very first prince Ramesses the future king Ra- 

messes IV, as was done by Petrie' and others before him despite the fact that no further 

distinctive cartouche was added to his name. Sethe^ and Peetj^ to whom detailed 
discussions of these two series of princes are due. objected that since the rnother of 

Ramesses VI, Ese, in her tomb no. 51 was called ^King's mofW but not *King*s wife* 
she was not married to a king; they therefore decided that the prince no. 1 was the father 
of Ramesscs VI, ‘who never was king, but who, according to his son’s belief, ought to 

have been. Consequently he [i.e. Ramesses VI] inserted him in the list with a cartouche, 
but could find no more specific name for him than Ramesscs.'* This line of reasoning 

has been accepted by Sccic* but becomes impossible once it bas been recognized that 
Ramesscs VI was a son of Ramesses III. The first prince must have also been a son 

of Ramesses III and there is no obstacle to seeing in him Ramesses IV, whose other 

name was not added because there was not room enough for it. 
In a detailed discussion of representations of Ramesscs Ill’s sons throughout the 

reliefs at Medinet Habu, Seele^ has shown that their names w-ere originally left bla^, 
and he finds a very plausible explanation of this strange fact by assuming that the reliefs 

were copied from earlier scenes of Ramesses IL In two cases only names were add^ 

later, one being the list of princes with which we have dealt above. The second is a relief 
on the facade of the window of royal appearances^ representing two princes watching 

military games. The first of them had an uraeus added later on his forehead along with 
his name and titles ‘King's son, commander-in-chief of the army, Ramesses, true office*. 

In the temple of Ramesses III at Karnak,® however, two princes are figured with their 
names: ^King's scribe, commander-in-ckief of the army. King's beloved son of his body, 

Ramesses, true of voice* and 'K{ng*s scribe, commander of horses, King's beloved son of his 

body, Ramesses-Amenhikhopskef, true of voice'. 
It is difficult to imagine how a simpler and more natural explanation could be sug¬ 

gested than that the second case at Medinet Habu represents the king's eldest son 

Ramesses, and the relief at Kamak the same Ramesses and the son next to him in 
seniority Ramesses-Amenhikhopshef, and that these are precisely those sons who later 

came to reign as Ramesses IV and Ramesses VI. In the list of princes they bear the 
same titles ‘commander-in-chief of the army' and Commander of horses’ respectively 

and as kings their second cartouches -name, that is. the names which they re¬ 
ceived at birth) are Ramesses’ and Ramesscs-Amenhikhopshef, though this latter then 

always has the addition ‘god and ruler of Heliopolis', 
Before they became kings they both bad their tombs prepared in the Valley of 

* A History of Egypt, in <3r«f ^ i37, * Unttrmfhiti^tn, 1, 

iy£^i4.SS. ' 
* In Agyptolt^ho ShuEm H. Gropou sum 70. O^trtog gtmdmxt, 303 ff. 
» Lm. cit. 399 ff. * MeSnet Hotm. u, pi. ut, 11. 34-331 tf- S«lc. I0C. cit. 
* Rtlieft oiul Itoeriplions at Kamak, i, pi. 18, It. to and ii- Th« inacriptiona are emtemporary with the re¬ 

lief, see Seelc, loc, dt. 309. . . 
* Rwnc»es IV is often gi%'en this simple name of Ramesses without any sdaiUon, e.g. st Wani Kammimit 

(Couyst and Montet, no. aza), on s stela from Koptos in Cairo (Are. trait. 11 (1889}, 91)1 m the hypostyle hsU 
at JCamzk (Gauthier, U Uvm dts rou, m, 183, XXII la), in the temple of Khom at Kamik {Geuthier, loe. cil. 

iti, 184, XXIV, c and o), 8ic. 
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Queens: that of Ramesses was identified by YoyoUe' as tomb no. 53, while the w'ell- 
known tomb no. 55 belonged to . King's scribe, commander of horses of ihe place of 
chariotry of UsintarSf-miamun, King's son, Ametihikhopshef. Both must have been sons 

of Ese, since Amenhikhopshef was ‘‘born of the god's xeife, god's mother and great King's 
wife'^ and in tomb no. 53 Yoyottc and I could just decipher that Ramesses was *born of 

the great [King's] xvife' too. d'hat Ese was a ‘great king’s wife’ v%'c know' from the in¬ 

scription on the statue of Ramesses III at Kamak,^ and that she was a ‘god’s wife’, 
from the inscription from Der el-BakhIt discussed earlier in this article. 

The one who is missing in the list of princes at Medmet Hahn is Ramesses V, whose 

place ought to have been between Ramesses IV and Ramesses VI. 'I'hat he was not ad¬ 
mitted to the series was either because he was not recognized as a legitimate ruler later, 

when the canouches were added, or because he was not a son of Ramesses III, whose 

sons the series purported to represent. 
This latter explanation seems to be the correct one, since Ramesses V can be shown 

to have been verj' likely a son of Ramesses IV. On the thickness of a door in the 

temple of Khons at Kamak a represented^ before Khons, but the 

figure and name of the king standing opposite her are destroyed. This part of the temple 
was built and decorated by Ramesses IV, but Ramesses III is also represented and 
named several times in a near-by room. It has, however, been pointed out* that this 

Titttipt must be the same person as the owner of tomb no. 74 in the Valley of the 

Queens,* a queen whose name is written or similarly.? 

She was ‘(great) King's wife’ and 'great King's mother'.^ She could not be the wife of 

Ramesses TII, who was Esc, nor the wife of Ramesses VI, who was Nubkhesbed, but 
she might well have been the wife of Ramesses IV, as was hesitatingly assumed by 

Gauthier.* She might then have been the mother of Ramesses V, who is, in fact, absent 

from the list of Ramesses Ill’s sons at MedTnet Habu. 
The only one among the queens of the first half of the Twentieth Dynasty who 

remains to be placed is the ‘great King's mife and King's mother '51' 
She is once represented sitting behind and adored together with Setnakht on a stela 

from Abydos,'** so she cannot be other than the wife of this king. Since, how'ever, she 

is represented again on two blocks, also from Abydos, following, without any title, 
Ramesses lU" we can legitimately conclude that she was the mother of Ramesses III. 

* See his nQU: in ihe pment voltEnic of p. 26, 
* Sandcr^Hfliisenp Das Amun, 47, note j, quoting Colin Campbellp JW TMnm Prmets, 

i Leps.p Dmkm., nr. 2075. * MiisperOp trav, (PM il, Kj)* 
* Sander-Hansen, Das des 8i 1, * PM ip 4®. 
f See. for variants of her name and her litlcap Champollion, Nat, ^ 4t>3- Her name occurs as DuSten* 

taper in the title of the usuiper of the Theban inmh no. j4&p who is ^ovfTSffr 0/ the te&men of tise Rf^ai Harem 

of Duatentdpet' (Davics-Gardincr. Frivoie Tombiaf ffurnah, 40 and p. 56), 
* In the second moirip east wall, north of the door, coh 4 of the text in vertksi colamiis and, similurly, Cham- 

poLliun, Not. deter, i. 40J (Idwer and from n(jhi)p contrary to Sandcr-lfonscn's atatementp op. eit. B,Ji. 1. 
^ Le Litre des rah, m, 190. Cairo JE 20^9Si Abydos, n, (**=^0 (PM v, 51), 

i» One in Cairo JE 363:19. Petrie Abydos, lip pi 35* (8)» ^ other at Brussels E 5*4^ For bibliography of both 

see PM V, 43. 
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Since it seems established that Ramesses III was the son of Setnakht* and Ramessse IV 

the son of Ramesses we can reconstruct the family tree of the first half of the 

Twentieth Dynasty in the fnllowing way: 

I 
Tiy 'micnese+Setnakht+Haba^il at 

' t * '-¥-* 

I r' Rainc&sca III + Ese 
%_^^ 

I n" ^“1 
Ramesses IV+Taope Ramesses VI-i-Nubkhesbed Ramesses VJII 

Harnesses V+Hcnwo'te^ Ese, 
* god's vsife of Amun* 

It is perhaps worth pointing out that with the mutual relationship of Ramesses IV, 
V, and VI, as accepted here, agree their ages as far as they could be established during 
the unwrapping of their mummies. Ramesses IV was *at least fifty years and probably 

moreV ^ otte would expect of the son of a king who reigned for over thirty years. 
Ramesses VI was ‘probably not beyond middle sge’,* w'hich would also accord well for 
a younger brother of Ramesses IV. On the contrary Ramesses V, who is believed to 

have been a son of Harnesses IV, was found to be ‘much younger than his predecessor’.^ 

Postscript 

My article was already in the Editor’s hands when 1 received the May/July number 

of Bibliotiieca Orientalise vol. 14, with Nims’s review (pp. 136—9) of Agyptohghcke 

FoTschttttgen, where he devotes more than two columns to Seele’s article on the family 

of Ramesses III and offers a discussion of the tw'o lists of princes from Medinet Habu, 

Nims’s remarks are of considerable importance in view of the fact that he is one of the 

epigraphers responsible for plates 299 and 301 containing these lists, 'which are to ap¬ 

pear in the forthcoming fifth volume of Medhset Habu. I have let my article stand, and 
prefer to add this postscript, pointing out that Nims agrees with me that the first prince 
Ramesses represents Harnesses IV, He also shows that this figure was inscribed by 

I Of ttwf irferenicea (jiveiiby Peet,JJ?.^ 14,57, n- *, tnuly P.Har™ 75,10-76, a ts a safe proof of this parwuaa** 
’ The evidence for this is enumefated by Secle in Agypteiogische StutKefi-, ScC„ 307, n. 4 (P.Hsnis as, 

z3, i; 4Z, 4-5: 56^1 31 66ft, s; 79,5. In ell these passages speaking ol Kamesses IV, his predecessor Ramesses III 

calls him 'my son'}. 
’ Her estates are tnentiored in P.'Wilbour as weR as those of another possible Queen of Ramesses V 

Twerteirm (Gardiner, Th* Witbottr Papyrus, ii, 157), 
+ G, Elliot Smith, Bull.dt rimt. sth set,, 1 ((907), 60, According to the French jnftsum6 (loc. dt, 

66) the mummy offers Taspeet d'tin hoirtme d’lige moyen'. 
* Loo. cit. 63. According to The Royal Mummies (CGC), 94, 'appaiently middle-aged—^probably older than 

Ramesses V, but younger than Ramesses IV, 
* Loc. dt. 61. ‘Mort dans la force de I’^ge', says the French (6aum6, on p. 65. 
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Ramesscs IV himself and refers also to the examples of this Pharaoh's name in its 
simple form, Ramesses, as 1 have done above, p. 34, n. Q. Moreover, he draws 
attention to tlie titulary of Ramesses IV below the two proce^Ions of princes, an 
eloquent feature to which 1 did not pay enough attention when taking my notes at 

Medinet Habu in 19^6. Everyone agrees that the second and third figures represent 
one person only, namely Ramesses VL Nitns also thinks that the fourth figure is 
Ramesses VIII, but while I have suggested that this Ramesses VIIl was a further son 

of Ramesses III (in which case the intervening Ramesses VII was perhaps a son of 
Ramesses VI}, Nims thinks that Ramesses VMI was a son of Ramesses Vi, and w^as 

followed on the throne by Ramesses VII, The chronological order of the two kings 
whom we call Ramesses VII and VIII is of course hypothetical, and there would be 

no objection to the reversal suggested by Nims did it not raise the fundamental 
problem of the intended identity of the procession as a whole. It seemed to me that 
by proving that the first three figures were two sons of Ramesses ill, and by admit¬ 
ting that the fourth (Ramesses VIII) was also his son, there was nothing to prevent 

the conclusion that the remaining persons in the procession also represented sons of 
the Temple's founder, as was undoubtedly the intention W'hen these uninscribed figures 

were originally carved. Nims is now inclined to view them as sons of Ramesses VI {as 
did Sethe and Peet), but I do not feel tempted to subscribe to this proposition until 

more evidence is forthcoming to support it. 
Through the kindness of the Director of the Epigraphic Survey of the Oriental 

Institute of tile University of Chicago at Luxor Miss Moss has received two photo¬ 
graphs of the inscription of the west statue of Ramesses HI in the temple of Mui at 

Kamak (neg. nos. 10981-2) which she has allowed me to examine. The cartouche of 
Queen £se has suffered considerably since Lepsius’ time, especially in its lower part. 
The photographs show that Lepsius’ reading is essentially correct, though there is 
enough room for [^] in and for the required ] in while in Lepsius’ copy the 

coalesced with the base of ^ above it. The most important thing, however, is that 

Lepsius’ |1 can still be seen w'ith sufficient clearness, so that it is not Lepsius’ copy 
but the ancient sculptor himself who needs emendation. An ancient mistake of } instead 

of i to transcribe ii is unexpected, but understandable in an unfamiliar Semitic name. 

The p properly corresponds to if or (see Burchardt, Die altkanaan. fremdteorle, i, 

§ 107, for details), but never to S. A Semitic *n‘7CDn is without etymology. 
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THE PERSONAL NAME OF KING SERPENT 

By SIR ALAN GARDINER 

As a firm believer in the theory set forth by GrdsclofF, Ann, Serv, 44, 279 foil-, or 

alternatively in some theory closely resembling it, I am convinced that the eis following 
the 7ii/y-title on the famous tablet from Nakada is really the draughtsboard mn and that 

it consequently spelts the name of the defunct Mcncs. If the reader will now consult 
H- Muller, Die formale Entmcklung der Titulatur der agypHschen Konige, 54 foil,, he 
will find that in every early example of the nA^'-title or the combined visihiya and nbiy 
title what immediately follows is a name of the king^ to Muller’s evidence may be added 

Sn as the name of the Pharaoh Ka<a* and the priestlike figure representing Semempses 

on the Cairo fragment of the Palermo stone.* It seems to follow that the like must be 
true of the tablet of King Serpent discovered by Emery in Tomb No- 3504 at Sak^ra.^ 

But what can be the reading of the two struc¬ 
tures following the nidy-title within the palace- 

like building here described as being visited or 
having been erected (for There can 
be no doubt as to what is represented by the 

object below the ^-crown here replacing the 
uraeus of the ntl'y-title; it is an excellent and 
exact picture of the Pr-jttc or Pr-nzr which was 

the sanctuarj', or according to Sethe the palace, 

of the Lower Egyptian capital at Buto; corre¬ 

spondent ly the structure beneath the vulture 
must he a rough delineation of the Pr-wr., al¬ 

though it admittedly bears no pictorial resem¬ 

blance to the regularly employed for the 
Hieraconpolite edifice, the sole point of similarity lying in the abnormal size of the sign 
as used hieroglyphically, compare the examples collected in Emery, Hor-Aha, p, 99. 

These tw'o signs juxtaposed are frequent in the Pyramid Texts in the writing of the 
familiar dual word without preceding phonetic signs as in King Serpent's 
tablet, Pyr. 256a. I conclude, then, that the personal name of the Serpent-king, to give 

it a fictitious English vocalization, was Iterty. This is the more probable, since the later 

sources show it- to have been the two first elements of the name^ the Abydos list has 
the Turin Canon perhaps while Manctho, lumping together the second, 

third, and fourth kings of Dyn. 1, uses Athothis for the three. 

’ Bwrt;, 44, xSi, fig. 2S. ‘ Loc. cit. 384, 
> Grtat TmAi ihc Pint Dynoity, ii, 102, fig. 105; also ibid., pi. 55, 
* A flmjlnr use of ui Royai Tombiy 11, 34, ho. 5; in tbe («ro socncA in tbc Step Pymmid npraduced in 

JEA 30, pi. 3, figs. 3. 41 sUo in Pdenno Stone, n. 3, nos. 1.9, where Schilfer rendered 'Aufenthqit in*. 
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But would it not be very strange to have a dual word as the name of a king? And 
what could it mean ? To the first of these questions a very satisfactory answer can be 
given. In Pyr. 577 we read the punning utterance ‘Horus has caused the gods to unite 
with thee, that they may fraternize with thee (stj-hi ir-k) in thy nante of Two-Stelae 
{Smcti?) and that they may not repudiate thee name 

of Tw'o-Ssdes (Itrtiy; so in T.P.M.N. As Sethe has pointed out,' one of the scribes of 

N has substituted rn-sn for m*k, making the suffix refer to the gods (Pyr. 1S30); doubt¬ 
less he was embarrassed, as I imagine my readers to have been, at the employment of a 
dual w'ord as the name of a particular king. But now 1 must justify my translation of 
that name as ‘Two-Sides’. In !\Icrcer’s Excursus XX on the word Itrt he has quoted the 
note (JfEA 30, 27, n. 3) in which I maintained, as against Scthc, that the jQ and §[ 
depicted primitive temples or shrines, not royal palaces; hut unfortunately he, like 
everyone else so far as I can see, has disregarded my contention w'ith regard to the word 
itrt. After reviewing the evidence with care, I am more persuadcxl than ever that this 

word means fundamentally a ‘row’ or ‘side’ or ‘line’, not anj*^ sort of single building. In 
secular contexts ‘row’ is often a convenient rendering, see Wb. j, 148, 6. 7; in the court 

of the Vizier the high officials are ranged m itrty in tw'o rows or lines in front of him.^ 

I explained the determinatii'es in the Pyramid Texts as due to recollection of the iw'o 

opposite lines of shrines at the Scd’'festi\'al, the Upper Egyptian shrines having the 
appearance and the Lower Egy-ptian ones the appearance Various passages in 
the Pyramid Texts demand this meaning. For example, in Pyr, 1297 (cf, 1369, 2017), 
where we read ‘The Upper Egj'ptian im and the Lower Egyptian itrt came to him 

bow-ing down’, it is obviously not alone the Hieraconpolitc and Butite deities who 
perform this act of homage, and still less the actual buildings in which they dwell; the 
reference is rather to the gods of the two halves of the country strung out each in a line 
or a row in the Upper and Low'er Egyptian directions; in the article above quoted I 
found it convenient to render itrt by ‘conclave’. Similarly when the dual itrti is followed 

by pt ‘sky’ or tht ‘horizon’ 757,1541, tS6a); in the first of these passages w^e might 
perhaps render 'Thou findcst Ref standing and w'aiting for thee; he takes hold of thy 

hand and guides thee in the tw'o sides of heaven’; Mercer, following Sethe, translates 
‘he leads thee into the double ifrf-palace of heaven’, w'hich to my mind conveys but 

little sense. I presume, therefore, that on the tablet of the Serpent-king, whether his 
postulated name Iterty is to be taken simply as 'Two-Sides’ or as a nisbe ‘He of the Two 
Sides’, the reference w'ill have been to his dominion over both Upper and Lower Egy pt. 

I am well aware that my argumentation in this matter shows regrettable gaps and 

aw’kwardnesses; for example, 1 have omitted to mention that Ranke, in his Agyptische 
Personennamert, 189, 25-26; 190, 1 foil., lists several compound proper names introduced 

by the nbty group; these, however, occur at rather later periods, and in very' different 
contexts. If it be coniccdcd, as 1 hope it will be, that the tw'o buildings following the 

nft/jV-title on King Serpent’s tablet are to he read as a royal name, then surely it will be 
found impossible to draw any other conclusion than has here been suggested. 

* t}bfrs€i^ng ftmtf III, pp^ 83-84“ ® Urk^ lVt iKH- 
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THE LAND OF YAM 

&y D. Mv DIXON 

Our most important source on the land of am' is the autobiography of Harkhuf,^ who 

made four journeys thither. For the first* of these no details are furnished beyond the 

sUtement that the whole enterprise, including the journey there and back and the stay 

in Yam, took seven months. . . 
On his second journey Harkhuf set out *on the Elephantine road'.-* Now hitherto it 

has been generally assumed that this phrase means on the road which leads from Ele- 

phantine’, and that Elephantine was therefore the starting-point of the journey.® 

However, a few lines later Idarkhuf states that on his third journey he ‘set out from ... 

[a place the name of which is partially destroyed] upon the oasis road’,* which can only 

mean that he set forth from this place on the road which led to (or via) the oasis.? On 

this analogy hr loti ihte should mean ‘on the road which leads to {or via) Elephantme’. 

This would imply that Harkhuf’s starting-point lay farther north than Elephantine.® 

Now after he had returned to Egypt and buried the body of his father Mekhu, Sabny 

sailed do\vTistream to Memphis? with the products which Mekhu had obtained and 

presented them to Pharaoh.'^ Similarly, at the conclusion of his successful punitive 

campaigns in Nubia, Pepinakhte took a large number of the prisoners with him to the 

Residence (//jMi?).'' Harkhuf himself mentions the Yamite escort which was returning 

> Ap^rt from thi» inscription, Ynm (Tin/>7^)n> is mentioned, along vfiih other localities, in the Dahshflr 
of Phiops I Wrk. l, 209,16), on an unpublished ataiuctte in the Cairo Museum {BulL /mf./r. Ji, 17J). 

and in the ioKription of Weni {Urk. 1, id. 14; t)- Tht olderand standard writing of the name is 

which occurs for the first time in the of Phio,M I lUrk. t, iop. 16) and thereafter frequently {Urk. J, id, 

14; 114. 135, 13, 15; 12^.7. S' *29, 4, 12). The variant occurs 
for the fintt ind only time in iht rd(?ii of Mertnre^ I (Urk. 1,109,1), - t 

In ihcAchfuitgii^u, dating from the M.K.. the names of two unidentified Nubian locdlitiea 
and (?) (Posener* Pnm€f i-f pays ifAsU et dt Nuhit (i94<>)p efi E. Edel. Appit^iogisclu 
hermuBg. V. O, Fiithow, Berlm. 1955^ 7o). Whether or not th«e are to be connected with the Sixth r^nasty 
7^nf a not clear. In any cflM it is doubtful whether tliey could be used as evidence for the location of Yam tn 
the 0,K. The most that can be said is that 7™ appears to have survived as an element in the natni^fl 
unidentified localkte* in Nubia which may have included parts, or famed part, of the territory occupied by 

the O.K, Vom. . . v e j 

^ On the transliteration and meaning of the name, J "HoruSp he protects * sec Edelp gl, 0. i- 

I Urk. 1, 124. f-.S. , * y"*- '■ 
! E.g. Breuted. Ane. Rec. T, p* >S3> "<»*« h; Yoyowe, BuU. Imt.Jr. 52, i74 secondt nussion qm ptmt... 

*‘PM la route d’Elfphanttne",empninie la pisteqwi, i pirtir d« Icr name,« v«re Ke^our )* 176 ( um 
iuire [route] pirtait d’Eldphantirte’). Thie view is based on the fact that it waa at Elephantine that the expedi- 
tion-IeadeTa had their home* and were buried. A masa of conespondenee belonglnB to them waa found on the 

island * ’’ 
t The interpretation '1 *=* forth from ... on the road which leads from the oaaia' would give no satisfactory 

* It would obviously be absurd to aasume that l.Iaihhuf. on his way to Y«n, *rt out ‘on the road to Elephan¬ 

tine* from a point south of it. 

* [J» Tni ‘the Wall*. ** Urk. t, 139, 3-4' *1 Urk, l. 133. M-tS: i3+> ^>0- 
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with him to the Residence after his third Journey,* and at the conclusion of the fourth, 

he is ordered by the young Phiops II to ‘come downstream to the Residence imme¬ 

diately'.^ Memphis was thus certainly the terminus of these expeditions, and Edel^ 

not unreasonably suggests that the expedition-leaders may have remained in Memphis 

at the conclusion of their journeys until again called upon to undertake a fresh mission, 

especially if no great length of time elapsed between the journeys. It is thus very likely 

that Harkhuf had travelled north to the royal residence at Memphis at the conclusion 

• Utk, I, 117, S-6- IS- * ’*9' *3*' 
^ Ag, Siudw t+r 
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of his first expedition to report to the king the results of his mission, to present the 

products he had acquired, and to receive further instructions. 

He will then have set forth from Memphis' along the banks of the Nile ‘on the road, 

which led to Elephantine’,^ hb home, where perhaps he tarried awhile before continuing 

his journey to Yam. No details, however, are given of thb outward route beyond 

Elephantine. 

Thus Elephantine, though certainly a point on Harkhuf’s route to Yam, w'as not the 

starting-point. The eight months, therefore, given as the duration of this mission, and 

likewise the seven months for the first expedition, represent, as Edel^ has rightly seen, 

the time taken to travel from Memphis to Yam and back, including the stay in that 

country. 

1 cannot, however, agree with Edel that this fact (i.e. that Memphis was the starting- 

point) enables us to utilize these indications of time to determine the approximate 

location of Yamd Etiel represents the whole journey from Memphis to Yam and back 

by 2X and takes as an average day’s march for a caravan of several hundred asses, 

15 km. Ignoring any rest days en route, and allow'ing ten days for Harkhuf's stay in 

Yam, he obtains the equation ^ + 10 = 210, this last figure corresponding to the 

duration of tlte first mission, viz. seven months of thirty days. Hence x (i.e. the distance 

one way only, Memphis to Yam) = 1,500 km. Now 1,500 km, south from Memphis, 

presumably as the river flow's, would place Yam in the vicinity of Sedelnga, about 

250 km. south of Wadi Haifa. The figure 240 days (eight months) for the second 

mission, gives x as 1,725 km., which would point to a position beyond the Third 

Cataract near Dongola el-Ordi. Betw'een Sedelnga and Dongola el-Ordi lay the 

trading-centre at Kerma, w'hich Edel claims was already in existence during the Sixth 

Dynasty. 

Now quite apart from the correctness or otherwise of this last point, Edel’s method is 

open to criticism. In the first place, the correctness of the estimate 1,500 km. obviously de¬ 

pends upon {a) the estimate of ten days for the length of the stay in Yam being reasonably 

near the mark; (6) that all the remaining 200 days of the first mission were spent on the 

march; and (c) that the estimated rate of 15 km. per day during these 200 days is also 

reasonably close. Now the ten-day period allotted for the stay in Yam can hardly be 

anything more than a guess, while the assumption that all the remaining days w'erc 

marching days seems quite unjustifiable, even for the purpose of an approximation. 

Harkhuf must surely have halted en route, if only to rest and water his asses, especially 

* It is pos^iblt^ that a careless sculptor has cmitte4 some words after ^ n in Urk, 1+ 125, 1. Wsa the lest 
mrcant to read ^-n [in H- placc-piiffic * Memphis] tpft fbtQ ? ‘ t set forth [from Mjemphis] on the road which 
leads w [or 'na*] Elrphintine/ On the other hand, in the parallel statementp Urk^ i| ia5> Mp 'he pljcc-nome 
governed by m is certainly not Memphis. It is possible, m Edel sogg)t:st£ (Jig- Stud. 64), that reference to 
Memphis as the point of departure w^as omitted in both cases ss being self-evidem- 

® The only purzLing thing is why Harkhuf should have chosen to travel from Monphis along the bunk of 
the Nile when it would have been so much quicker and more convenient to have travelled by boat to Etephan- 
tine and there tnmiferred on to toaea the trade-go*^ brought from the Residence, I'lowever,^ there seems no 
getting away from the tcit; there ti no doubt that tc/l^ though k is also used with reference to travel by water 
(c.g. Urh. iVp 322^ 7)* here tefers to land travel, especially in view of the parallel usage in Urk. l, 125, 14, 

^ Jg- Stud. 63-G5. * Ibid. 66. 
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if the distance ta Yam was an^lhing like Edel’s estimate. It is possible, too, as has been 

suggested above, that Harkhuf^ after travelling from Memphis, lingered awhile at his 

home in Elephantine. Consequently, in addition to the days spent in Yam, an unknown 

number must be deducted for halts eti route. The estimated travel rate of 15 km. per 

day is presumably based on that of a modem caravan of asses, unless this figure too is 

a guess,' How'ever, even if Edel’s figure of 3,000 km.^ as the distance from Memphis 

to Yam and back is retained, we have no right to assume that the distances Ha^khuf 

covered from Memphis to Yam and from Yam to Memphis w'ere even approximately 

the same, since we have little idea what routes he followed. If his routes of advance and 

return were not identical, one of them will almost certainly have been longer than the 

other. Hence the division by two of the estimated total distance travelled by liarkhuf 

from Memphis to Yam and back will not give even the approximate distance of Yam 

from Memphis unless we know that he had followed the same route there and back.^ 

Finally, even if this point, too, be ignored and 1,500 km., as the river flows, be accepted 

as the approximate distance of Yam from Memphis, it w'ould place the former in the 

vicinity of Sedeinga or Dongola el-Ordi only if we could be certain that the route 

Harkhuf took had followed the course of the river for the whole of these 1,500 km. If 

he did not follow the Nile all the way, but deviated from it across the desert, he may 

quite easily have covered 1,500 km. without getting anything like as far south as 

Sedeinga. On the second journey we can be certain that Harkhuf foUowed the Nile only 

as far south as Elephantine, while on the third he followed the river only as far as 

Abydos, from whence he crossed the desert to Khatgahj and from thence his route is 

uncertain. 

I think that enough has now been said to show once and for all that the indications 

of time mentioned in the accounts of liarkhuf *s first and second journey are by them¬ 

selves quite useless for determining even the approximate location of Yam + However, 

I would emphasize that it is not the location of Yam in the Kerma region that I query, 

though I think it improbable, so much as the method employed to locate it there. 

Harkhuf s route on his return from his second journey to Yam led through Mr^, 

Trrz, and 'Irtt in the land of Wc are also told that he passed through ('descended 

■ Ad for u 1 knenv, die travel rate of a caravwi aaaea la not tnentioned by any ancient lOLirce, and one 
preeimies Edd'a cetimate i» nor baaed upon die rate of progiesa of a camel cantvan. Cf. Slve-S^eAct#), 

imd Nubim {Lund, 1941), ‘9- ’ * 
^ In the JTT*' of the third tniiaion, at least, we know that he did not do so. On the outward journey he 

travelled via KhSrgah, but returned via Irrit, and Witeu, which Uy in the Nile Valley, 
* Cf. Sive-SOderberah, op, cil. 17^18, The moat that con be said of them is that 7-8 months seems tq have 

been the averaj^c duration of a mission to Yocn and back. On his tlurd jnunicyp for which no time ia mentioned, 
fjatfchuf thought it necessary to write to the Pharaoh informinK him that he had (one after the Yamite chief 
(Urk. I, ts6, 7 fl.). His reason for so doing was presumably because this incident had caosed a delay which 
would prolong the durarion of the mission be>'ond the normal 7-8 months. There am certaJnly no grounds for 
Edel’s assumption that the second journey ‘seirier llngeren Dauer entsprechend ein gutca Stock welter nach 
SUdeo fohne ala dcr crate’ {.%■ ^fiad* 67)- He is probably right in regarding theImtftii mentioned in Phiops Il's 
letter to yarkhuf(C/rJt. J, laS, j 3> as a district within Y’am. but it does not follow from the absence of previous 

mention that it was the furthennosc point which yadthuf reached in that land. 
* Urk. I. ns, 2-j, So Yoyottc. Bull. Imt.fr. 51, 176, followed by Edcl.S/iwf. 70,7t-7i. For thia use of 

apposition see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm.* $ 90, 
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from') as well as Irrtt and explored both countries,* which at that time were 

under the rule of a single chieftain.* To these points we shall recur later. 

On his third journey Harkhuf, as already stated, set out from a place the name of 

which is partially destroyed, on a road which led to {or via) an oasis.^ Now we have seen 

that the starting-^point of nearly* all these journeys to the south was Memphis and there 

is little doubt, therefore, that it was from Memphis that Harkhuf set out on his third 

mission. However, the partially destroyed name of the point at which he embarked on 

the road to the oasis is not that of Memphis, so that if he originally set out from this 

city and travelled along the Nile, he must at some point have left the valley in order to 

take the oasis route. It is important to establish approximately where this point was, 

since only if we know this can we gain any idea which oasis is meant. 

Now the destroyed name is certainly not Elephantine, so that there can be no 

question of the oasis route being that from Elephantine to (or via) Kurkur or DunkuL* 

^the ® who is followed by Yoyotte,^ restored the broken sign as the nome-sign of the 

yth Upper Egyptian nome of Diospolis Parva. According to Edel's recent collation,® 

the sign is a very developed or debased form’ of the nome-sign of the 8 th Upper Egyptian 

nome of Abydos. Since from both these points roads lead to the Oasis of Khargah, 

whichever of the two readings one accepts,*** there seems little doubt that by the 'oasis 

road' is meant that to Kh^gah.** 

Why Harkhuf should have travelled via Khargah is not clear. It has been suggested 

that he may have experienced some difHculty with the chief of Zfpo and Irrtt during 

his return from the second journey, and therefore deemed it expedient to make a detour 

to avoid these countries.'* However, even if this were so, it would not by itself explain 

his decision to travel via Khargah, for if his object in taking an oasis route had been 

solely to by-pass Zttw and 7rrH, which on any view must have lain well south of the 

First Cataract (see above), he need not have left the Nile Valley as far north as 

the latitude of Khargah, but could quite safdy have followed the river as far south as 

Elephantine, as previously, and then have made a detour via the oases of Kurkur and 

Dunkul.*^ The fact that Harkhuf did not follow this route (see above) suggests that 

‘ Urk. I, Ii5, 8-9. tt^z+counlTy as dir«t object (cf. LTi-A. i, ao®, 15; J09, i), ^Jarkhufs explorations, how¬ 
ever, could not have been very thorough, since even after he had 'explored' Z^/m and Trrit, he still needed 
a guide amid 'the paths of the ridges (fwl) of Irrit' on hla mlum from the third journey CtfrA. t, 117, q). 

* Utk, 1, Ilf, 8. I Vrk, t, tas, 14. 
* Sabny received the news of his father's death while he was at Elcphjuitme, i, 136, 8) and 

tmvelled from thence to recover the body. But this was doubtless an exceptional case {cf. Edel, op. cit. 64. n. 3; 
Breasted, Ane^ i, } 367 and note d). 

» This seems generally agreed (cf. Yoyotte, BuU. Inti, fr, 5», 174; Edel, op. cit. 63), though SBve-S5dcr- 
bergh. Dp. cit, thinks t;Tatkhuf did travel via Kurkur and Dunkul. 

* Urk, I, {and edn., 1933), 1x5, note a. » Bail. Insufr. 5a, 174, 
* Winter of 1930-1; Stud. 6^-63, 73“75- • . eincr allerdings aehr fonsduttilichen Form.' 

’’ Edel, op. cit. 63, gives good reasons for prefetiing Abydos. 
'' This facit is additional proof, if any is needed, that the iiaiting-point of the journey wu Memphis. Had 

Elephantine been l^arkhuf's point of departure, he would never have travelled from thenec first to Khirgah 
and then to Yam. 

Cf. SSVe-SdderbcrgHt op. dt. 19, a®. 
*» Unless, of i»urse, these oases were also subject to the authority of the chief of and Trr/f, But of thia 

there is no evidence. 
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the visit to Khargah may not have been entirely, if at all, connected with Yam. Possibly 

Harkhuf had been entrusted with the transaction of some official business at Khargah, 

which could be conveniently disposed of on his way to Yam. However that may be, from 

the point when Harkhuf reaches Khargah, hia route is uncertain. There are, of course, 

various possibilities, but the discussion of these is best deferred until later. 

When Harkhuf eventually arrived io Yam, he found, no doubt much to his annoy¬ 

ance, that the ruler of that country had gone ofF^ on an expedition ‘to smite the land of 

Tmk as far as the western comer of heaven’.* Leaving his asses and most of his goods 

at the chief’s residence, Harkhuf, probably with a few companions and a Yamite guide, 

set out after him.'* 

Now, one may ask, why did Harkhuf think it necessary to pursue the chief of Yam, 

and what did he do when he found him ? Though the formal consent, and possibly also 

the presence, of the Yamite chieftain may have been necessary before bartering could 

commence, this by itself would not have been sufficient to send Harkhuf chasing after 

him. One cannot easily imagine the representative of Pharaoh, arriving after a long and 

doubtless tiring journey at a miserable native collage and being told that the chief 

was away, promptly going after him merely in order to tell him that he had arrived to 

trade. He would have been much more likely to have sent one of the chief’s owti servants 

after him to inform his lord of the arrival of the Egyptian traders. The Egyptians in the 

meantime would make themselves comfortable and await the chieftain's arrival. Hence 

one cannot agree with Edel that Harkhuf's purpose in following the chieftain was merely 

'um seine Ankunft anzuzeigen’/ There must have been some more pressing reason. 

One can well appreciate alarm on being told on his arrival that the 

chieftain had gone to war. Harkliuf may well have feared that the outbreak of inter¬ 

tribal hostilities would have the effect of closing the whole area to future Eg^'ptian 

commercial activity. It might also have an adverse effect on the flow of recruits from 

Yam and Tm/i, for in the previous reign these lands were among those which had fur¬ 

nished soldiers to Weni's army.* Harkhuf would thus have every reason to follow the 

chief in order to avert, if possible, such a calamity.* 

Holscher,^ though he has rightly perceived the purpose of Harkhuf’s pursuit of the 

' 3rd m. sing. Old Pe^f(^cri^TJ lii- found the chief of Yam^ he hsving gon* etc." (cf. Edel^ op. at. 

51, 67-68 ^ Gandinerp ABO l, 1IJurkhuf did not meet the chief of Ysin while he (Maddiuf) was on the 
madp as Yoyottc thinks (Bu/i. Inst. fr. ja, 174, 177)* Quite Apart ftom the granimsdcal understanding of the 
passage, such an intetpretatiun would accord ill with ijarkhura next statement, that he set out for JVifi after 
the chief ([/rA, ia6+ i). He did not 'leconipaiiy' him to J'ffeA as Yoyoitc says (op. cit. 52 p 177), What possibk 
purpose oouJd there have been in his doing? so ? E%'eii had met the Yamite force on its way xq be 
w-ould surely have dissuaded the chieftain fmrn his project there and then, 

* [7rA, Ip Ti5p t7'iz6p i. Does the "western comer of heaven' really designate a locality'! The expression 
'to smite someone as far as the western comer of heaven" does not seem to nocur elsewhere. Ja it possible that 
wre have here a slang expressionp comparable perhaps to the English 'to hit someone for si%"^ i.e, beyond the 
boundary? harkhuf would then be quoting, from the mouth of one of the chiefreminers who had temaiiied 
in Yam, the colourhjl expression with which Kis lord had announced his intention of chastising ritiA. if the 
e^re^ion wm a piece of Yamite shmg, this might explain why we do not come across jt elsewhere in Eg>ptiBni 

* Urk. Ip ti6. 3. ^ 54’ ^ h Toi, 14. i6. 
* It b to be notedf incidentally* that Ilarkhuf does not say that he actually reached Tmh- PfeaumablVp ibere' 

fote, he Succeeded in overcaking the chief of Yam before the latter reached his ohjeciive. 
^ wsd Agyptrr^ 25, n^ 5. 
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chief, has, in common with most other commentators, failed to realize the meaning of 
ship in this passage. Now it follows from the fact that Harkhuf w'ished to avoid any 
conflict, that he himself would not have used force against the chieftain of Yam. He 
may, in any case, not have been in a position to do so. The fact that, on his return from 
Yam via Irrtt, Zrize, and Wftait, the ruler of those countries appears to have been 
deterred from attacking him only by the presence of an escorting force of Yamites,' 
would indicate that Harkhuf s own party w'as comparatively small and, hampered as 
it w’as by pack-animals* and goods, would have been powerless to deal with any large 
force. Moreover, the fact that the Yamites provided Harkhuf with an escort for the 
return journey^ is proof of peaceful, friendly relations, for an unw'illing escort con¬ 
scripted from a recently chastised people would have been more of a menace than a 
help to the Egyptians.* The sense, therefore, of ihtp cannot be that Harkhuf 'pacified’ 
the chief of Yam by force or ‘reduced him to subjection’. 

Though Edcl has realized this, according to him the meaning of shtp here is ‘zu- 
friedcnstellen (dutch gute Bezahlung)’, and he thinks that this refers, not to Harkhuf s 
action upon overtaking the chief of Yam, but to the barter which took place in Yam 
after the chieftain’s return with Harkhuf, whose sole object in going after him had been 
to announce his arrival.^' Edel is led to this interpretation by his understanding of the 
next statement, that the chief' praised all the gods for the sovereign’s sake’. This idiom, 
dwf filr{w) n X‘to praise the god(s) for someone’, is a regular expression for ‘to thank 
someone’ and is especially used of returning thanks for satisfactory payment . Hence Edel 
concludes that Harkhuf, by generous payment for the goods he received, so satisfied 
(‘zufriedcnstellte’) the chief of Yam that the latter ‘gave thanks to the sovereign’.* 

My only criticism of this interpretation is that by dissociating ibtp from Harkhuf’s 
action on overtaking the chief, we are left w'ith no satisfactory reason for his pursuit of 
the Yamite. It seems to me more likely that iktp refers to Harkhufs treatment of the 
chief on the road to However, it seems possible to connect iktp and the following 
sentence both with this incident and the trading in Yam, with slight modification of 
Edel’s rendering. Thus Harkhuf, on hearing of the chief’s intentions, set out after him 
and on overtaking him he ‘calmed him dow'n’ {ibtp) and reasoned with him, perhaps 
pointing out that he would be working against his ow'n interests in stirring up war, 
since this would result in the interruption of commerce. Doubtless realizing the wisdom 
of this argument, and perhaps gratified by a presentation of sample goods, the chief 
'gave thanks to the sovereign’ and accompanied Harkhuf back to Yam J There Harkhuf 
will have ensured that bartering took place to the chiefs satisfaction.® 

> Urk. 1,137, ^ ‘7- * ^8-Stud. 54. * Ibid. 53-S+. 
* ibid. jZr it is the 'aovcraiRn' whom ihc Yamitc thanksp nor Trade with these countries was a 

royal monopoLy (Sftvc-S^erbcrghp op. cat. 20; Edcl, op, cii- 54)- - - u 
T It ia not quite clear from ikc text at whal pointp whether before or after his puraoit of ih-e ^arkhuf 

dispatched his to the Pharaoh (C/rfr. i, 126, 7-10 ^ Edelp op. cLt, 54^ Abb. ip l-l) informing him 
of the incident- Apparenlly it was after hifl return to Yam with the chief, tlarkhuf may then have realized that 
tht^ incident would mean prolonging the duration of the miwion beyond the normal 7-® rnontha (cf. p, 43^ n, 4) 
and tkccordingly dttmed it advisable to inform Mcrenrf* of the clrcumsrances. It is also possible, however, 

that he rent the message before setting out after the diieL 
■ Urk, I. 126, 11 — Edek op. dt. S4p Abb. t, Z- 2; U. fhtp in connexion with the bartering which took place 

in Yam = ^satisfy". 
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At the conclusion of his business, Harkhuf, accximpanied by an escorting force of 
Yamitcs, set out on the return journey to Egj'pt via the countries of 7rr//, Zfttc, and 
Wttcii. Through the first two, at least, of these^ he had travelled on the return from his 

previous mission. 
Now at that time Z)tw and Itrlt were under the rule of one chief, whence it has been 

concluded that they bordered one another. Furthermore, Wmti must have adjoined 
them, or at least one of them, since on the return from this third expedition Harkhuf 
found a single chieftain ruling over Irrtt^ Zitv?, and Wszcit. Finally, since Wivat w'as 
the last of the three to join the coalition, it cannot have lain between the other two.^ 

Now it is clear from its occurrence in Old Kingdom inscriptions alongside other 

names w^hich are certainly those of localities in Nubia, that WfWft at this period desig¬ 
nated a restricted portion only of Lower Nubia and the inscription of Pepinahhte 

indicates that it lay north of 7rr/f/ Evidence for its exact extent, however, is lacking, 
but it seems very doubtful whether this can be determined on the basis of Middle 
Kingdom evidence, for by that period the name had evidently already been extended 

to cover Lower Nubia from Biggah at least as far south as Korosko.^ 

On the basis of a rock-inscription dating from the reign of Phiops I at Tumas,* about 
30 km, upstream from Korosko, which commemorates an oflicia] who had been sent 

thither to explore {wbi) 7rr/f, it has been concluded that Turn as lay within the district 

SQ namedJ 
Since Wfwjt stretched northwards from 7rrfr probably as far as Biggah, Zftw must 

have lain either between 'Irrtt (Tumas) and PFvttvf, or upstream of Jrrtt. Now we do not 
know the northern boundary of'Irrlt or the southern limit of IF/av/, and it is possible, 

therefore, that 'Irrti stretched dowmstream from Tumas* and had a common frontier 
with Wiwit, in which case Zftw must have lain south of Tumas, Even if Tumas be 
regarded as the northern limit of 7rr//, Zfht? may still have lain upstream from that 
country if we assume that the space between 1 umas and the southern frontier of fioit 

W'as too small to accommodate it,^ 
On the other hand, we do not know- how large or small a country Zttto was. It is 

noteworthy that unlike Intt, which occurs frequently in the inscriptions of the Old 
Kingdom*'^ and was evidently a kingdom of some importance, ZHw is not mentioned 

* tjmkhur may on his swond journey sJao have pgsaed ihrmigh menlioti of which was accid«it*lly 

omitted, cf. Urk. 1. ij6, 151 127. 4. ^ Sive-Siderbeiah. op. cit. 16. ^ ^ Loc. dt. 
* Urh. 1, 133, q-io: 'The imjwty of my lonl sent nw to hack up It'™?'! and Pepinakhte's csmpaitpt 

waa launched aouthwarda from Egypt. Hence Wmtt. a* the firet tountry he reached, ia mentioned hrat. In like 
manner, Harkhuf, travelhrig fmm south to north on his return, reached It'/ur'f last and hfflec it ia mentioned 
Iwt (IfrJt. I, (26, li; 127, 4>. 1 think Sl^-SOderbcrgh, op, dt. 14. i» a little too sweeping in his statement that 
"wir aua der Reihenfotge in dcr Aufafihlungcn dcr aiidlichen Gehiete nichts schlicJiezi k^nnen , 

* On this see my Brief Communication in this volume of the jfountal. * Vrk, I, ioB-g. 
’’ So SavisS6derbergh, op- cit. 15 (with referenew to previous diseuaaiona)! Gardiner, ABO I, 7S*I Yoyotte, 

B«//./wl./r. S2, 176. . 
• Especially if the wivit fit /«i'f nl 7rrjf of Urh. 1, 127. 9 be identified as the stretch of hill emwwy bemcen 

Tumas and Medik (» Sive-Sederbergh, op. dr. 28-29: Yoyotte. loe. cit. i77*ndn. 2: Edel,op.ejt,73, n. %}. 
On the other hand, tsiet would perhaps more suitably describe the broken, hilly country east of the Nile. 

* This is evidently the opinion of Sivc-Sfiderbergh, op, di. 16, cf. map. 
« Urk.j, 101, 13: 109, i; 110, is; JJI, «5, B; 116, 151 >17,+: ‘33. ‘b; 20S. 151209, 16. 
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outside the biography of tlarkhuf, whence it might be inferred that it was the weaker 
and smaller of the two original members of the coalition and hence could perhaps be 

fitted in betw'een ’Irrti and IV/toti if these did not have a common frontier.’ 
The crucial words, however, following a lacuna, are: 

. in the south [lit. 'front'] oflrrtt [and] in the north [lit, ‘back’] of Zftw’t whereby 
obviously tw'o limits are being referred to. To Gardiner, bound by his location of Zftw 

between Trrff and these words could convey little sense if the south of 'Irrtt 

were contiguous with the north of Zitw* Yet, as is clear from Edel’s restoration of the 

text, this is precisely the case. 
After mentioning his message to the Pharaoh regarding the incident with the chief 

of Yam on the road to 7mA, Harkhuf continues:^ ‘Now after I had satisfied that chief 
of Yam, [I returned via* A', which is] in the south of IrtH and in the north of Z/fttf, and 

I found [there] the chief of the united lands of Yrr«, Zj^, and Wjtoft* 

'fhe destroyed place-name Y thus designated a certain district or point which was 
so situated that it could be described as being both 'in the south of Irrtt and in the 
north of Zftw\ Now such a description would only make sense if the locality in question 
lay on the common border betiveen the two countries, with Zitw lying south of Irrtt J 

How'ever, the upstream limit of the latter, and therefore also of Zittv, is unknown. 

In view, however, of the possibility considered above that Z/ftt-' was a comparatively 

insignificant state, it may not have occupied much territory.® 
Information on two other lands mentioned in the inscriptions of the Old Kingdom, 

viz. Ktwfl and Mdt, is very meagre. Evidence bearing on the location of the latter at 

this period is wanting.If, however, Mdf be regarded as the area inhabited by a nomad 
tribe,” we cannot expect to locate it within a closely defined area; it will probably have 
lain in the desert east of the Nile. On the other hand, if it was the home of a reasonably 

settled population, it will presumably have lain in the Nile Valley, and probably no 

* According to Gardiner 75*)^ an intermediate location for may also be inferred from tKe 

order in which il la mentioned. However, although, as wt saw above (p. 47, n. 4) in diaoissing the Jocation 

of there are a few in whicdi ono may be jiistihcd in attaching some significance to the orderp I do 

not belicv-e this h one of ihem. It is true that the phrase 'the chief tsiIrrtty ZfttSy and oixurt twice within 

a few' lines {Urk. tp 126^ 15 ^ 127^ 4)p but in an earlier passage the order is reversed p as Gardiner himself ebservea 

(op. cit. Up 170*^ n. ajn Any artempt to locate Z^/re downstream of Irrit would have to be baaed on the avsump- 

tion that die fronriers of 7rrtf and did not coincide and that lacing a amalL atatc, could be accom- 

modated between them, 

J Urk. 1, ii6. 13-14^ ^ Ip 75*. * ibid, ll, 270*. 

s For the reatored text upon whieh rhe following Lranalalion la based p see Edeh op. dt. 54 (Abb. ip Z. 

6o-6r- 
* Lit. ‘descended from\ Edeli op+ dt, 60, 72^ tranakrea "arieg tch hecab nach . . Cf.p however* p. 52, 3 

below. 
^ On the analogy of a passage in F.Anast. iri^ 7^ 4, in which the Delta residence of the Ramesaides h referred 

to as pt hnt n nb, pf pfcHTy n Kmt, Edclp op. cit. 61 p identifies X as the reeidente of the Nubian chief and 

thinks that, in all probabihtyp it ia identical with the ‘house of the chief of Ztlto and Jrr/r' via which 

had lerumed froni hia second mission to Yam {Urk. t> rajp 8). Like Pr-R^tmixQp it will thus have lain On or 

near the border between two counriicSp Z/fn? and 7rTil^ doubrleas for ease of control, and have remained the 

residence even after IFVte/f had been added to the coalition. 

■ ConfTu Slve-S^erbergh (op^ dt, tfi, map), whoahowa it as occupying a considerable stretch of territory* 

Urk. i9[^ 15. For the larer evidence see ABO ip 76* if. 

" Cf. Save-S?klerbcrgh* op. dt. i8. 
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farther south than the Second Cataract, for the desolate nature of the Batn el-Hagar, 

which commences a little south of Haifa and stretches upstream for too miles,* pre¬ 
cludes its location in that area;^ and that it cannot at this time have lain south of the 
Batn el-hlagar seems clear from the circumstanoes that it furnished recruits and work¬ 

men to Eg^'pt,^ and that its chief appeared at the First Cataract to do homage to 
Merenref L* 

On the position of Ktm we know nothing. However, I conclude from the fact that 
it is mentioned but once, and then only at the end of the list of iVAft-lands, that it was 
a small, unimportant state, which, if it did lie in the valley, may have been either north 
or south of Mdi^ but, for the same reasons, almost certainly north of the Second 
Cataract. 

Before considering now the location of Yam, let us review the data on this land. 
First, the negative points. No conclusion regarding the position of Yam can be drawn 
from the order in which it is mentioned, since this varies in every case.^ The products 
with w'hich Idarkhuf returned from Yam likewise afford no guidance in locating that 

land, since Harkhuf does not say that they were native to it; they may thus have been 
acquired from eisewhereA Even if they were native to Yam, the identification of some of 
them is uncertain, and the area of distribution of the remainder at that time is unknown. 
Finally, we have seen that the indications of time mentioned in the accounts of the first 
and second journeys are valueless for locating Yam, 

Turning now to the positive data, the first point to be noticed is that the products 
enumerated were obtainable only in Yam,^ either because they were native only to that 
country or because its position was such as to enable it to comer these goods, if they 
came from further afield, before they could reach the other lands. Secondly, \am was 
not a member of the Zii^’lrrti-Wi^tt coalition. Moreover, it was evidently capable 

of mustering a sufficiently imposing force to be able to escort Harkhuf right through 
the coalition's territory and to overawe its chief into aiding the Egyptians.^ Thirdly, 
not only was Yam able to overaw'e the coalition, but it also able to treat Egypt 

quite coolly. Thus at the beginning of the reign of Mcrenret I, the chiefs of Mdt, 

Irrtt and Wmtt travelled to the First Cataract to do homage and obeisance to the 
Pharaoh.® There is no mention, however, of the chief of Yam, who evidently felt under 

' Cf. H, E. Hurst. Tkt JVtfit {195a). 74 
^ One could conoeivably use the fact thpt workmen and tiwps from Mi^ were employed by tho 

to support the locadon of thii land in the Batn The areimient would then be that it 90 difficult 
to eermpt a livirtg from this desolate tfact thai its inhabitantis were driven to seek service in Egypt. Hcrw^everi 
it seems one would have to draw a simitar concluaion from the appearanct in the Egyptian service of Yamite 
CTwpa. But the rest of the data on Yam died above* pp. 49 would not support such a conclusion. 

» Urh. t, 101, i+; io9p i. * Vrh. i, 110, 15; 10. Cf. AEO u 74*. 

» Cf. Save-SOdcrbCiuhn op. cit. 14-15. 
* The pygmy obtained on the fourth expedition ±b explicitly mted to have come from the lan d of the Homon- 

dweilcis {Ufk. Ip nS. fS-i6; cf. also KuenlSp BuiL /mf./r. 17}. I:{arkhurp incidentally, docs not say that he 

himself had been to that land. 
^ There isp it is truCp a reference in the iimnriptiDn of Sabny to fHfr* clephanl-tusks, etc,* apparently from 

elsewhere in Nubia (C/rJt. 1* 137, 9--lo)p but the text at this point is too battered for any definite cortcluslona 

10 be drawn. 
■ Urk. t. 4^. 
Bsm H 

® Urk. ip ] lo-l 
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no obligation to put in an appearance. Finally, Yam supplied soldiers and workmen to 

Egypt.* From these facts it may be inferred that Yam was, comparatively speaking, 
a rich, powerful, and populous state, and possibly quite a large one. Moreover, unlike 
Wmtt and Yam was probably so situated that it felt able safely to hold aloof from 

any acknowledgement of Egy-ptian power.* In fact, the impression one gains is that 

throughout their dealings widi Yam, the Egyptians, whatever feelings of contempt 
they may have entertained privately for the Yamites,^ conducted themselves as though 
dealing with equals;* and this cotdd surely only have been because they realized the 

impracticability of exerting pressure on Yam. But in what direction from Egypt did 

Yam lie and how far afield ? ... 
Yoyotte* would locate Yam in the oasis of Dunkul, since, like Yam, it is accessible 

from Elephantine, Khargah, and Tumas, which lay within Irrti. However, though such 

a concentric position for Yam would accord reasonably well with the above-cited data, 

it is not free from difficulties. In the first place, Dunkul, at the present time at least, is 

rather a miserable little oasis, certainly not a likely spot for the rich and populous 
country which we may envisage Yam to have been. One could, of course, retort that 

conditions may not have been the same then as now. However that may be, there 
remains the time difficulty. If Elephantine had been Harkhuf’s starting-point, as 

Yoyotte thinks, it is incredible that a mission from thence to Dunkul and back should 
have taken 7-8 months to accomplish, even allowing for a longish stay there and possible 

delays en route. Even wuth Memphis as the point of departure, the difficulty is hardly 

One has also to consider the question of the- location of TV-T'mA, which Yoyotte 

would place in the oasis of Dakhlah. Now the most convenient route from Dunkul to 

Dakhlab is via Khargah, but had the Yamite force taken this road, it would surely have 

met Harkhuf’s party on the way; unless, of course, it had passed through Khargah just 
before H^rkhuf arrived there. But had this been the case, the passage through any part 

of the oasis of a large force of fighting men would hardly have pas^ unnoticed by the 
inhabitants, who would surely have informed Harkhuf on his arrival there. As it was, 
however, ^ expedition had been dispatched to Tmli until 

he arrived in Yam. Any other route from Dunkul to Dakhlah would have involved 
a lengthy desen march—even as the crow flies the distance between the two places is 
about 350 km.—during which the force would have been dependent for water on small, 
scattered wells; while the only means of transport available would be asses, which 

I t/rA. I, loi, 14; 109, I. , 
^ LAter, hovwwr, in Merenrt’i reign, wtien they had bwn banded together, even Wnen and irr/f apparently 

felt stronB enough to assert themselves by demanding transit-dues (fon^s) from die E^tiMii . 
I Cf. tJrA, 1.136,11 i AA^ Tmf fif ‘thatwretched chief of Vom'. For this force of see Gardiner, Eg. Gramm, 

§ Hi. Harkhuf was’ probably still feeling a little sore « the thought of the tinw and eiieiyn? wasted in pumulng 

the Yomile on the rood to 2>bA. ... . , rr ir l- r.. 
♦ Such also was undoubtedly the case in the trade with Punt, both at this time snd later. t.t. Kees, Auftw- 

cftrhkhi' 134' vcrbondelt. gibt selbst Gcschenfce und bewirtet die zum Empfong cncheinenden Landes- 
teupthn^. Datmt tnmktt mnn dit ErUiuhtth [italics mme]. tuch BeUeben Ebenholz zu schlsgen. Weihrauch 

ztx aanwuLfi . * ^ 

s BtilL Jnjr/r. 51. 
* Cf. E4clp op. cif. 
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cannot go more than a couple of days without water.' Finally, there is no positive 
evidence that Dakhlah, or any of the other oases for that matter, was inhabited by 

TinA-people. There is, admittedly, a Nineteenth Dynasty inscription in which a 
Ti-Tmf} is mentioned which was accessible from Sebua,^ but the most one can reason¬ 
ably infer from this is that settlements of TmA-people were to be found in one or more 

of the oases of the western desert at the period in question. It could certainly not be 

used as evidence for their presence here in the Old Kingdom.* 
Now the data on Yam listed above could also support its location in the Nile Valley, 

Among other points, we noted that the products with which Harkhuf returned from 
Yam were apparently obtainable only in that land, wliether they were native to it or not; 

that Yam was not a member of the Nubian coalition; and that its chief did not appear 

at the First Cataract to do homage to the Pharaoh. Accordingly, if Yam did occupy a 
stretch of the Nile Valley, it will, in view of these facts, probably have been the farther¬ 
most upstream of all the Nubian lands,* Junker* would identify Yam with the Mahass 
countr), and a similar location (north or south of Kenna) is proposed by Edcl.<^ Now 

Dar Mahass or the Kerma area can be reached by land? from Memphis either by 
following the course of the Nile most of the way, or, if one wishes to avoid I^wer 
Nubia, by leaving the river at Elephantine and marching through the desert via the 
oases of Kurkur and Dunkul to Selima, and from thence to the Nile again at Sakiet 
ei-'Abd.® It is by one of these routes that Harkhuf would have had to reach Dar Mahass 

or the Kerma area after leaving Elephantine on the second mission, 
A quicker route leaves the Nile at Asyut or Abydos, crosses the desert to Khargah, 

and from thence runs south via El-Sheb as far as Selima. This route, part of the so- 
called Forty-days Road (Darb el-Arba'in), though very arduous, waschosen In preference 

to the Nile by the Arab caravans travelling to Darfur;* and it is presumably the route 

Harkhuf would have had to take on his third journey , on which he reached Yam from 

Kbai^ah. 
* Cf Sa^-Sfidgrbetsh, (ip. cit, 19. 1* is true, of tourk, that the Egyptian cxpediiiona. which must ihem- 

selves have b«n rather priinitive (B«W. inil./r. J*. nS. n. t). coveted c<«sidefobly more than 350 kin on 

their joumei'* from Memphis to Yam. But even so, whether Yam lay m Dunkul or somewhere m Nile 

Valley, for the greater part of the journey thither the Egyptians would hav’c been able to travel along the nver 

(or in the «*e of Harkhuf'» third journey, through the w ell-watcred Khirgah depression) and be thus soured 

of water-supplies.* There could certainly have been no quBtion of Egypiuio caravans of hundred* of a^s 

undertaking long desert marches, cf. above. One must remember, too, that the Yamrte eir^d.Uon to 

was a military one. It would not have been sufficient, ihetefote. merely for ii to amvc there with perhaps a 

quarter of its troops having perished m rpwf/. ar. 
* Yoyotie, Butt. sa, lyy; id. BiM. Soc.fra^f. d'^’pi^togte. 6, 9-H d have not had access to the 

latter). CL Edd, op. au 63- ^ ^ i - i_ - j t 
^ The theory (HOheher, lifrj er u»d Agypt^. 4^> * sOuth-to-rorth movement of in the penod be¬ 

tween the Old and Middle Kingdoms lacks definite evidence. . , . , 
* Contra Gatdiner {AEO I, 75*; », a?'*), ''fbo invert* the order of Aftff and 7r»», placing the latter farther 

J9: cf. SSve-Saderbefgh, op. dt. 17. Junker’s work was not acccwible to me. 

t The«*is*^^suggBtion that yaikhuf travelled any part of the way to Yarn by river. In ^y cas^ on the 
Nile from Haifa to Kerttis. a diaiance of about 250 miles, there is no continuous navigation (Hunt, The 

71—cf, Rci9$icr4, Sudo^ Rtco^di, 12 ^47)^ - n-r , r % c. 
» From Sakiet el-'Abd to Selima is a three doj's’ journey by camel (ibid. 9 (1), 37)- ti (t), 64, 

i'ms 
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Now llarkhuf returned (‘descended’) from his second mission to Yam via ('from’, wi) 

‘the district of the house of the chief of Zf/w and 7rrfi\^ which lay In the Nile Valley. 
Accordingly, if Yam lay in the Mahass^Kerma region, he may have followed the Nile 
all the way from thence to the chiefs residence. On the other hand, it is possible to 
leave the river at Sakict el-^Abd, travel to Selima, and continue from thence through 
the desert. Had ifarkhuf taken this route, he would have had to deviate from it at some 

point and descend into the valley some^vhere north of the Second Cataract. This, 
apparently, is what Edel thinks I.Iarkhuf did, for he renders A? m in Urk. i, 125, 8 as 

‘herabstei’gen in'* (an expression frequently used of descending into the Nile Valley 
from the higher deserts on either side),* thus implying that prior to going down into 

the valley, Harkhuf had been travelling from Vam through the desert.^ However, the 

necessity of procuring regular and adequate supplies of water for his 300 asses makes 
it unlikdy that Harkhuf can have travelled any considerable distance through the 
desert.* If, then. Yam had lain in the Mahass-Kerma region, the only sure means of 
getting there and back would have been by keeping fairly dose to the Nile for most of 

the journey. 
.A.part, however, from the question of the routes to Mahass or Kerma, the fact that 

Yam, like ’/rr«, and Mdr, supplied Egypt with both troops and labourers, 
militates against its location so far south, ’fhus it Is hard to believe that for the simple 

job of cutting and hauling acada-wood in for which ample man-power was 

available near at hand, workmen should have been summoned from as far afield as the 

Kerma area.^ Edel® counters this objection by supposing Yam to have bfgun farther 
north, but this view is based merely on the assumption that the Jmfm mentioned in 

the account of Harkhuf’s fourth journey^ was the farthermost point reached in Yam. 
This we have already seen*® cannot be proved, and since Edel’s location of Tf-TmA in 

the 'fiteppengebiet westlich des Niltals zwischen Kerma und Alt-Dongola (Dongola 

> I, ras. 8. According to Edel (op. cit. 6i). he vk'ill also h»vc travelled via this place on hi* rttum from 

t!ht third 
^ Op. cit. 71: nch stitg {flber> hernb m die Gcgcnd de® Hausea des lUtTsdifira von und n&thd«n 

ich dicM Frwndiandcr erkundet hatte.’ Cf, bia translation of [hf H in Urh. J, 126. [f2]; ["itiejf ich herab 
nach . , .% "To go dovi-n, descend into\ howeverp is usually h r in Middle Egypliann as also in O.K. inscrip- 
riDna (*.g. Urk. I, 53, 6; si, 6; S3, ilOp * t" ^ “ boat, j.c* cmbarkl; 137, 7; 149, 17 E 189, 8; 
i99p 12 [to descend mlo the tomb] ^ 296^ t)* However, ht m docs occur with this meaning in the Pi nunid Tc4ct3:, 

though here ibo hi r ia aluo found- 
J E.g. Urkr ir i49i n lTt:ad for ^1; dc Buckp Eg. Rradingbmk, I. SS. 1S E further examples if. 472, 17* 
* EdeFs tranaklion, accordinir to which H^tkhiif would have descended into the Nile Valley only after he 

had Explored" {vd>f) Zf^K and would also imply that the territory of these two starts extended from the 

valley into the higher desert. 
* When Esses are employed on long journeys, tt ia only m nuxed caravans with camcK which carry fodder 

and water fof them (Slvc-iiiklerbergh, op. cit. 19; cf. Burckhardt, TVot-e/r in Nubia, London, 163 ffn)* 

^ Urk. it io3, 14 ff. 
^ It is not a question here of the Efty^ptian* employing a number of odd Vamites who had drifted north to 

seek wqrk^ as was probably the caae with the Yamitc soldier? who enlisted in Weni'a army (Slve-Sfiderberghi 
op* cit. 26)p for the inscription makes it quite clear that the Yamite labour was an force provided by 
the chief of Yam hintself {Urk. r* 109, though in view of opr mformaiion on Yam (pp* 49 f.), the state* 
merit that the chief himself took part in the work is probably not to be taken literally. 

* Op. dt. 67. ' 1, 128. 12. ** Cf. p. 43p n. 4^ 
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el-Agusa)’’ depends upon his location of Yam in the region north or south of Kerma, 

It too must be rejected. 
It seems to me that if Yam is to be located in the Nile Valley, it is unlikely to have 

lain farther south than the Second Cataract, Indeed, in view of the uncertainty regard¬ 

ing the exact location and extent of all the Nubian lands, and the possibility that two 
of them, and M4i^ lay in the desert. Yam may have lain considerably farther 
north than the Second Cataract and have adjoined ZUic upstream, in which case it will 
have occupied the stretch of the valley from the unknown southern limit of this land 

perhaps as far as the neighbourhood of Haifa, If so, Harkhuf would have reached it 
on his second mission, after leaving Elephantine, either by travelling through the desert 
via Kurkur to Dunkul, from w'hence he could reach the valley again at I'umas and then 

follow the course of the river; or, more probably, by continuing along the bank of the 
Nile, thus passing through 7rr«, and 'Fhough only the last two are men¬ 
tioned in the account of the return, the omission of is probably purely accidental 
in vie\v of its occurrence in the account of the next journey. The omission of any 
reference at all to either Mdi or Ktm could be taken as an indication that they did not 
lie on Harkhuf’s route through the valley and hence probably lay in the desert to the 

cast of it. 
On the third mission Harkhuf reached Yam via Khargah. Accordingly, he would 

probably have travelled from thence via Dunkul to the Nile at Tumas, and then con¬ 
tinued along the river bank. 'I’he fact that Tumas lay within upstream of which 
lay Zttw^ with both of which lands Harkhuf at some stage in his travels apparently 
experienced some difficulty, in no way tells against this view. All commentators, it is 

true, have a^umed that the difficulties which Harkhuf is presumed to have encountered 
arose in the course of the return from his second mission and that he was therefore 
anxious to avoid Zitte and IrrU on the next journey. This view, however, is based merely 
on the fact that on the third mission Harkhuf chose to travel to Yam via Khargah, the 
inference being that his purpose in so doing was to by-pass Zitvs and Irrit. However, 
w'e have already seen that had this indeed been his object, he could tjuitc safely have 
accomplished it without travelling via Khargah, and that the reasons which impelled 
him to travel via this oasis may have been in no way connected with the attitude of 
Zt^ and IrriL The difficulties, therefore, which Harkhuf encountered with the chief¬ 

tain of these lands may have arisen, not during the second mission, but in the course 
of the ouhvard journey to Yam on the third. Hence HarkhuFs precaution to provide 

himself with a Yamite escort before venturing to return through these lands. 
It must be admitted, how'ever, that the location of Yam in the Nile Valley north of 

the Second Cataract also has its difficulties. In the first place, the evidence for the 

location of Mdi and Knv; in the desert is very slender. One might also question w hether 
it could reasonably be said of a country whose southern limit lay at Haifa, that its loca¬ 

tion was such that it could feel safely able to hold aloof from acknowledgement of 
Egypt (a point which could also be raised in the case of the location of Yam in DunkuJ). 

It is worth recaUing that the Egyptians had penetrated as far upstream as the Hcinity 

1 Op. cit. feS. 
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of Wadi Haifa as early as the First Dynasty.' It might also be objected to this location 
that if Yam had occupied a portion of the valley north’^vard from Haifa, HarJihuf would 
have been more likely to have travelled thither and back by boat, for navigation as far 

as Haifa presents no problems. 
Finally, one has to consider the location of Ti-Tmk. An, expedition from the Haifa 

region to Khargah^ or Dakhlah would presumably follow the Nile as far as Tumas and 
from thence cross the desert via DunkuL However, it would be rather an ambitious 

undertaking, even for the powerful Yamites, and Gardiner^ rightly doubts whether it 
would have been within their capacity. In any case, the same difficulties would arise 

as with the location of Yam in Dunkul, viz. that the Yamite expedition would have 
encountered Harkhuf's party on the way. For a force to have marched across the desert 

from Haifa to Dakhlah seems out of the question. The only other oasis of reasonable 

size accessible from the Haifa area, namely Selima, is unsuitable.^ 
To sum up: wherever Yam lay, it was probably not south of the zand north parallel. 

It is impossible, however, with the information at present available, to come to a more 
definite conclusion than this, and until further evidence is forthcoming, it seems pre¬ 

ferable to leave the question open. 

Postscript 

Mr. R, 0. Faulkner suggests that ibm in Urk. J, izs, i, where it is written without 

the hill-country determinative ccd , does not mean ‘Elephantine’ but ‘ivory-'. Hence he 
would render ‘I set forth on the Ivory Road’, meaning on the road upon which ivory, 

etc., from the south travelled north to Egypt. 
This is not impossible, but it is not clear what one route, more than any other, would 

have been designated the ‘Ivory Road’ or at what point Harkhuf embarked on it. One 

thinks, of course, of that leading south from the ‘Ivory-’ or ‘Elephant-town’, ibw. 

Elephantine. But another more famous route by which ivory, inter alia, arrived from 
the south and south-west, and which could therefore just as appropriately have been so 
designated, was the Darb el-Arba'in {Sudan Notes, iz (i), 63 ff.), whose Nile terminus 
was at Asyut. It is unlikely, however, assuming for the moment the identity of the 

‘Ivory Road’ with the Darb cl-Arba'in, that Harkhuf would have embarked on it at 

Asyut, for the Asyut-Khargah portion of the route is the worst stretch of all. even for 

camels (cf. H. J. L. Beadnell. An Egyptum Oorir, London, iqog, 33^34). He would 
have been more likely to have set forth on it from Khargah, having crossed thither from 

Abydos, as on the third mission. 
However, there is nothing to suggest that Harkhuf touched Khargah on the second 

t JEA 36* 18-30 and pi. lo. 
* Khargeh, howeverp sectru excluded as a passible location for Ti- since it is flJready designated as the 

'Oasis* ii^p 14)^ 
^ AEG Tp [ r6*, 
* Leach (Sudan JVb/ej, 9 (i)j 4i) notes that 'one of the most remarkable things dhaul Selims which makea it 

perhaps unique ainong plsee^ in the Sudan h the fact thfllT ihoMgh it contains watetp palms, several other forms 
of vegetation, and oall, no Arab;, tribe or mdJvidiial+ or other cla$s of native ctairns^ qt apparently has ever 
claimed^ any form of rt^ts there. This alone is enough to make it ceitaiu that the Oaaia cannot be worth much.' 
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mission or followed any part of the Arha^in road. Indeed, unless Yam had lain in the 
valley somewhere south of the Batn el-ldagar, which is improbable (pp. 53 f.), he would 
have had no occasion to use it on any of his journeys, apart from the third, when he 

followed the short stretch of it w'hich runs through the Khargah depression. 
If. then, the translation ‘ivory road' be accepted, the route in question would appear 

to be that leading from Elephantine. How'ever, the fact that Harkhuf travelled on the 

‘ivory^ road’ which led from Elephantine in no w'ay tells against the view that Memphis 
was his original point of departure; nor does it bring us any nearer to locating Yam. 

The final revision of the foregoing paper has brought to light a slight inconsistency 
w'hich had earlier escaped my notice. In discussing the position of W/wrt^ Jrrtt, and 

Zfiw, the order in which they are mentioned in Urk. i, ia6, 15 and 127, 4 w'as cited 
(p, 47, n. 4) in support of the location of H /wvt north of 7rr/f. On p. 48, n. i, how ever, 
the order in the same passages is rejected as evidence for the intermediate location of 
Ziho, This inconsistency, however, in no way affects our conclusion (p. 48) that Zfiw 

did not lie in between WneH and Jrrtt but south (upstream) of the latter. 
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THE BREAD AND BEER PROBLEMS OF THE 
MOSCOW MATHEMATICAL PAPYRUS’ 

By CHARLES F. NIMS 

Of the twenty problems in the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus,* eleven are concerned 
with bread, beer, and grain. Eight of these contain a notation in regard to bit and bnr,^ 

These notations seem to have been a source of difficulty to the original scribe, and they 
have confused his translators and interpreters. The present study attempts to clarify 

several matters in regard to these problems. 1 believe that ten of the eleven calculations 

in the class noted deal in one way or another w-ith the values or prices of the com¬ 
modities mentioned. I believe as well that the correct mathematical interpretation of 

these problems gives further support to the dehnition of bit that I suggested in an earlier 

study. 
Whereas the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus groups together problems of the same 

kind, and usually gives the method followed in working out the results, the Mo^w 
papyrus has no arrangement and gives almost nothing of the manner of calculation.'* 

Moreover, its scribe W'as quite inconsistent in his writings of the same signs; he often 
left out parts of a problem and introduced numbers into the calculations without ex¬ 
planation. In some instances he certainly made errors, and several of his examples arc 

still not understood. Also disconcerting is his mixture of ^kat notations and pure 

numbers.* 
Seven of the eight problems w-ith the Mf-lmr notation have the formula | n Mf ti bar, 

though most omit the second w,* Included in this number is the fragmentary problem 5, 
which, as restored by Struve, I believe correctly, is a greatly abbreviated version of 

problem 8. The handling of this formula in these two problems illustrates the difficul¬ 

ties which the Moscow papyrus presents. 
In ancient Egy-ptian mathematical calculations the indication of division is ‘you are 

» An abridged version of this paper was irfiil st ihe XXiVrh International Congress of Oriennilisls. MwiJch. 
3 W W. Pi^pyrui det Siaatlich Jl/itsflifmi SchSfstrt iw Beriifit 

193Q. Reviewed hy 17, 154-^- 
J The bff-ifnr problem* dealing with amoiints of bread and bt-er to be made from barley arc % 

and 34: with the exdiangt of bread for bter, s and 3: with the exchange of beer for emmetp i*, and with the 
makini; of beer aJone, ii- Problem iS deak with bread only, problem 20 ti'ith the eachaflge of emmer bread 
for U.E. barley, and problem al apparently U concerned with tht average v^lue of ofFering-enkfS. 

^ Peerp Tht Rhind Papyrm^ London, 19231 Cbace ef <if,p Tht Rhind Mathtmatic^l Papyrus, 
2 vok.^ Oberlin, 1927- Pcci, ^Maihcmaiica in ancient BuHtHn uf tht Joim Rylsinds^ Lihraryj, 15. no. 2 
(July, 1931)* p- 33, tharacterbeea Rhind as 'showinR: some clementaTy idea arrangement' againa-t 'the disgraeeful 
chaos of the Moscow papyrtJs\ In his review of Struve, op, ciL» he says J 'The difhdiltlcs of the p*p>fiis arc at 
time* appalling. Middle Kingdom hieratic of a cursive t>T>e k ne^^er easy, and In the whole range of the lia>irature 
of this period 1 know' of no case where the acribe has been so criminally inconsequent in the forma of his signs* 
What it more, he was in some problem* dealing with a faulty original or with an onginal he did not anderttand+ 
The result i* in some awes chaos/ ^ For the hr^i notadona, tec Gardiner, Eg- Gramm* 5 i. 

* For a btt of thc^, see op. clt, p. n. 2 and 3- 
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to reckon x to findy't which indicates that the second number^ is to be divided by the 
first number x, the answer being In problem 5, apparently the formula j n bit n bnr 

w*a$ abbreviated to J, Thus col, vi, 11.6-7, with restorations^ reads, 'You are to reckon J 
to find 1.1 results.’ This is obviously nonsense as it stands, as the answer should be 1 
In problem 8, col. x, 11. 6-7, the Fuller w'riting has, 'You are to reckon J n if/ n hnr to 
find I. ^ results.’ Mathematically, this is no clearer. The solution of the mathematical 
puzzle is found in a parallel section of problem 22, col, xli, 11, 1-3, 'You are to reckon 

J « bit bnr to find 1. Now | n Mi tt bnr is 2,1 results.’ 

Whatever this formula may mean, the consequence of its inclusion in problems is to 
double the amount of Upper Egyptian barley needed to make any given number of 

jugs of beer. Consideration of its meaning will be undertaken later. 

Here it is well to remember that in ancient Egyptian bread and beer calculations the 
number of <f;-jugs of beer or the number of loaves or cdccs which are made from one 

hekai measure of grain is referred to as pstOt perhaps literally meaning ‘cooked’, but 
practically the 'cooking ratio’. Thus w'hen two df-jugs of beer are made from i lieljiat 

of barley, each has a psw of 2, and w'hen 20 loaves of bread are made from one hekat, 

each has a pstv of 20. 
There follow some suggestions in regard to the difficulties in the problems. In 

problem 24 the given data are 15 he^t of U.E. barley to be made into 200 loaves of 
bread and to dr-jugs of beer, with the pstc of the beer that of the bread, } n bit bnr. 

The problem is to find thepstu of the bread and the beer, Struve believes that the datum, 
I n Mi bnr, is then forgotten, as it does not appear to enter into the calculations. How¬ 
ever, the final result is given as 100 loaves of bread with a pm of zo and 10 jars of beet 

with a pm of 2. Now the pm is correct if the | n bit bnr had been ignored, but the too 
loaves is correct for the amount of barley given if the bli-bnr ‘formula W'as used. Per¬ 
haps the error b in the number of loaves given in the first statement, where it should 

read *joo’. Then in col. xliii, 1. 6, there was omitted, 'You are to reckon lOO 2 times. 

200 results,’ The rest of the problem then goes smoothly. 
In problem 13, a shortened version of problem g, the scribe did wxll until he reached 

the final result. Here, instead of having 6 jugs of beer of each of the three strengths, he 
has iz. Either he made an error in figuring, or else in his final calculation he forgot the 

effect of the blt~hnr formula. 
Problem 22 certainly appears to be utterly confused. The scribe is given 10 he^at 

of U.E. barley to make too loaves of bread, its pm unknown, and 10 jugs of beer of 
z pm, j n Mi bnr. Of course, this amount of barley would be used up by the beer alone. 
In his calculations, having found the amount of barley used for ro jugs of ordinary beer 
of z pm, 5 fieiint, he should have multiplied this by 2. Instead, he subtracts this from 

the original 10 hekat, and divides the remaining 5 by 2 because of the f n Mi n bnrl 

Havnng obtained the result of zi bekal, he abandons his calculations entirely. The last 

portion of his example, col, xli, 11. 1-3, is an expanded version of a section of problem 8, 
col, X, 1. 6-coL xi, I, I. It may be that, having reached the figure of 5 ke^t as the re¬ 

mainder, he borrowed the last lines in problem 22 from problem 8, thinking he had 

a parallel calculation. 
tt I 
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Problem 20, though entitled 'Example of reckoning 1000 loaves of (pwe)' 20', is 
actually concerned with value or price. The data given are, *t,ooo loaves, of 30, 

in content completely from emmer*, and the question to be answered, ‘Let me Imow 

the emmer,’ From the way the problem is solved, it is obvious that the full question 
was something like, 'Let me know {the value of) the emmer in U.E. barley/ 

The first step in the calculation is, ‘You are to reckon the part, {pm) 20, to find af / 
The word translated 'part* is written c, w’ith a light stroke across it. Struve at first be¬ 
lieved that the scribe had mistaken^/ A/, ‘this thousand’, to mean^Aj and had w'ritten 

the determinative of that word, then crossed it out. In an additional note,^ he quotes 

the suggestion of Neugebaucr and Sethe that the sign was intended, and that the text 
be rearranged to give ir-kr-k ir-kphi (or dniU so Sethe) n aj t gmt 20, 'You are to reckon 

the division (or, part) of 2§ to find 30.’ Struve objects that the sign is crossed out, that 
there is no n, and that this is not the way division is done. (Also, If the suggestion is 

correctly quoted, it reverses the position of the tw'o numbers.) He is certainly right in 

the second and third objections, though it is not so certain that the cross-stroke (which 
may be accidental) is a cancellation, I believe that Sethe w as correct in his identification 

of the sign, but that it refers to that ‘part’ of the given data, '1,000 loaves of (pm) 20’ 

which is ‘(pm) 20’. It is possible that the scribe, having so written, realised that dnit 

was redundant, and deleted it. 

The figure 2| is introduced without explanation, Struve has seen correctly that it is 
the value ratio of emmer and barley; that is, i he^t of emmer is w'orth 2J he^ai of U.E, 

barley. Thus the final answer is that 1,000 loaves of emmer bread of pm 20, using 50 

he^t of emmer, are worth 133 J he^at of U.E. barley. However, the scribe artually 

arrived at the answer by dividing 20 into 2§, giving ^ (written as | of |), then finding ^4 

of 1,000. He reduces the resulting pure number, 133!, to the ke^t notation, resulting 

in bekat ioo-|-30-|-3-HHTfe + ^+* roJ 
Problem 16 is of a similar nature, but because of the difiiculties of the script this 

was not recognized by either Struve or Peet,^ The given data are, 'A rfr-Jug of beer, of 

pm 2,1 u bsi bnr, in exchange for emmer... at the value of 2f.’ The 
hieroglyphic transcription is of a section of col. xxxi, 1.4. The first sign in Aj:^ ‘emmer’ 

lacks the usual diagonal stroke at the upper right, but is paralleled by an example in 
P.Bcrlin 6619, vs., 1. 2,s The t and stroke is paralleled by the writing in P.Moacow, 
col. xxxvii, 1. 2, as transcribed by Feet.* What follows seems to be identical with the 

hebat notation 33, and has no meaning here. 1 think I can detect traces of other writing 
beneath the three tall strokes, and they may be the cancellation of an error.’ Otherwise, 
they must be due to another scribal confusion. 

t The wdrd pm here, instrad of ht'mg dthej- wrimn out or abbreviated to the deicnninativep is indicated by 
a siKfi like a commas often used Jn these problems. Sc* ako Chace, Rhind, n, probletn 71^ m 4. 

* Op, dt,p in the Gl033ai-| p. tSg. 

t For a tjansliition of the fractiona] parts of the into modem eq ui valcnts^ see the Addendum to ihh mrticle. 
* JEA i7p 157, ctmcludes/Tht vrhok nainple ia clearly frQ comipt that speculation aa m what may have 

originally have atood there is almost valueless/ 

i ZAS 38p pi. 4p a, opp, p, *2^ * Feet, loc cit. 
^ A pOrtfPTi of the Moscow papyrus^ at least* J* a palimpsest; see the traces of earlier writing in col, joaii. 

Thus it Is always possible that vwioua traces othenA^ise unexplained may belong to the earlier writing. 
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For the sign which I have translated ‘value’ Peet suggested the transcription 
I have followed that suggested by Struve in his additional notes, though he believed 

it to be an abbreviation of xvdn 'to be heatw’.^ I take it ratber as an abbreviation of 
found in P.Beriin 66ig, vs,, I. 4, where it almost certainly has the meaning 

of ‘value’ or similar. The value ratio between emmer and U.E. barley is thus the same as 
in problem 20, 

The calculation proceeds without difficulty until the answer, f (given as ^ |) in pure 
numbers, is reached. The scribe divides this by 1, which is given as a pure number and 
not as a notation, as would have been proper. The final answer, in col. xxxii, 1. 2, 

is written as an unusual ligature. 'Phis is, of course, ^ but, largely because 
of the confusion about the nature of the problem, it has not been recognized. The 
basic situation in this problem is the exchange of beer, made of U.E. barley (though 
this is not actually named) according to the f n Mf bnr formula, for emmer. Thus i dr- 
jug of this beer, using i he^at of U.E. barley, would buy | kekat of emmer. 

Another problem, no. 21, also deals with values. This is titled iibn rlnto, with the 
data, ‘20, of the value of i (fyel^at) and 40, of the value bf^at’. The hebat nota¬ 
tions are then changed to pure numbers, and the answer is that the Sfbn is as a 
pure number, apparently an error for Struve sees the title as a writing of Sbn iw*er, 

‘mixture (?) of offering-cakes’, while Pect thinks that s/bri must have the meaning of 
‘average’He believes the problem concerns‘20 [loaves] containing each ^ [AeA*?/] of 
flour and 40 containing each yV [AcAa/]’. But the usual method of giving the grain or 
flour content is to indicate it by pstc^ w'hich is not done here. Ratber, it seems to be 

the average price or value W'hich is sought, and perhaps the final answer is not changed 
to a hekat notation^ because the value could also be a ratio, as In problems 16 and 20. 

P.Beriin 6619, vs., 11.1-5, to which reference has been made, is a fragmentary problem 
of exchange. Several groups are lost at the beginning of each line, and in 1. 5 the traces 
are too slight to give a basis for restoration. However, it is possible that ail the data 
are preserved, and from these a solution can be suggested. 

\^at remains can be translated thus: ‘(i) [Example of] exchange. If it is said to 
you (2) , . , , with U.E. barley, kni, 60; emmer, hht fynt, 15 (3)... . this .. . . 
with U.E. barley, kehat, 40; emmer, hebatt 60. Total* (4) . , . . Pray determine'^ for 

me the value of the U.E. barley.’ 'Phe meaning of is unknown. 
I suggest that a man started with the amount of grain given in 1. 2 and after making 

an exchange, or sale, ended with the amount gi\'en in 1. 3. Using as a trial number the 
value ratio of emmer to U.E. barley used in the Moscow papyrus, 2|: i, the total 

value of the grain in 1. 3 is 40+{60 X 2|) = 200 kekat of U.E. barley. Taking only the 
numbers in 1, 2, without regard to the meaning of the result is 6o+(i5 x 2|) = 100. 

* loc. cit. 
^ Strove, ap. CJI,K Glossary p. 191* and Korfifltndap p. 198. PwT overlooked] tha correciion. 
* Peer, BidL JoJtn Rykm^h Zi&rfff>v ij, no. z, pp- f,, sndJEA 17,1%^ f. 

* A fict which pit^sslcd 17^ 158. 
i Jn? 

* Wpy 'to dividtp opcop iudg)e^ Wb. gives no irwtlicmatltal usages of this Verb. 
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Should we be following the correct clue^, then h^t must be equal to the double 

used in the Middle Kingdom.‘ 
It is possible that the problem was solved as follows. Each of the figures In 1. 2 was 

doubled, assuming that bht perhaps meaning literally ‘complete he^t\ is a double 

hekai, giving in single ke^t 120 of U.E. barley and 30 of emmcr. Using the amounts 
in 1. 3, and subtracting the smaller from the larger figure in each instance, 80 of 

U.E. barley were exchanged for 30 of emmer. Dividing 80 by 30, the answer to the 
problem is af heb^tt the value in U,E, barley of i ^kat of emmer, 1 heJ^t of barley being 

v^orth ^ of emmer. Of course, such an interpretation is somewhat hypothetical, 
but it seems more than a coincidence that by the use of the value ratio of emmer and 

U.E. barley found in the Moscow papyrus,^ there are obtained round numbers such 
as are frequently used in ancient Egyptian mathematical problems.^ 

In the problems of exchange, nos. 5 and 8 of bread for beer and no. 16 of beer for 
emmer, the commodity offered for exchange is first reduced to the equivalent in U.E. 

barley and given, in the notation. Problem 20, though it is not so called in the title, 

deals with the exchange of emmer bread for U.E. barley, and P.Berlin 6619, vs., II. 1-5, 

with the exchange of emmer for U.E. barley. In problem 20 the value of the value 
of the various cakes is given in the hekat notation, with U.E. barley almost certainly 
understood.'^ Thus these examples are actually concerned with buying and selling, and 
U.E. barley was the standard medium of exchange.* It should be noted that the cost of 
labour and processing w-as not considered. 

We must now examine more closely the formula }nbSf n bnr. As has been noted, this 

is said to ‘equal 2’. However, in problem 12 a different formula is used, bif mi bnr 2^, 

with the expected^ at the end omitted. This problem would require 2:J hekat of U.E. 

barley to make 2 <fr-jug5 of 2 /uw instead of the usual i bekai.^ 
That bnr means ‘dates’ seems to be firmly established, Gardiner, after examining 

the evidence, rejected a conjecture that it ‘is the name of some sweet tasting cereal’J 

^ Gi&rdiner, Eg, Grumm.^ p, l|Sp nn, g* lo. 
* Thi* that tht reldtiv’ie price of U.E. bafley remained steady, or at least was so considered for the 

data of these problems. This certainly was untrue in Dyn. XX. >tr4:Are 6^ 174-^* a^ves the 
known material from this period. One cast in the first half of the dynasty has the price ratio between emmer 

and barley (fr) as 5 tb (nos. 6^ 14), while from the lost part of the period three documents give the ratio as 
817, X: 1, and t :i (nos. to. 17: iti iS; and li. tg)- Within a short period under Hamessis VII (according to 
the numbering hitherto customary; see von Beckerath^ Ttmis and Tfuben^ 87^ and Bihii&tbtai Oriintality 3uv 

^3^ iUtging that the chronological sequence of Romesses-Setbihhopshef and Ramesses-IumOn should 
be reveiMd)^ the ratio varied from 8:5 to 1:3. In the Late Pharaonic and Ptolcfnaic periods the price tatio be¬ 
tween emmer and barley remained steady, at least for the purposes of the documents concemedp at 2:3; see 
Malinine, ifemr, 11, p. 14 and pL 2, where coh C is etnmtr and ooL A is barley. 

^ Sec yEA 15, i85h on the simplicity' of geometrical problems. 
* The actual kind of grain herr may have been of no interest to the scribe, as it is probabk that ancient 

Egyptiiui mathematical pmblems are *eKamples' w'hich were to he followed in similar problems^ sec Feet, 
BulL yafut Rylands Libniry, 15^ no. a, p, 23, and n. 2, 

^ [n the Rhind ’dcchange problems.^, nos. 72^8, the given amount of bread and beer is first thonged into 
except in no. 74p where the bread is first changed Into the necessary amount of U.E. barley, and the 

resulting quantity equated with the same amount of utJyU Tbb wurd^ which ia know^ only from Rhind ^ setms^ 
from problem 8z. to mean some sort of dour. 

* The problem actually deals with beer of 3 psto. ^ AEG l, 141 ih 22S*. 
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But bSi has remaineti a puzzle. Struve, by eliminating the cereals of known identification, 

came to the conclusion that it meant ‘spelt’,* and though Gardiner hesitates in accepting 

this, he shows that it must be a cereal.* 
On certain Second Dynasty stelae bs{t) occurs along W’ith wheat and dates.* From the 

Third Dynasty through the Twelfth Dynasty bh appears as a label on granaries shown 

in funerarv monuments, and from the Fourth Dynasty dates usually occur in the 
same scenes, often, but not always, in adjacent bins.^ Sir Alan notes that in one M.K. 
sarcophagus both are shown in one granary, as if mixed. This conclusion is some- 
w'hat less than certain, since wheat and bif are shown thus in the Third Dynast>%^ and 
we have one instance where wheat and dates seem to be shown together.* The pairing 

of bh and dates occurs also in four accounts from the Kahun papyri^ and in an account 

in P.Boulaq i8.® 
Gardiner has accepted Struve’s studies showing that dates could be used as an m- 

gredient for beer, and has called attention to the note at the beginning of the date 
account papyrus, Louvre 33^^* ‘memorandum concerning the dates that were given to 

the breweis, 40 sacks’.* That bSi was used for beer is definitely shown in Rhind 7L 
w’here it is the only ingredient except water. Two O.K. mastaba scenes have 3 legend 
over reapers, ‘Beer for those who cut the In the O.K. bread and beer scenes 6f(*) 
is mentioned, without any certainty as to which process this cereal is assigned. How¬ 
ever, in the legend m (‘grinding’) where the verb is known only from these 
examples,'" it may be noteworthy that, according to the IFfi, references, the cognate or 
derived verb /!(/), 'to crush’, is used in connexion with grain only in the process of 

beer-making.** 
Struve believed that InbSftt hnr means of bii (and) of W. and took the whole, 

with the addition of 2 p^, to indicate that ‘I of a jug of spelt-date beer equals z jugs of 
barley beer’. In w'hat Peet rightly characterizes as ‘an ingenious but wholly unconvinc¬ 

ing appeal to Rhind 71’, he pleads that normal M^-beer of 2 psw was so strong that it 
needed to be diluted to f strength with w-ater, and that the same was true of tfy-date 
beer. Indeed, he seems to think that its diluted strength was still so strong that it was 
equal to barley beer made double strength, and that the | ii bSr n bnr formula was used 

only as a label to indicate that the barley beer involved in these problems would be 

double the strength normally indicated by a given pstv,^- 

^ Stnjvc, *1^. Cit. 63 fT. 
1 V SttlilE in 

^ AEO u, 233*. 
StelaE in S€iii»d DynaiSy {Ann- CoAiW no*. 15* 17. iS. 19, 

I, Excm:4iiiems at 9^ 4)- Archiic Afattabas, pi- ie8, 1. 

“ ZdS 57. 13**: 13- 
^ Falaograpkir, n, Taf. I. 

Montett 131 ff.; ZAS 61» i C 

ButL 4O1 69^ S.l. i8p in 
** Strwvc, op. cit, 67 
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He translatejs bsf rni bnr as ‘spelt and something in the nature of dates’, and says that 

beer made of bii and the date-substitute would have slightly less strength than ^l/-date 
beer. He gives the comparison thus, ‘ i jug spelt-date beer equals 2|jugs of barley beer’, 

and *1 jug of spelt-and-date-substitute beer equals 2^ jugs of barky beer*.' Unfortu¬ 
nately Struve, becoming absorbed in this explanation, has forgotten the actual problems. 
Those with ^ nb!f n bnr require only double the amount of barley for the beer involved, 

while that \vith bSf mi bnr takes times the normal amount. Thus, were Struve’s con¬ 
tention right, the latter would be stronger than the former, not weaker. 

Peet translated the formulae differently. For him f » n bnr means 'attributing f 

of the spelt to the dates’, and indicates a mixture of i part of spelt and | of a part of 
dates. He translates bit mi bnr as ‘spelt like dates*, indicating an equal amount of each. 

He follows Struve in his belief that these are merely labels, that ‘just as one involves 
the doubling the amount of imi'-com which goes to produce a dr-jug of a given p/jau, 

so the appearance of the other involves multiplying it by 2 J. Here once more it is neces¬ 
sary to urge that this interpretation does not involve the introduction of cither spelt or 
dates into the beer, for the phrase, even if it had its origin in some kind of beer made 

from spelt and dates, merely serves as a guide to the strength of the beer made entirely 
with imr-corn.'* 

Both Struve and Peet believe that in the blt-bnr problems the normal psw notation 
indicating the strength of the beer is altered in an abnormal way. This very abnormality 
is a ground for suspicion that the interpretation is incorrect. 

Sir Alan Gardiner, in his study of bit and bnr in connexion w'Sth the Onomasticon of 

Amenope, has a new approach. His conclusion is that ‘the natural interpretation of the 

two indirect genitives is to take the formula to mean f (dsl) of bit and J of bnr; i.e., 

li ds, leaving ^ ds—since this “|** is said to equal 2 ds^—to some other ingredient, 
probably the very grain with which the problems are concerned.’ ‘ Is it not the most 

plausible view that [the calculator] used his [U.E, barley] in the proportion of J for 

beer-making and f (f+l) given in exchange for Mr and bnr, which were put into the 
beer?* He agrees with Peet that bit mi bnr 'can only mean hst and bttr in equal quan¬ 

tities’. Concerning the equivalent of this with 2^, he says 'this new' expression w'ould be 

practically identical with the | formula previously used, but the scribe has used the 
figure 2^ to be able to present the strength of his beer as an integer’/ 

This view? is certainly an advance on the older ones. It recognizes that the blt-bnr 
formulae concern the content of the beer and indicate a value notation. But Gardiner 

still has the beer in the ‘ J* formula made with twice the amount of ingredients which 
the psw would indicate; i.e. ^ he^t of U.E. barley, 3 fiebxit of bit, and | kekat of bnr, 
a total of 2 hekat, will produce only 2 Ji-jugs of beer of zpsur instead of 4 as w^ould be 

normal. Since Rhind 71, where bit is the cereal out of which beer is made, uses the usual 
pm' calculation, Gardiner’s proposals do not solve this difficult}'. 

Before seeking to resolve this problem, attention must be given to the meaning of bit. 

‘ Ibid. ' JEA 17, *55 ff. 

> It must b« etnphssizcd that the ih throughout thU quoution is Sir AUn*s intrrpretHticin, and doca not 

appear in the original. * ABO II, f. 
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Struve's definition, as ‘spelt’, accepted by Peet, is not possible; spelt teas never grmcn in 
ancient Egypt^ No botanist has ever discovered any trace of spelt among the ancient 
Egyptian vegetable remains,* and Prof. John Percival, who has written much on wheat 

culture, states that spelt-wheat 'is a comparatively modem kind, quite unknown to the 

ancient people of Egypt'Other authorities agree. 
Several years ago I suggested that bsf 'is a word for any grain set aside for or specially 

prepared for beer-making,’ and that it might mean ‘malt’.i Then I could only point to 
the records of a crude malting process prevalent in Egypt in Graeco-Roman times as 
evidence that malt was know-n.* Prof. Leo Oppenheim has since published a study of 
brewing in ancient Mesopotamia, and shows therein that malt was used there from the 
Sumerian period onward, serving as a primary' food as well as being used for brew-ing.* 
Since malt, that is, sprouted barley, has been found in ancient Egyptian tombs, it seems 

probable that there was a similar development in Eg^'pt,* 
In regard to ‘cutting the Af(0' in O.K. tomb scenes, Prof. Keith Seele has pointed 

out to me, as I have already noted in my article referred to in the last paragraph, the 
analogous English expression, ‘to mow hay’, where hay is the end-product and not the 
name of the grass cut. The only N.K. reference to bit which gives any indication of its 
nature seems to me to make almost certain that this word is to be translated ‘malt' in 
connexion with brewing. The tomb-chapel of Neferbotep (I h. lomb no. 50) has the 
notation, ‘Fourth month of Inundation, day 19. The day of moistening the bi/, and 
spreading out the bed of Osiris NN.’^ This refers to the making of the sprouted seed¬ 
bed in the form of Osiris.® Here again bsJ is the name of the final product and means, 

‘sprouted grain'. In the Moscow beer problems, is not a new' element added, but 
only U.E. barley which has been ‘sprouted’ or ‘malted’ in preparation for brewing.* 

The presence of malt, wheat, and dates on the Second Dynasty stelae indicates that 

then, as in early Sumeria, malt was a primary food. 

I See the l«t of such discoveries irt Tickholm. Flt>ra of Bg^pt, I (Cairo University, Bullets of ih Fatotty of 

Setenett no. i?}, i4*-6. . ™ 
* Percival, ■Cereals of Ancient Ejcypi and Mesopotninia', Noturt. 138 ayi. The quotation i»ntu,w«, 

‘E^iologists in particular have frequently fallen imo ihe error of trenslating the Egvpiisn term for rmmer 
bv the word “spell"’, and adding to it the neinc Ffitttvm fpftio instead of T- Jieoeeutn. Tt i» inifortiUiate that 

Prof. Pcrelval's observation has not received wider tIreulaiJan. 
» JNES 9, l6i f., a review' of Gardiner, AEO. 
* Lucas, Aneufit Egyptian Materiah and Induslrifttf 16 ff. ■ , zt 1 
t Hartman and Oppenhtim, 'On Beer and Brewing Techniques in Ancient Mesopotarms (Supplement. 

Jz405.tio. to, Dec. 1950). v3-is: seealao7.>10£^7^ aoLfi '■ . , . 
* IW Helbaek, of the Naiionalmviseet, Copenhagen, tells me he has esaromed molt from ancient bgyptian 

tombs which, if his memory scrv« him rightly, were O.K.. probably Dyn. III. in date. He also calls my 
attention to Vivi Laurent-TPckholm, Faraot Blom>lcr, Kebenhavo, 195*. 7«, where is shown a picture of 
a cracked hollow scarab containing sprouted barley. The author docs not refer to it a* ‘malt, but secs tt as 

a symbol of reaunection, as in the ‘bed of OsJri*’ illustrated on the opposite page. . „ . , 
=■ Wb. 1, BdegUelttn, p, 6i, +18, toj Schott. Aitdgi'ptisfhi Futdatfn (Mainz Ak., Abh.d. Ciufei- iwid*pei«/- 

wiHrtWfA. Kt., Jahfg. 19JO, Nr. 10}, p. 99 Schott hns pointed out to me that the spetl which follows is CT i, i. 
* Bonntt, Rtalltxibtin dfT gg^ptisefim Religiomgfndtifhtt, 191 ff,, art.'Kornttitimmien and references there 

^'^M have considered and rejected the idea that bP i* an old generic term for 'barley’, as in the various O.K. 

scenes of granaries Mf, U.E. barley and L.E. barley are all shown. 
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In problem iz the given data are, ‘13 Ae^i of U.E. barley to be made into 18 rfi-jugs 
of beer, if/ mi bnr, malt and dates alike {in amount)’, with the notation, ’now, as for 
malt and dates alike, (it equals) The answer is that the beer has a pstn of 3, which 

would normally take 6 AeAat of ingredients, not 13. It is conceivable that the addition 
of the dates to the brew was not counted in the^iw calculation, and that 7 Aekat of malt 

were exchanged for 6 of dates. But it is more likely, from our knowledge of Egyptian 
usage, that 3 each of malt and dates were used, the total of 6 being used for the 

psrv calculation, and that 10 A^kat of malt was exchanged for 3 Ae^at of dates. Thus it 

took 3^ Ae^t of malt to buy i Ae/iat of dates, 
The formula f n W « Anr is to be translated ‘ J of the mait for the dates’, and requires 

double the amount of barley noimally used for beer, Aekai out of each 2 AeJliat of 
malt being exchanged for dates. Since the remaining amount of malt is only half that 

needed for beer of the psw named in each of the problems, the amount of dates pur- 
chased by 1 ^ he^t of malt was ^ kefyit, and the dates were thus three times as expensive 

as the malt. Therefore the total amount of dates and malt were taken into account in 
determining the /uw, as was assumed in connexion with problem 12. It may have been 
customary to make beer of equal quantities of malt and dates, since in the accounts from 

the Kahun papyri and P.Boulaq 18, in the three cases where the figures are preserved, 

the two occur in equal quantities. 
As in the problems considered earlier, the cost of labour and prncessing was not con¬ 

sidered in the value ratios, so in the problems with of the malt for the dates’, the value 

of I heAot of dates was 3 hekat of U,E. barley.^ The reason for the change of the formula 
in problem 12 to ‘malt and dates alike, 2^’, was not to make the answer come out an 
integer. This could have been done w*ith the usual formula by having the amount of 
grain used 12 hekat instead of 13. Rather it was because the cost of the dates was slightly 

higher. 
There are, then, three w'ays in which prices are given in the Moscow papyrus. One 

is the straightforward value ratio, emmer being worth 2| times as much as U.E. barley. 

Another is the relative proportion of the amount of one ingredient needed to purchase 
another w'hich is to be used in the product, ^ of the barley-malt to buy dates, with the 
multiple of the normal amount of barley given as 2, Finally, only the multiple is given, 
2^, in problem 12. These latter usages in the beer problems make the calculations 

simpler than if the cost of the dates were given as a separate item. When these problems 

are thus explained, their difficulties disappear. Moreover, it is only by understanding 

that fefy means ‘malt’, a derivative of the U.E. barley, that the problems can be correctly 

worked out according to ancient Egyptian mathematical principles. Though they are 
differently stated, their nature is not much different from problems of present-day 

school arithmetic. 
j\s an illustration of this, let us, in conclusion, state problem 16 in its Egyptian 

manner and then as it might appear today. The first isr ‘Example of making a (/f-jug 
of beer of 2 psw. According as was said to you, a d!i-jug of beer of z pjw, J of the malt for 

> Aa wu pointed out in p. n. 5p ftbovc, in RKincl 74 u trqualu=d with U^E. barky in the same 

amooint. 
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the dates, exchanged for emmer at the value of 2§,' The modem would be, ‘A man sells 
a jug of beer, made of equal amounts of barley-malt and dates, for emmer. The beer 

has the strength of two jugs to the gallon of ingredients. The dates cost three times as 
much, and the emmer two and two-thirds times as much, as the barley-malt. How' much 

emmer did he receive?' 

.Addendum-On the fractional hekat notations 

Here must be entered a caveat in regard to the traditional translation of the Ae^t 
fractions. Prof. George R. Hughes has called my attention to an article by O. Neuge- 

bauer, ’Ober den Scheffer und seines Teile’, ZAS 65,44-4S. In this the author attempts 
to show that the Ae^t fractions and as they appear in the hieratic, are not parts of 
the tedfi-tye notations but stand for 20 (ro) and 10 (ro). I do not find this quite convinc¬ 
ing, especially in the light of his reasoning on p. 44. ‘Endlich steht im“MoBkauer mathe- 
matischen Papyrus" xxxviii, 4/5 problem 21: "bilde ^ von 20 hr ntt fr 3^ iff po}" und 
xxxviii, 3 ein aitaloger Sabs uber — und Ware i:- selbstverstandlich als is zu lesen, 
so brauchte man nicht erst 2U sagen‘‘den ^ ist wohl aber steckt darin cine fiir die 

Rechnung notwendige Bemerkung zur Division mit 16, wenn man es uherlicherweisc 

als 20 ro faHt/ 
But certainly no Egyptologist believes that isp^r se ; it is only the name of 

a measure that contains is since this name is unknown, wc substitute the 
capacity instead. From English measures, using one archaic term and three from 
modem cookery-book usages, we can, on the basis of i he^i = c. i British Imperial 
gallon, give equivalent nairies for all the fractional measures. The series is. i gallon, 

1 pottle = i, I quart i pint = i, 1 cup(fiil} = i gill = fs^ i glass = if, i table- 
spoonlful) = = I ro, 1 teaspoon(ful) (U.S.) = ^ ro. Putting at the beginning of 

this series 1 hogshead = 100 gallons (British molasses measure, t749t G£D) an i eg 
- 10 gallons (an arbitrary figure), we could write the answer to Moscow problem 20, 
1334 he^t, as 1 hogshead, 3 kegs, 3 gallons, i quart, i cup, i gl^, 1 tablespoon, 
a teaspoons. Following the same method, what Moscow col. xxxviu. 1. 5, says is not 

■because is is is\ but ‘because i cup is ik (gallon)*. And the answer to problem 16 

^’ould be^i quart, i pint\ 
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GIESSEN UNIVERSITY LIBRARY PAPYRUS NO. 115 

By R* O. FAULKNER 

In May 1957 Professors Parker and Caminos both wrote to me from Brown University, 
Providence, Rhode Island, calling my attention to a photograph published as Abb. 1 

in the Kursberichte aus d^n Papyrttssammhingen^ no. a (1956) of the Bibliothek der Justus 

Liebig-Hochschulc (now happily restored to its former status as a University). These 
two scholars did so because Professor Neugebauer and they recognized in the photo¬ 

graph in question, which portrayed five fragments of a hieratic papyrus of late date 
bearing the number 115, a text which at first glance called to their minds the Book of 

Hours edited by me and recently published by the Griffith Institute, Ashmolean 

Museum, Oxford, and which 1 had previously summarily described in vot. 40 of this 
JoumaL Further, Professor Neugebauer wrote to Dr. H. G. Gundel, Curator of the 
collections of papyri at Giessen, asking him to send me a copy of the Kurzbericht in 
question. Not only did Dr. Gundel do this, but he obtained for me the permission of 

the Director of the Library, Dr. J. Schawe, to edit this papyrus, and furthermore he 
has been untiring in supplying me wuth information as well as sending me excellent 

photographs. 1 express my heartfelt thanks both to my colleagues at Brown University 
and to the authorities of the Justus Liebig-University at Giessen for their kindness and 

co-operation. 
Like the Book of Hours and the first pan of F.Bremner-Rhind, this papyrus was 

written on one side only in tall narrow columns of one or sometimes two invocations 

to each line, sec pi. XL Since fragments i and a appear to be the upper and lower por¬ 
tions of a single column, then each column will have contained 25 or more lines, much 

as the similar texts named above; in that case the total height of the papyrus when intact 
will have been 31 or 32 cm., with blank margins of 3 and 2| cm. at top and bottom 

respectively. The columns of text are aligned on vertical and horizontal guide-lines in 

black; an exception is the red vertical line tracing the left-hand edge of the almost 
totally lost right-hand column on fragment 3. The text appears to be of much the same 

nature as the Book of Hours, namely, invocations of Osiris and other deities which were 
to be recited on the appropriate occasion. Since the fragments now preserved to us 

contain sizeable portions of only three columns of text, it is comprehensible that the 
hour-rubrics, if any existed, have all been lost; but that this papyrus is not identical 
with the Book of Hours is shown by the interpolation at frag, i, 7 and frag. 2, 8 of 

rubrics containing the ritual instruction Make a libation of cold water, such rubrics 
being entirely absent from the other text. Furthermore, no section of the Giessen text 

can be identified with any part of the Book of Hours, though In view of the losses the 
latter manuscript has sustained wc cannot be quite certain that there was nowhere 
any measure of identity between the hvo. As regards fixing the date of the Giessen 
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Ftc. [. P. bib. univ. Gie«sen Nq, fiBgnicnls i and 3. 

Moller, no. 191); and gi with a straight base {frag. 2, 14; MolSer, no. 113) poim to 
a date either late Ptolemaic or possibly early Roman. The \vriting of c= as ^ does not 
appear to be recorded elsewhere. Of the provenance of the papy'rus nothing is known, 
owing to the destruction of records during the war; it was acquired by the University 

of Giessen in 191 a, I’he fragments were onginally arranged and mounted under glass 

by Dr. Ibscher probably before the 1914 war, and it is probable that his arrangement 
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is that seen today, despite the fact that white still stored underground for protection 
from bombing the papyrus suffered from the infiltration of subsoil water into the cellars 

in 1945; fortunately in this case the subsequent damage was not serious. 

A hieroglyphic transcription of the hieratic text, wdth rubrics underlined, appears in 

figs. 1-4, and translations of the five fragments follow. 

Fragment 1 (fig. 1) 

Thb fragment consists of ten lines from the top of a column with traces of a preceding 
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column ; of the latter there can be read only the words . * in Mendes (?)’—or 
‘Busiris’—at the end of what was probably 1, 6. 

Tninslation 
The utterance of ^ 
Thirty-two * * ^ 

Sixty ^ , - 
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Thoth who judges the Two Lands. Homs who judges the Two Lands. 
5 He who is saved from him. 

He who dwelb in the Portal, scribe of.. ■ 
MAKE A LIBATION OF COLD WATER. 

Ptah, Lord of .. . Osiris . . - 
Ptoh .. . Osiris ... 

to .... . 

Commentary' 

L. I. This line seems to be a title ushering in a new series of recitations. Mt-m-hr-f 
looks like an epithet of some deity, but its meaning is not obvious; a possible inter¬ 

pretation is ‘he who sees with bis face’, but in that case we should expect ^ rather 
than The significance of the cross above the first word is obscure; possibly its 

purpose was to call attention to the fact that a new set of utterances was about to begin, 
L. 2. The loss of the latter part of the line leaves the interpretation of .. . wholly 

uncertain. 
L. 4. For as a w'liting of the name of Thoth cf. Boylan, 'Thoth, 3* The fact that 

Thoth and Horus both receive the title of«.^> uwy must indicate that they were regarded 

here as but two aspects of a single deity. 
L. 5. This sentence presumably refers to Homs, who was saved from the enmity of 

Seth. 
U. 6. Perhaps Thoth is referred to here, though the first epithet is not known to 

Boylan; he is the being most likely to be described as ‘scribe*. 
L, 7, Ritual directions such as this are entirely absent froin the Hook of Hours^ 

Fragment 2 (fig. 2) 

The allusion to Ptah in 1. 2 is an indication that this fragment continues frag. 1. 

Of the preceding column only the very end of the last line but one is preserved. 

Translation 

. . . Osiris , . . 
Ptah, Lord of heaven. Osiris . . - 
Osiris pre-eminent in the God’s Booth. Osiris ■ . . 
Osiris pre-eminent in Shc{ ?). Osiris ,.. 

5 Osiris in Ds-V!t. . -. 
Osiris of the Great Granary. Osiris ... 
Osiris great of magic. . . . 
MAKI A LIBATION OF COLD W'ATER. 

The flame of . . . 
to The Begetter. He vrho lives (?)... 

■fhoth, Lord of the Two I.ands. 

The Southern Nut, 
Offer a goose( ?), 
O Fair Ones who fight... 

IS Revereion (of offerings) in w'riting (?)-.* 
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Commentary 

L. 3, Sh np- ‘the God’s Booth’ is the term for the embalming booth, which is usually 
presided over by Anubis, but Osiris is associated with it, as occupant rather than as 

presiding deity, also in Book of Hours, 11, is. 
L. 4. Despite the absence of the tow-n-determinative, S is more likely to refer to the 

town of She (Crocodilopolis) than to a mjthical lake. On She cf. Wilbour Pup}>rust iv 
(Index), as. 

L. 5, This localiU' appears to be unknown. 
L. 9. I have no suggestion as to the meaning of the damaged word ktkf; the plant of 

that name can hardly have been meant. 
L. iz. As the text stands the translation ‘the Southern Nut’ seems imavoidable, but 

the appearance of the text, with its lack of any specific determinatives, is suspicious, and 
hints that corruption has crept in, A possibility that suggests itself is a mis-wriling of 

Anf, the personification of the sky below the earth. 
L. 13. This looks like a ritual direction to be read ir t{rp) ‘offer a goose’, but in that 

case we should expect it to be written in red rather than black, 

L. 15. Lit. ‘written reversion’; the determinative of zedb is quite indecisive, but no 
other sense of the stem appears to fit the allusion to writing. 

Fragment 3 (fig, I) 

I’nis contains only portions of three lines from a left-hand column and traces of a 
right-hand column. Its connexion with the other fra^ents is not known. 

Translation 

The Sistnim-player . . . 
The Mighty One . . . 

PROTECTION . , . 

Fragment 4 (fig. 3) 

This fragment bears twenty lines from the bottom of a column, of which nine are 
complete. Probably not more than five or sL\ lines arc missing from the top of the 
column, but whether frag. 3 belongs to the lost portion is quite uncertain. 

Translation 

The standard ... the lion( ?). 
He who devised his own name, 

Horus and Imscty. 
s The child of Hapy. 

He w’ho is in Duamutef. 
The throne of Kebchsenuf. 

Senet who dwells in . , , 

The four soulsf ?) of Sekhen . . . 

TO The child of Sekhen. 

The child of Setenut. 
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... of Setenut, beautiful .. . 
Renenct. 

The Great One. 
15 Nephthys(?). 

Mother of the !ivmg( ?). 
The righteous ones. 

The Protector! ?)■ 

io 

Commentary 

L. 2, The absence of a. determinative renders the rendering of mths as ‘lion’ open to 

question, but ‘he who sees* does not seem very likely. For the omission of determinatives 

see also II. 17. iS below. 
LI. 5-7. These curious expressions do not seem to occur elsewhere. 
L. 8. Instead of ‘Senet’ it would be possible to read also ‘Shenet*. 

LI. 9-10. A deity Sekheny is recorded in Wb. iv, 254, 13. 
L, II. For the reading Stnwt rather than Tmot sec the next line. This goddess is 

probably identical with Hymns to the Crown, 18, 5. The name may mean ‘the 

crow'ned one’, from stni ‘to crown', recorded by Wb. iv, 358, 13 from Ombos, I, 118. 
153, cf. also stnw ‘Crown of Upper Egy pt’, ZAS 49, 15, 34. A similar epithet is used of 

Osiris in Book of Hours^ 11, 26, and of Sokar in P.Bremner-Rhind, 18, 2. 

L. 13, The goddess of nursing. 
L. 16. The reading and sense of this line are both highly doubtful, and again cor¬ 

ruption is possible. Here the whole group preceding -f- is taken to be a writing of mwt 

‘mother’, but with little confidence, 
L. 17. The sense is hardly in doubt, despite the absence of determinatives and the 

unaccountable insertion of ra into the writing of the word. 
L. 18. The omission of the determinative obscures the sense of the word, but a 

derivation from bst ‘protect’^ Wb. i, 475, 8, seems probable. An allusion to the minor 

deity Bes is much less likely. 

Fragment 5 (fig. 4) 

This fragment contains portions of the lower sixteen lines of a column of which only 

one, ]. 15, is complete. There are also some mostly indecipherable traces of the ends of 

lines belonging to a previous column. 

Translation 
Osiris... 
Osiris. , , 

Leader in Biisiris(?). 

5 Kchebkau .. . 
Osiris, , . 
Khnum in Biisms(?). 

L 
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Horus who dw«lU in . , . 
The Sceptre which is in Busiri$( ?). 

le Honjs son of [Isis?J 
Youth. . . 
He who begat [his?] father. 
The Old One... 

Kheteintit(?). . . 
IS The Great and Mighty One. 

He who ifl in . . . 

Commentary 

L. 4. The word of which J alone is preserved (so also 11. 7. 9) is surely either Ddt 

‘Mendes’ or Ddw 'Busiris', in this context more probably the latter. 
L. 5. The reading Nhb-km seems certain, despite the intrusive which has doubtless 

been inadvertently taken over from Ms ^clothe’. 

L. 6. The sign after ‘Osiris' transcribed as [ could also read in which case we 
would have to restore trace after J[ does not suit fmmss ‘youth’, for w'hich 

see 1. 11 below. 
L. 10. The restoration ‘Isis’ as the end of the line is almost certain, 
L. II. For hfemo ‘youth’ as an epithet of Osiris cf. P.Bremner-Rhind, 1, 10. 14; 

Lamentatioftis of Ids and Nepkthys, 2, 3. 
L. 13. For kkkk ‘old’ cf. Wh, v, 138, 10 ff.; the word is doubtless connected etymo* 

logically with khkhi ‘hacking’ of a cough, cf, Blackman in JEA 13, 188. 
L. 14. The reading is doubtful and the name apparently unknown. 

L, 15, This line might apply to either a male or a female deity, since the feminine end¬ 

ing at so late a period has no significance. 
L. 16, This incomplete place-name cannot be identified. 
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THE INTERPRETATION OF THE HORUS-MYTH 
OF EDFU’ 

By J. G\VYN GRIFFITEIS 

Very divergent explanations have so far been offered of this version of the conflict of 

Homs and Seth. On the whole, the tendency has been to reject the original view that 

the legend reflects a cult war in favour of the view that it incorporates an early historical 

tradition.^ 
Newberry* believed that the Edfu story is in essentials a record of the Seth-rebellion 

of Peryebsen in the Second Dynasty. In Naville, JV/yfAe d'HortiSi pi. ii, he saw a 

representation of King Djoser’s vizier, Imhotep, ‘reading from a scroll as though he 

were actually reading a record of the war written in the lines of inscription in front of 

him’' in front of Imhotep is a figure who is cutting up a hippopotamus, and Newberry^ 

takes the animal to represent the ‘country' of Set', which Imhotep directs to he cut up. 

But it is doubtful whether this is the Imhotep of Djoser's time. The inscription'* above 

refers to him as ‘the chief lector, scribe of the god’s book’; the reference to the original 

Imhotep is present only in so far as he had by this time become the half-deified type of 

sacred scribe.^ The hippopotamus is doubtless a Sethian animal here; but hardly a 

symbol of Seth’s country. 
Again, Newberry' compares the statement from the Edfu text, that the rebellion 

arose w hen the Homs-king was with his army in Nubia, w ith the record on a fragment 

of a stela of Khasekhem, commemorating that king's conquest of Nubia. Although the 

captives depicted in Hi^rakonpoIiSy ll, pi. 5® probably meant to be Nubians, there 

is no inscription describing the conquest, and it is clear that a similar comparison might 

be made with episodes from the lives of a number of Egyptian kings. 

The Edfu rebellion is dated in the 363fd year of Idarakhti. Newberry takes this as an 

era dating: 'It gives the number of years from the establishment of the monarchy by 

the Homs-king Menes to the time of the outbreak of the Set rebellion recorded in the 

text.' Meyer’s restoration of a part of the Annals Stone is followed, whereby 375 years 

are counted from the accession of Menes to the beginning of the reign of Khasekhemui 

_a difference of twelve years from the era dale at Edfu. The correlation seems good 

enough as it stands; but even the small difference involved could be accounted for, 

argues Newberry, if it were presumed that the ancient annalists recorded the reign of 

Khasekhemui only from the time he united the whole country. This b altogether too 

ingenious. 
I ] am indebted to Professor H. W. Faitman for criliciMna and su^gicaticina; also lo the late Professor A. M, 

Blackman^ with wham I read tht t'Cxts. 
^ S<c csp^ially KeeSj und Ur^tthkhU (Nathr. GOttineen^ 1930). 

v4i£cii7]l tgzt, 40^46. 

* Ch&^iiuit, Edfau, VI, fi?, 9, lakes it m refer to the architect of part or whole of die Edfu temple. 

* Cf- Scihc, IttOtotep, 17, and Kces, ctp. dt. 345^ 
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Brugsch' would base the legend on the polemics of the local priestly societies, each 
with its special doctrine and festival calendar. An historical element is introduced by 
Maspero' in the theory that the followers of Florus of Edfu, the Msntyto, translated 
‘Smiths’, are connected with an African people who became dominant through the dis¬ 
covery' of the use of iron weapons; otherwise, he follows Brugsch in claiming the struggle 
to be a theological one in which the scenes of conflict are the nomes where Seth has 

a sanctuary and partisans. 
Sethe,^ on the other hand, suggests vaguely that historical reminiscences may be 

conserved in the legend of Mesen, ‘Harpoon-City', the name frequently applied to 
Edfu in the legend. Both Meyer* and Junker^ claim that the myth reflects the original 

conflict between Horus and Seth which they place in predynastic times. H. R. Hall* 
thinks that the myth is a late working-up of historical reminiscences of the arrival of the 
Upper Egyptians from Nubia and the south. H. W, Fairman,^ who completed, with 

A. M. Blackman, a much-needed study of the myth in the ivay of translation and com¬ 
mentary', regards Newberry’s opinion as ‘attractive and plausible’, but reserves his own 

opinion fora future statement. 
Kees* marks out as the two chief features of the legend: 

(1) The driving out of Seth over the north-east boundary near Sile, the god being 
connected with the hereditary^ Asiatic enemy. 

(2) '^I’he conflict with the cults of the crocodile and the hippopotamus, hated in the 
falcon-cities, which forms the kernel of the harpoon-myth and is skilfully inter¬ 
woven with the destruction of all the Sethian cult-places in Egypt. 

He dwells on the early identification of Seth with the foreign land or the desert,^ 

but argues against connecting the legend generally with prcdynastic or early dynastic 
events. He points out that in the early texts Horus and ^th are described as sharing 
Egj'pt between them; now Homs is given the whole and Seth is driven out. This may 
be the result of his becoming the state-god of the Hyksos, and his subsequent association 

with the arch-enemy of Egy'pt, Semitic Asia, His temporary return to power In the 

Ramesside period was followed by a general persecution, which wvuld have been very 
strong under the bigoted orthodoxy of the Ethiopic rule. 

^ Gsuingm^ 14 177. 

* ^£mdea de myThck^ic et dVreh^ologic irgypt\enn^\ in EihL 14 313 flf. view that the 

Msntyv! arc 'harpoevn^raV ut. hunters cif the hippurpetamu^r is now grDerally accepted^ e.g. Kees, op. cit. 349p 

and P&imiafl in JEA si* 39p n. i, 

* Ur^eichicfxUf he states: 'Mmi. kdruite denkep, da0 w’iHclieh in Edfu,^ mn damiligcn 
SOdende des Landes, det letzte Schlag in dem Kampf dcr Untcrigvpter des Reicheo von DamanhiLT gegen die 
Oberagypter de* Rdchea von Ombos gcfallcn $el - - ^ 

* E. McytFp Gtsch. Aii-t 3rd eJn. ip 1, §§ 181, 199. * H. Jiinkcrp Ominilrg&fde, io. 

* 1-L HaJl, An^itnf Hisiory cf the Nrar 94, 

^ H. W. Faimiaxip "Tlic Myth of Homs at EdfUp l\ inJEA 2zB, a- His statement that *Kits + . . claims 

that these kijends have no historical value' is an exaggemtion of that scholar's position. Blackmon and Fsirman 

in JEA 28p 31-33 give prominence fo S^the^s vitw, 
■ Op. cit. 355. 
* It is doubtful whether Seth was the god of foreign cotinmes as early as the Old Kingdom. See Gardiner 

and Gunnp J£A 44, n- a. 

Thia is already the case w’ith Ceb^s second verdict in the Dtn^until mempkiiu^hfr 
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Kees must be granted to have demonstrated at least that If the legend is based on 

history, Its connexions are other than prehistoric. Seth, he says, frequently appears in 

this legend as the representative of Lower Egypt; which is never the case in the early 
literature. The persecution of the cults of the hippopotamus and crocodile, which is so 
important an element, must be placed at least in the New Kingdom, Save-Soderbergh* 
has pointed to earlier instances of hippopotamus-hunting being represented or alluded 
to; but a Sethian meaning is not clearly attested before the New Kingdom. The Ptole¬ 
maic texts of Edfu and Denderah show that the Homs-cities led in this persecution, and 
the Edfu legend includes among the cities which supported such an attitude the cities 

of Osiris and Min. 
To these facts emphasized by Kees may be added the manifest difference in the 

conception of the kingship. In the Pyramid Texts the king is sometimes represented as 
an incarnation of Horus and Seth, and this can be construed as a clue to the historical 

meaning of the political unity achieved after the predynastic conflict. There is no such 
fusion of the tw'o gods In the Edfu legend. The king is ReT-Hamkhti, and Homs of 
Behdet is bis chief guardian god. Seth, on the other hand, is completely degraded in 
a manner which would not have been possible in any text originating from the Old 
Kingdom. It may be argued, of course, that all these differences are accretions con¬ 

tributed by a late theologj', and that the matter which conserves the early conflict is 
only a thin substratum or a bare outline. But the difficulty of defining this substratum 
is great, since it is not only the theology that is different, but the topography of the 

quarrel and the main details of the action. At least three Homses are prominent in the 
Edfu account—Homs of Behdet, Horus the son of Isis, and Horus the Elder. Helio¬ 

polis and Pr-rhi^ are no longer important in the topography of the conflict, and Gehesti 
and Ncdeyet are not mentioned. The mutilation of the eye of Horus does not figure in 

the action; generally there ts only a mass attack on the crocodiles and the hippopotami, 
which is often followed by a vengeful sacrificial meal,^ paralleled in the Pyramid Texts 

only by the sacrificial eating of the bull. 
The interpretation offered by Kees is that parts of the myth, especially the Legend 

of the Winged Disk, reflect a cult feud rather than a political conflict.+ At the same time 
he sees in the whole myth the impress of tw*© great historical experiences, the expulsion 
of the Hyksos and, more vividly, the expulsion of the Persians. A reference to the latter 

experience is found by him In the use of the word w'hich he translates 'Mede' 

■ €ht Egvptian Repretmtathm d/ Hippopotamus Htmimfi as a Religioui Afolitr (Home Socdcrblomianae^ 

1953)^ On P- 17 be cites an tfSLample nhich is prQbBbly prehistoric: it i* on a $chiai paletie (fig. S) nim- 

in the Eg>Tnifln Musciun at Stockholm. He wistly refrains from sugg)estm« that the hippopotamus at this stage 

represents Seth. E> J. BaumgarteS, The Culturet of PreMuoric 30, 33-^351 841 caudtms; but 

not so Woiniwrigbij TAe Sky-Rf^igion tn ii. 

» Aceonling to Chassinat, Edfou, vt, 121, 13, Rc* moors his barque there, but no fighting takes plaoc* 

^ E.g. Horus of Bcl^det, according to Cfiasatnot^ op, cit. vi, ii6j Sff.* brought 144 enemies before He': 'He 

sle«^ them with his knife and ga^'e rheir inner parts Id those isho were in his folJowifig and gave their ftesh 

to everi’ god and goddess who WTia In this barque of Rfif on the bank of Hebenu,^ Cf. ibid^ 117: and ti* 65; 

I, &8; VJ, [ 19, 7 ff. a personal combat beween Seth and Horus of Behdet i$ described, but without the ancknt 

details. 

^ Op. cit. 348. s See Chassinafp op. cit. vip 414^ i4 and atg, 
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and which Sethe had connected with the Coptic ju&toi ‘soldier*. The Late Egyptian 

idiom of the section about the ‘Red Hippopotamus* may be an argument for Kccs*s 
interpretation of that section; it suggests, at least, in company with other differences, 

that the various parts of the myth may diverge greatly in origin and meaning. The 
particular reference to the Persians is, however, doubtful. It is disconcerting, for one 
thing, that the term Mdy is applied to Horus and not to Seth,* even if the appellation 
is scornful. If Seth truly represents the Persian invader, he would not be ridiculing 
Horus by calling him a ‘Mede*.* Sethe, it is true, connects the Coptic with the 
Egyptian Mdy^ suggesting that the meaning ‘soldier* developed from the meaning 
‘Mede’.* The present passage, however, strongly suggests that this development has 

already taken place, and that Mdy here means ‘soldier*. *RE^ said to Thoth, What is this 

they are speaking of, Horus and Seth? And Thoth answered, Seth said to Horus, Let 
us call the Mdyto with the names of the foreign countries. Horus said to Seth, A chal¬ 
lenge to the name of the Egyptians from Seth.’+ Now the foreign-land determinative 

supports the view that Mdy means‘Medc’, at least originally. But in the passage quoted, 
this meaning yields verj' poor sense. The Mdyw are here clearly equated with the 
Egyptians; further, if they did mean ‘Medes’, it would be no insult to give them foreign 
names. Applied as the term is to Horus and his followers, it probably denotes armed 

Egyptian soldiers. 
As this is the main point in Kees's 'Persian* interpretation, it cannot be said that his 

position is well founded. On the other hand, the view here put forward as to the mean¬ 
ing of Mdy in this context would involve giving a still later date, perhaps, to this section 

of the legend. 

The Winged Disk 

There are certain facts about the legend of ‘The Winged Disk’ which suggest that 

it may be historical. The struggle against Seth is led by the ‘King of Upper and Lower 

Egypt, Ref-yarakhti’;® Horus of Behdct and Horus son of Isis are only his assistants.^ 
The opening, with its description of the king’s return from Nubia, does not pretend to 
be mythological. Action in Nubia is also mentioned later on, as a part of the general 

campaign against Seth and his confederates.^ The campaign begins near Edfu, and 
results in the driving of the enemies into the sea. 

It must be confessed that a number of places mentioned in the description of the 

drive northwards seem to owe their prominence to cull propaganda and conflict. I’he 

I Chassinai, op. dt. vi, Z14, 11: ‘Seth fl&idp ComOt It was Mid os a dizIJenge.* 
^ It't. 11+ 177 (zi) knows Mdy\ writteri with the &eth-animzl as a determinadvcp as an epithet pf Seth. It docs 

not apparently rttord the present word, 
J Sp^Irtn der PtrserherTschofi m d^ spalrrm dgypfiMihm Sproeht {Neehr. G^uingen^ 191^)1 124 

was formerly thagi^hl that the Coptic liaTOi was derived from the E^^tian which wm icie^tjhl^d by 
Schafer with the word Mdy as used in the Kastesep imeription. See H. SchMer^ Dif aethiaphdif K^nigtrnichrift 
dei Beriiturt Musfums^ *nd for M^fy se* F. Lt. Griffith ^ Ryiandi Papyri, 319^ and G^rdint^TfJEA 3^ J05; 
5,47. n. Z. 

* Cha&aLnat^ Edfoti^ 214^ iz-zrSp 

^ Ibid. ro9p 9. 
* Ibid, tio, z fT.: '.Ajid Horus of Bchdet was in the barque of For Horus son of Isla, ace vj^ izo, 4 ff. 
^ [bid. 7 ff. Seth is not mentioned in cormes.ion with the first rtfefence to Nubia. 
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noTTie af Denderah* had a feather over the crocodile as its and this was interpreted, 

at least In late times^ as the triumph of Osiris over Seth.^ Hebertu^^ where a fight is 

staged, is known for the falcon over the gazelle in its nome-signj explained with refer¬ 

ence to Hortis and Seth.-^ The latter has well-attested associations with Meret^ in the 

Oxyrhynchite nome.^ Pr^rhwyt where a great slaughter is said to take place,^ is placed 

near Meret, With the exception of Trrw and Hnt-iibtf which figure in the final phases 

of the struggle, the other places mentioned, such as Naref* and are associated 

with Osiris and Homs* 

A prominent feature which is in favour of viewing the conflict as a cull feud is the 

theological etymologizing whlh which the story is constantly punctuated; for example, 

the struggle near Meret contains the episode: 

Then Homs of Behdet waged war with the enemy for a long time. He hurled his spear at him, and 
cast him on the ground*^ in this town; and it is called The House of the Two Rivals" (Pr-r(my) to 
this dayJT 

The same impression is given by the naming of festivals and their times, such as the 

Testival of rowing" in and by the ritual emphasis of such a comment as this 

on the victory of Homs; 

He has acted according to the book of repelling the hippopotamus.*^ 

One must agree with Kees, therefore, in following Bmgseh’s belief that the conflict 

represented in this section of the legend is in the main a cult conflict. There is no trace 

here of the alleged association of Seth with the Persians; but there are some reasons 

for claiming that the expulsion of the Hyksos has left a subsidiary impression on the 

legend. One is the prominence of the nome of Slle in the account* A great slaughter and 

sacrifice are said to take place in also called and this culminates in the 

complete expulsion of the enemies from Egypt*^^ "the beginning of the East\ 

* Ibid, 115,61 'Hff saw them to the notth-easl of the name of Dcndcmh/ The wriiin^ U not, as far && [ know, 

used of D«nd«rah itself, Although Faimwip JBA it, 30, takes it in that w-ay. 
» ManettP, Dend^ith, III, 7S, The sacred mamsgc bctw'ctn liorua of Edfu and Hatl^Sr of Dendemh ensured 

local hostility to Sfith and the Grocodile. CL Kcca, Horuj vndSeth, 11^ 43; Sethe, 5 49. 
^ Cha3$inaT, op. cit, vi, 116^ 5 
* See Junker^ 37^3^1 Kecs^ op, cit, ri^ 3t3i Scilie,op. cil. §61- The sign appears thus in Chas- 

^inait opr cit. VI, 70, 3^ 
^ Cha^sinat, op. cit. Vi^ izS, 2 ff. 
^ See Kees, op. cit. II^ 44-^45- The tert lUieif ia suggestive of a cult quarrel: 'They reached the water of the 

nome of Meret, and that confederacy of Stih which is in this tuvm' (ChAssioEt, op. dt- Vi, 1 iS+1^3). 
^ ChassiuBt, op. dl, Vt, 118, 6j 119, 8; tzt, 6. It is probably to be read Pr-rfney and nol as Gau¬ 

thier, Dki. Up 107, and Fairman+21, 31, would read it. The occaaiand double 1 may be doc to the 
conventional writing of the dual: see Wb. 11, 441 and 442. The name may occur on. a predyjiastic palette^ see 
Petrie, Cfrtniomol Slatr FaUtU^, G 19 aod p. 14; but this is very doubtful. 

* Chassioat, op. cit. VI, 123, 3, and Fairman, ^EA ii* 33. 
* Chassinai, op. cit. vi, 123, i fF., and Fairmon, lor. dt. n. 4. 

Accepting Fairman^s plauaible emendation, loc. cit. n. b. 

** Chasslnat, op. Cit. vt, 119, 7 fh 
Ibid. VI, J2J, Swj. Cf VI, ii3, I ff. and vi, 126, 3 ff. 
Ibid. VI, 114, 2. CL Schott, Urk. vi, hi: ’The Ritual of Repelling the Evil One/ 
Cha$3innt, op. dt, vi, 127, 7 ff. ” Ibid. 127, 14. 
[bid. 12®, 11 'Re« said to Horns of Behdet, Let us stail to the sea, that we may drive the enemies as croco¬ 

diles and hippopotami from Egypt/ 
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was the name of the 14th Lower Egyptian nome, and its capital Tme, Sile near EL 

Kan^ra, was the place where the caravan-route left Egypt for Palestine and which was 

naturally the point of influx for invaders and the point for an Egyptian frontier fortress 

against Asia. In the same nome was Tanis, which is known to have been a centre of 

government of the Hyksos.' Avaris was probably on or near the site of'fanis.* 

The Expulsion of Seth from Egypt 

It is hard to avoid the conclusion that in the references to the triumphant ejection 

of Seth from the country there are embodied reminiscences of the expulsion of the 

Hyksos. No such ejection occurs in the early accounts of the quarrel, and its presence 

in the Edfu account can hardly be explained on the lines of cult propaganda, since cer¬ 

tain centres of the cult of Seth must have remained unaffected by the persecution 

inculcated in the myth.* The ejection of Seth via Ttrtio may be said to be the culminat¬ 

ing point of the legend of‘The Winged Disk‘, In the more avowedly ritualistic section 

on 'The Triumph of Horus' there is a suggestion of the same idea, but with a difference: 

here the expulsion is seen in triumphant retrospect, Horus of Behdet is ‘the lion who 

presides in Hni-Ubt, w’bo has driven Seth from Lower Egj'pt, goodly defender of the 

Two Lands and of the Banks, the protector who protects Egypt’.^ He is 'the goodly 

watchman in the Two Lands and the Banks, who protects the cities, who defends the 

Homes, the falcon, great in might in Pc and Mesen, the lion who presides In T/rw?’,® 

Politically more precise, in its reference to a subjugation of Lower Egypt and the 

subsequent unification of the whole country-corresponding broadly to the achieve¬ 

ment of the Upper Egyptian regime which drove out the Hyksos—is the statement 

that Horus is ‘the lion who presides in Tirw, falcon great in might, Lord of Upper and 

Low'er Egj'pt, defender who defends Egypt against the Northerners, wall of copper 

* A monunnent of Riirnesscs II at Taiiis is captwned thus; ef. Sethe, Vfgtieki€ku. 187. was fonnedy 
taken to Im Tanis; sec GarduierV survey in JEA s, 344. n. 6, and Budjp:. Tht Gads af tht Egyptiasu, l, it». 
Xtrtu is placed near Ismailia by Steindotff, Die Sgypiisthen Gaat^ 864!!.; cf. Emun, in ZAS 43. 73. For its 
location at f>ile see Kecs, Htneut und SeOt, Jl, ya; Sethe, Urgesehidste, | yS. 

^ The ecography of Tanis, Avaris, and other places in the North-ease Delta is exhaustively discussed by 
Gardiner 'mySA 3, py ff.; 5, layff., 24a fF.; to, 94 >9, la* ff, where he comes evennially to the conclusion 
that Avaris, Pi-rattnesse, and Dja'nei were successive names of the same place, Tanis or $an>cl-^agai'. Pi* 
Karmesse and Tanis are mentioned separately in the Onomasticon of Amenope, and Gardiner in 11,173*- 
5* aeems a little mom hesitant about their identiftcation. Kccs in Dm atU Agypten, 109 expresses the view that 
ri'RaCmesse was in Tanis and that Avaris was clMcly adiaoent to Tanis; cf. Montet. Gfygraphie de rSgypte 

aneieime, 1, 193 ff. 
* Cf. Kees, KutlUgende u. UTgvsddihte, 361, where it is stated that their is no clear evidence that the out- 

lamn|; of crocodile and hippopotamus, which the Horus-myth demands, had gained g^eral msognition. The 
Suchos-cult especially was secure irr the Upper Thcbaid, in spite of the praximity of cities which supported 

the cult of Horus. 
* Chsssinat, Edjots, vr, 65,1-3. 
’ Tbid. 71, lo-ii. Cf. ibid. 72, 7-8: ‘Horus of Behdet, great god, lord of heaven, protector who 

piotECis the cities and the nomes, whose arms are stretched around Upper and Lower Effypi, his Mesen-cit)' 
being their leader'; and ibid. 84, 1-3: "Horns of Behdet., - lord of the fm'-r-crown, mlcr o-f ihc m^-rnnrown. 
King of the Kings of Upper and Lower Egypl- excellent ruler, ruler of rulers. 1 take hold of the crook and the 
Bail as the lord of this land, 1 seize the Two Lands with the Double Crotkii, I ovenhrow the enemy of my father 
Osiris as King of Upper and Lower Egypt for ever and ever/ This exclusive kingship of Horus is very different 
from the reconciliatory double kingship portrayed sometimes in the Pyramid Texts. 
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round hjs Upper Egyptian Mesen, watchman of his Lower Egyptian Mesen’.' Sile is 

now a frontier fort against Asia, as Edfu is in the south against Nubia. Its position as 

the Lower Egyptian counterpart of Edfu is explained In relation to a victory over Seth.* 

By a process of syncret^m the Hyksos made the Scth-religion the religion of the 

state.^ Seth was worshipped from early times in the North-east Delta, so that the in¬ 

vaders may have only renewed the cult in that region and joined it with one of their 

own.* An example of the identification of Seth and Baal occurs in the Edfu myth,* but 

this could derive, of course, from a much later period. More significant for the inter¬ 

pretation of 'The Winged Disk’ and *The Triumph of Horus^ is the fact that the struggle 

between the Hyksos and the Egyptians who expelled them seems to have been regarded 

partly as a struggle between Ref and Seth. The story' of the quarrel of Apophis and 

Seknenref illustrates this. It is stressed that Seth or Sutekh is the god of Apophis. The 

name of Se^enre' and the mention of Ref-Harakliti* and Amenrcf^ indicate that Ref in 

some form is regarded as the rival deity. Hatshepsut, describing her reconstruction after 

the havoc wrought by the Hyksos, complains about the Asiatics who had lived in 

Avaris that they ‘ruled without Ref’,* It is indeed clear that, in spite of the prominence 

of Horus of Behdet and the other Horuses in the Edfu myth, it is Re' who is its theo¬ 

logical mainspring. Horus of Behdet is himself but ‘the image of Re* in Upper Egypt* 

Ref-Harakhti describes him as 'the son of Re*, exalted one who came forth from me',*** 

According to a text edited by Schott,'‘ the Horus-falcon is ‘the living ba of Re*’. In the 

same w'ay Thoth, in this system of theology, as Blackman pointed out to me, is ‘the 

heart of Re*','* In the narrative of ‘The Winged Disk’, which has a more historical 

’ Ibid. 75. 5-6, 

* S« Kees, Htfrat tmd Seth, ii, 7a; Sethe, UrgettMefste, § J4B; Ktes. Kultiegendt u. Urgniltithte, 358. It 
shduld be noted that Silc docs not fijjurc in the other sections of the myth. The fight between Honii son of Isis 
and Seth takes place to the east of ^u. see Chassinal, op. clt. vj, 135, a, 6. 11; the story of the 'Red Hippo¬ 
potamus' has its centre in Edfu and Elephantine; and in the stoty of the ‘Red Donkey’ the fight occurs in the 
10th Upper Egyptian nome {op. cit. vi, *20, 5-6), Sedi being connected, os in early times, with Shashetep aa 
welt (ibid. 3X1, a). 

Cf. P.Sallicr I.«, a-3, traitt. Gardiner and Gunn \t\JEA 5, 40: 'Then King Apophis took Setekh to hitnaelT 
as lord, and did not serve any god which was in the entire land except !S«tekh.' 

+ See Junker in ZAS 75, 77 flf. on the cult at Seihroe, and Cem^ on the still earlier cult of the god in the 
Delta, Ann. Strv. .(4, 295 ff. 

t Chaisinat, op. cit. Vi. 71. ji. » Gardiner. Late-^ptian Stotiei, 86, i^. 
7 Ibid. 87, 2. For a new interpretation of the story sec Sive-Sdderbergh, On Egypimn RepTetentati&ns of 

HippA^pQt&mui Hunting 43 ffs 

* t/M, IV, 390, 9. Gunn sugigesu that the meiuiuig impUi^ their refusal 10 att by means of a divine orack, 
S« Gardiner m JEA 31, 55. Sive-S6derbrr|fh inJEA 37,64 d«4:rTibcs both this statement and that in P.SaJlier t 
as 'a propfiRandist cxa|^^atiol1^^ Mayani, Les Hyhstis €t ie montie df la Bible^ tniulates ^qtii r^i^aicnt sons 
connaitrc Re<'p but 'connaitre^ which Upcastcd sugg^icd, should be deleted. 

' ChassinBl. op. cit. vi, 113, 5; cf. vi, 113, ‘Then R«<^Handchti said to Horus of Beh^etp Tliis U my 
image in Upper Egypt.* See ako Fsirman's noi^^JEA ^£9^ n. 3. 

Chassinat^ op. cit. vi^ j j t^ 3. 

" Urk. VI, 75, 9-11, In the contest it is used syncrctisticnlly of the mm of Mendes, For the falmn os the ^ 
of Ret, both at Edfu and at Fhila^:, sec Schott's note ad khc.; Jinilccr, TFZ/£M 46, 44 ff,; Keea* Kniliegmde u. 

353. 

Chassinatp op, cit. vi, 94, 13: 'Thoth ... the heart of Re<.' Cf. ibid, vilp jza, 7 and Chas^inat, Dtndam, 

I2;1k64* n-ia-tip 170, ie;llt, 9, i-illtl, 19* *7; Hb S^.9;Hh 67^ n-ia J am indebted to Biadcman for 
tlie references to Chjtssinalp Dfndam. 
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appearance than any other section of the myth, Ref-Harakhti, as we have already ob^ 

served, is the leader of the campaign against Seth. 
Against this must be noted the remarkable fact that many of the Hyksos kings had 

their names compounded with Re^.* It is the opinion of Labib- that the fight between 

Apophis and Seknenre' is, in religion, the fight between Sutekh and Amun, Unlike 
' The Book of the Victory over Seth’,3 the myth of Edfu contains no reference to the 
return of Seth after his first expulsion. In the former text, Seth is said to be driven out 

of Egypt ‘to the land of the Asiatics’/ Later, however, Ref-Harakhti is entreated to 
remember that he had commanded *to give Egypt to Horus, the desert (?) to Seth’ 

in the meantime the enemy has returned r ^Behold, Seth, the wretched one, is come 

upon his way, he has returned in order to seize with his hand; he has planned to seize 

violently (?), as he formerly destroyed places (var, houses). , , His vile deeds in 
attacking Egypt arc then described, and Re^ eventually renews his banishment from 
Egypt: 'Seth shall not stay in Egypt. For it shall be forbidden him (to stay there).’^ 
Spells follow which are intended for the protection of Egypt against the invader. All 
this may be referred with some reason to the later Asiatic invasions, or the threat of 
them. So far Kees* may be right, and there is some evidence supporting a detailed 

application of the idea. But it is to be noted that the absence of any mention of the 
second coming of Seth in the Edfu myth, taken in conjunction with other facts, is an 

argument for seeing in the ejection of Seth in that myth a reminiscence of the expulsion 

of the Hyksos. 
In the case of the Assyrians there was indeed no forcible expulsion, Psammetichus I 

was favoured by the .Assyrians, and it was only owing to the difficulties of his foreign 
masters that he paved the way for Egj'pt’s comparative freedom in the Twenty-sixth 

Dynasty,® Concerning the end of the Persian domination we know more since the 
publication by Kraeling of the imponant Aramaic papyri in the Brooklyn Museum. 
Kraeling™ has been able to show, on the basis of this new evidence, that Artaxerxes 11 
{404-361 B.C.), and not Darius II, was the last Persian king to rule over Egypt; it was 
the rebellion of his brother Cyrus, aided by the Greek expedition of Xenophon, that 
weakened his position and enabled the revolt led by Amyrtaeus, of Manetho’s Twenty- 

eighth Dynasty, to be fully successful. It appears, however, that the national revival in 
Egypt at that time w'as not comparable to the attitude prevalent in the Twenty-sixth 
Dynasty/* The renaissance of the Saite period, which probably witnessed a religious 

' Sw pfchor C. l,»bib, Die HerTffha/t der Hyhoi itt J^gyplen undihr Sturz, 13. *3. M- Jiuiker, ZAS 75, S i 
siys that wc must not press the Hstshepsut inscription when it a*y» that the Hykaca did not know Re< («>>, He 
points out th« ih«f kings genefally have the st-Rr title- But it is veiy probable that the rwmrt. and of cotiwe the 
titles, were adopted by them and did not originally bokwg to them; sec Engbcii;, The Hykiat Reconiidered, 46. 

* Op. cit. 36. ^ Edited by Schott in Urk, vi. * Ibid. 13, 6. * Ibid. 17,17, * Ibid, 17-19. 
t Schoti, ibid. 26 translates nn h led H-/*denn es ist ihm nicht befohlen’, Gunn poinied out in lectures at 

Oxford that ft is the legoUr Egyptian equivalent for ‘to forbid*. On p. 24 one should therefore translate 
similarly: 'He knows not the fear of Thy Majesty; he approaches Egypt when thou knowest not, although it 

has been forbidden to him.' 
* Kees, Kutdegende u. VrgtteMehte, 35S. * Breasted, Huttfry 0/ Egypt, 565 ff. 

E. G. Kraeling, The Brooklyn Museum Aramaic Papyri, ji-33, ( am indebted to Faixtnan for calling my 

attention to this work. ” Breasted, op, cit. 595* 
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revival involving the persectition of Sethian cults, was not paralleled aftcnvards.' 
A work referring to Seth in this spirit and referring to an Asiatic invasion after the 
expulsion of the Hyksos would be more likely for these reasons to emanate from the 
Saite period. It is just possible that a section of ‘The Book of Victory over Seth’ refers 
in some detail to the invasion of the Assyrian Esarhaddon, who captured Xlempbis.^ 

The misdeeds of Seth are said In this section to concern Memphis especially: 

He has inflicted misery in Tjenent [a sanctuary at Memphis], he has devised rebellion in Memphis. 
Lo, he enters Into the holy place of Memphis.^ (Schott, Urk. vi, 19, 10 ff.) 

No allusion of this kind occurs in the Edfu myth. 
That ‘The Winged Disk’ and ‘The Triumph of Hortis’ are to be connected rather 

with the expulsion of the Hyksos is suggested by the Nubian associations of Homs of 
Bchdct. Nubia figures twice In ‘The W’inged Disk’, not without the suggestion that it 
is part of Re'-Harakhti’s kingdom. In ‘The Triumph of Horus’ it is said of Horus :* 

Behold, thou art a Nubian in Khenfet. Thou sittcst in thy temple, and has given thee hJs king- 
ship that thou tnsyest overthrow the hippopotamus. (Chassinat, Edfw, vi, 69, 9-to.) 

Kees^ quoted a text from Edfu which describes Horus as ‘Horus of Edfu, the sacred 

falcon who came out of Weten^ to unite himself with Edfu as the lord of the throne’. 
He quotes too’ from a building-block in Cairo: 'Erecting a temple for Horus of Nubia 
in the nome of Further, in ‘The Winged Disk’, as we have already noted, the 

text begins with a mention of the king’s return from Nubia; and a campaign there against 
Seth and his followers is described afterw'ards. 

In spite of the paucity of the records dealing with the expulsion of the Hyksos, Nubia 

figures in the actions of both KamosS and Amosis. The former relates his position in the 
well-known Carnarvon Tablet No. I:® 

Let me understand what this strength of mine is for! (One) prince is In .^vsHs, another in Kush, 

and (here) I sit associated with an Asiatic and a Nubian. 

The Stela of KamosS, which Labib Habachi discovered in *554 in front of the second 
pylon of Kamak, reveals that the Hyksos king Apophis ((■/-«;jr-/!r) sought to effect an 

alliance with the King of Nubia against Kamos£ and that the latter’s soldiers inter¬ 
cepted a dispatch which Apophis hoped to send to Nubia.’ But it was Amosis, the first 

^ Spicgtlhei|f^ 1T+ Tti£ CndjhiUty Account of Egypft 7: Gardiner ind Gunn in JEA 
5, 45^ In the Ramesside eta Seth had new powder as a state god, but thp Libym Dynasty which f&Kcwcd the 
Rflitkesstde kings did not pciwcutc Seih, It wems that Seth was not merely loLerfiited by them at a di^mncr, aa 
Keea suggest^^ u. UrgfschtihUt 35 7» hut was held in honnur. CL his mic in the Dakhlah Stela which 
derive^ from the Twenty-sccand Dynasty, Gardiner tg, igi ff. 

* Uteastcdp op. -cit, 555, 
3 Schott: Serapetun'. In Schottp Urk. vip 1% zo fT, it is said of Beth: 'He has devised conflict, he has given 

forth a roaring in the presence of the gods in Menset (T J J gives ^Jj ^ as a pUte 
in or near Heliopolis. 

* Or of his haipoon ? * KtAtitgrrui^ u* 354, 

* According to Kees an African land in the aouth-caat. ^ Kces, loc. cii. 
* Cf. Wilson* The Culture of Am^rnf Egypty 164 and Gardiner in 3p 99* 
® Set Labib Habachi in Ann. Sert). 5;j, 195-iQi and in Les Ormiiet D^couvertei de 1954 

(CnifOp 1955)^ Hammad in CAnpn. d'‘£g. 30, igS“lo$; and cf. Siegfried Horn in Btbi. Orient. 14* 
iib-iy. 
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king of the Eighteenth Dynasty, who, after driving the Hyksos from the Delta, won 

victories in Lower Nubia and recaptured the territory up to Buhen.' If there is, then, 
a correlation here with the story of the Edfu mj'th, the exploits of Amosis will provide 

it. Certainly the double activity of the two accounts, set in the North-east Delta and 

in Nubia, is a striking resemblance. 
It is true that the Kamak stela of KamosiS makes it clear, as Save-Soderbergh^ has 

pointed out, that Kainos6 also attacked both Lower Egypt and Nubia. The relevant 
allusion may be translated thus: 

Do you behold^ what is being done to Egypt^ in opposition to me ? ruler who is within it, Kamosd- 
ken, given life, is pressing me from my domains. 1 had not attacked him in the fashion of all he did 
against you. He relegates these two Lands to tonnentp my l^d yours, since he has devastated 

them* (lines 

There is doubt about the reference of some of the tenses in this stela, but not about the 
past tense of 'he has devastated them’. Kamos£ clearly attacked Nubia first; and after¬ 

wards the Hyksos positions in Lower Egypt. Still, the final victory was achieved by 
Amosis, and his exploits were therefore more likely to be remembered. 

The thesis which finds in the Horus-myth of Edfu the impress of the Hyksos inva¬ 
sion and of their eventual ejection must clearly rest to some extent on the conception of 

the Hyksos as hated foreign invaders. fiave-Sdderbergh* has argued against such a 

conception having prevailed from the beginning among the Egyptians. He suggests^ 
that the term hk/tc hrswt 'gives US the impression that the Hyksos w'ere only a little 

group of foreign dynasts rather than a numerous people with a special civilization’. 
The interpretation of the phrase seems still an open question; but there is evidence 

to suggest that Asiatic infiltration on a larger scale had taken place previously. Hayes® 
makes a just comment to this effect in considering the significance of a list of forty-five 

Asiatic persons attached to the household of an Upper Egyptian official. It might be 

argued that his generalization (‘If, as seems likely, similar groups of these outlanders 
w'ere to be found in well-to-do households throughout the whole of Egypt, then the 

Asiatic inhabitants of the country at this period must have been many times more 
numerous than has previously been supposed') is too confident. But his instance is the 

more cogent for being located in Upper Egj'pt. Asiatic influence would be more easily 
felt, it stands to reason, in for example the Eastern Delta. 

■ Siive-Sl!d«rbergh, Agyplen imd Nubietit 143; and inJEA 37, jt, 

* 'The Nubian Kingdonrk of the Stasnd Inieitnedbte Pcrioc^^ in Kmh^ 4, S4“^Jp especially p. 57. 

i SiVEf-S6cicrbcrgh, Kuih, 4t $7: *Do(n.'t) you see . ^ / for the seme of howeverp a oegativG would 
he espectud in E^'plJan^ see Gardiner^ I 3 14^2- 

Labfb Habachi and S.-S, ^ 'what Egypt has done against me'; Hammad; ^whac Egypt has done to me'. 

Such a bold personificatJQn of 'Egypt' as an agent accfiut uoUkcly in spite of the carlkr senience ^they have 

abandoned Egy-pt, their Inist^rB^^^ In the some atela we find the phrases 'within 'in Egypt' (23) and 

'the towns of Eg^pt'j and tlic first of these phrases refers to the damage done by Egyptians who were helping 

the Hyksos. The Hyksos king waa of course \n possession of a part of the country^ so that KamETS^ can hardly be 

equated with Egypt hcrc^ Further, a present tense is more consonant w'ith the (tr fhm that follows. On the other 

hand, the expression irt n'fnbi r^k (zi-ia) favours the odier rendcnngr 

» Rather than 'the'; Kamos* was not the only one. Indeed, suits the Hyksos niter as well in a special way. 

* yEA 37, 53"7t ('The Hyksos Rule in Eg^iJt’), ’ JEA 37, 

^ Fapyrui oj thf ImU Middle Kingdcm^ 
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Save-Soderbergh’ states further that ‘according to Manetho’s version it also seems 

as if the Hyksos rule only meant a change of political leaders in £gypt» and not a mass- 
invasion of a numerically important foreign ethnic element’. This explanation is hard 
to understand. Manetho suggests just the opposite, as the following excerpt from Wad¬ 

dell’s translation (p. 79, quoted also by Save-Soderbergh) shows: 

. •. and unexpectedly, from the regions of the East, invaders of obscure race marched in confidence 
of victory against our land. By main force they easily seized it without striking a blow; and having 
overpowered the rulers of the land, they .., treated all the natives with a cruel hostility. 

Here the phrase to yevos aoiffutt, is admittedly vague,® but the eastern provenance of the 
invaders is emphasized. Their overwhelming number is suggested by xard KpdTosi and 

their foreign origin is again stressed by the allusion to their treatment of the natives. 

There is, of course, no necessary contradiction bettveen a sudden military and political 
take-over and a previous gradual infusion of Asiatic elements into the population. 

Discussing the text of the Camani'on tablet, Save-Soderbergh^ rightly stresses the 
mild interpretation given by the king’s grandees to the Hyksos domination: 'The 
Hyksos are not regarded only as cruel and oppressive godless barbarians—the usual 

picture in the later sources—^it is possible to make a deal with them and to live in peace 
with them,' But one is justified also in noting the trenchant attitude of KamosC himself. 
Save-Soderbergh well translates one sentence thus (p. 6S): ‘1 will grapple with him 

and rip open his belly, for my desire is to deliver Egj'pt and to smite the Asiatics.’ 
This is the nationalism of the native leader facing alien domination; and it follows that a 

feeling of hostile hatred towards the Hyksos is attested from one part of a contemporary 

source. 
Save-Soderbergh would agree, presumably, that the attitude of hostility was in any 

case very evident in later times, so that it could have coloured—if the hypothesis is in 
other ways acceptable—allusions to the Hyksos as Sethtan enemies in the Edfu mjth. 

Conclusion 

The Horus-myth of Edfu, In so far as it reflects a historical-political rather than a 

cult feud, probably mirrors the ejection of the Hyksos. There are no clear allusions 
in it to the expulsion of either the Assyrians or the Persians. Another late text, ‘The 

Book of Victory over Seth’, may, on the other hand, contain a reference to the overthrow 

of Memphis by the Assyrian Esarhaddon. 
*^rhe campaigns against the Hyksos, which Kees finds reflected in the myth (as well as 

those against the Assyrians and Peraians), can perhaps be related in some detail to 
certain episodes in ‘'Phe Winged Disk’ and m 'The Triumph of Homs', since these 

episodes invite correlation with the Egyptian victories in the North-east Delta and 
in Nubia. At the same time much of‘The Winged Disk’ concerns stmggics between 

different cults and most of‘The Triumph of Homs’ has a ritual purport. 

* Engbei^i. Tht Hyksci Recimndtr^J, 4, people of ignoble Dri||irii"* TIus dcropiatory of 

IS ^'cll attested and ia an ihe wlioJe pixfvnibk, since the invaders’ origin is cksrly not itnagin^d 

unknov^-n. ^ JEA 37^ 69. 
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ANOTHER WITNESS-COPY DOCUMENT FROM 

THE FAYYUM 

By H. S* SMITH 

hi Memoriam S. R. K, Glumiilk 

Stephen Glanville died with tragic suddenness on Thursday, April 26, 1956. On his 
desk were photographs of some unpublished demotic papyri in the British Museum, 
which he had brought back to Cambridge the day before. I wished as his pupil and 
friend to publish these, and Mr. I. E. S. Edwards, Keeper of the Department of 
Egyptian Antiquities at the British Museum, very kindly obtained permission from the 
Trustees of the Museum for me to do so, and has given me every encouragement. By 

a happy chance the main document is concerned with the same house and family as 
the first demotic contract ever published by Glanville.^ 

These papyri were deposited in the British Museum at some time during the nine¬ 
teenth century. Unfortunately there is no record of their acquisition, but they were 
rolled up in a single bundle and may have been found together. They were very much 

broken, but with the skilled technical assistance of Mr, Baker of the Department of 
Egyptian Antiquities, I have succeeded in placing all but the minutest inscribed frag¬ 
ments. The following documents have emerged: (i) B.M, 10750, a deed of cession in 

respect of a house in Philadelphia in the Fayyum dated in year 9 of Ptolemy I V Philo- 

pator, which forms the subject of this article; (ii) B.M. 10774 ^ substantial por¬ 
tions of complementary deeds of sale and cession in respect of half a house, almost 

certainly also in Philadelphia, which may be dated to year zo of Ptolemy V Epi- 
phanes; (iii) a portion of a Greek tax receipt in respect of tax on a house in Philadelphia, 
dated in year 14 of a Ptolemy, almost certainly Philopator, It is hoped that a publication 

of the last tw'o items by Mr. T. C, Skeat and myself will appear in Vol. 45 of this 

jfoumaL Neither of them appears to have any direct connexion with the transaction of 
B.M, 10750. 

P. B.M. 10750 

Two complete copies {.AB, PL XII) and substantial portions of three damaged 
copies (CDE, PI. XIII) of this deed are preserved. The alignment of the papyrus fibres 
proves beyond doubt that all five copies originally formed part of a single roll. Copy A 
alone bears the scribe’s signature; it is therefore the original deed and stood at the 
beginning of the roll. Copy E stood at the end, since a portion of the vertical inner edge 
of the roll, now obscured by the binding, is preserved in the rnaigin to the left of it.^ 

The last six lines of copy D are above copy E; the first six lines of D with copy C above 

^ B.M. i;o6x6p in Griffilh Studies, pp. 152^60 and pli. 15-20. 
^ Higher up marfrin there is a hamootal peri-strokci^ broken off to the kfl, which can hardly be icci- 

dtntaJ. It cannot be the beginning of a further copy since nothing appears vertically above or below it. It was 
probably part of a brief scribal notc^ the fiatun? of which I cannot suggest. 
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must therefore have stood immediately to the right of them. The possibility that further 
copies, of which no single fragment has survived, stood between B and C may be 
virtually dismissed; of twelve surviving witness-copy documents of the Ptolemaic 
period known to me, ten at least have five copies including the original,' The present 
widths of the portions of the roll containing AB and DE are approximately 27 in. and 

29 in. respectively; allowing for lost margins, a reasonable estimate for the original 

length of the roll is 7 ft. 6 In. or just over. The maximum height is now 12 in, and w'as 

probably never much more. 
The papyrus is light brown in colour, rather coarse, but well made. The recto is 

stained with large patches, which Mr, Baker tells me are glue, probably ancient, ’^Phe 

rectos of B.M. 10774 A and B arc similarly stained, and Mr. Baker suggested that at 
some time a scribe may have gummed the papyri face to face in order to use the rela¬ 
tively blank versos. At all events he did not do so, for no later writing is to be seen on 
the versos. The only tw'o scraps of writing preserved on the verso of B.M. 10750 arc 

on the back of two fragments forming the top right-hand corner of copy C on the recto, 
and are not reproduced in the plates. They clearly contain the ends of names forming 

part of the witness-list, which thus stood near the middle of the \'erso of the roll. 
B.M. 10750 is dated twenty-seven years later than any demotic contract with witness 

copies written out in full hitherto known. Twenty-four of these documents are extant 
to my knowledge;^ three of Saite date from Hibeh (Rylands I, II, and VI); three from 
Edfu (Cairo 50151+ 50152-|-5015S, probably mid-fourth century, Hauswaldt to of 

264 B.C., Hauswaldt 2 of 240 B,c.); two from Philadelphia in the Fayyum (B.M. 10616 

of 244 B.C., B.M, 10750 of 213 B.C.); and sixteen from Thebes, all dating between 335 
and 267 B.C, The evidence is clearly still insufficient to support firm conclusions about 
the history of this type of document, but it is notable that our last example from Thebes, 
whence w'c have a considerable bulk of evidence, antedates both documents from the 

Fayyum, 
B.M. 10750 is a sh toy, conventionally translated 'deed of cession'. The sh toy was a 

formal acknowledgement by the first party that owmership of a property and all rights 

over it had legally passed from him to the second party, together with an undertaking 
not to dispute those rights; it therefore always contained a reference to the legal instru¬ 
ment by which the second party had acquired ownership, which was usually a deed of 

sale,^ r/i etbe ht, dated the same day. In B.M. 10750 the woman Soptnoufri and her two 

' F. B.M. 10026, lo6i£i: Hauswildt s, tOJ Louvre 24.24: Fht]a4e1phid V[1,X, XIII: Rytandi XI, XIIL 
Rylands XII has 5<^ven copka inclading^ ihe DngmjJ, Brusseb i had five or more, all tht figures giv^n by 

Reich m Mixrmm, 3^ 44-+^. ^ reliable. 
» Reich listed zi in 3^ 44“+^. without, heweverp giving their places of ongin^ which 1 have there¬ 

fore stated above- To them add R-M. iooz6 ifprotocol in Revillout, Rfv. ip pi. 2; annotated without 

photograph or trsnscriptipn by Glanvilic in ptfsjfnifd to S, Am Cinibndgc, pp- 

B.M, loozy (protocol in Revillout, op, cit. i* pL otherwise unpublisbed)p both from Thebes, dated Z65 fl c. 

and 31 ] B.C. respectively; and the present documents 
J Literally' waiting oanceming silver'. More accruraieJy translated Mocument of specie pajtnenr* by American 

scholars, since it k clear that Ln some cases no money passed, and the transaction recorded was a tmisforp 

not a sale proper. Thus the words * transfer' and ‘transferred" would be strictly more accurate than 'sale" and 

"sold" m what follows^ 
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sons by Herieu say to Tasy daughter of Pako; ‘We cede to you your house .... and 
court .. which you bought from Herieu son of Onnoufri, his mother being Tasy, 

the father of Pnemhe and Herianoub aforesaid and the husband of Soptnoufri aforesaid, 
he having made a deed of sale and a deed of cession concerning them in favour of Pako 

son of Djeho, your deceased brother.'^ It is clear in this case that 'Pasy's claim to own 
the property rests, not on a contemporary sale,- but on a past sale by Herieu to her 

brother Pako who had since died, and that despite the words ‘w'hich you bought from 
Herieu' the property had legally belonged until his death to Pako, since the deeds were 

made out to him, and can only have come to Tasy by inheritance from her brother. 
The deeds of the former transaction thus referred to are fortunately preserved in 

B.M. io6t6, published by Glanville twenty-live years ago.* The remarkable point is 
that Herieu sold the house to Pako in October 244 B.C., over thirty years before the date 
of B.M. 10750. The combined evidence of the documents about the property and its 

neighbours may be set out in a plan: 

B.C. 1 B.c. B.c. 

244 The houses of Henui 
213 The house of Hema 

244 The house of the barber {?) 
Djeho son of Onnoufri. 

2T3 The house of Djeho son of 
Onnoufri. 

244 Herieu son of Onnoufri 
sold 10 Pako son of 
Djeho, 

213 E^enihe and Herianoubp 
sons of Herieu^ and 
their mother Soptnou- 
M ceded to Tasy 
daughter of Djeho and 
sister of Pako deceased. 

244 The houses of the Gredcs. 

213 The houses of the Greeks- 

1 
244 The houses of the Greek 

Antipatros son of Prcin- 
nehto."* 

213 'Ilie house of AntipatroSp 
in the hands of ^Onch- 
henut son of Petehor. 

Under what circumstances was B.M. 10750 drawn up? Some specific event must 
surely have occurred in 213 b.c. for a new deed to have been necessary after an interval 
of thirty years. That this event was the recent death of Pako is virtually proved by the 

* A, 3, S—fi- The sense of tVic vftyrd nhtt, friam & verbal root meaning 'to tniat^ appended to 

is iincertAifi, and is discussed in note p. 95. ■ See p. Sj, n. 3. 

J In Oriffilh Siudiej, B.M. 10616 purchased by Sir HeTbert Thompson and given to the 

Museum in 1931 (b, 6). Tt is not stated how he acquired it. Two documents mfeiring to the same house 

musi i^umly have been fotind together^ and their separmtion muHt have been the worlt of hfidera or dealers. If aOp 

scmic doubt ia ense on the significance of the fact that D.M* it^750, B.M- 10774, Greek tax receipt wtm 

mUed lip together. 

* Lit. 'the horteman'. TbDmpson brilliantly auggeeted that it translated the Greek Hippiaa. op+ dtp p. 159^ 
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fact that in B.M. 10750 the epithet ‘deceased* is appended to his name alone, 
and not to those of others who must surely have been dead at this lime, e.g. Herieu 
and his parents.* Pako’s death left Tasy, his heiress, and her descendants in a weak 
position legally, more especially if he died intestate; for her only documentary proof 
against Herieu's heirs would have been B.M. 10616, which bore neither her own name 
nor any formal assent by Herieu's relict and heirs.^ 

In these circumstances Tasy herself or the executor of Pako’s estate may well have 
approached Soptnoufri and her sons and persuaded them to execute a new deed that 

* would more adequately protect Tasy and her posterity. On the other hand, it may have 

been that they took, advantage of Tasy’s position to lay claims against her in a court of 
law, and on being worsted were obliged by the court to draw up the new deed. Perhaps 

in favour of the latter possibility is the inclusion in B.M. 10750 of an interesting clause, 
not present in B.M. jo6i6, the provisions of which are to restrain the first parties from 
preventing the second party undertaking building works or alterations on the propeny, 
on pain of a fine of 3,0 pieces of silver; for it might be suggested that the inference from 

the inclusion of the clause must be that some such interference had in fact been 
attempted by Soptnoufri and her sons, and had led to the posited lawsuit. However, 

the clause occurs also in B.M. 10774 dated 27 years later, so that it may be that 
some scribes at Philadelphia customarily included this clause among the formulae of 

the sh tey, and that its presence in B.M. 10750 has no peculiar significance.* The line, 
too, seems low in comparison with the 500 pieces of silver stipulated in B.M. 10774 ® 
if the clause was a main point in the document. It is also to be noted that when a sh icy 

was drawn up to bind a defeated party to observe the court’s verdict, this fact is some¬ 
times, though probably by no means always, stated.< The omission of such a statement, 
together with the fact that Soptnoufri and her sons would have had a comparatively 

weak case against Tasy immediately after Pako’s death, when the circumstances of his 
intestacy were well known, inclines me to believe rather that B.M. 10750 was drawn up 

by agreement of the parties as a part of the legal formalities necessary for the settlement 
of Pako’s estate than that an action was brought; but no certainty is possible. 

Agreement betw^een the parties might have been easier if they were related, and this 

may have been the case. The plan on p. 88 shows that the fathers of Herieu and of his 
western neighbour Djeho were both named Onnoufri. Onnoufri was a common name; 
but when one recalb how often family property was divided between children in 

■ Set notes r ajid dd below. 

* For a^Twmenfs appended at the feet of documents by panics with a future inten^t in the pmpeny* sec, 
for exampk, Thompson, Sim Artkii^, B vii^ 3-5; D ^11; A ti: Vo, vii, 14-2^. 

* [ have not pursued the history of this clause thoroughly since Mr. A. F, Shore and I hope soon * 
to be able to edit an unpublished document from Siut, B.M. 10589^ where this formula forms the main conEeni 
of the contract, whidi is specifically nsitied sk n tm "a deed of not hindc^t^^^ The fine there sdpuliitcd is 

300 pieces of silver. Cf. Rc\ilIoutp Chrejiamaihie 213 and GlanviUe, Cai. Dtm. Pap^ Brit- A/iu. p. su, 

10524/5-6, 
^ c.ff. Berlin 3113,''3* Elepheuittne 12.^2; also B.M. [0446 fTh^besJt unpublished; qrtbf i 

Ji B 'jwn ftbf fe-f ^ * * * * , * ^ n Kpyt w have uttered a suit ag^oinst 

you before the judges and the priests of Amfin concerning your room the judges have vinditi^ted you 

against me'. On Jd^^nb^'t see Grifiitl^ in Froc. SBA 31^ 56 and Ryiattdst 3^ 204, n. ako Sethe, Bikrgi. 

N 
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Ptolemaic times, one suspects that Hcrieu and Djeho may have been brothers. But there 

were also strong motives for re-imifj'iog family property, and counteracting the evil 
effects of subdivision. One is tempted therefore to assume further that Djeho son of 

Onnoufri and Djeho father of Pako were the same man, and that Herieu sold out to his 
nephew Pako in order to re-unite his father’s property.' If these assumptions are cor¬ 
rect, the genealog}' of the family was as follows: 

Onnpufri^pTasy 

I- 
Hcriubastey: Dj eho 

I i 
Pako Tasy 

There is one detail that tends to confirm this hypothetical reconstruction. If Herieu 
and Djeho were brothers, Tasy was called after her grandmother, as was very common; 
if they were not, this not very common name occurs in tt^o unrelated families in the 
same document. 

It remains to discuss the relation of B.M. 10750 to the documents found rolled up 
with it. Since B.M. 10774 concerns a half of a house only, contains no names that recur 

in B.M. 10750, and is dated twenty-seven years later, it does not seem that there can be 
a direct connexion. In the case of the Greek ta,x receipt, which relates to a whole house 
in Philadelphia and Is dated in 209 B.C., it is difficult to be so confident. But if Mr. 
Skeat’s reading , in line 3 is correct, it is certain that the tax cannot have been 
paid by Tasy, though it might, if she married betw'ccn 213 and 209 B.C., have been paid 

by her husband. At all events the interval of four years rules out the possibilitv that the 
tax can have had any connexion with the drawing up of B.M. 10750. TTiis, together with 

the consideration mentioned on p. 3, n. 3, makes me think that these papyri, though 
doubtless found at Philadelphia by the same persons at about the same time, did not 
form part of a single archive. 

Tran si) teration 

The transliteration follows the text of copy A, or of B in the few places where A is 
damaged. The numerals in the body of the text refer to the lines of A, and the superlinear 

numerals to the footnotes. In these I have given the variants in full, since, although many 
of them are very trivial, together they serve to exhibit the measure of individuality that 
may be expected from scribes working at the same date and place. I have not found it 
possible to indicate the lacunae in the broken copies without either overburdeniog the 
footnotes, or resorting to parallel transliteration in extenso. I have followed the method 
of demotic transliteration used by Griffith, Thompson, and Glanville, in order to main¬ 

tain the consistency hitherto observed by English demotists, and to facilitate comparison 
with B.M, 10616. 

* I'la: objcnion that Djeho, neighbour of Herieu, mutt have been aJive in ai j ».c., whereas PaWo'a father 
wwj presumably dead by S44 B-C,, i* valid; properties were often named after dead owners to avoid ewi- 

BM capcdolly Gl^villr, Cat, Dfm. P42p. Brit. Muj. lii. 

“1. I 
HmeuiySoptnoufTi 

Pleehe^T ahasy e 

Pnemhe Herianoub 
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{1) A-jp* 9'^ *bt- Jprt Pr-^o^'*^ Pthmys""^'*^ Vitm Bmyg^ nft-tx^ mwktsf n 

ntt'W fit nkm n ntr^w n* n/r sc mttk^w n nlr^tc mr-yt^w mtmqs^ (s) Ny^r s-hm-t Ptwlmys^t^ f-i 
Ptwlmys'^ ^p^tyn^^fy nb m-bh irsyn t mr-sn 

dd P~nmh Spd-nfrt Aft* wk-tmxj^^ Ht-np (3) mjc i{~JY^ Spd-nfr^t^^ 

}m^ s-fm't^^ Spd-nfr^^^'t P-mr-^b^^ nm^t-s P-^ $3% 2 s-km-t rt n s-lm-t T"-sy^^s'-t Pd-hr 
mw-ts Hr-tt^b^s-t 

te-ft fi^ pe-t *y ni ^-f sy *wA An^ p&-f^nh^^ {4) fit m-s-f^^ ni ^r mh-nif 14 
n^' p rs br-h wh-ntr 14 p yb n p ^mn An* pe-w ^ A>' nt n t rs tme Sbk p^*^ y 0^ 
fftr-jft nt (f-w dd n-f t nt krp ^t mh t kny ti irsyn*'^ nt e hyn^w 

rs n p y (5) miptrs fit hr Hih-hnw-t*^ P*-te-hr^ 

mh p *j; 
yb n *y*te n 14j7in-iEr+^ 

'mn p y Dd-hr Wn-n/r^'^ 
n iwA ft hy*to n hyn-tv pe-P^ y n *nh nt hry e the hi e-'r Wn-nfr^^ mw i-p^ T 
(6) nss p yl n P-nmIi An* Hr-*np nt hry n p %y^^ s-km t Spd-nfr t nt bry t-f sh e-tbf ht sh mey 
a-r-to m Di-Arsf pe-t m ^(/*)-ArtD*< nhis 

mt^-t n*=p*3 y Ary hn^pt^f^nh nt hry te-n wuy br-t n-'m-w ffm mte-n bp^ wpy^^^ (7) mt nb ji^ 

p e-^r-n-t m-tc |y** p hw a-hry rh rm nb p P ^nn h-n mti n-^tn-w bl-t ft^^ p ir 

I. In E there are damaged remains before the date^ that must have given the titles and name of the 
witness. I camiot read them. B ft 3. B Ptlmnys ^ Ftivmys, 4. B om^ ra. 
5. E tlyg*'^^ or more probably j{ygs^\ 6* E ^rme n. 7. E mttnygtiCfS. 8. E (Pr)/iE™jf 
{*t), 9, E Ptlv?my^, 10. E /ifipn"f>'fi, with large n. Short stroke under p in AB perhaps 
also n, perhaps a space-filler, 11, B E tn^. 12. BD wy. 13. h Hr D sy /fr* 
BD opih 14. B ^5+ A damaged; probably not room for the group read 

wA-ffTO in B. CDE missing. 16- B sy Hr^ BE om, *7, E rme t-f iS^ B Spd~ 
nfr. 19. See Note e. 20. BE Spd-nfr t. 21. ADE P-mr-^fy t. zt. BE a rm. 

^3. On the reading see Note g. 24. E ww, C fxy or wti^y- 25. CD 
26. D om. «. 27. B ni e-f gp 2S. This phrase rubbed and f^rtialJy obscured in both 

A and B, 29/E n ... ? n{e-fwr)l^[ $ee notes loSa, 128. 30, On reading of B see note j. 
31* E om. ff. 32* BE ft p, 33. The appearaoco of mh and ^mfi a few words on in B 
suggests that the scribe may have originally written each in the place of the other and later corrected 

without troubling to cme. 34. BE perhaps om- n. 35. B DE damaged. 36. B 
p doubtful. 37* B om* t, which in A has coalesced with dct. of y. 38, See Note m. 
39. B AJ-fPf, 40. B fi p* 41* BC iTsyn\ E /Fsn\ 42. AB damaged, r ne-f clear 
in E. 43* See Note n. 44. B jy P^-te-kr, 45. See Noteo. 46* B originally 

wrote yA p y Dd-b^ IFfi-n/r in error^ and has corrected clumsily without troubling to erase. 

47* Contrast B's writing with writings of Hr sy Wn-nfr, B4 (end)» Btt* 4S, BC ftpe-l^ 
49. B An* p€-i, E om. n, 50. B perhaps but the stroke is upright and rather far from 
*ni more probably it is the superfluous stroke that occasionally accompanies hry. 51. B om. 

^s. 52, B sy Wn-nfr. 53. B ms^-t{-f). 54. B 'P-sy-L 55. B om. 
56. See Note w. 57. V originally omitted in A, and later inserted above the line* 58* See 

Note q* BC n F*h\ 59. BE sy Dd-hr. 60. BCE om. n. 61, ABC all show preli¬ 

minary stroke before ^mcj but E omits it* See Note r for discussion* 62, BCD om* n, 63, 
CD p£-t. 64. ABE a single stroke after Ap, D two strokes, i.e* pi* hp w. 65. BE tPpyf^\ 
66. BE om. ft. 67. D om. mt nb n p t\ 68* The small second group of ty is peculiar 

to documents from the Fayydm. 69. BDE vrrite two short meaningless strokes after bn~e^ 

perhaps another local scribal habit. 70. BDE om. n. 71* Be V-jA>. 72* BC om*ii* 
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t sr-t mt€-n p m t sn-t p rm nh p P ni e^f n ^ p^^ *nh nt kry m~n e-n ly ttmy-f^ 

hr-P^ ^jw ty e-fP^ iy wtoy-f^^ (8) nb H~dd gwft^ nb mi nb p f 
^/^ Jti V-fi? a r-ta^ hn^ jA ttb *r-w (ft)-ff kn^ sh nb V-Hf*® ft^* pe-n yt mw t a-r-iv 

An' sh nb qnb nA®^ nf n**jw-*e^ rrt-«f®^ mte-t^^ s An' p€-w^^ hp mie-P^ p nt €-71 

n-*m-p^^ 171-w p ^nh p ty 'A' rf nt e-w ty m-$~t (9) ty^^^ V-m st V-yiQ5 
p'tf-i ffw j?tfV hy nbpe^ty^^^ n wA-w^®®* Arj bn-e-n n '^m^ bn~e^n^ ^^ty shHy~P^^ 

t-n rm nb p P iht*i~V^* m~n e-n ty n-t ht 30 sttr 150 30 ^ p^bt ^ * . m~s 
p ^bt n hie m-s~n (sco) d V-1'^ A_y nbn^*m-f^n *t^dd ^nA nb mt 

nb ^rmt-i 
£ *r-n^2A V p ^A mtty^^ pe-t ^nh nt hry m-s-n p hp p^^° sh e tbe b^ hn"^ p^^^ sh 

^£^rin Hr Wn-nfr rp^* pe-n yP^^ m P^~k^ Dd-hf^^^pe-t^^"^ m m{pykrtD^^^ 

P^-te-ltr-p-ir~^s-t S-qt^*^ (11) t^/rntrep P nt sh a-hry 

73. B om. n. 74. B a-r-L 75, B pe-t. 76. B An' pe-f ^nk, DE pe-t 'nA. 
77. B €C}\ E tay-f, D probably timy-f, 7S. D a kr^t. 79. D d-f-n. 80. BD msy-f hr-t^ 

E wy-f hr-L 8j+ B v^y-f, Sz* D om. 83. Read by C» F. Nima, 84, B is 
defective. Appareatly the scribe wrote ’f-, and theni, possibly because he took hk eyes olf his copy^ 

took Jt to be the first group of qnb^ which i$ not dissimikt in form, lie carried straight on with the 

determinative of qnb, thus omitting the first part of that word and dd entirely. 85. BDE 
om. n, 86, B ^rmt-n-t^ perhaps under the influence of 87, A mte-n in errort 
BD correctly mte-t. ES, B a-V-n? *r-w* 89. B a-V-tc, 90, BC d-V-tF. 91- BDE 
om. w- 92, BDE 93. B adds V-w after nb. 94. E mte^n for ni e-n. 
95, D m\ 0. DE 97, E m, apparently without sulBx pronoun. 98. E mU. 

99. D pe (sic). too. B mte. lOi. B n-'m-tP, 102. E ligature for ty-si. 
103. B d ty, 104, B ¥-5 m-#t. see Note v, 105. B e-V-/, E. 106. Unusually 

Urge form in B. 107. BE qp See Note w. 108. A writer a vertical stroke after *y, 
perhaps An*, more probably error, io8a. E ne-t terh (sic), B probably as E* D traces clearly 
indicating (pe-t *)nh. 109. B jAj D sh}y^ E skiy^ ito* D a An-e-n,. m. B jAf^ 

D shjy-t rm nb p P m-n, tta. D o-e-V, see Note t. 113. BD om. n- 114. B 
D shty~ty E shty^ 115. BE d At. 116. A damaged. Reading in text given by B alone, 

CD missing. E om.m^s p *bt^ It is certain from the length of the lacuna and the traces that 
A also omitted these words, see discussion in Note y. 117. A fi A^e ^t-mn badly nibbed^ but 
probable^ The group to be seen before m-r is much more like the end of rnn than e-/* 118, B 
d'f-?p DE €~t. A omits* see pre^dous note and Note oc, 119. C a i!>'. A writes a stroke after ty^ 
probably a fiUcr at the end of the line. lao. A badly rubbed, B qpt^ D ^9/, E jf. 121. A 
missing* CD om. a. 122. A missing, BCD V-t* E V. 123. BD om. n. 124. B 

e V-jj, D e-n, A damaged but certainly tf V-n. 125. B ^r-t. 126- B py. 127. D wz^y 
nt hy 12S. D ju-t tprA (sic), E Am' m-t wr(, . * .). 129. BD e^t^ E , .-t. 130. B py. 
131, E tiy, J32. B d-V, 133. B jy. 134. BD om. «. 135. B carelessly 

corrected. 136. BE sy Dd^hr. 137. A badly mbbedt B pe-n in error; CDEjbe-f. 138- 
AD E ffi(r^-A™ - B A™ - p - . - j see Note dd. 139, The following scdbal docket in A only, 
140. See Note ff. 

Translation 

Year 9* Phamenoth,'* of Pharaoh Ptolemy^ son of Ptolemy and Berenice the gods 
Euergetai: the priest of Alexander and the god& Soteres and the gods Philadelphoi and 
the gods Euergetai and the gods Philopatores (being) Andronikos son of Nikanor; the 
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woman Ptolemais daughter of Ptolemy son of Empedion (being) Kanephoros before 

Arsinoe Philadelphos:^ 
Said the labourer PnemW son of Hcrieu/ his mother (being) Soptnoufri, and the 

choachyte Hcrianoub son of Herieu, his mother (being) Soptnoufri, and the woman' 

Soptnoufri daughter of Pleehe, her mother (being) Tahasye/ (being) three persons^ 

tw'o male, one female, to the woman Tasy* daughter of Djeho, her mother (being) 

Heriubaste: 
We cede to you your house, which is built and roofed with beams and fitted with a 

door,* together with its court which pertains to it,'^ which measures fourteen divine~ 
cubits from north to south by fourteen divine-cubits from east to w«t, together with 

(what is m) excess of those measurements,* and is in the southern district of the town of 
Souchos Philadelphia,' which is called Tnouhe" and is on the northern side of the canal 
of Moeris, in the nome of Arsinoe; the boundaries of which are: south, the house of 
Antipatros, w-hich is in the possession of Onchhenut" son of Petehor: north, the hou^ 

of Hema:* east, the houses of the Greeks: west, the house of Djeho son of Onnoufri: 
which completes the survey of the boundaries'' of your house and court aforesaid, which 
you bought from Herieu son of Onnoufri, his mother (being) Tasy , that is, the father of 
Pnemhe and Herianub aforesaid and the husband of Soptnoufri aforesaid, he having 

made a deed of sale and a deed of cession respecting them in favour of Pako^ son of 

Djeho, your deceased brother/ 
Yours is the house aforesaid and its court aforesaid; we have no rights nor judge¬ 

ments nor any claim on eartli against y'ou m respect of them from to-da^ henceforth. 
No man on earth (nor) we ourselves likewise shall be able to exercise authority over 
them except you. Any son or daughter of ours or any brother or sister or any man on 

earth' who shall come against you on account of the house and court aforesaid in our 

name, we will cause him to cede to you; if we do not cause him to cede to you, wc will 
(nevertheless) cause him to cede to you at any cost without uttering any title or claim on 

earth against you. . j uvu 
Yours' is every deed which has been made concerning them, and every deed which has 

been made for us concerning them, and every' deed which was made for our father or 

mother concerning them, and every deed and title in respect of which we arc entitled 
to them. Yours thev are. together with the rights (conferred by) them;" yours is that to 
which we are entitled in respect of them. The oath (or) the confirmation which it may 

be required of you that we should make in respect of them wc will make it." 
The day that you desire to build"' or undertake any repairs on your house or its 

grounds (var. court) aforesaid, we will not hinder you,' nor will we cau^ you to be hin¬ 
dered (var. cause any man on earth to hinder you in our name); if we hinder you or any 
man on earth hinder you in our name, we w'ill give you 30 pieces of silver, (that is) 150 

staters, making 30 pieces of silver again in the month in question (var. in the month 
after the month in question),' obligatorily and without delay. We are responsible to you- 

to allow you to build and to allow you to undertake any expense on it also, without 

uttering any title or claim on earth against you. 
For you w e have made ““ the ** deed of cession respecting your house and your court 
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(var. grounds) afor^^d. We are responsible to you^^ for the right (conferred by) the^* 

deed of sale and the^* deed of cession, which Herieu son of Otmoufri made in favour of 

Pako son of Djeho, your deceased brother/'^ 
Peteharpshenese'* son of Sakote^^ wrote (it)p he witnesses the contract which is 

written above. 

Notes 

^ April ij-May 12, 213 B,c. Documcnta dated by the month only arc assumed to have had 

validity from its first day (Thompson in Griffith Studks, 16). 
^ These priests also occur in Hauswaldt 17^ where the name of the Kanephoros is damaged. The 

Alexander priest alone appears in Ost. Strassburg 6 (Spicgclberg^ ZAS 50* 29). 
^ Or P-nm* see Eriehsen, Giossttr^ 218 nm and 2(9 nmh, 
^ Martha, Dernaiic 84* interpreted the final stroke of this name as the plural sign, doubt¬ 

less correctly; but the writing here with (also Berlin 3089/6) proves that some scribes mis- 

interpreted it as a "divine* determinative, 
^ For this writing of s-hm-t cf. Cairo 30623/1, Berlin 3079/4, Rylands X/1, Erichsent Glossary 307. 

Also in AE s-fjm't 7^-jjp where B has the normal w'riting. 
^ For the reading P-Aj, cf. P'-Aj in Spiegelberg^ Demote Pap, Zenon, 1/4. 

^ not T^-hy\ cf. Cairo 10262/z transliterated Taum (dative) in the Greek docket thereto. 
^ AC nt qf e-/ B nt t-f qt e-f hbs are surely arbitrary variants of the normal nt qf /jAj (contra 

Glanvillep Cat. Dfm. Pap. Brit. Mus. ip p. 7+ n, i). e-/ hhs e-f mk sb (damaged in aU copies but cer¬ 
tain) i$ more explicit than the normal e-f mJ^t sy sb. 

i For nt ^pertaining to\ see Nims in 24p yS. In B hardly possible, cL B 10, 
but 1 cannot suggest a satisfactory alternative reading* Perhaps a defective attempt to correct an 
error* as elsewhere in B (notes 33, 46, 84, 135). 

* Lit. 'together with their length (of) measure^ i.e. plus anything over. Griffith translated 'more 

or Icss^ {Rytands, 3, p. 132, n, t). 
^ On the writing of y in town names see Sethe, Burgs, 4S2* 

"" r fiA f 'The Sycamore-tree\ less probably pi. n wA ty. That this is a name for the town of Phil¬ 

adelphia itself, not merely for its southern quarter, is proved by the maso^ resumptive pronoun in 
nt tf-tc dd H-/, which must refer to tme Sbk^ not to the fem. / *«/ rs. The only other reference to this 
name for Philadelphia in demotic know n to me occurs in a manuscript note of Thompson's: *Tnh*t^ 
a locality near Philadelphia! B.M. lease 15th Epiph, L 6—7". Unfortunately 1 have been, unable 

to trace this document without the Museum number; it can hardly bear the full reading of 
B.M. 10750, else Thompson would have realized the identity of Tnh-t and Philadelphia. The intro¬ 
duction of an Eg)pdan name in the reign of Philopator for a Greek town founded by Philadelphos 
IS rather noteworthy; it may be significant that it appears neither in the demotic Xenon papyri 
(Philadelphos year 28-Euergetes I year 5) nor in B.M. io6i6(Eucrgetra I year 4). Can this Indicate 
that there was an increase in the proportion and importance of the native population in Philadelphia 
during ihe reign of Euergctcs I (Herieu*s southern neighbour in 244 b.€. was a Greek, who by 
213 Hx. had leased bis house to an Egyptian)? For the demotic name for Philadelphia see further 
Spiegelberg in Archiv, 10, 17. 

* For the reading hnw-t cL Erichsen^ Glossar, 313* Possibly i-fi, but I know of no E^ptian 
name containing a first person plural pronoun. 

" Hm\ read by Glanville in B.M. 10616, rather doubtful (note the absence of patronym); is this 
group really a name ? 

^ Lit, ‘to complete the measures of the boundaries*, Glanville's translation, cf. B.M. 10616/4, 
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* The writings of this name are varied and bizarre (cf. A 6, 10; 15 6, 11; D iz; E 7, 13) but 

comparison with B.M. 10616/2 proves the reading. 
' ABC pe-t tti nhte, E pe-l sn hrte wAle. The reading nhte i$ certain but the interpretation 

is difficult. Grammatically, it seems most likely to be attached to the epithet wli')-*™; indeed E 

‘the voice is trusted*, if the variant be not a plain error, appears to be simply a synonym for m{t')-hnc 
‘true of voice' ] and one would be tempted to read ABC a lirvi nhtf and construe the same ivay {taking 
a as a writing of the circumstantial e), were h not that the group appears in the last line of the text 
without nhle, thus imposing the reading m{i*yhrtD (Note dd). If m(r‘)-/j«e is correct, the parsing of 

nhte is difficult; is it to be taken as a noun or infinitive governed by an omitted prepositional n, ‘true 
of voice through trust, trusting (f)’, or as a participle, ‘true of voice, trusted' i Might it mean ‘true 
of voice, it is hoped’, i.e. potentially justified, referring to a dead man’s status during the seventy 
days' embalming period before he was thought to have reached the judgement hall of Osiris ? T his 
would fit the fact of Pako’a recent death {p. 88), but tliere appears to be ahsulutely no parallel in 
Egyptian literature for such a usage. The only alternative to tiiking nhte with m(r‘)-Ara? seems to be 

to take it with the foregoing verb, ‘he (Hcrieu) making a deed of sale and a deed of cession con¬ 
cerning them in favour of Pako son of Djeho, your deceased brother, in trust’ or possibly 'as 
trustee’. Though superficially attractive, this interpretation seems to me untenable; Pako could only 

be holding the property ‘in trust’ for Tasy. and so notable a fact could surely not have been entirely 
omitted from B.M. 10616, even if it could have been passed over in a single word in B.M. 10750. 
Moreover, this technical meaning is not, I think, attested for nhte, and the grammar is strained. 
On balance I am persuaded that nhte amplifies «i(i‘)-Anp, and that the signification of the whole 

phrase must be simply ‘deceased’. 
* prmTibttpP: for the apparently superfluous article in tliia phrase cf. Hausw'aldt 7^/7 • 11'® reason 

for its presence U probably that it is felt to carry on the force of mte-n ‘ours’; compare the instructive 
variant prm n mhtc't ‘any member of the family', in Rylands XV Il/iy. D probably omitted the list 

of relations and wrote p nt e-f ’y. 
' A mte-Ti ‘outs’; this is the only real error in A. Cf- B 1 t pe-n m forpe-t sn, 
■ Lit. ‘their right', sing., see Nims in y.\'ES 7, 243a, asSb, AB perhaps nevertheless to be read 

ne-xn hp'ta. 
* Variant in B: “the oath (or) the confirmation which it may be required of you to make in our 

—’vve will make it'. This is probably not a mere careless copvt but a tnic variant of the formula 

(efi aJso notes j)p and shows that these copies were probably written by professional scribes, 
called in as witnesses by a colleague, who knew their own versions of the formulae bj rote. 

m The writings of are ver)' varied. ^I'he fornn occurs elsew’herc only in the noun builder 
(Erichaenj Ghssar^ SS^)' A 6, B 6 *lry for hy ^husband . For the forms in B 3., 10 efi 

Voltcn., Studi RoseiUnif 2, ph 3Si ^/4 Mdller, Pu{, 3+ no. 22. A 3 distorted b> a vertical 

Cracky 
^ 'I'here is difficulty in some of the copies in deciding whether the scribe intended to write the 

znd pers. fern, sing, suffix since it is easily confused with the determinative; B.M 10589 

10774 R (“« P' 89. I'* 3) correct in writing It pcrywhcrc. 
y Kp’bt m-f ACD missing; measurement shows that A had the reading of E, T> probably that of 

Bp 'At.... wt-f p 'frf m-fi B probably intended to write p'bt nl e nt-s, as in B.M. 10624/16 (Thomp¬ 
son in JEA a5,72), but added a stroke in error and failed to erase it (cf. note7). Both these stipulations 

for the payment of fines are well attested, and even occur for separate fines within the same docu¬ 
ment (B.M. 10597/12. 14.16, B« Thompson, Siut Archive, 76); but it is surely very- remarkable for 
them to occur as variants, when one appears to set the date of payment a month later than the 
other. Can it be that the formula of B means ‘by (the bqpnning of) the month after the month in 
question', while the formula in E means 'during the month in question , and their practical effect 

was thus the same? Translate ht JO 'money, 3** (deben)', sec now Acta Or, xxiii, t-2, p- 133. 
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^ Lit. 'you are behind us\ _ . , . • ^ «jr 
*“ B f-V-n (and present) is clearly preferable to D e-n, as the emphasis is on the dative n~t tor 

^ B 'this deed’ (and twice similarly later in the line). D ‘the aforesdd deed. 
" A a w*f-« certain, despite a small break, a for e-t doubtless due to the falling away of the an 

sing. fern, suffix in pronunciation (cf. mte toivite-t in B 8, E 9); the complete omission in A 9 

(notes 117-18) is perhaps due to the same cause. 

ADE write in very abbreviated fonn, but the reading can hardly be doubted 1 B 

ima.the puzzling unread group can hardly be an abbreviation for tdite. 
' Scribal docket only in A. BCDE all omit the closing formula ift ny normal in witn^-^pies. 

B also omits the wHtness’s title and name and the formula e-/ mtrt at the beginning, which is very 
surprising even for so careless a copy. Illegible traces of the introductory formula to E remain, and 
measurement shows that D also had one. Possibly these ahnoimalities iUustrate the obsolescence of 

this form of document in the time of Philopator; the formulae arc pr^nt in the witness-copies of 

B.M. 10616. , . j i- ■ ^ t 
^ Certainly a name and not a title, for titles when they follow a name require the dehnite article 

in demotic. The reading -9/ is not certain in view of the determinative; cf.. however, the Eighteenth 

Dynasty name S-M (Ranke, PerjonenmHnfli, 279, no. 18), 
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FALCON GRAFFITI IN THE EASTERN DESERT 

By F. DE BRUYN 

Above the plateau on which is situated the fortress of Abrak' there is a ridge about m. 
high. Just below the top of which there is a small natural cliff, facing cast, on which is 
the graffito shown in pj. XIV, i. It is 34 cm, long, the hieroglyphs reading 

overseer of scribes and military magistrate Inu*, The falcon in a boat on the 
left of this graffito^ has nothing to do with it, and must have been drawn before the 

graffito, for it has forced the author of the inscription to place the final ^ out of line 

below the boat j nevertheless, the style of both is similar, 
ft would seem improbable that this grafhto Is earlier than the fortress. Down in the 

valley, on the other side of the fortress, is a well at the entrance to a narrow rocky ravine 
in which, some 40 m. behind the well, is a group of four large rocks. On the eastern face 
of the middle rock is the drawing shown on pi. XIV, 2. Above tw’o paiti-coloured long- 
homed cows with white calves is a large falcon about 45 cm. high (shown on a larger 

scale in 3); in my opinion the cows and the falcon are contemporarj'.* There are 
other petroglyphs around the falcon and cows, which occupy the best surface; at the 
top left-hand comer of pi, XIV, z can Just be seen a rhinoceros and a hunter.^ Below 

the cows is a boat containing a falcon which is being towed by a small stylized human 

figure which is just visible on the bottom right of the photograph, and to the left of it 

is just discernible w'hat appears to be a ritual scene which show's a dog-headed divinity 
to the right of a priest who holds a small pick-shaped object to the head of a cow. 'I’Kis 

could be a scene of sacrifice by pole-axing. 
At Umm Kerwau, a small isolated shrubless valley 6 km. north of Abrak, is another 

group of petroglyphs (pi. XIV, 4) in w'hich the cows and the falcon appear to be con¬ 
temporary. The dog and leopard (?) hunting an oryx may be recent. Within 20 km. of 

Abrak are many other petroglyphs, perhaps a hundred groups of five to twenty drawings. 
The subjects comprise about 85 per cent, cattle, 5 per cent, oryx, 4 per cent, human 
figures, 3 per cent, ostriches and dogs, 2 per cent, camels and horses, 1 per cent, rhino¬ 

ceros and elephant. 
Sherds of a w'arc pale yellow to pale pink in colour occur near some of the many 

‘ Seey£j4 42, 121. * The »l|pl is e hieratie fomi, 

* On the fal«Mi>in-boaTeigne ^ and and the deit)'they represent mABO II, i?* ff.t jn* ff.: 63*: 69* ff- 

For a Dyn. I repiesentaiiDn «ee Petrie, Tombi aj tht Ceurtifn, pis. 3, 6; 12, Compare possibly also WinkJer, 
Rock Dtmtittgt, t, pi. 15,1, and a graflitoof a falcon drawirtjf a btjat in VVldi el-’AJJSV? puhlishetl iiiJEA 33, 
pi. 10. 

* On the other hand. L. Keimc r, who saw the photograph in 1953, think* that the cattle are much older than 
the falcon. 

* Two other rhinoceros petroglyphs occur near by, one to tn. behind the rock in quesdon and the other at 
the Juiietiai] of Widi Hodein with Wiidi Arteith. 

Beua O 
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$tonc tombs of C^groiip type in the Abrak area—tw'o in Wadi Gehab, twenty in Wadi 
Hadmip near Abu Safi, and thirty, utterly destroyed, at Abrak. These sherds are mostly 
plain, but some have incised on them patterns composed of triangles filled with dots or 
hatched with lines. The colour of the ware leads me to suggest that it may have been 
made by a Mesopotamian technique, although the designs seem reminiscent of C-group 

and Pan-grave pottery. 
The interpretation of the Abrak rock-pictures is not easy. I attribute them all to 

local inhabitants except for the graffiti of Dhuthotpe (JEA 42,121) and Inu (pi. XlV, i), 

which are evidence of the presence of Egyptians in the area. The position of the falcons 
shown on pi. XlV may be significant in that both face eastward towards the sunrise. The 
association of a falcon with cattle {pi. XlV, 2.3) may also have significance, as well as 
the fact that the parti-eoloured cows have white calves as near the head of Wadi 
Hodcin.^ Since in the latter place is a stylized human figure pulling a white calf by a rope 

and in pi. XIV, 2 a similar figure tows a boat carrying a falcon, it is possible that there 
may be a connexion between the falcon-in-boat, the sign for the god ^Anti, and the 
white calves. From their primitive style I am inclined to the view that the falcons and 

cows of pi. XIV, 2 and 3, as well as the rhinoceros, are of predynastic date, but Dr. A. J. 
Arkeli, to whom I am indebted for help and criticism, prefers for all of them a date 

between the Old and New Kingdoms, attributing them all to the C-group people or 
their Pan-grave successors. Nevertheless, I do not see why the ancestors of the C-group 

should not have been established in the Eastern desert in predynastic times, 

* CDhtcm and Purdy, Buii. de la kh^ttviaU de Gdogr. d’BgypUt [a], p. 525, fini noted itKk pictum 
Ln Wsdi Hodcin. 
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A PTOLEMAIC INSCRIPTION FROM THER.\ 

By P, M. FRASER 

The fragment published here is in the Museum in Thera, and was studied by me in 

July 1957* I owe to Professor N. Kondolecm my warmest thanks for permission to 
publish it- The date and place of its discovery are unknown, but it was probably ac¬ 

quired by the museum thirty years ago or more. 
Upper part of stele of grey marble, with moulding, top and right edge preserved, 

rough at back. PH. o, 12, PW. o, 18, Th. o, 048, letters 0.006,'008, omicron 0,003/4. 

[■'-ESo^f rat jSouAat Toit ^puAftS 

[yvwjftta' fTrtfiSiJ Ttres TtSv TroAirdv ava- 

[yycAJAovrt im rav ^vXav (cai ray ftc- 

[♦fAijtrtJak HpiOTOKpaTTiv Kai /JraA^fia- 

5 [lov Tovs */<£]aovoff ^Af^avS/wvf ^iXov- 

[r ^fvai TdO JJmrtJActtis IlToXf-patov ffo- 

[1 /icydAcLS TU^^tv TTpoJayttiydj wap av- 

[rcSt.i ~.fSyov[s] 

The restoration in lines 1-4 calls for no comment. For a Theraean decree introduced 

by a ^ovAds ypiapa see IG xii, 3, Buppl. laqi- 
At the end of lines 5-h there is no room for the final letter of either -^tAou[?J or 

In line 7 Trpolaywyds is obviously required, in theseose of‘preferment’ or‘advancement : 

see the references in Hollcaux, Etudes, ill, 89, n. i, which include several instances with 
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Iri line 8 -Aei/is quite clear; evidently therefore the acc. + infin, construction, 

has been replaced by another clause, cither also beginning with eVftSij or else (more 

probably, for reasons of space) linked by a simple copula, parallel to the previous one. 
The sense cannot, however, be recovered with certainty, since the main verb -Atw could 
be restored in more than one way, for instance as [— dwcoretjAei' or [— diT(v)Tjyj/et]Aev, 
and more than one subject could be imagined for either verb. A supplement such as 
[tmi, Kal <> d?T(v)ijyyei]A<v €uvou[s{ tlvai a^rouj run, '—•] fits the lacuna very 

well, but there are objections to it: one would expect the main verb to be in the present 
tense; it h difficult to see who the subject of the verb w'Ould be; and aurour seems 
misplaced. I think it wiser therefore to leave the passage unrestored. Little is thus lost. 

The hand of the inscription has no close analogies among Theraean inscriptions, 

but on general grounds it may be assigned to the last quarter of the third century or the 
early second century B.C.—^the reign either of Philopator or Epiphanes. Although Thera 

remained Ptolemaic until 146 B.c.,> and a good deal of the epigraphical material belongs 
to the reign of Philometor,^ the present text, if correctly dated, is the only substantial 
evidence for the period between Euergetes I and Phiiometor.* Only the preamble is 

preserved, but this suffices to show that the decree w'as of the normal honorific type. 
It is noteworthy that the honorands are not slated to We been envoys of the king; this 
may perhaps indicate that they were influential Alexandrians who were temporarily 

resident in the city. ' 
Aristocrates and Ptolemaios do not seem to be known from elsewhere. The first 

visible letter of the patronymic is almost certainly sigma (tau is perhaps just possible, 

but not at all likely), and the identification with ^ptoroK/jaTijs ^wpmvos ^AtfavSptvs', 
whose tombstone survives fmm Cos,'* is not possible. Equally unlikely is any connexion 

with Aristocrates, the uvyyfv^s and iJjT0fiV5jp«Toypd^of of OGIS 163, which apparently 
belongs to the reign of Euci^tes 11 or Ptolemy Alexander,^ The second visible letter of 
the patrony mic is omiemn, and not omega, and therefore the restoration [’ /ajpovo? seems 

virtually certain, since other names in -mv almost invariably have genitives in -wvos.® 

* HiLer, RE, *.v. Thera, col. *299. 
» Of the tcign of Philometor arc Rol-M-rc. Coil. Frotfwifr, 95; OGIS 59, 102, iia, 735. Of the third centuiy 

arc OGIS 44 {in honour of Patrtildoai the admiral of Philfldclphiis)^ IG sii, 3, ibid. 4431 ibid. 463 (Arstnoc- 
plaque;); IG xtEp 3, Suppl. 1191 (Philadctphus); ibid. 1387 (Philadclphus); IG xir. Supplep p+ 87, no. 464 

(Eucrgclc^ 
* IG xilp 3p 13S9 is nJ^tored by Hilkr as conuining a dedication of the reign of Fhitopatorp but Strackp 

3p 5+3 p no. empha^iEcd the uncertaimty of ihc rvi^toTation- Unfominalely I not able to diBCcivcr 
this frngment in Thera Muacimi in 1957. 

* Maiun^ /Vwm?- Svli- 550, Tht squeeze there reproduced (bsde to front) indicates, in addition, thai the tomb- 
£tonc helon^ to a later date^ probably towards the end of the second century B.C. 

* See Mitford, Opusc. 2^ 162. 
^ ] am grateful to Dr+ M. N. Tod for reading my nmnuacript^ oiid offering some helpful suggeaticina. 



THE DATE OF THE EPISTLE OF BARNABAS— 
A DOCUMENT OF EARLY EGYPTIAN CHRISTIANITY 

By L. W. BARNARD 

The tract known as the Epistle of Barnabas, which is usually classed with the writings 

of the Apostolic Fathers of the Church, is of nnknown authorship. The consensus of 
opinion among scholar is that it is of Egy ptian origin and most probably Alexandrian, 

to judge by the writer’s fondness for the allegorical method of interpreting the ^np- 
tures which he may have inherited from Alexandrian Hellenistic Judaism, where it had 
reached its zenith in the voluminous writings of Philo. This place of origin w;ould also 

account for the epistle’s later popularity in Egypt. I'he purpose of this note is to con¬ 
sider the problem of the epistle’s date; other questions which are of great interest to 

students of early Egyptian Christianity will be only incidentally mentioned. 

General considerations 

The epistle is clearly a tract for the times; a Jewish-Christian ooinmuni^' somew^here 

or other was in danger of returning to Judaism and perhaps news of this imminent de¬ 

fection had been brought back to Alexandria by travellers. Our author reacts X 
and exhorts this communiri', whom he had visited m the past (i, 4), to remain fait 
to their Christian faith: ‘You ought then to understand. And this also I ask you, as 

being one of yourselves, and especially as loving you all above my own life; take heed 
to yourselves now, and be not made like unto some, heaping up your sms and saying 

that the covenant is both theirs and ours (iv, 6). l t' v- 
The papyri indicate that there were constant contacts between the Egyp lan me - 

polis and Middle and Upper Egypt for administrative and commercial 

probably Christianity was first carried along these 
and Christian papyrus texts which come mainly from Middle E^pt mdica _ 

new faith had reached that area by the second that 
general probability of an outward expansion of the faith from Alexandria. 1 he fact _ 

Jewish communities were in existence in Middle Egy^t from early tunes, ^ 

and at Oxyrhynehus to the south where a Jews’ Lane is mentioned, ^ 
Jewiah-Christian community was perhaps in existence somewhere in Middle Egy pt 
the second century A.D., although Christianity could conceivably have reached these 

parts at an earlier date. fr.,^ 
We come now to the internal evidence of the epistle. Two passages come up for 

consideration: 

* spBk with you about tha ttmpla. and show how Iho w.«ch.d mon emd by pum^ 
thoi, hope in thrbuildin/«.d no. in tha God who mado than., as .fwara d,. housa of God. 
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2, For they consecrsted Him by the tempJe almost as the heathen. But learn how the Lord speaks, 
in bringing it to naught: 'Who has measured the heaven with a span, or the earth with His out’ 
stretched hand ? Have not I ? saith the Lord. Heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool: w'hat 

house will ye build for me, or what is the place of my rest?* You know that tiieir hope was vain. 
3, Furthermore He says again, 'Behold, they who destroyed this temple shall themselves build it.' 

4, That is coming to pass (ywenu). For through the war it was destroyed by the enemy (&to r«5r' 
ix^p&y), now even the servants of the enemy will build it up again (of Tutv vjnjprVa* du>QW(oSo- 

fi-^aovmv aorov). 

Verses 3 and 4 have given rise to many conjectures allegedly bearing on the date of 

the epistle. 
(1) Some commentators have seen here a reference to the rebuilding of the spiritual 

temple, in which case ol twv vwtjpeVat is a reference to Roman officials who are 
taking part in the building of the true temple of God, the Church. We know that in the 

time of Domitian certain Christians held high positions in the Imperial Government 
and earlier there may have been converts in lesser positions. While it is true that the 
building metaphor is prominent in the New Testament^—Christians forming the stones 

in the temple of the Church with Jesus as the corner-stone—nowhere else in this epistle 
does the author show’ any conception of the Church as the Body of Christ—indeed, for 

him the temple is the human heart (xvi, 10). Furthermore a transition in w. 3 and 4 
from the earthly temple destroyed by the Romans to the spiritual temple is unneces¬ 

sarily abrupt, for the spiritual temple, i.e, the human heart, is first discussed in v. 6. 

For these reasons this interpretation cannot be regarded as satisfactoiy. 

(2) That the rebuilding of an actual temple of stone is referred to is, then, probable 

and the question of its bearing on the date of the epistle must be raised. The supposition 
that the author has in mind the destruction of the first Jewish temple by Nebuchad¬ 

nezzar and its rebuilding by the officials of the enemy, l.e. Cyrus and his successors 

(Ezra, vi, 3)—ytVerat being read as a historic present—is not impossible.* How'cver, 

the more natural interpretation of w. 3 and 4 is that the destruction of the temple and 
its rebuilding is a live question which it is necessary to speak about at length to this 
Jewish-Christian community, in which case the destruction of the national shrine by 

Titus in A.D. 70 is in view. If the epistle was then w'ritten subsequently to .A.D. 70 the 
question is when? Vespasian, if anything, adopted an anti-Jewish policy; he ordered 

that the half-shekel payable to the support of the Jerusalem sanctuary should still be 
collected and applied to the use of the Capltoline Jupiter, an order which in the hands of 

Domitian became a pretext for harsh measures being directed against recusant Jews.^ 
There is simply no authority for the oft-repeated statement that rumours of Vespasian’s 
intention to rebuild the temple were current among Jew's during his reign. .4nd the case 
is no better with Titus, Domitian, or Ner\'a. The only emperor who fits the bill is 

Hadrian (a.d. 117-38), who inaugurated a more lenient policy towards the Jews. We 
know that promises of the restoration of the temple were definitely made by this 

emperor* (cf, especially Sibyl. Or^ V, 48. 421; x, 163) and after the terrible conflict 

» Eph. tt. I Pe». tl, S-9- 
* Thk li fttYoured by A. L. Williaim, JTS 1933^ 343r 1 Sihm, £>om. z. 

* K, Thicme, Kir^he tmd Synagoge reference cflnndt be xa the building of thr heathen 
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between Jews and Greeks in Alexandria and elsewhere in Egj'pt in the time of Trajan, 
which resulted in Jewish losses on a vast scale, this new policy must have appeared of 

great significance to Egyptian Judaism. We know that many Egy ptian Jews, especially 

in the country' areas, still looked towards Jerusalem, hellentzcd though they w'cre in 
many ways—^their own replica of the temple at Leontopolts had been closed in A.D. 73- 

Now there w'as hope that the national shrine would be rebuilt by the Romans and their 

ofiicials. If this interpretation is correct then the epistle w'ill date from early in Hadrian s 

reign, i.e. a.d, 118-20—a date w'hich coheres with the general situation implied in the 

writing. 

In the fourth chapter the writer warns his readers that the final stumbling-block (to 

T^^iov oKdvSaXov) is at hand (iv, 3) and that they are living in the period immediately 
before the ‘beloved’, i.e. Jesus, w ill come to His inheritance. They are therefore not to 

return to Jewish practices or to imagine that the Jewish covenant is valid (iv, 6); rather 

in these last times they are to resist evil and to pay heed lest the Black One (d ftekai), i.e. 
Satan, should get the upper hand (iv, 9). What is this final stumbling-block which Barna¬ 
bas’s Jewish-Christian readers arc encountering? From xvi, 4 this would appear to be 

the hope of the rebuilding of the Temple at Jerusalem which, as we have seen, wm 

current in certain Jewish circles in Egypt at the beginning of Hadrian’s reign. The 
writer is apprehensive lest those who were in cl^e contact with Jews should be led 

astray by these resurgent hopes. Perhaps he has in mind 2 Thess. II, 3”4i anti- 
Christ, the man of sin, the son of perdition, is closely asMciated with the Temple. 
The apocalyptic setting of this chapter must be borne in mind when the crucial verses 

IVj 4-5 are critically examined: 
Z)o« Vii 24 And the prophet also says thus ; Ten Kingdoms shall reign upon the earth and them 

shall rise up after them a little King, who shall subdue three of the Kings at once 

Dan VII 8 (or in one) {C4.' h>). Daniel sap likewise concerning the same; And I beheld the fourth 
beast, wicked and powerful and fiercer than all the beasts of the sea, and that ten 
horns sprang from it, and from them a little citcresccnl horn, and that rt subdued 

at onc0 ft') three of the grost hor[is+ 

It is univereally agreed that the fourth beast is the Roman Empire' (as m Rev, xiii. xvit; 

cf. Mk. XIII, 14; Ass. Moses ix, 8;4 Ezraxii, 11-12; Hippolytus and the lalmudic 
text Aboda Zara) and that the ten horns are ten Roman emperors who have occupied 
the imperial throne. But that is as far as agreement goes. The attempt to penetrate the 

enigma further and to identify the three humbled kings h^ brought fot^ a whole crop 

of theories as to the date of the epistle,^ The theories fall into three main groups. 

temple to Jupiter CapitoliniH by HadriiJi after the quashing of the J^ish J" 

bc inteiwted in such sn sbcwiinition; itoither om the Jewish proposal to rehuild the Temple 

Chochha revolt be meant-mentioned by Chrysostom, Horn, i- V. id. Genn^ms 

Jahn, 1S93. fol. 130-), The reference is to a proposed tebuildioK m which Rormn officials (and perhaps 

Pelc^niM^Je^) of Daniel equated the beast with the Greek Empire, but this passed out of cur- 

tenev simply because history (biled to confirm it- Cf Stbyf- Or. til. 38a-4«> Hiv™nt views 
^ TTie 'Lstorical allusions* in the Dead Sea serolls am equally obscHie and have produced divergent views 

as to ih^it dates. 
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(1) The view that the ten emperors end with Vespasian, the little hom being Nero 
redivivtis who, as anti-Christ, returns to Humble Vespasian and his two sons, Titus and 

Domitian, who are associated with him in the exercise of supreme power, forming ‘three 
in one’. Thus the epistle is to be dated between a.d. 75 and 79 when Vespasian died, 

(2) The view' that the little hom is Nerva who was elected emperor after the murder 

of Domitian in A.D. 96. The three humbled kings are again the three Flavians and the 
epistle is to be dated between a.d, 96 and 98. 

(3) The view that the little hom is Nero and the three kings are Ner\'a, Trajan, and 

Hadrian who formed one family by adoption—the epistle then dating from the reign 
of Hadrian, a.d. 117-38. 

All these theories, as they stand, have insuperable objections, quite apart from the 
interpretation of xvi, 3-4. 

(1) places the epistle too early when its general background is examined. The most 
natural interpretation of ws yiypairrat (tv, 14) is that St, Matthew'’s Gospel is being 

quoted which, after allowing time for its arrival, would place the epistle not earlier than 
the turn of the second century; moreover, the writer may have known St, John’s inter¬ 

pretation of the brazen serpent (xii, 6), to judge by the infrequency of this particular 

typological interpretation in the early Fathers. Also the fact that we must allow time for 
Christianity to have spread from the £g)^ptian metropolis to another part of Egypt 
indicates that the epistle should not be dated much before a.d. 100. 

Against (2) it may be said that Nerva was never a great potentate and there is some¬ 
thing odd in his humbling the three Flavians. 

The objection to (3) is that Nerva, Trajan, and Hadrian w'ere never regarded as great 
persecutors of the Church—indeed their leniency was dwelt upon in comparison with 

the cruelty of Nero and the malignant caprice of Domitian.^ hloreover, the coupling 
of their names through adoption to make the ‘three in one* is a little strained. 

The failure of these attempts to read the Barnabas enigma suggests that another ap¬ 
proach should be made, and the solution which will be proposed has not been put for¬ 
ward before, as far as we know. In the first place the writer’s meaning is shown by the 

interpreutive glosses %vhich he puts into his quotations from Daniel. The most signi¬ 
ficant of these is the phrase u^’ ev w'hich is usually taken to mean ‘in or under one', i.e. 

the three kings who are subdued are somehow closely connected. However, i5^’ & simply 
means at once, i.e. at one blow; u^* eva would be required for ‘in one’. Furthermore 
avTuiv implies that the little hom is one of the ten horns, in contrast to Dan. vn, 24 where 

he comes after the ten, a strong indication that Nero is in mind.* We know that ex¬ 
pectation of the emperor’s reappearance was rife in the early Christian centuries. He was 

thought to be living beyond the Euphrates, whence he would swoop down and destroy 

his enemies (Suet. N^. 57). Various impostors presented themselves as the returning 
emperor—one gathering followers on the banks of the Euphrates in the time of Titus, 
another appearing in the reign of Domitian. In the second century, according to Dion 

^ Cf. MeUm addrc&iinff M. Aurelius in Eua. iv^ 26; Tert, ApuL 5; LadamtJus, de Mori. t 4- 
Eu3- HrB. Hip ji-33^ Sulp. Scv. Chron. rip ji* ' ^ r 

* Cf. alio Daji, vji^ S. 
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Chrysostom, ‘to the present time aJt men desire him to he alive, and the majoriw even 

trust that he is* {Orat. X3(j). This belief chimed in with the Christian eitpectation of the 
appearance of anti-Christ in the last days, c{. Rev. xvii, 8; Asc. Isa. IV, 2ff. Jewish 

speculation also concerned itself with Nero redivivus, for in two of the Sibylline Ora¬ 
cles, one certainly written in Egy'pt, he is expected to precede the advent of the Mes¬ 

sianic reign as the final scourge. The belief lingered for centuries and is mentioned by 
St. Jerome, St. Augustine, and St. Martin of Tours, 

If, then, the little horn is Nero returning as ami-Christ, w ho are the ten kings and the 
three of their number who are to be crushed by him ? It is here that Rev, xvei is signi¬ 
ficant. We have to remember that our author was writing against an apocalyptic back¬ 
ground much as was the seer of the Book of Revelation; he believed that he was living 

in the last times w'hen the power of evil was everywhere in the ascendant and the 

rumours of the rebuilding of the Jerusalem sanctuary were the last manifestation of 
this evil. In such times strict logic does not apply and the Christian mind tends to view 

eti'ents in terms of black and white. This is shown in Rev. xvii, 10, where the seer jumps 

from Nero to Vespasian in his enumeration of the Roman emperors.' He does this be¬ 
cause the reigns of Galba, Otho, and Vitellius were of no import in the struggle between 
the Empire and the Church. 

With Vespasian, however, the Flavian house entered on a period of power which 
lasted for more than twenty-five years (a.d. 69-96), and the question which concerns us 
is whether Vespasian was a persecutor of the Church. Sir William Ramsay* believed 
that he was, although other Roman historians have adopted a more cautious attitude. 

One fact, which is often forgotten, is that no systematic records were kept of the early 
persecutions and often the knowledge possessed by writers, whether pagan or Christian, 

was accidental and fragmentary. Because of this the argument from silence is precarious 
in the extreme. The record of the sharp persecution of the Church in the reign of Trajan 

was only preserv'ed accidentally for posterity and might easily have been lost. In the case 
of Vespasian (a.d, 69-79), ^ stocky, common-sense countiyman who restored the pro¬ 
sperity of the Roman world, Hilary of Poitiers^ ranks this emperor between Nero and 

Decius as a persecutor of the faith. It is no argument to say that this is counterbalanced 
by the omission by MelitO'* and Tertullian^ of any such ascription; Melito equally 

exempts Trajan and Antoninus Pius, both persecutors, and Tertullian exculpates 
Marcus Aurelius although many Christians were martyred in Vienne and Lyons in his 

reign. ^ As no systematic records were kept, the knowledge of each writer must be judged 
on its merits: it is by no means improbable that Hilary may have preserved an historical 
tradition that the first of the Flavians persecuted the Church—a tradition that escaped 
Eusebius—^although, of course, it is also possible that Hilary' may have meant Domitiao. 

In this connexion the opinion of the great Roman historian Hugh Last is significant 

* Br Swcte> Th^ Apocitfypsir sf Si. 317, ol fir^craK refer to Aiapwiiis, Tiberius, CiiUgiikr 
Claudius, Nero; d els ItTTiv refers lo VespMian; 4 refcjs to Tilus. In Like manner the 
ancient Babylonian king^liats omiited kin^ thouifhi to be tinimporujit 

* 77u Chure^ in th^ Empirf, z53“^r J HiL Pictav. r. eh- 3. 
* Eos. li.E. rVj 26, ^ 5. * Eus. H.Er \\ j, 
> yRS 1^37,80-95. 
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while sceptical df Sir W. Ramey's view, Last emphasized the change which came 

over the attitude of the Imperial Government between the time of Nero and Trajan. 
He believed that in the last quarter of the first century Judaism and Christianity became 

aware of themselves as tw'o religions, and that as Imperial knowledge of Christianity 
became more precise, a more clearly defined policy came into existence—a policy which 
is in evidence in the Pliny-Trajan correspondence. 

There Is, too, the interesting passage in Severus Sulpidus,' probably derived from 
the lost Histories of Tacitus, which describes a council of war held after the fall of 

Jerusalem. Different opinions were then expressed about the Temple. Some thought 
that the Temple should be left standing; Titus and others expressed the dew that the 
building should be destroyed so that the religions of the Jetvs and Christians might be 

more completely extirpated, for these religions had the same origin. It is unlikely that 
this speech embodies the ipsissitna nerba of Titus;* in accordance with ancient practice 

it is most probably the composition of Tacitus himself.^ Yet if this is the case its value 

is the greater, for it then embodies Tacitus' conception of the nature of the Flavian policy 

towards Christianity. In the speech the difference between Judaism and Christianity 
is recognized—both arc evils to be stamped out—although it is not yet fully appreciated 

that Christianity is a religion independent of the Jerusalem Temple and cultus. How¬ 

ever, the enmity w'hich the speech embodies is a fitting prelude to Tacitus’ account of 
the attitude of subsequent emperors towards the adherents of the new faith. 

With the last of the Flavians there is more certain evidence of persecution. Domitian 

(a.d. 81-96}, an embittered and jealous man, accentuated the absolutist tendencies of 
Vespasian, ev^en wearing the dress of Triumphator in the senate. Martial curtly dismisses 

his reign as counterbalancing the good that Vespasian and Titus had done: 'Flavia gens 

quantum tibi tertius abstulit he res, Paene fuit tanti non habuisse duos.' Domitian w'as 

fond of oriental flattery and was accorded, and accepted, divine honours in his lifetime 

—an act which would have made him anathema to the Christians. Towards the end 

of his reign (.^.D. 93-96) this emperor’s policy became more ruthless and the evidence 

that he persecuted the Church, as well as the Jews, is unequivocal, the names of two 
of his victims in Rome being preserv'ed.* In Christian eyes this emperor, rightly or 

wrongly, came to rank with Nero as a great persecutor. In the Apocalypse the Beast 
from the sea is the hostile world-pow'er represented by Nero and Domitian; Melito of 
Sardis, Tertullian, Juvenal, and many subsequent writers coupled them together.* The 

impression made by the ruthless Domitian imprinted itself deeply on the Christian 
mind. 

* 11* 30 i At contra fllii ct Titm Lpa* e^'enendmn in pnmis t^pJiuti cfrticbfini, quo pkniua Judiscomm 

ct Chnstisi.rLonjm rcligio tollatur: quippe ha^ r^ligionei^ licet cdtttnuw ^ibip hdem tnmen iib luctonbui 

jectu: ChmtmnDS ex judRcis extitisse: ndice sublflia atirpon facile perininfn. 

* Titu*, a cKarming and intelli^tent rfian^ djed ^ 'tlie darlinj; of the human (Suetorkiuj) and vraa at 

once deified. 

* Cf^ the speeches in Thucydides and in Luke-Acts which are likewise compnsitiona of the authors. 
*■ DomiiiJla and Flavius Clemens. Acilius Glabrio was possibly another. 

^ S« the catena of passages quoted in J. B. Lfghefoot, St, Ip 104 ff., where hdl references are given. 

What happened in Romt in the time of Domiiian would soon be known in Alexandria. 
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In the light of this fact the three humbled kings of Bam. rVj 4-5 cannot be other than 
the three Flavians—Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. Only these three, in Christian 

eyes, were worth humbling, for Nerva, Trajan, and tiadrian, as we have seen, were not 

regarded as persecutors by second-century Christian writers. Only the three Flavians 

fill the bill. If this is the case, we suggest that our author enumerated the ten emperors 
in this way. Like the author of Revelation he put aside the name of Julius Caesar 
who, though he claimed the praenomen Imperatoris^'^ was a dictator rather than an 
Jmperator in the later senses beginning with Augustus he enumerated Tiberius, Cali¬ 

gula, Claudius, Nero; then as in Rev. xvn, 10 he omitted Galba, Otho, and Vitellius 
(whose reigns cover but nineteen months) as unworthy of ranking with the August!— 
resuming with Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, Nerva, and Trajan. It is a mistake to 

imagine that the author of Barnabas regards the little horn, Nero redivivus, as crushing 
the three emperors who immediately precede his own advent. He merely states that three 

of the great horns will be humbled—not necessarily the last three.^ That the author’s 
thought is supra-historical rather than historical is shown by iv, 12, cf. xsi, 3, where he 
speaks of the final judgement of the world when each will revive, according to his 

deeds, a reward of righteousness or iniquity. It therefore seems likely that in iv, 4-5 the 
writer envisages the ten Roman emperors resurrected and standing before the judge¬ 

ment throne to receive their due. The persecutors of the Flavian dynasty—and especially 
the arch-fiend Domitian—will be humbled at one blow by Nero who will then himself 
apparently be subdued J^y the returning Jesus. In this way a satisfactory account is 

given of the three humbled kings as seen through the ey^ of Christian apocalyptic. 
If the observations of this note are not without substance then the Epistle of Barnabas 

will have been written very early in the reign of Hadrian when expectations of a rebuild¬ 

ing of the national shrine at Jerusalem were rife among Egy ptian Jews. The writer looks 

back over the past and finds a fulfilment of Daniel’s prophe^ in the ten emperors down 
to the beginning of Hadrian's reign who were worth consideration in Christian eyes, 

with the Flavian dynasty marked out for punishment. 

' tC Jritcr f^y adapa the LXX of Etatiicl. In the origiiwl the Uttlc hom is Antiochui Epiphanw, vho 

dispose? of hia last ihrte rivftlst 
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Greek Inscriptions (1957) 

By P. M, FRASER 
L BihHf^raphy 

(1) My sumiTiafy of the ycaf 1^56 appeared in 43+ 105-15. 

(2) J. Leclant’s of TouiLIc^ et travaux en £gypte 1955^-57^ appeared in OrientaUst, 17^, 76-101. 

(3) A bibliography of A. Caldcdni appeared in Studi in onore di C^iderini^ R, Parshmr^ ij xxv-lviii, 

IL iV«B Tfxts 

(4) Id Amtr, Num, Soc, Museum Notes^ y, 9^"93^ Lang publishes 'A Romaii weight from Egypt', 

This consists of a square plaque of bronae of a familiar type, containing twti inscriptions: (n) on the upper 

part of the lop surface, LS aiko^paTopo^/foAmpo?] N^paim TpQmvov.Ef^a(fTo€\ Palov Mii^Wlou 

"/roAoC i.e. ajj. 100/1, and (6) on the lower part of the top surface a series of abbreviations repre¬ 

senting Ai{Tpac) I, o(^)y(yiya4) i^, 373'*9 6^* compares the simiJar weights from Egfpi, 

IGRR 1, 1374 and 1579, and suggests that all three may be Atexandrian Jibrai marked with their Italic 

equivalents. 

(5) ln.7£.^ 45, 70„ D. Meeedith publishes from a copy of WOklnson a dedicatory inscription of a bust of 

Sarapis from. Berenice Troglodytica^ inscnbcd (cE below, no. (40)). 

(6) In Studi in anore di Citidenm e R. Paribenit 11* 479-4^^, S. DonapOm publishes Greek and Coptic 

inscriptions from the Italian excavatici-ns at AntinoupoEsj and a few graifiti from the adjacent desert. From 

DCr el-Dik^ near Antinoupolis, he records a graffito in a cave, evidently once a place of refuge* w^hich gives 

the opening lines of St+ John’s Gospel. He also publishes (4B5 ff.) a number of stamped amphora-stoppem 

of late date^ two of which bear inscriptions indicating that the wine was produced lordly, no doubt on land 

owned by a monastery^ in vineyards denominated by their geographical position: dtr^Au^fraLi) j ^pp(a) ^ while 

inVthird, D. sees a reference 10 i.e. the wine medicated with absinth mentioned by Pliny, 

NHxi\\ T07, and in an abbreviation for wine flavoured with laudanum, hitherto unrecorded. 

(7) In his artidep JDAS 70, 129-154, *Das Yerhaltnis der megarischen Becher 2um alexandrinischen 

KunsthandwerkV K. PasuvSCa records (148^ n, lai) the inscription on a Hadra vase in Cyprus Museum, 
^ii^ivSoTau+ 

(3) Jn Jm. QmrL Mm, 48* 6-13* A, J^CHEIBER republishes a Jewish terracotta mezuzah fan inicribed 

amulet attached to the doorposts of a house to protect it from evil spirits) in the Egyptian collection of the 

Hungarian Museum of Fine Aits. One side is inscribed €tr fleds; the second AT^O^ which S. interprets 

as ^yeoyri.e. aysos; the third OEDHSON, which S. explains as o w hile the fourth bcara a representa¬ 

tion of a palm-leaf. The provenance of the object is unknown^ but I include it here in view of its possible 
Egyptian origin. 

Cf. also below (9) and (13)^ 

III. Studies of previously ptihiished injmjp/jonj 

{9) The republication by A. Bersaxd and O. Masson, in REG 70, 1-46, of the Greek graffiti of Abu 

Simbel IB very welcome. The rcpubiJcadon is based on a fresh collation in 1956 by Betnand—the first since 

that of Lepsius in 1B44. Unfortunately, present circumstances prevented the publication of the relevant 

photographs, and it is 10 be hoped that this will soon prove possible. In any caae, the revision marks a 

Bubstantial advance in the study of the grafliij, though the accuracy of Lepsius's copies is, as so ofienp vindi¬ 

cated at every turn. The graffiti total 33: 7, long familiar, mmmeinorating the campaign of Fsammetichus il, 

and 26 dated on pakeographical grounds to the Ptokmaic period. 'Fhe texts are accompanied by detailed 

grammatical and linguistic notes, and I cannot enter here into a full discussion of the work. I note only a 

few points. In no. (2) (SylL^ i (i)) they unite into one text three grafBti taken as separate by Lepsius, and 

recover in L a of it further referenoe to Amasis, who also occurs in {1), although their copy show^ no trace 
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of the given in the tianscription. Their note aa>'5 ‘Les mots /Ifioens' ha/m nc sont liBifale que sur 

I’eatampage oil les grains dc sable, incrust^s dans ta grav-urc, sont appams sur le papier’. Surely this Vford 

should be ‘dotted’ in these cimuinstancce, or at least faltawcd by a mark of interrogation P Furthcmiore, 

according to my own reckorung, from their drawing, there is room for about 14 letters even of the larger 

type which follow, and this space would be very well filled by /ToToat/iTo hdfia while ?JfnuriF hii^ta would be 

very short. Since the central group of both names, /foraiti^To and is identical, 1 think 0 strong case 

can be made out for the longer name. Tn (3) (ibid. 1 {*)) they correct Lepsius’s EXeui^vs Xo 'ES^tot, 

conjectured long ago by Kirchhoff; in (6) (ibid. 1 (A)) they read an initial line eonsisitng of koI which explains 

the plural {ypa{if>)nv of 1. 2. {8)-(32)are gralHti of the Ptolemaic period. (8) (55 4tbs): fhey read a full 

patronymic in I. i, dtcyvifrcpij, for Lepsius’s AI, and a new L a, not read by L., consisting of some letters 

which they do not transcribe, and of which they say only ‘rintcrpretaiion paralt difficile*. (9Ht3)i (*5)“ 
(ry), (at), (23), (33) are all hitherto unpublished, but consist of single names, fragmentaty or complete, and 

call for no comment. (14) stands revealed as Zipmvos Vw5w, company, therefore, for the conjectural Indian 

at El Kanayis. Arehh, 3, 320. Of the new reading they very reasonably say 'Le mot TtpotHis nous i»rait 

inigmatique’. I wonder haw certain the final sigma is: L. read ’fr5[o]3, and ’/iAjS is straight¬ 

forward enough, though the other graffiti are in the nominative. (19) {Syli,^ i (f-g)), previously attributed 

(in avery different form) to the archaic group, appears now asPiolemaic. d FlaaU^^o the 

last word, if correctly read, addendum iexicis. (24) la new, and read as duJrtJtr[M«] Jl^v(afof]: perhaps read 

n07}v[alaj\, since other persons with Greek dty-ethnics here have the patronymic (see (24), (26), (27), (29)). 

The fact that, as the authors point out on 40, Aunijatos AaKXifjrtdiou occurs in a graffito of the 

Syringes, and that an Asdepiades occurs in (13} ia hardly cogent. In (29) Both/wf WtvfAdov K^uprvs they point 

out that Kovpeui is apparently a genuine variant of Kouptc^ (which occurs in (27)). On 39 If. they summarize 

the information gained from the graffiti, and 43 ff. give useful indexes including (a ™1uable innovation) 

*noms a aupprimer’. _ - r l 
(lo) In fl5yl 51, 3* Bo,tsoMA.N writes on ‘Chian and Kaueratite*, studies the fabric of th:^ two 

catteries of vases (if they are two), and discusses the technique of the fragmcniaiy votive inscriptions 

on the vases, lie corrects (56, n. 5), and adds to, the list published by Cook and Woodhead in USA 47 <cf. 

JEA 40, 125. no. (7)). and suggests, to explain the apparent fact, noted partially by the btter, that the same 

'writer' inscribed numerous dedications made by the same man on different vases of the same style to a 

single deity, 'that the votives w'cre ordered, made and inscribed in batches for the same man, whose offering 

would then be of several vases at once .. He points out that the names of the dedicants do not ena btc ut 

to assign the inanufactuit of the vases to Chias rather than to Naucratis. 
(ti) In 5/iuir Catden'ni-Panhem\ 11, 33-49. S. BctSTtcco publishes 'Due frammenti di orolog. sobri 

egiziani’, both of which bear hieroglj'phic inscriptions. He republishes in this context, from the article of 

J, Clddat. J?«. fratJ. 37, 38-39 (cf. also ibid. 38, 1-7 and 70-^4). <^"'y Hellenistic horologion with the 

names of the months in Greek, found at Qantara {SB 7®t9)' , . ^1. ■ - - 
(13) In J5A 43. 122-3, Chalw*® republishes, with a photograph, the interesting Christian m- 

acriptlonp probably of a,d. 641, from an unknown site in Egypt, previously published by F, M. HeIcUEL- 
HEiMfc 30* 76-77^ referring to a ipryturr^piov in the vicinity of a church. In 1h a he eonflrnifl a 

suggestion of E. G. Turner that the correct reading h and in 11. 11-1 a* for the dale, Hcichd- 
heijn^s ^ ^ becomes cm ^7i\vl S// tV|Sun^(oin>ff) (where 

(ovoj) ia presumably a misprint). As he says, the group after the della is not eta but o oblique strokes, and 

the whole sign S// therefore no doubi represcnis 
(13) G. Ge>YO?i"s NofiV€li^s Insmpfimi mpetlrcs du iVadi Hmrmarnai (Paris, iqS?); ^<5ugh prc^min- 

antly hieroglyphic, contflina a republication of some Greek inscriptions. The inscriptions and graffiti are 

mainly the result of a small excavation carried out at the suggestion of cx-Kiog Farouk, the aun of which 

to remove a quantity of fallen earth from the side& of the wadi. G, has already rcfcmd to some of thcK 

inscriptions in an article in .4hi*. Serv. 49, 337 On 4^ he republishes the graffito pdepcpirf, Rcinach, BuU 

Soc. Arch. Akx. 13,142. From a small temple in the north wall of the {cu 30) he publishes (no. 130) 
the dedictaion by {photo in Ann. Sm., loc. cit. 359: cf. OGI5 660, for a similar 

dedication), previously published by Lelrtinne, n. 443. no. CDLXXll = C/G4716d^ andalso, immediately 

below it on the same stone, ta iTr?rfo? koz ifn7ou nvrou^ regarded as a separate 
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InscdptE&n in Lcimnne^ ii^ 443, no. CDLXXIII — CIG 4716^*^, hut which he takes as part of the dedica¬ 

tion of Orscs—correctly, to judge from the photograph in j4irw. loc. cit.^ which showa that all three 

lines were inscribed at the same time by the same hand; (for the formula efn I/etronne, 11, no. CDLXXVIIl 

(C/C7 LfCpsius, xiij ph itw^ no^ to Trpco-Kuvj^^ 0^<^ylojvos This 

inscription is said by Letronne, and in the lemma to CIGj and again in IGRE % 1253, to be in vallo Foakhlr^ 

i.e. in the side-valley of Wadi Idaixuii^at, but, as Reinach^ op. cil. 133, points out, there is a great confusion 

httwt^n the two wJdis in the earlier pubLicaticifis. Both Letmnne and CiG 47164^ give tnP*l AT.., and 

restore «oi tou ithtCmcoI?) larpoO {IwiriaTpav^ IGRR)^ but the reading above, which [ give from the photo in 

Ann, Sm?.* seems quite clear. A great service would be rendered if someone were to publish a corpus—with 

variant readings—of the various inscriptions from the Eastern Desert. It is very difficult to determine whether 

a particular graffito is, or is not, published, as Reinach^ op. eit. 133, has already pointed out. 

{14) In 47, 71-73 (and photo) 'Mark Antony m Alestatidria", F. M. pkiSfia republishes OCIS 195, 

after collating the inscription in Alexandria. In IL a-3 reads in place of the pre^'ious 

editors' Note that in I. 4 there is a misprim (as the photo and the accompanying dis^ 
cuMion show): for read 

(15) [InEptgraphica, ij^ 15-33, 'Replica a una ''postilla'”, A. Travzrsa returns to his unfortunate publica¬ 

tion of the Alexandrian epitaph, published by him in n-tSuipov HfnrtC0 Pmli oblatum, 382^3^2, 

in the face of the 'postilla" of C. GALr^vom, ibid. 333-^4 {cf. JEA 43, 103, no. (13)). He givK an over- 

enkrged photograph of a squeeze, and aitcmpta to Justify his readings, letter by letter, at great length. This 

defence confirms one's worst suspicions about T.k ability to read a atone and to recogtiiM Greek. None of 

his allegedly certain reachngp is in any way probable, and most of them are epigraphically impossible. 

Fortunately, the stone hss been almost simultaneously republished, with a photography by Gallavotti 

himself (see below), so no further attention need be paid to Traversa's work,] In Parola d^t Pasmto^ 

375“7p Stele dJ Ammonio^ C, Gallavotti republishes this Inscription with considerable im¬ 
provements. In particular, in 1. z ^Iqv becomes Kod (read by 

G. Pugliese Carratelli) yepus—the deceased w'as a scribe; in L 4 rSt w/pcTas: , .. peW 

becomes ae mKpes ... p^W {read by M. Guardued); in L 6 torapAij [C]w{D)f(Jv becomes iWopenj 

in L 7 auttiiv i( {5i[tov], {myycveViir piv replaces the unacceptable—Kijpiv p.^v\ in 

]. 15 ayirpraTOis Ttv SoMiit becomes dyvordr^s ca>fra»'Sq:lat (read by PugUese Carratelli); and in 1. 17 t/fdl 

becomes yivQu The photograph does not enable one to control these changes with certainty^ but they are 

no doubt essentially correct and the te?it now seems fairly satisfactoryp although in 1. 13 iJ/muc should 
surely' be a nd the allusion in 11. 9— 1 Op iraT-piSoi | is still to seek. 

IV- RfUgion 

(ib) 1 may note here, though the object is uninscribed, that F. Charbdnncaiui, HofnmagiS d Watderrmr 

Dsmjia (Collection Latomus, 38)p 131-40 (and pis. 25-26), 'Sarapis et Isis et la double come d'abondanoe'^ 

publishes an ivoty group, c, 10 cm, high, consisting of two comucopiae, each surmounted by a figure whom 

he identihes respectively as Sarapis and I sis. Sarapis has a ram^s horn and is probably therefore identified in 

some way with Ammon. C. datea the group to the second century B.c.^ and compares the familiar didrachms 

of Philopator with the jugate Sarapis and Isis. He emphasizes the connexion between Ammon and the ro>^ 
house^ and traces the history of the double comucopiae into the Imperial period. 

(17) In J™. Quari^ Rev. 47, 22t-44, E, R, Goodenol'CH writes on 'The Bosporan inscriptions to the 

Most High God' (now' CIJ 6S3 f-). He notices a number of Jewish inscriptions from Egypt: p. zzz, n. 6, he 

refers to QGIS 7^^4i Jewish dedications from the temple of Pan at El-Kauais. (He quotes these as 

^537 iS3^t and says that the temple is at Edfii, some 40 miles away in the Nile valley; this error, 
which occurs also in SB, seems to derive from the lemma to CIG 4836c* etc., which sas's 'Apollonopoli 

Magna, hodie Edfu, in orientem ad tcmplum\ which is mialeading if not actually incorrect.) P. 223* n. 7* 
the documents quoted are, of course, papyri* and not (as G.) inscriptions; for the use of dedica¬ 

tions he compares the dedicatory inscription of the synagogue at Athribis, QGIS g6. 

(18) CfflUBTiAS Hahicht^s uitereatmg and useful Goiimenschmtum tind grie^kische Stddte (Zetemata, 
Heft 14) I have noticed elsew here {CL Rev. 72, 153 ff,), and have drawn attention to a few points. He is of 

course mainly concerned (109-25) with the cult of the Ptolemies in Greek citiea outside Egyqji. 
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(19) I may also note that in JiVES 15, 2^6-40, F+ J^sj vnitca on "L'£dLt dionysiaque de Ptoltfn^e IV 

Philopator** and maintains that Philopator wished to unite the various cults of lig^TJt^ particularly those of 

foreign origin^ under the aegis of DionysuSr 

{20) In Studi Caldmm-Parib$ni^ ir, 401^32, Tantocrator', O, Monte%tcchi examines in detaiJ the in¬ 

stances of this term, including occurrences in inscriptions. She quotes, 403 ff., its appearance in the Hymn 

of fsidoms, SEG viii, 54S, of gs B-C-, as its earliest appearance. It occurs there in the feminine myroKparupa 
(1* 3)^ and in the masculine form Ttay^parmp (L 23), and at a later dale in the funerary epigram from Megale- 

polta, IG 3, 472,1. 6, vfhxirc it also refers to Isis, and again in the ManduLls h>Tnn, SB 4127, cf. fiTR 44, 
237 ff. She points out that it also occurs in the form -nturTtnv tcfATovvTfr in the dedication to Zeus no-ra 
^fwnuyp^i *0i7^iptBos from the Delian Serapeum (/<7 xi, 2,1234). She suggests that the pagan use of the term 

may have origirtated in Egypt, which would account for its frequent occurrence in LXX. On 40S, n. 7^ she 

notes Baillet^ Syringis^ i7ht^ where she accepts Tod's restoration, JjEj'I i 256-^,/ZW[T]oPf[p]cLT[DLi{f)] for the 

editor's Trav[T]5Jr[p]aT[£up]. Discussing the other compounds in ^tepdro^p she quotes (409) the Alexandrian 

dedication^ Breccia, (*5114275)11- ^7 h>r applied to Caracada, She also discusses the use 

of the term in the magical papyri^ in ChriBlian writings, and on Christian tombstones, of which she quotes 

(420), SB ] 540, 6t8&i and 8726, and (429^ n. 39) the Christian graifito, Baillet, SyrmgG, 302. 

(21) InJRS 47t ^Deification and Julian^ A. D. Nock discusses the evidence for the ascription to 

Julian by his conlemporanes of supernatural power* As an earlier precedent he refers (115) to, and 

translates, the dedication to Ptolemy Soicr I and Berenice, irfit>T^por, .4reAjV, 5, 136 f., no. i„ and (116) 

to the temple erected by CaUicratL-s to Arsinoe II {not I) as Zc^upiris. He also refers {117, n. 1) 

to the mvocation to Plato r ^euis- Ukdruiv teal tvraS&a (OG/5 721^ IL lof- (Baillet, Syringts^ 1^63^ who 

separates this sentence from the main inscription, and regards it as possibly an independent text); this 

inscription is also discussed by M. N. Tod, no, (29) below, p. 134)* 
(22) I may also call attention here to the uninscribed naiakos-plaque with a representation of Cybele, in 

Cairo Museum* published by Ch, Picajuj* Mon. Pmi, 49, 41-65. Cybele is seated flanked by Hermes and 

Hecate, and above the sloping eomicea appear two groups of heraldically opposed armed warriors, whom 

Picard identifies as the Tpw. Below the represrenistion is a frieze in a separate field, containing 

the figures of the twelve Olympians. P. quotes other instances of the Couretes in this guise, from Walter's 

article, JahmhefU, 3X1 53”8o. He regards the plaque as Ptolemaic and suggeats the Delta as a possible 

provenance, 
(23) In Bull. John Rylands 39,4S5-512 and 513-520, A. Rowe and B. R. Rees write on ^The Great 

Serapeum of Alexandria'. The first part, by Rowe, deals w^tth the archaeological evidence, the second, by 

Rees, with the introduction of the cull of Sarapis into Alexandria. Although I ant not concerned w ith the 

archaeological evidence 1 may call attention to Rowers statement that the article 'contains a revised and 

reasonably documented acoounc of the archaeology of the Alexandrian Scrapeum^ I wonder how many of 

his readers will agree with him. On 492, n. 1 he refers to the inacripiion published by myself, BSA Alex. 41, 

49 ff,, and ibid, to the lamp inscribed uirtp ret otVou tou which he renders ^on behalf of the house¬ 

hold of the Archon\ But it is not likely that an official (even if we knew of an official with this title in Alexan¬ 

dria) would be referred to anonymously in this way. I prefer to read uircp tqC otjfou nv Mp^oyro^, On 494 

he refers to the inscriptiona^ two of early Ptolemaic and one of Roman date* found in the excavations, and 

published by Wace. He refers to the first of the Ptolemaic dedications, that by Asclepiod—and Euboulos to 

Sarapis, without reference to the improved version of it published by L. Robert, BSA Aiex. 39, 130 (cf, 

JEA 38+ 121, no. (30)). So much for the ^revision^ 505-7 contains a historical summary' of eventa in the 

history of the Serapeum, and 507-10 an inventory of various objects* Greek and Egyptian^ found in and 

relating to that building, I have pointed out elsewhere [Opuic. Arch, rifi 4®^ p. ii* n. 6) that Recaps account 

of the early history of the cult of Sarapis pays no heed to the evidence provided by Callimachus fr. 191 Ff. 

and the diegesis, without which any discussion of the matter k inevitably incomplete and lacking the 

necessary foundation. 
(24) In Le Cuke det souviToins dam hi eivttisatioTi gr^C(hr07nmne (Bihliqth-^ue dc Thtologic, iii* 5) by 

L. C^FAUX and J. Tonubiau wc have the long-heralded work of Tondriau on ruler-cult (the share of L. 

Cerfaux is very small). The work is preceded by an extraordirtarily full bibliography of 63 pag^ containing 

many works unfamiliar to me, and euperaeding T.*s numerous preceding bibliographies. The book is indeed 
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throughout a vast and methodical repertorium: apart from iht bibllographiri ^vhieh has a separate index, 

there are appendixes containing lists of fourteen different t)'pes of heroes and deified mortals^ other indexes, 

and finaJIy 'cornpl^metits bibJiogTaphjqura' and addenda (in which T+ seems to repeat much of the evidence, 

apropoa of the book of Habicht noted above, no. (iS)). and five pag^ of Tables of Contents. On the other 

hand^ the substance of the book is a synthetic narrative without critical anaiysis, based to a large extent on 

the previous articles of T* He refem in passing, in the chapter on Ptolemaic Egypt (189-227), to all relevant 

documents, but there 13 nothing in the way of interpretation, so far as 1 can see^ which requires specific 

mention. At times T, has evidently paid insufficient attention to the documents he refers to so lavishly. 

Thus, if on p. 195 he is perhaps to be excused for not knowing PMib* 199 (even in the addenda)^ his notice 

on the Aisinoc-inscriptlons from Theta and elsewhere (197) is quite inadequate: he regards them as boun- 

dary-stoncs, and gives no indication that the majority of scholars now regard these not as boundary-stones 

of land owned in some w-ay or other by Arsinoe, but as simple dedications, and even the bibhogiaphical 

note, which makes no mention of the important contributions of Segre and Mitfoid to the subject, is inade¬ 

quate. Elsewhere^ c.g. 202, n. 3, it is clear that T. has not read the article he quotes (for Perdmans" article, 

*f>ur la tilulatuie auliquc en Ilgypte\ has nothing to do with royal cult-titles for which T. quotes it), and 

again on 204 he uses the Phoenician inscription, JEA 26, for purposes for which it baa been shown 
that it cannot be used {scc^A'j^ 36,82; 43, 109, no. (52)). 

V. PoiitKal and Sofia/ History, elf, 

(25) In AigypiuSt 36, 235-46, S. DAitis- publishes 'Note per b storia deircscrcito romano in EglttoV in 

which he reviews some additions to our knowledge since the publication of Lesquicr's VArmie 
d'^gypte d'Augusts u DioHHien in 1917^ He makes use of epigraphical evidence in passing, and on 239 

mentions that the Cidsars I Thrai:(um) mentioned in the Latin papyrus, JRS 27, 3c ff, (n= Corp, Pap, Lat. 
159), shaw^ that Lesquicr's suggested supplement in SB 4550^ for the previously accepted 

b unnecessary. This is already poimed out by Bell, Ji?5, ad loc., whose note should be consulted. 

(26) I n Chron. d'£g. *Mcdecins dt cour dans Tfigypte du j isi^e avant J -C^ Cl. Gohtem,sn includes the 

cpigraphical evidence in a general discussion of the aockl and political role of doctors at the Ptolemaic court. 

She quotes and discusses in this connexion Breccia, hcris, 16, the dedication by Euergetes I in honour of his 

doctor* The name and patronymic have always been given as illegible, but from a squeeze I have been able 

to read Ef[v6^]T^YEiitautpd.TQmf in which the name of the doctor is far from cejtain'—fl^fi^ijrJtrep is possible, 

but tau seems preferable to pi: N4mm (see below) b impossible. She also discusses Neon, the doctor of PCZ 
59p 57 L 3nd suggests that he may be the Neon whose son Agatboboulos erected the statue of Sosibius at 

Cnidus, OGIS 79, hut, though Cnidos was a medical centre of considerable importance, the name Neon is 

far TOO common for an identification to be plausible. On 332, n. 2, she discusses Imcr. D^bs, 1535 [OGtS 
104) the dedicatory inscription for Cbry'sermus iirl tvjv larp^v for w'bich she accepts the now^ generally igreed 
lower date^ and of which she gives a bibliography, 

(27) In Eint Ptolem^uck^ (F/i:ro//)(Klass.-phLlol. Studies, Heft 19), L. KoeNtN publishes 

a Cologne papyrus containing excerpts from philanthrope of 163 b^c., some clauses of which are quoted 

in UFZ tit. Hla commentary include illustrative material from the Rosettana (passim), from the edict of 

Tiberius Julius Alexander (Temple of Hibis, it, no* 4) (esp. II. and from the Cypriot amnesty decree 
of Euergetes II (cf* below^ no. (43)) and other epigraphicsl material. 

{28) In J?re. mL dts draiisd^ Vmt. 3* sirie, 4, 167-217, C. Kunderewic^ writes on the ‘Evolution hkto 

rique de la rcsponsabilite des fonctionnalT^ dans Ttgypte ptolimaique, mmaine ct byzantine^ (the section 

on the Ptolemaic period appears in Symtotae Rapjfiaeli Tasdim^chfag d^dscatat, n {Eos 48, 2): non and 

discusses, apropos of penalties for fraudulent exaction of taxes, etc. (iSi flf.), various clauses of the edict of 

VergilLus Capito (Tmpk of Htids, 11, no, 1) and of Ti, lul, Alexander (ibid. no. 4), which K. seems to know 
only from the oM publication in OGIS^ 

(ag) In JHS 77, 132-41. M. N. Tod pubUsbes ‘Sidelights on Greek philosopher', which h!ls a tong-felt 
n«d by providing a detailed list, modestly described by the author as "some notes which lay no claim to 

completeness', of the cpigraphical references to philosophers, philosophidal schools, etc. His evidence 

include* several inacriptions from Egypt: OGIS 731 = Baillct. Sytinga, 1263 (for which see Bataille, Ut 
Mtmttimia, 172 and above, no. (ao)); SB 6012; CiG 4785 = Baillct, op. cit. 1548; ibid. 48o7h (Kaibel, 
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1017) = Baillet 563; ibid. 4814c = Baillet, 154; ibid. 4S17 ^ Baillet 1440, including those mneeming the 

philosophers of the MuBeiun in the Imperial period. This is an extremely useful coUection of material, 

though most of the Egyptian evidence is already in the recent article of A. Caldcrini (cf. JEA 43, 106, 

no- (33))- . . ^ 
(30) Corpus Pupyrorum jiidiircarBin, I, ed. by A. TcHEWKOWiiS in collaboration with A. EukS, contams 

long prolegomena in which the history of the Jews in Egypt from the Ptolemaic to the By2anline period is 

traced in detail. All the relevant inscriptions are recorded passim^ but there is nothing which calls for com¬ 

ment here. In general this seems to me the best available discusaion of this Important topic. 

VI. Prosop^rapky 
(31) In Aegyptia, 37, 65-70. 'A, Lappio Maximo, Prefetto d'Egitta sotto Doffiixiano?’, A. GASZfiTTt 

proposes to identify the prefect Maximus of the Berlin Latin papyrus published by Kortenbcutcl. BetL 

ylW, 1939 (13), not with L. Laberius Maximus, attested Prefect in a.d, 83 {ILS 1996), but with the A. 

Lappjus Maximus, consular colleague of C, lavulenus Ptrscus attested by the Fasti PoteniinL [AE 1949, ^3), 

whom he suggests insening between lulius Uiaus and C. Septimius Vegetus, between, that is, a.d. 84 and 

Feb. 86: cf, also no. (33) below-, 
(32) In Hermes, 85, 501-504, 'Der Akamane Aristomencs’, Cii, Habicht points out that in the important 

decree of the Acamanian League of 216 B.c. found at Olympia and published by him ibid. 86 ff. (republished 

as IG. IK, I (a), 583) the Afuorofr^t^s MttvfU M^ior of U, zi-2Z. 64, is the same as the Acamanian Aristo- 

menes who played an important part at the Ptolemaic court at the end of the third century, and whose patro¬ 

nymic is provided by three demoiic papyri in which he appemu as eponymous priot of Alexander. He 

assesses the significance of Aristomencs’ career in Egypt. 
(33) In Hisioria, 6, 480-7, R. Syme disetasses the career of ‘C. Vibius Maximus. Pnefeet of Egypt*, whose 

tenure of that post dates from Aug. 103 to Mar. toy. He suggests (483-4) fbat he may have htcii pro^estus 

muonae before his prefecture. He rejects (485. n. 30) the view- of J. Schwartz regarding two homogeneous 

prefects of the name (cf. JEA 40,119, no. (ai)), but he calls attention (487. n. to the possibility that ClL, 

VI, 153S may refer to the son of the prefect, whose birth is celebrated by Statius {cf,JEA, ibid,). 

(34) In Chron. d'Egypte. 33. 147-51, ’CIcino k Daos', J. TrSheUX points out titat there is no reason lo 

identify the dedicant of at Delos before 279 B.C. with the mistress of Philadelphus of that name. 

(35) In Bull. insi,fr. 55. 135-40, *Une Etude sur ranthroponymie graco-^gyptienne du nome prosopiie*, 

J, YovflTTE comments on some of the names in J. Vergu-te'sLef jVoMf propres ^ F, Bruxetlei Irw. E. j6i6 

(cf, 41, 139 (44)). 
(36) In Philol. 101, 164-6, F. ZuctJts discusses ‘Zlifuipwr r<*>(«* which he reatorcs aa the name of the 

Alexandrian of 58 b.c., mentioned by Dio Chiys. Ad Alex. (30), 70, where manuscripts have 

EiiiAfHOTat Kal irtpa iraiptt^v oviuvra. He points out the survival of the name, probably in the same famdy, 

from the earliest to the latest Ptolemaic period (cf. his earlier article on Simariste in IVi. Mus. 95.338 If.). 

(3y) The same author's article in Symbtdae Rophttelt Toubensehfagdedic. It (Eos, 48, 2), I7i”4< Personen- 

namen in J. Scherers "Papyrus de Philadelphic" contains, inter alia, a detailed note on the form AprfTla^. 

\}l. Lexieograpl^, ett. 
{38) In her article *Dal Paganesimo al Crisiianesimo: aspetti dell’ evoluzione della lingua greca net papyn 

dcU’ Egitto', Aegyptus, 37,41-591 0, Montevtcchio discusses the pagan uses of words most familiar in the 

Christian and Jewish vocabulary, and in this connexion notices the prevalence of ^los, rather than in 

fijnerary-inscriptions from Egypt. 
(39) I may also rtote here the RucMldufigei U'^terbueh der grieckischm E^titHomert by B. Ha.nsen under 

the direction of F. DoRNSEIFF (Per, Socks. Ahsd. 102 (4)). This is a very mechanical compilation, the 

material for which is drawn entirely from indexes and lexica, and not from an inde^ndent study of the 

sources: the main material comes from Preisigke'a Namenbach, Pape-Benseleris W'drter^h dn grteck. 

Eigenrsamm, and the indexes of individual volumes of papyri. I have, at a brief glance, noticed instances of 

names deriving from Papc-Benseler, which have long since been relegated to limbo as s result of improved 

readings in the documents concerned but which occur here. Thus anyone who should need to u« this work 

is advised to investigate carefully the source of any specific name. 
Q 
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Vin. Oeagruphy 
(40) In JEA 43 ^ 56-70, D. Meredith viTites on 'Berenice Trqglodjtica^ in which he elaborates previous 

accounts on the basis of manuscript notes of WUkinson (1826)- He refers to the relevant inscriptions, OGIS 
70-1, SB 4033,404^-50^ and gives a photograph of a hydreuma which may be that referred to in the Latin 

inscription, ILS 2483. He describes the temple, now largely vanishedj and discusses (62) the stone with two 

dedicatory inscriptions, Letronne, h 463-4, no. LIII = CIG 48423 (jS5 8385), and Letronne, 464^ no^ LVI 

=? eye 4842d. The other inscriptions (69) are Breccia, Iscriz. 38 ^ SB 2039, and, aJso on a single stonei 

Lctronne, i, 464, nos. LIV-LV, Cf. also abov'c, no. {5). 

(41) 1 may call attention to K MonT£T’s G^ographi^ ie i*Egyptf andmne, h La Bassi EgypU, which, 

though concerned with the identiheatiqn of sites according to their hieroglyphic names, calls when necessary 

on Greet llteiary sources. 
(42} In Chrm, 32, 2S4-312, 'Lcs Grecs h la dtcouvtite de rAfrique par Pfigypte'* Cu FitiAUX 

gives a general account of the variable Greek knowledge of Africa south of the First Cataract, For the epi- 

graphist there Is to note her discussion (291} of the inscriptions of Abu Simbel and the extent of the cam¬ 

paign of Psammetichus 11, in which she seems to accept the view of Sauneron and Yoyotte, for which see 

JEA 40, 134, no, (58), and her reference (310) to SB 302, the Ptolemaic graffito engraved in the temple of 

Tuthmosis 111 at fiuhen, near Widi 

IX. Tht Picltnutk Empire 
(43} In Chrojs. d'£g. 32, 317-S {cf. above, no. (26))^ Cl* GobtemAn discusses OGIS 42, the Coan inscrip¬ 

tion in honour of Caphisophon, and aba refers to an ineditum from Herxog's excavations, from a reference in 

Hrichelheimb AusKortige Bevolkerujigf 58. 

(44) In BCH 80, 437-461, M-’^Th, Lekger republiebes under the title *Dfcret d'amnistie de Ftoldmj^e 

fiverghe II et Icttrt aux forces arm^CB de Chypre' the weU-lmown inscriprion first published by Mitford, 

Her purpose is stated as 'to assemble everything which has been written on the subject. * /. We are provided 

with an exhaustive bibliography both of studies on the text itself and of more general studies. Though she 

does not make the point very clearly, she accepts the view that the original edition of Mitford restored too 

short a line, since Wilhelm (subsequently followed by Mitford) ahowTsd that 1* 19 must hav'e read 

Tatr Kwfpujt 7reii[#carj iTTirMcatf] matead of simply at the end. 

She consequently restores at the end of 1. 5 [ra ert for the previous [rd eri], and in 1. 9, instead 

of she suggests or to and in 1. 15, fin. KaT[d 

IA7}Zifu<iy instead of Kio[T[d 7rKp4if]grffiv4 Few will cavil with these restorations, which aU are linguis¬ 

tically even more satisfactory than the shorter phrases. Independently of the length of line, she has a few 

other suggestions to make: at the end of L 4 she prcfeis [wat y^Wo^oi] to [koa on the basis of a 

new reading by her of the parallel passageN P.Teb. 5, L 8, where G.-H. had read [rgjyjdgcff^eu and she Sug¬ 

gests In 1. 12 she prefers to Milford^s and a study both of her photo¬ 

graph and of an earlier photograph in my possession taken by the late \V. H. Buckler, suggests that she may 

be right, though the stone is very broken at this point. For the difficult U. 21-27 she has no new suggestions, 

but discusses the earlier proposals of Wilhelm, Rehm, and others. This edition, even If it does not contribute 

a great deal to the text, provides a useful collection of paraOel passages. Her argument, however, would have 
been easier to follow if she had used the recognised enumeration of lines of the text- 

(45) In Studi Caidermi^Parihem, if, 165-87,1\ B. MiTToan writes on 'Ptolemy Macron', This is mainly 

a detailed analysis of the inscription originally published by him InArehiu, 15,24, no. 12, and subsequently 

studied by W'ilhehn and Segre (se^JEA 40, 138 f., no. (84), and for a bibliography see no. (44) above, 439, 

n. 3), of vs-hich he cstablishea Citimn as the provenance. Me demolishes the restoratioivs of both Wilhelm 

and Segre (and particubu-ly the latter) with great cogency, and offers a solution of the compUcated problem 

of the identification of the Ptolemy who appears in the inscription as the father of the honomnd Eirene, the 

w'ell-known eponymous priestess of *Arsinoe III and mother of Andromachus who made the dedication. 

He gives strong grounds for rejecting the identification, proposed among others by H. Bengtson, of Ptolemy 

Macron with Ptolemy the son of Dorymcnca* and after examining (177 ff.) all the possibly relevant epi- 

graphical evidence in Cypnia, in the course of which he offers new versions of BMI388, JHS 12,181, no. i6p 

and OGIS 105, the latter of which he dates convindngly to 175-170^ and in which he tentatively restores 
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[[[/7™Ale|>]arof /7ToAfIp]£uou]] in the mura. he comes to the conclusion that this 'Ptolemy the son of 

Ptolemy', the Alesandriaii, is to be identiBed with Macron. The identification of this Ptolemy with the 

homonym of the Gortynian inscription, Inter, Cret. IV, aoS, then becomea certain. He also regards 'Ptolemy, 

the son of Ptolemy’as the son of the Alexandrian envoy to Delphi, /iToAffwioj Mdjrpcuw,and thus the grand¬ 

son of Macnin. His conclusions on these two latter points thus correspond with, and confinn, those of 

Peremana and van T Dack in Histcria, 3. 338-45 (cf. JEA 4a, 113, no, (43)), an article which Milford had 

apparently not seen. If the new reading of the rasuntof OGIS 105 is correct, this conclusion can hardly be 

avoided, and the end of a long controversy has perhaps been reachetL 
(46) In Studi 1,101-9, A. PaglukO publishes‘osservaaioni sid di Cirene’ 

[SEGt IX, 1). He is mainly concerned with the problem of thcdfldvoTftXfwJfw*™ but by way of innuduction he 
some general remarks about the decree, from which it appears that like most, if not all, itaUan scholars 

since the discovery of the document, he holds to a date in the reign of Euergetes, hut it is surprising to w 

Tiith maintain (loi) that this date has never been validly challenged. He also adopts the view that the dia- 

gramma is a provisional documetit, and represents ‘ono scheino del compromesso ooncordato fra Tolemco c 

i Cirenei, perchi servassc di base alJe leggi che U mivov si dovrk date'. Following De Sanctis, he draws 

attention to the atj-lisrie and linguistic difRculties of the document, and commcnis in particular on II. 6ff,, 

mtAfrcijipaS’coTw w ;jupioi,K.TA.,and the passage relating to atfo™™ xtr^fiu'ru. For the most part his views are 

a restatement of those of De Sanctis and Arangio Ruiz, but with regard to the difficnlt jcai mimf rwi 

pirwf erjrocit JSAefairSprun ffw Tot? rijff yuwiwtdv otfaraToif TtTi^ijpA'oir, k.tA., he rejects the view 

of the former that the reference is to a total of 40 minai (ao for the husband and ao for the wife), and 

that the phrase is elliptic and refers to those possessing movable prapery, including investment 

in loans, to the value of 20 minai, including interest on the loans, and that the ao minai include the property 

of the wife. This is a very obscure passage of the text, and no single explajiation s«M satisfactory. 1 may 

note that 1 hope shortly to publish a netv text of the inscription, based on a fresh collation, 
(47) In The Cyprus Expedn. iv, 3, The HttUnisiic end Rman Period! in Cyprus, by O. VESfBQtc 

and A. WEsntOLM, there is a great deal of arehaeological material of interest, and also a simunary and 

historical survey by Vesaberg (210-47) which contains a useful and mtH-digested, if brief, history of the 

period, in which, for the first time, full use is made in a single narrative of Milford’s numerous cpigraphical 

studies of the later Ptolemaic period. Vessberg points out that whUe there exists a good deal of archaeo¬ 

logical material for the earlier Ptolemaic period, there is very little epigrephical evidence, and that for the 

later period there is very little archaeological material but inscriptions abound. He siunmarizea the archaeo¬ 

logical evidence on 227 ff.: 137-4? concern Roman Cyprus. 

Cf. also no. 

X. The Egyptian Godi 
(48) In Homntnits d Waidmar Deonna (Collection Latomus, 28), 138-44, *lsis y el Collegium Illychi- 

niariorum del Pratum Novum (conv. Cordubensis)’ A. GascIa V Bellido publishes a statue with a Latin 

dedicatory inscription, 3r{iVitf) Ftevim Victor CoH^U) Hiyeyttimiorum Prati Nw i,d.\ The figure is m 

^reclining position with a crocodile in attendance and in laiac dress, snd, in spite of the fact that Iris is not 

named in the inscription, there can be no doubt of the figure’s identity. B. well recalls the line of P.Oxy. 

1380. tmropiSv ™i Bohdetnts eiisl nvp!a. He rightly connects the lifytkimuriomm sotlegmm with 

the Au^irrcu of Isiac worship, and in this conteict quotes the famous Auxvdirrai-insmption {fiLJEA 42,108, 

no. (19)) and the Au:,:miTT^ia oflris in IG, It*, 4+7J ■ He also discusses the British Museum lamp from PutcoU 

with the inscriptions £ihrAi>i<i and AojSe fit ‘tov 'FfAuwopoirw (cf.^EA 42, tia, 00.(36)). 

(419) In CaAifH d'Mst, mond. 3, 967-84, M. A. KoRtKTOVTEEV writes ‘A propos de* objets 6^ticns 

dicouverts en U.R.S.S,’, and gives a valuable summaiy' of largely inaccessible material. The article is of 

considerable general interest aince K. emphasizes in particubr the significance of the discoveries for the 

history of trade and of general international contacts. He discusses trade relations between Naucratis and 

Olbia, Fanticapaion, etc., and also between Ptolemaic Egypt and the Bosporan kingdom. He quotes in this 

connexion the dedication to Sarapts. Isis, and thttn sunnaoi, JOSPE 5, and also another which he gives 

as ... («ai Elm ... [(«]t ntxrtilwvi which I take to be one fragment—the right half—of lOSPE i=, 

184 (cf. Latyschev’s introductory remarks to this inscnpiion). 
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(50) In Orimtah'^t ^7^ J. Lec-laot devTJtcs a cdn^idcrrabk action (91-100) of hia buUcUn, Touillcs ct 

travaux" (se« abovc+ no+ (2))t to "Dfejuvurtcs d^objtts tg)'plierk& ou ^g^ptiaants hore d'Eg>pfe‘. This i& a 

^'nJuablc repertoriuiiL It c^ontaliis a good deal of miteHal of the Graeco-Roman period^ and will be indis- 

pensable for fiiture atudy of the subject. He refers (lOOp fi. i) to the altar from Aquiicia oFa.d. 172, containing 

the dedication Upoyp^tfijiaTtvf -hjt i4iytPnTou Kal Ttfp/iT(«>r) Upeiatfos 'Enu^^vt{AE i93+» ^5)p 

and gives a bibliography of it. All the maierial relating to the oilta of the Egyptian Gods ia of Imperial dale. 

(51) 1 may also note J. Leclakt's brief but useful account of the Egyptian objects diacoveticd Ln conti¬ 

nental Africa^ BuiL Soe.Jrattf. d"Egypt. 21, 29-39, *£gypte~Afrique\ 
(52) In Hommagesa IValdrmar De^fnna (Collection l^tomua, 28) Thouvinot publishes a bronae bust 

of a deity whom he identifies as Sarapis, from VolubiUa. It m worth noting as die first trace—if the idcnti- 

flcation be correct—of the worship of Sarapts in Roman Morocco* 
(53) In *I A Penetration des cult« orientaux dans lea Pav's-bas romains'. Rev. arch, de i'Est el du Centre- 

Est, 5,105-32, M* J, VERMASEIt£?i' refers (131) to the laiac dedication, CIL xiii, 1337, found near Leyden. 



BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS 

Two amulets of cats 

The Langton Collection of cats includes two interesting specimens (no. i^t o, i) of minute propor- 
tions from the MacGregor Sale, one of camelian, the other of lapis lazuli, which measure no more than 

Fig. I. 

Fig. 3. 

J on, each. In the publication of that excellent collection' they are described as having 'formed 

part of a string of sot'. The author claims that they are the smallest hard-stone felines on record. 

> Tht Cat in Aneitnt EgypU by N. and B. LaJiBtpn. Cambridge, 1940. 
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A sbnilar object in the writer^a possessions of fine blue turquoise. Is of about the same sis&e (fig. t). 
^llie type appears to resemble (6) rather than (n) as far as can be judged by the published illustration. 
It is, at any rate, recuittbent, and strongly stylized. The base i$ uniiiarked. 

The Langton cats have been variously dated to the Middle and the New Kingdom. The earlier 
dating would be most consistent with the fact that turquoise, the matertai of the object here published 
for the first dmep was extensively used during the Tw^elfth Dynasty* but much less later;' camelian 

and tapis-lamli beads were likewise popular during the Middle Kingdom.^ 

Fig. 1. 

Another amulet of Bast, acquired from a private collection in London in 1957 (figs, 3), Js of 

blue faience and, a[^ from the broken-off ears, in good condition. The height is in. It is of 
exceptionally fine quality as regards both the modelling and the gtaae* which is brUhant^ except at 

the back. The sacred animal is seated with its delicate head inclined to the rightp which Langton 

(p. 29) calls a ‘rare feature^ in this class of objects. The loop for suspension is on the left, a little 
below the back of the head, and has two grooves. The tail* traditionally on the rightp is not dearly 
indicated. The figure may be tentatively ascribed to the Bubastite period. 

Manfred Cassirer 

■ Lucas, Matmah (3rd edn.], 461. ^ Ibid, 55 md 456. 
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The extent of in the Old Kitigdom 

Recent discussions of the Old Kingdoni get^raphy of Lower Nubia show considerable differences 

of opinion regarding the extent to which Middle Kingdom evidence can be used to determine the 
locationp and more especially the extentj of the countries mentioned in the Sixth Dynasty itineraries. 

The evidence for the extent of Wnen m the M.K. consists of a passage in *The Shipwrecked 

Sailor' (IL S-to): 'We have reached the end of IVmit, we have passed Senmet (Biggah)’; and a 
graffito (which apparently now no longer exists) dating from yc^r 29 of Amenemmes I at Koroskop 
which commemorates an expedition 'to overthrow (Save-Soderbergh^ Ag* AiiA. 16^ 64-655 

Gardiner, AEO i, 74'}- ^ j j- 
Whether or not had by the M.Kh already attained its N.K. limit at the Second Cataract 

ts uncertain (see, for example, Gardinerp op. cit. ti» 271^oyottCp ^2, 1771 n* 2), but 
Savc-S6derbergh is certainly mistaken in his view (op. cit. 16) that '1m MR - -. die Erweiterung des 
Begriffes Wwtft noch nicht festgestcllt werden kann'. His location, on the basis of the above-c4t(^ 
graffito of Amenemmes Ip of Korosko within the OpK. iriW/f is therefore open to question, it is m 

any case difficult to see how he reconciles such a iocation with his identification (op. dt. 28-29) 
the “ - .-™ — "" of Urk. ii i27p q with tlie aqaba bewcen Tumas and Medikp 

which latter lies domistrcam from Koroako. It would have been more consistent to have identified 

the 'ridges of Trrrt' with the stretch between, for example, Emictme and Korosko, espeaally since 
ficpi might perhaps be more aptly applied to the broken, hilly country east of the river than to that 

on the west- , . ,, i-t 
On the northern limit of Wf^H in the O.K. Save-S6derbergh has nothing to say. presumably 

either because he does not consider it particularly relevant to the problem of locating Z/(w and 
7rrtt, or perhaps because he regards W'mj/t at this period as being confined to the thstrict arourid 

Ko'rosko (cf. his map, op, cit. i6). Howerxr, the restriction of Wne/t to the korosko area n'ould 

leave us without a name for the district stretching from thence northwards to the Fimt Ca^rt 
(Gardiner, AEO ll, 270*), since the area under Egyptian control barely extended beyond the 

Cataract (cf. Save-S5derbergh, op. cit-11). - l -r r ir 
Gardiner, therefore, prefers to regard the O.K, iFmvf as commencing at Biggah, as m the M-K., 

but he docs not think that it extended as far upstream as Korosko {AEO I, 75*: ll, 27° _)■ 
his only reason for so thinking is that he needs space bcltveen Tumas (which lay w-itbn 7^(0 ^d 
the southern limit of Wmtt to accommodate ZitTC, w hich, on the basis of the order in which it is 

mentioned in CVA- l, 125. 8. he places bctw«n 7rri/ and Wm;t. Incidentally. Gardner appears to 
have got his references confused. If he is going to locate Z;tte north (downstream) of 7/^1 on the 

basis of the order in which they cjceur, the passages to cite would be Urk. 1, 126, 15 and 127, not 
Urk. Ip tzs* 8 (so AEO l. 75*) which mentions Zmu first, thus placing it^ according to Gar ncr 3 

view, upstream of'/rT«(cf. -4£0 II, 270* n. 2). ^ 
In the absence of any definite evidence, it seems best provisionaliy to regard IVwtftas. extending 

upstream from the neighbourhood of Biggah, but probably no farther south than the 

Seyala or Medik. 
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Stone bowls of {Third Dynasty) 

Sjnce writing my communication on p. 116 of JEA 42, I have had the opportunity, thanks to the 
courtesy of Mr* WUJiam Robinow of 35 Barkaton Gardens, S.W. 5, of examinjng carefully another 
fine diorite bowl with the cartouche of Kha'ba, which is in the collection made in Egypt by Mr» 

Robinow's father in 1895-6- In the catalogue of tbe coUecdoit the bowl is said to have come from 
DahshOr. 

The drawing of this bow] here reproduced was kmdJy made by Mr. H* M. Stewart of the Institute 
of Archaeology, London University, ITie lerekk on the bow'l had been filled with paint, but it 

has now- been cleaned, and one can see clearly how it has been made by a series of diill-holca. In 
the frame of the imkh, the holes have been roughly joined by cutting, but the bodies of the two 
birds consist almost entirely of six and five dnll-holes respectively. The general impression of the 
terekh is that it is unfinished, but it provides important evidence as to the technique of making the 
inscription. ^ Arkeli. 

Motifs and phrases on funerary stelae of the later Middle Kingdom 

Following on my an^ysia of the kip-di-mv> in the Middle Kingdom in JEA zy, 77,1 attempted to 
date many stelae of this era by placing them in one of the three periods mentioned in my analysis, 
via. (i) Eleventh Dynasty i (2} early Twelfth Dynasty, i.e. from Ammenemes I to Ammencmes II; 
(3) later Twelfth Dynasty, i.e. from Sesosiris HI to the end of the dynasty. 

This was done by adding up the components of a formula and comparing the totals obtained for 
each period. If the tot^h were close the inscription was omitted. 

Let us take^ for example, the following inscription;; 

^ BriL Mils. aSfi. 
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From il the following tabic can be constructed: 

Compontnt Dynasty 

Eiiriy Tuelfth 

Dynasty 

Latfr Ttcfcljih 

Dynasty 

Osiris without determinative 

nb rnli^Titcy 

di-f ftrt'hrK 

'on which the gtsd IhW 

ff . 

IQ 

0 

D 

0 

□ 

5^ 
p 

fi7 

17 

9+ 

IS 

94 

79 

Totau . . * . 1 ns jiS 

Thus comparison of the totals proves that the stela belongs to the later Twelfth Dynasty. 
The result of thb dating revealed that stelae of the later Twelfth Dynasty bore several new motifs 

in the lunette, and phrases in the formula. They are the following: the 
the two jackals i the Ja-cirde,* 'that which heaven gives, earth fashions, and the Nile brings . the 

epithet and, finally, stelae painted entirely blue.'' Be.ntveit 

A Cairo text of part of the ‘Instfoctlons of ‘OnchsheshoiKiy 

The four broken lines of wisdom text preserved on P, dcm. Cairo 30681 (hereinafter C)J echo par¬ 

ages in the ‘Instructions of ‘Onchsheshonqy’ (hereinafter O),® as may be seen from the foUowing 

revised transliteration: 

O 7/16 m.~*r IvT a p nt e-f itss-t~k 

C l (.) 

Q 'fjt'j ttt-*T hrt d ty hpT ii-k hk bh't e* r-A fh t-^s 

C I m- f )iTTy 

O 7/18 M e Afc-V-w m/iyvf-/ «*' « ht t-f 
^2 .rt~*)o rAttf tRie-f 

O 7/19 rm inn e n-*Q te-f b^ t n-T f'f-/ 

C a rm ^in e n-'o re-/ A’('t 

O 7/20 rm *0 e n-Aifi te-f b^'t n-'f f 'e-/ Ar*# 

C3 (. 
O 9/10 m-V hi/ n wt f ’''-A 
C 3 m-r m/ n 

O 9/14 OT-V 4dtk~y 
C 4 i«-V rA-y H fA{ f) An {.) . , 

O 7/16^20 thus stood entire in C. which then skipped some 45-50 verses present in O. If r 
in C 3 is correalv compared with O 9/lO, which is not quite certain. ^ inf is w ntten differ- 

IntlV, ZaC will also have omitted two of the lines O 9/11^13. for which there cannot have been 

. E ir. B«r. Mus. 315. * Brit 243- 
* E.b. Brit. Mus. 3' B-E- Mos. 304. E.ff. Bni. Mu*. -3. 
r SpirKclberg, iJfWi. H. lOT “.nd pi. 5®- mj m 

» Glanvilk Cat Drin. Paf>- Brit. .V/hj, II, pi. 1, io-as «fid pis, 7-fl <B,M. losoS). 
♦ rlntatiLV read as the hm. d=f. art. t by Glamilk. but hardly large enough- C appears to support«, 

'* See Glanville. ibid., for tianslarimi. 
*' Making alltw-anee for lines missing from the tops of eola. 7, S, ernJ 9. 
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room in C 3-4, Spiegeibcrg dated C ‘ Ptolemaic'; some of the forma* approximate to those of O, dated 
by GlanviUc on palaeographic grounds to the end of the first centurv b.c„* while othersJ probably 

belong to a slightly earlier stage in development, notably the writing of w-V, which is very reminiscent 
of that in the wisdom text of P. dem. Louvre 24J4, dated by Voiten to the second centurv b,c/ If 

then, on the meagre evidence available, we accept that C is slightly earlier than O, what is the prob¬ 

able relation behveen them ? One must admit that the couplet O 7/19-20 was a commonplace in 
Ptolemaic times, for it also occurs in L. 2414, 1/&-9 in reverse order," the latter verse being a con¬ 
flation of O 14/j and 7/19. But none of the parallels between L. 2414 and O maintain the same 

wording and order of sentences, as do O 7/16-20 and C 1-3. These are clearly related quite as closely 
as P, Insitiger is to the Carlsbcrg fragments.* In them the order and content of the verses within 

each chapter is much the same, but the order of the chapters occastonallv varies; a similar manipula¬ 
tion might perhaps account for the jump in C 3 from O 7/20 to O 9/10. C must be part either of a 

copj of the Instructions of 'Onchsheshonqy' themselves, with certain omissions or changes In order, 
or of some unknown wisdom book from which the compiler of O copied slarishly. f prefer the 
former assumption. H. S. Smith 

Three Coptic Etymologies 

uiHcSf Crum i6ib vb. (n) intr. ‘rest’ (b) red. ‘rest oneself', In the demotic 'Instructions of 

Onchsheshonqy (B,M. 1050S)® occurs a pair of maxims; 6/18 nt-V mAj tte-k ef-ie bv3~*r-k hsy 'Do 
not pamper your limbs Jest you become slack': 6/19 w-V jnkyi-k V-A hi Y-aV™?) 

'Do not pamper yourself when you are young lest you become sbek when you are ofdl The transi¬ 
tive use in 6/18 clearly derives from N.K. 'protect' with parts of the body {Wb. ii, 

160,15). But in 6/19 botli usage and meaning are close to the reflexive exx. of uiitc given by Crum. 

If this etymology is correct, the development will ha^e been as follows: the original transitive usage 

ineanmg ‘to protect' became obsolete during the last centuries B.C. (rare in dcm., Ericlisen. Ghssar, 
1S3), but a specialized reflexive use was retained, which gave rise to an intransitive employment 
m Coptic. ^ 

uujiT** Crum 237a nn. as pi., meaning unknown. Only ex. in MSS. Pierpont Morgan 51, 35 

(parable) A.itHii> iicuujiT i4.rt«U'&«H%tOKO^‘ (interpret) 'shelves full of books, 
yet we read not'. The word nit f. ‘hairdresser' occurs in B.M. Stela 386 (Persian period’ 

lib, n, 337, 7) and, written nfyi, in B,M. 1050S, 10/23. lutcrpretiiig hujit as a noun from this 

iwt meaning in the plural ‘locks of hair', wc may translate *we have left our’ locks bleached (by 
the sun?) upon our’ checks, and have not braided them', which seems to provide an apt parable 

u[o« I*, f. u)iu«€5. pi. Crum 564a nn, ‘father-, mother-in-law' (Rossi. 
Etymologtae Aegyptiatae Cn). The demotic ancestor of this word occurs in B.M. 10508, 9/1 a: m-*r 

n« y ^rme ne-k i ‘Do not stay in a house with your parents-in-law'. If Rossi's etymologv* 
IS correct, the presence of the f. -f is surprising; conceiv’ably It is borrowed from mha t 'family', but 
the short final vowel of the Sab. pi. suggests that it may be correct. H. S. Smith 

* C a: c 3: '/*. 
* GlftnvJllu,^ citr xiL 
1 c 41 tm: C 3: C 
■* Voiten in Stwli Rumltini, li, 272. 
* Volien, Das dem. tVtitfieitsbiKh, passim- 
* CknvjUe, Car. Dem. Pap. Brit. Mm. 11. pt. t, pp, ,8-ip. 
^ Lit. 

* Transliienned by Gtanville b, but cf. n'lB hms a ‘y {op. dt., pi. 9J. 
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The Discoverer ol the Rosetta Stone: a Correction 

Dr. Jozef Janssgjj has kindly called my attention to an error into which I have fallen as to the 

identity of the discoverer in my note, JEA 43, iiy* My note was based partly upon a letter to his 
father written by an English naval lieutenant who \'isjtcd Egypt in 1S03. The father of the writer, 

a clergyman and a Greek scholar, was much interested in the Rosetta Stone, having insp^ed it in 
London, and being an?dous to learn more of its history, requested his son to make inquiries on the 

spot during his visit to Egypt. I sent a copy of this letter to a correspondent in Paris, and asked him 
to make inquiry in the French Military Records and biographical resources of the Biblioth^ne 

NatLonale to obtain further information. It now appears that my correspondent has confused two 
nearly homonymous persons: (i) Andre Joseph, Baron Boussard of the Dragoons, who took part in 

most of the military campaigns of the period, including that in Egypt, and (a) Pierre Francois 
Xavier Bouchard (1772-1832). an officer of the Engineers, who was the real discoverer of the Rosetta 
Stone. I hasten to make this correction and also to point out that the place of discovery is not, as 

commonly stated, Fort St^Julien, but Fort Julien. The fortress was named, not ^ter the saint, but 
after a young French soldier, who whilst carrying orders to the Vice-Admiral at Abukir was 

murdered by the Arabs. Barren R. Dawson- 

R 2 



REVIEWS 
Prrhistmc A Study in Prehistonc By E. Op jA\fES. Lcndon^ 1957- ^P' 3^i ^4 

lions, 3 imps^ 5 charts. 30f. 

This is the first work, so it appears, to embrace the whole fidd of prehistoric religion^ and only a coura¬ 

geous scholar who was also well equipped was Ukdy to undertake the task* Both qualides are found in 
Professor E. O. JameSp whose STudies in comparative religion now form an impressive List. 

The chapter-headings will indicate the plan and scope of the work: Tsiaeolithk Burial Ritual"; 'Neolithic 

Burials in the Ancient East’» *MegaIithic Burial in Europe"j 'Creination.p Inhumation and AIummifiGadoii*; 

'Fertility and the FocmI Supply"; The Sky-rdigion"; and Trehistork Rellgton^ In the final chapter^i which 

he uses to recapitulate and sum upp Professor James puts forw-ard die view that ’prehistoric religion centred 

in and developed around the three most cridcal and perpleung situations with which Early Man v^-as mn- 

fronted in his cvery-day experience—births death and the means of subsistence in a precarious environment'^ 

To speak of three centra is not, perhaps, a satisfying metaphor, but the statement seems broadly to meet 

the evidence^ provided one includes under 'birth^ the emphasis on sexual energy which is shown to be con¬ 

spicuous in the prehistoric data. The cult of a Mother-gMdtss is showm to have been widespread^ It is also 

maintained that ^the idea of the Sky-god as the universal spirit becomes such a basic assumption that it has 

every appearance of having been one of the fundamental concepts of m3nk^^d^ The idea of a primitive 

monotheism is, however, rightly rejected, although it is admitted concerning the Sky-god that ^Icxiked at from 

one angle he could be regarded as ^'monotheistic"* in the sense of being wholly supreme and transcendent 

in his own domain and in respect of his divine attributes and functions", tike Petta^asoni, Professor James 

believes that only the higher religions (Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianityt and Islam) can lay claim to 

monotheism, but that 'it has not evolv'^ from polythelHm or animism in the mannet formerly supp€3Sed\ 

He is anxious to avoid any easy synthesis; and he discerns tlifferences as readily as similarities. 

Sexual fertility^ as one would expect, is an earlier religious theme than the fertility of vegetation, for the 

latter can come to the fore only when crops are sown; the worship of the Mother-goddess is therefore in the 

first place unconnected with the idea of Mother Earth. Dr. Baumg^rtcl, in The Catiares ofFrekhtonc Egypt 

(revised ed., London, 1955), 36, prefers to call the Egyptian form of this deity a ^fertility-gpddcss^ rather 

than a ’mother-goddess" because 'she Is never represented with a child’. This seems a somewhat pedantic 

point to make in view of the manifest child-bearing potentialities of the figures depicted; further, the term 

'fertility-gcxldcsa" could easily refer to vegetation. Dr. Baumgartel (p. 46) docs, however, raise one serious 

problem which the present work does not apparently touch upon: how is it that the prehistoric Mother- 

goddess tn Egypt gives w-ay so early to the idea of creation by a self-sufficient masturbating male god* and 
also to a religious royal dogma which stress^ the patrilinear principle ? 

A difficulty inherent in any prehistoric theme is that later evidence must often be adduced in order to 

interpret the archaeological data. But it is open to question whether the later evidence should assume the 

dominant role in such exposition. Dr. jame» has us^ it very liberally. In his preface he states that 'it has 

been upon the Palaeolithic and Ncohthjc periods that attention has b^n primarily concentrated, where no 

written records obtain"; but after discussing the difficulty of defining the term Neolithic he states further 

that be has not h^itated 'to indude the developments in the second millennium b.c, in the background of 

the higher religious s>^teina of the Fertile Crescent and Western Asia, of India and of pre-Homeric GreecCi 

calculated to throw light on their prehistoric anteccdenis, though in some instance the faiths may have passed 

into the realms of recorded history', it is arguable that in a book which surveys so vast an expanse, a more 

rigid concentration on the prehistoric data would have been desirable. Certairdy it is surprising to find, in the 

sections dealing with Egy pt, detiikd discussions of mumimfication, the pyramid cults, the ceremony of 

khc Opening of the Mouth", the eult of Oairia, and the religion of Akhenatcn. Nor is the disoisaion usually 
aubordiuated, except in the last chapter* to the investigation of possible prehistoric antecedents. 

* Mr. R. T. Bundle Clark has mrently called my attention to the fact that in de Buck. Coffin TeWi, n, i6ia 
the double pronoun pn m Che-shc') is used to refer to Atum; "I am he who engendered Shu; I am be^she.* 
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The following details would seem to call for coniment. On pp. 34-35 the Ki^uence ‘Badarian, Amntian 

(Naqadaean) and Gtrzean (Setnainian)' is misleading. If Petrie's temis are followed, Scmainlan is sub¬ 

sequent to Geraean and not identical with it; Ammtian is equivalent to Naf^^dah I; and Nak^dah II covers 

the Gerzean and most of the Semainian phases. In a section on ‘The Maslaba Tomb and the Pyramid' the 

latest authority quoted for the GiTeh pyramids is Petrie’s book of 1885; and for the Step Pyramid Firth and 

Quibetl (1936); the studies of Ricke, Lauer, Junker« Edw^s, and others have since shed new light on the 

subject. It is said on p. 43 that ‘when the pharaoh of the Old Kingdom became a god in the celestial realms, 

the nobility in the Pyramid Age began to seek their own eternity, and so moved away (heir tombs from the 

toval cemeteries to their own domains..The truth is the opposite of this: in the Pyramid Age the nobility, 

as well as all the king's followers and household, were interred around him in a closely planned oomplea of 

burials: see Edwards, The Pyramids of Egj^pt, 104-5 Junker, Giza, xtt, 13. It is stated on p. 112 that ‘the 

cult of Osiris came into increasing piotninence’ in the Fourth Dynasty; it would be intcrcstiiig to have the 

evidence. We are told on p. 163, apropos of the ’Great Minoan Goddess’, that ‘Aphrodite took over her doves 

who became her divine son and the dynamic embodiment of her own functions’. No evidence or authority 

is cited in support of this remarkable view ; Nilsson, whose Mmoan-Mycfttatan Religion is cited for a previous 

point (the first edition of 1937 is used rather than the revised edition of i9S^)' countenMCC it; not 
even Sir Arthur Evans goes so far, although he argues in The Palace of hiinos, it, 838, for an affinity between 

the two goddesses. 
Concerning the origin of Osiris the divergent views arc scrupulously pven, but one would have espected 

a disfussio" of SeharfTs treatment of possible prehistoric connexions: excavations at Mcrimde revealed that 

corn had been strewn over corpses and Bcha^ suggests (ForwA. u, dorittbf, 21-33 (1947), 38 ff, and the 

AuOreitung des OsirhkuUes in der Ftahstti undicdhrend dei Alien Sekkti, 17) that there is here a Neolithic 

parallel to the later so-called 'Coni-Owris*, except that in the early practice there is not attested an associa¬ 

tion with Osiris himself. To say, as Professor James docs on p, 185, that ‘with the Osirianiaation of the solar 

cult at Heliopolis the living king was equated with Horus, the posthumous son of Osiris, can be misleading, 

for there is sure evidence that the king before this was regarded as Horus or as Horiis-Seth {as in the queen's 

title of the First Dynasty), but not, of course, with any Osirian connexion. For some reason m/r hne seems 

to be twice {pp. 190 and 246) translated ‘trueof Jvar. in] heart and voice . 
Discussing the Srd-festival on p. 194. the author states that 'it is by no means dear whether it was the 

death and resurtHtetion of Osiris that was impereonated, as Gardiner maintains, and Gnffiths and Frankfort 

deny’. The reference to Gardiner's statement i^JEA 2, 134 (actually 124), but Gardiner there takes quite 

the contrary view to that ascribed to him by James: he sajs in fact that 'there is nothing to show that the 

king in the S«f-fcstival was, or thereby became, an Osiris'. In JEA 41, ia7-a> the present wntcr di5CU8«d 

the matter further. Nevertheless, it is probably right to condude that the festival ‘w-as closely associated with 

the periodic resusciUtiDn of the king in his divine capacity, .. . ,, - , 
It is said on p. 244 that at the beginning of the Dynastic period immortality became the prerogauve of 

the pharaohs'; this is contradicted by the subsequent statement, on the same pa^. that ^ere is ear^ evidence 

for *a relatively advanced belief in a future life from the fifth mUlennium B C- in which all were dratmed (o 

share'. The latter view seems to be the correct one. Indeed, the idea of a 'loyal prerogative’ in wlifon to tire 

after-life has been much overworked in general. While it U true that the d^ased king is identified with 

Osiris before noblemen or commoners arc, there is no evidence for an explicit or implicit royal ropynght 

in this doctrine. It is more natural to suppose that the doctrine spread because of its popular appeaL ^ 

In a similar manner it ia stated of the ka on p. 24+ tli^t it was originally ’exclusively a royal attnbote and 

that k was only in the Middle and New Kingdoms that it became ‘the possessions (nc) of commoners u well 

as of the pharaohs’. Several reputable scholars could doubtless be cited in support of this opinion, hut Ranke 

{Personennamett, ii, 208) shows that occurs in private names of the First and Se<^iid Dy^ties; one of 

these, a feminine name, is Mrt-kiil), which probably means ‘whom (my) ha loves, the elliptic pronoun 

referring to the name-giver. Another, K/ {l)-fjite, may mean ‘(my) ha is living’ (see Ra^e, ®P-““)■ 
If the addition of the suffix-pronoun be questioned, one may refer to a pnrate name of the Old Kingdom, 

Krl-nb L ‘my An ia his lord’ (cited by Ranke, ibid,). The ka is again probably envisaged as that of the name- 

giver, Ureula Schweitzer in her book on Das Wesen des Ka {Gluckstadt, 1956), 22. dots not controvert tha 

evidence, but states (p. 81) that in the archaic period ordinary men could only have a share m the ka of the 
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ruler—a conclusion which does not agree with Ranke's testimony^ for how, on such an hypolhais^ are these 

early private names to be explained? Greven, Da^ 34. and Fanlkner in his review in 41, 141^ both 

maintain that the king was at first the only possessor of a ka; perhaps there is an arguable presumption that 

this was so if the conception arose, as it probably djd, in the predynastic era; but it cannot be denied that in 

the Old Kingdom, as well as In the Thinite era^ commoners also joined in the privilege. The main reason for 

the opposite view' is no doubt the fact that in the P^'ramid Texts the dnmafis ptrsmtitt are all gods or kings; 

but as Cemy remarks (^nrrVn/ Egyptian Religion^ £2), much of the doctrine was doubtless believed in relation 

to the fate of any mortal. That private persons m the Old Kingdom were regarded as possible po^essors of 

a ^ is also shown by the existence of j^o-statues in their tombs. The earliest such statue appears to have been 

that of Djoser; but that of the commoner Metcn is not much later: see Lh Greven, Der Ku, 33, and Rankers 

discussion in /fnnt TkeoL Riev. 28, 49, concerning 'the almost simultaneous advent of such statues for king 

and commoner alike’. 

It is not easy to agree with Professor James’s belie fconccining the origins of Neith, for he suggests on p. 236* 

that 'the Mother-goddess as Neith was first conceived as a oow’; reference is made to G. R, Levy, Th^ Gatt 

<f Horn^ iib. Miss I.evy states {on p. 117) that 'she (Neith) too was a primeval cow the flesh of whose 

animal embodiment was taboo to the Libyans throughout ihdr history"; but although she cites Batts, The 

farter?! Libyans, 96, n+ 9 and 177, for the Libyan taboo of cow'-flesh and Brug^h, Thesaurus, 637, i, S, for 

a late inscription naming Neith ’as Mother (or Cow)^ Miss Lc^y does not nearly persuade the present 

reviewer that the goddess had originally anjthing at all to do with a covl^ Bates does not pir«ent this view ; all 

he does 13 to cite a few^ classical authors for the taboo of cow-flesh. Nor is there mention of Neith as a cow in 

Thesaurus, 637, 1 and 0; but in pp. 683-4 of that work Brugsch cites trvo such epkhets as applied to Neith in 

late texts: Mbit leri 'the great flood"^ that is, the heavenly ocean thought of as a cow, and ths urt ^the great 

cow'. There can be little doubt, however^ that JJatfibr is the original possessor of both epithets; see the 

examples quoted by IJ, 122 {t6) and 117 {10 and 11). Professor James rightly mentions the early 

occurrences of the Hathor cow-head; he speaks (p- 236) of its 'going back to the Gensean period and recur¬ 

ring in Amratian rock-drawings in Upper Egypt\ But of these two pcHodS;, the Amratian is the earlier^ 

The following misprints have been noted: p. 115, Anubia (Anubis); p. 183^ Herakite (Herakhtc); p. 200^ 

Dodenacan (Ekjdonacan); p. 249, Munyas (Minyas); p. 259, pp. 265 and 283, Baumgartel 

(Baumgartel]i; p. 2S8, Bcdarian (Badarian)^ On p. 37^ Vhere the black soil brought down the river from 

Abyssinia* should be 'where the river brought down the black soil. . pp 114, *the visocm was separately 

embalmed’ (were); pp. 1S5-6; ^Upon both of them {the Sun and the NileJ^ taken together, the remarkable 

fertility of the oasis depended': ^oasis* is a baffling word here, since Egypt as a whole is clearly meant. 

On p. 185 the sentence 'In the Second Dynasty the second king, Rc-neb* had been given a Horus-name' 

should read \.. the second king had been given Re-neb as a Horus-name Vthe theme there bdng the Lnfluenoe 
of the Hcliopolitan solar cult. 

In spite of these blemishes the book contains much that is of value, and on some major problems the 

author's mature judgement mi^st command respect. J, GWTN GatFFiTH3 

7™p^d*.4f?i£?n a Kamak; Les Dhinii^s dei colmnes de la grande salle f^pastyie el leurs dpithites. By Louts-A* 

Chwstophe. Institut fran^ajs d^archdologie orientale. Biblioth^ue d'^ude, T* xxf* Cairo, 1955. Pp. 135 
and 28 plates. 

The great hypostyle hall of the temple of Amun at Kamsk is said to be the largest single chamber of any 

temple in the world. Baikie, in his Egyptian Antsqmtits in the Nile Valhy, 381, thinks that *die columns are 

far too many and far too massive for the space which they obstruct rather than adorn’. WTiatevcr one^s 

aesthetic impression of them {the present reviewer saw ihtrm only once, enhanced by a soft moonlight), the 

student of religion must recognise the importance of the texts engraved upon them. The columns number 
134 and they were decorated by the three kings Sethos 1, Ramesaea 11, and Ramesses IV. 

During four yearn spent at Kamak under the auspices of the French Institute at Cairo, M, Uuis-A. 

* As an iltemative possibiliti.' he adds, 'ofi tis Hornblowcr believes, the symbolism may be of Mesopotamian 
origin'^ 
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Christophe was at first engaftcd In forming a corpus of the inscriptions of Ramcsses ] V in the Theban regtoti. 

He soon lealized, when copying the texts of this king from the columns of the great hypos^k hall, that a 

deliberate choice lay behind not only the depiction of the ritual acts performed by the sovereign but also the 

selection of the deities represented or named. Further, there was an evident connexion between the reptc- 

flcntations belonging to Ramesscs IV and those belonging to his predecessors. It was therefore decided to 

treat them together, and the resulting plan was to make a comparative study of the choice of deities made 

by the three pharaohs in%'olvcd. Such a plan does not, of course, impinge upon the task, undertaken by the 

Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, of publishing the texts and reliefs i« . 
M. Christophe believes it is certain that the representations on the columns are bound up with the scenes 

engraved on the walls of the great hypostyle hall, and some of these reliefs were i^ by Nelson m his .m- 

poSnt study of the ‘Ritual of Amenophis I’ inJNES S, 201 ff.; but in Chnstophes opinion the ^lumns 

n«d to be studied separately because they show a kind of abridged version of the 
directly accessible to the priests and to others who could enter this of the i^ple. 1 ht« the id^a it 

appeai was to place within the reach of the lesser derp. and pi^.bly of the 

fEera. the essential core of the ceremonies performed by the king or 

author thinks that h may be worth inquiring whether such an .dea I'’ “ 
gious life in Egypt which might have originated in the era of Amenoph^ 1V .Akhenaten. 

It follows that the immediate object of the present study is to show what deities were 

respective reigns of Sethos I, Ramesses II, and Ramesses IV; and to inquire whether there « 

in the era of tL Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties, a coherent development of religious 
SSIn o two ^rin the firat, which is purely descriptb^^^ 
:^ddttr^ represented andbywhichyngtheywerechosen,^ 

under the names of the kings, and in these lists the epithets of the gods arc included. The s«ond pan 

consistl of indexes of the various component fcoiurea: deities, their epithets, the divine pairs, triads, the 
of the deities, the representations of the kings, the persons depi^ed m the rq^resentations, and 

i»v «.«nd 0An,ce.«iLy toKplo and a:l>cm«ic. The ™»rbd, h«„v.r, i. ™. 
lfoneW,i«thcind,x.rLii»s,fof™n.p!c.iopinBMfindu»dcr«chn.mYtaD^ 

k .h, te thk, «h.,=.0»iri.«.uni only one n, U.. .talo Znn 

k .ho cn^pklo ,h«noo o. So.h,» ^^oio:.”.! « 
it seems, that this king honoured Seth in the ^ then, is a fflival 

Y<^«. ohe, in»ho„«i... p,.vido. 0.0,10.0 
which M. Christophe has probably heeded from the start, theseevidence from other cult-centres 
picture of the religious policies of the cm, but taken in eonjuncuon wi Gvvyn Griffitiis 
favoured by the kings in question, they may well prove reveahng, J 

Lit^ar> Frog^^ts in ik. Script. By RicaJUto A. Cam,«os. Oxford, PP- 7U ph- 30+^. 63- 

This splendid volume adds signifi^tly .0 our knowledge f 

three ne^ Stories and new fmgmema of known manuscripts of 

Gardiner. Ibschcr, Cemy, and Bams, L*"dM could add maieriallv to his 
these sadly battered documents. At present, probably only further diseovertcs couio aoo 

treatmenu 
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The papyms fragments, originally bought at Luxor by Golfnischeif, ard retained in Berlin and England 
aeveral yestre for sorting, restoration, and study, belong to the Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow, On 

palaeographical and other grounds, the three new' manuscripts appear to date from the end of the Eighteenth 

Etynasty and were once fine speciraena of hieratic calligraphy. Script, apdiing, grammar, and new vocabulary 
arc noted in the introduction to each manuscript. 

The first new story. The PfeatuTci of Fishing and Foteliitg, describes the joys of those field sports so 

fanuliar from.tomb paintings. The extant fragments can nearly all be assigned to three main sections, for 

which Caminos posits an order unproven but highly plausible and yielding good sense. In the first, honour 

18 paid to the marsh'-goddess and other appropriate deities, and the sportsmen become so engro^ed in their 

pleasure that no-one thinks of food, I n the second section, amid fishing and a pithy account of snaring wild¬ 

fowl^ in 3 clap-net, the hero remfntaces about the good old days' when he had leisure to pursue these sports 

at will. In the third aurv'iv’e allusions to the gutting of fish , part of a list of good localities for keen sportsmen, 

and general observations on the sportsman's life. This tale mentions Siitty, father of the god Sobk, for the 

firet time. The word-order of the phrase {ter n] i- j*f m ipdte 'we shall snare birds in thousands’ (pj, i. 

Ai, 6) is remarkable, perhaps emphatic. Spl (pi. z, B4, 7) is certainly obscure; with extreme diffidence 1 
venture to quety whether a meaning 'disturbance, be disturbed' would not fit here as wcU as in PiahJtotep— 

j.e. the water is disturbed by the alighting of a number of wildfowl, especially as there aiu evidently enough 

birds to snare in the net a few moiaents later. The surviving portions of this story indicate a crisp, descriptive 
narrative glowing with enthusiasm for its subject, and new copies are much to be hoped for. 

The Sporiti^ Kit^ is cast in quite another mould. Words not deeds predominate here. Again the order of 

the five known sections (A to E) is quite imcemin; Caminos's order of A, then B and C, is quite likely. The 

tale perhaps opens with the courtiers trying to persuade their king, apparently Ammenerncs 11, to rest awhile 

from his burdensome duties, and one Schetepibr£tankh(?) is summoned to coax the king with his eloquence 

and marsh-lore. He arou^ the monarch’s curiosity with a cryptic remark, *1 have seen it’, and when ques¬ 

tioned burgnns forth with a plethora of similes. The king is won over, for then the whole royal family 

enjoy an outing in the marshes. However, at every juncture the gallant Sehetepibritankh launches into long 

declamations whose wild extravagance easily rivals anything from the Eloquent Peasant’s lips. Some mytho¬ 

logical allusions wdl doubtless prove uscfdJ. The double-barrelled divine name ^Jir-S^my, (personified) 

'Sight-and-Hcaring'. finds parallels far beyond Egypt. In the Ugaritic texts wc find among others Kir-iv- 

tlsi, anificcr-god like Ptah, 'atri-u!-fhm{y), a form of the goddess 'Asherah, and perhaps Gpa-^te-'Ugr, the 

m^gegs) ‘Vinej-ard-and-Field*: cf. C. H. Gordon, Ugmtk Manual, p. 51. § 8, 54. who also cites, n, a, 
YH^VH Elohim as a possible further example of this kind of name. 

The Mythological Story counts among its characters the uraeus-goddess Nesret, the *Lord-of-All’, Thoth,- 
the 'Eye’ (’Iret), Horus lord of Mesen, and probably Rp and Osiris (Caminos, p, 45). The surviving scraps 

clearly indicate a running narrative liberally laced with dialogue, but no connected story emerges at present. 

A goddess is thirsty, various deities travel and meet, some people are brought before a god against their 

will-such cantalixing allusions may perhaps indicate a work of the same general class as Honu and Seth or 
Aiiarte and the Sea. 

'Hie two sporting pieces throw some additional light on fishing and fowling for pleasure in the Middle 

Kingdom. So flowery are Schctepihrifaiikh’a speeches that one is tempted to ask whether St « just possible 

that the author w^ deliberately burlesquing the rhetorical style! These text* also provide the earliest occur¬ 

rences attested so f» of some wt>rda hitherto only met in texts of later dale and occasionally only in the 
Gracco-Roman periad (so hdte, ViTittrfowU Cammos pp. 35^36)* 

additions to known manuscripts of Sinuhe, Ptahhotep, and .WeriWrare useful ; so also is the hieratic 
of the Goleni^eff text of Stnuhe given in facsimile for the first time. This copy along with five small new 

fragments makes possible slight corrections to the transcript in Biackman, .Middk-Egyptian Stories' moat 

are quite small and only thdr locations will be listed liere-^>ne or two alone arc worth pirticularBing. 

Gol. .MS., p. i, t == M(iddle)-Eigypciatiy S{tor{fs). i (tiny tracts of m over r of [ijiur- sib, large, straddles 

the srated-num det.; insert ^ before = in rj); i, 3 _ MES, z(new fragmentgiv«ir-M and p-rof hyt-prt)- 

1,6 = MES, 3 (Tiny trace of i in i. 7 ^ MES, 4 (here, [ist r] /rA-rr hm f, r-w s should be rubridKd)’ 

^ '■ 9 6 (tiny trace of upright -r before r«rtc; on 
MES, 6a, n. 13a, cf. Caminos, pi. 24^, n. t); i.,2 ^ MES,7 (for det. after fr/Are, Caminos reads seatcd-man 
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for BlacLnian patr-of'l«gs—either theoretically posable, Caminos perhaps bnier); i, 15 = MBS, 8 (new 

fragment adds [ts]] before htiy); i, 16 = MES, 9 (Caminos, p. 5a, here indicates reading m [A/] as in 

Ashmotesn Ostracon, rt. ii). 
Gol. MS., p, 2, 1-2 = Af£5, 9, G. 'i5’ (the ‘18’ U misplaced at [fflt/], and is to be replaced between 

*iT[f] and [’«] •! of which traces occur on a new fragment, preceded by [m/rlw); 2, 2 = MBS^ 10,11.' 18* and 
' 19* (the ‘19’ is misplaced; in *18’ a new fragment gives lowxr parts of d of hp-n-l andofscated^man and stroke 
dets. of f, ‘man’, plus a liny trace of the at line-end a new fragment adds iwd-»’j which, followed by n/, 
agrees with Ashm. Ostr., rt. ij); 2. 3 = MES, to, I. ‘19’ (one new frag, adds i of sfk n i and also d«fl «; 
another adds ^ tn red); 2, 4 = MES, 11 (the ‘21’ is misplaced; add now uraeus-det. and %'erse- 
point for 2,6 = MES, 12,1, (new frag, adds [m] («^); a. 7 = MES, 12,1, ‘23’ (tiny trace of hn- 

sign in red). 
Gol. MS., p. 3, 2-1-x = MES, 30,1. ‘43' (read shm-ib with Caminos, p. 32); 3,4-I-X = MES, *0,1. ‘43’ 

(add now p^wt [/]), In MES, 21, page-line 6, alter notation ‘end of second page’ to read ‘end of third 

page* and correspondingly ‘third* to ‘fourth’ page in note bu. 
To Merikafer sjx new fragments now accrue, belonging to the Moscow copy of this text; some readings 

add slightly to the text (e.g. m b/hm, a gap in P.Petersb. 1116A, 86) or to its interpretation (c.g, tcnwf-r>f 

as in P. Carlsbef^^ VI> 3, 6), 
For Ptshhofep broken secisons of much of p* 6^ especially in the upper Mf» of Pap. B.M. 10509 become 

available. A large number of "verees' 328 10 413 (Devaud's numbering) sur\'ive but ohefi brokeu and not in 

Devaud's order. Page 7 now contains the beginninga of sixteen lines and larger parts of the first four, corre¬ 

sponding to some of ‘veracs’ 413 to 497. The four small pieces of p. fi show parts of i dozen more ‘verses’. 

Scholars will be able to pencil-in the new additions In the blank spaces in brackets left in Z. Xaha’s new edi- 

tion of Piuhhoti^l>r 
Thii being an Oxford book, misprints ar^ very rare; two are d^'ii for on p. 50^ and r for ^ in Aitn^ 

karer on p. 56*^ of tbe index. To the industry of Caminos and his predecessor and to the gcnemsity of 

Sir Alan Gardiner in assuring publicacfoni all Egyptologists arc indebted for this new material on Eg^'ptian 

literature and languagCp so presented that its great value is not eclipsed by its fragmentary sUlCi 
K. A. KlTCHEfi 

Koptisciu Grammatik {Saidkehrr Di&lfkt) mlt BthH^grdphtr, Ltief^Utkrn und W'ortervffrsrtcknhiat. By 

Walter C. Tilx. Otto HanaasowitXp Leipzig, 1955. Pp. 360, pb. 3^ DM. 38- 

It is to be hoped that the sucocssive discoveries of Manichaean and new Gnostic writing in Egjpt will have 

helped to rekindle interest in the Coptic language, which for many years has been somewhat overshadowed 

by the study of Its venerable parent^ Ancient Egyptian. In recent ye^ra inicnding Coptic scholars have been 

well Served by the publication of several gjarnttiars. Dr. Till's Koptitchf Grammatik, the Laicsi of These, 

should do much to foster the study of Coptic. Indeed^ the new’ Grammar should prove a mMt useful vadg 

mfcum both for the beginner and for the advanced atudeni. Ii is handy In size easily slipped into the pocket 

—and though concise in explanation, it covers each grammatical form and usage adequately. Bearing in mind 

the needs of beginners, Dr. Till has w^isely conEned his attention to the SaHdic dialecth In the opinion of the 

reviewer comparison with other dialects is only confusing to the beginner. It is far better that a student 

should acquire a sound knowledge of Sa^idic—Wter all the most fully documented of the dialci^—before 

attempting to read one or more of the other fom^ of Coptic. Dr. Till has refrained from giving many 

comparisons with the old Egjptkn fonns of Coptic words. Hia grammar is primarily intended to assist ihe 

beginner to learn Coptic, and there is much to be said for teaching intending Egyptologista a sound know¬ 

ledge of the last form of Egyptian before the study of hierQgljy>hs is attempted. 
Afl might be expected the necessity for predae and exact illustrations of grammatical rules and forma has 

meant that the majoriiy of examples have been drawn cither from the Bible or from religious works trans¬ 

lated from Greek originals. Nevertheless, Dr. Till has not neglected the non-hterary sources. In every case 

he hiis printed the examples in full and has net been content merely to give references which few students 

bother to Look up even when the texts are 3%'ailable. For the benefit of the advanced student full references 
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arc made to all the published studies on the various grammatical forms and usages as they occur. Within the 

space of 200 pages Dr. Till has succeeded in covering nearly every aspect of Coptic grammar, a remarkable 

achicvcmcni, Peritaps not evervone will agree with the author in his arrangicinent of some of the material. 

For eKample^ paragraphs 241-52^ which deal with the various kinds of Sentcucts^ would seem to follow more 

naturally after paragraph 377. Likewise, the sections dealing w ith the Preposition and the Adverb might be 

placed more logically after the section on the Verb rather than before it. This is, how ever, a matter of pemonal 

preference. 
The ten pages containing a bibliography should be a very useful introduction to the chief works with which 

the student of Coptic ought to become familiar. The Lesestucke of 5S pages contains a good selection of 

texts both hicmry and non-literary^ Here some criticism might be raised in regard to the representation of 

the supcrlincation in the printing of the texts. The stroke over initial letters, e.g, n, St and f in compound 

verbs, is correctly placed, but a good manuscript would rK>i wiile ojot, mnup ciiiTSx, for iXii^ 

coiTu, tn^Kko. Tt is possible that the particular type employed did not allow for a more exact placing 

of the stroke. This is an unfortunate development in the reproduction of Coptic texUn Certainly in the case of 

SteindorfFfl earlier Graimnar the stroke was generally represented by the type in its proper position. The 

extract from St. John's Gospel on page 273, to which no exact refeience is given, appears to be a reproduc¬ 

tion of Homer's text. If this is so, then it scema. a tittle odd that a student should be presented with a con- 

Rated text rather than given an original and consecutive text# 

No doubt conaiderations of economy prevented the inclusion of more than two plates. Nevertheless, it 

would have been better perhaps to have divided the first plate into two, and to have given an example of one 

of the earlier uncial hands as well as part of the manuscript already illustrated. 

The Coptic-Gcrman vocabulary is adequate, the reference in brackets to the page in Crum's Dictionary 

being particularly useful. But in regard to the Gfcek-German vocabulary, it seems to the reviewer that it is 

unnecessarily confusing for the beginner to list Greek loan-words in their originai Greek form. The many 

Creek words which had become part of the Coptic language should surely appear primarily in their Coptic 

form. Stcindorff reproduced such words in this manner in the vocabulary in hts earlier Grammar, and it 

Seems a pity to abandon this practice. Would it not be preferable to list the variant reaidings of a Greek loan- 

wurd in their proper alphabetical order, c.g. €tci, iitti, Sec., rather than be content with on 

entry alr^iv foliow'cd by the variant Coptic forms? 

The full index of subjects treated in the text of the Grammar which concludes the book should increase 

its value and usefulness. It is the lack of such an index which reduces the uaefulnesa 0/ Steindorirs Leftrbuck 

der kopfischen GraTmmitik. 
Dr- Till is to be congratulaTed on. the production of this Grammar, which should in no small measure 

further the study of Coptic. The student may be assured that in using this book he has the benefit of a 

reliable and up-to-date guide to the acquiring of a knowledge of the Coptic language. J. M. Plumley 

Tht Egyptian CoJ^ Vol. VL By A. de Buck. University of Chicago Press (English Agents, Cam¬ 

bridge University Press), Chicago, 1957. Pp. xv+4t5. £5. lar. 6d. 

Professor dc Buck and the Oricnlal Institute of Chicago University are to be congratulated on producing 

the sixth volume of Coffin Tests; a very considerable range of these important religious documents of the 

Middle Kingdom has now^ been made available to students, and we hope that the series may be carried to 

completion. The present volume lives fully up to the standard set by its predecessors, and is in fact very 

lightly the longest of the scri-es. Of the spells included, a fairly large proportion recurs in the Book of the 

Dead, but as usual the Pyramid Texts are less well represented. One Pyramid spell which la found again in 

this volume, however, panicularly interests me, namely Coffin Text Spell 173 corresponding to fjyr. §§ 393 ff.. 

the so-callcd 'Cannibal Hymn', which was the subject of my first contribution to this JournaL A comparison 

of the later text with the earlier version show^ only too clearly why many of the Coffin Texts are hard to 

translate. If in this case we had not the e^lier text to help us, difficult though it is, it would have been im- 

posaiblc to arrive at in true measure from the later one; it ia quite obvious that at some time betw'cen the 
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Sixth and Eleventh Dynasties a manuscript of this hymn must have come into the hands of a compiler of 

funerary' texts who failed to make head or tail of it and re-edited it according to his own ideas, and it is this 

buneted vcr«on which has been used b the M.K. coffins. It is perhaps not without reason that the scribe 

of (Sffin Bac stopped short at the end of the fourth scnteiioe. He probably found 
unintelligible and wisely left it alone; as it is, his short extract is already senously garbled and dearly descends 

from a version different from and apparently even worse than that of the p^llel texts Sic and bac. Since 

the originals of the majority of the spells of the Coffin Texts are not preserved to us, we are not able to judge 

the extent of the mangling of texts which may have gone on, but the specimen m questiOT. where we do 

possess the original, does not inspire confidence in the early M.K. copyists of the more 

Egypiiau Grotumar. By StR Auan Gardinsr. Third edition, revised. Oxford Universi^ Press on behalf of 
the Griffith Institute, Ashmolean Museum. Oxford, 1957. Pp- xxxvi-|-64fi. pis. 2. £3. Jf. 

Sir Alan Gardiner is to be congratulated on having written an Egyptolc^ial brat-seller, for, having sold 

two editions of his Gramtuar right out, he has been impelled to publish a third in a imncr of th^y iwar^ 

This means that the copies of hia book in being must be numbered in thousands, with a demand 

still unsatisfied. Even allowing for the fact that libraries and scholars may many of ih™ 
or more copies, such a demand for a grammar of a dead Afncan language must surely constitute a re^d, 
and is a measure both of the author’s achievement and of the abiding interest in Ancient p^P ■ 

nlbc, of pogo. hov. boon rovi»d, b.. *o nujnrit, nt ol.oin.ion. bovo 
Addition, nnd Comotion., It In.thu. boon p«.iblo tonvold ontora.vo topnnnos ond 

» ^ tT^O. donn t. . btvoi .■ki.hi.K-, kno ctnidorlnstbo.izo of tb. 
cm. of bnnk-pfodnetion. k that tU. work. oKontial to the buddtng Egyptoloei.t, on ^ 
reach of even the impecunious Undergraduate of today. 
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